COMMENT LETTER # PUB1
From: jenny pfeiffer <jenny@pfeifferfoto.com>
Sent: Friday, July 3, 2020 7:51:17 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Terra Vi Lodge Yosemite
Dear Quincy Yaley (and board of subervisors)

My family has owned a cabin on sawmill mountain for the last 50 years and I am NOT for the
Terra Vi Lodge and think this a terrible development that would be bad for the area. I would like
to respond to the EIR, I do not agree with a lot of the findings and I think there is a lot of
magical thinking involved. Even with this, they did find some significate effects that you can not
ignore. Please read my coments below:

WATER SUPPLY
Despite well tests done in a wet year that show plenty of water that is supposedly more than sufficient
to meet daily water needs of each project, the reality is that groundwater is always a gamble. If wells
were tested at the end of multiple years of drought, the well test results would be highly different. What
happens when the water drops by 50% which could happen this year, 2020 was a very dry year. It would
be interesting to see how the wells perform this oct. Is there a plan if they run out of water? What will
they do if they run all the wells dry in the surrounding area? With climate change a reality, this sonario is
not out of the question. There is no surface water nearby so this is a big reason this project is so
irresponsible.

PUB1-01

The report says “The Tuolumne County Water Quality Plan identifies residential and commercial
on‐site sewage disposal systems, leaking underground storage tanks, and unobstructed grazing
practices as key sources of existing contamination. Chronic sources of soil erosion and enhanced
sediment delivery to local waterways are also identified as a concern.9”
The report says “The downstream receiving water for the project site is the Tuolumne River” what
happens if the waste water contaminates the Tuolumne River. This river brings many tourists, if it was
contaminated then the tourists will not come and the business that rely on them would be hurt.
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the report says “Implementation of the proposed project could violate water quality standards or
waste discharge requirements or otherwise substantially degrade surface or groundwater quality.”
Need to test at least 2 years in a row, 2019 was very wet so that was not a realistic year to test the well
capacity.
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Another water issue is to fight a fire, if they are low on water because of a dry winter (very possible,
we just had one this year, 2020) and barely getting enough to run the lodge, what happens if a fire
starts and they do not have enough water to fight the fire? This development is not alone, there are
other cabin nearby and would put them at risk.
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The report says “Cumulative projects that install on‐site water wells could potentially decrease
groundwater supplies or interfere substantially with groundwater recharge” Our well at our cabin was
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one of the well tested. “When the off- site residential well 26G(B) was pumping, there was also a
response in the Terra Vi on-site source wells” which means they are connected. If they run their well
dry there is a good chance ours will run dry as well. Not to mention that since they tested our water it
has tasted terrible, they do not know why and they have not fixed it. If it does not improve soon
something must be done.

PUB1-05
cont.

Fire
The report says “The project would result in the need for new or physically altered fire protection
facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental impacts, in order to
maintain acceptable service ratios, response times, or other performance objectives.” That mean the
county is on the hook for providing more services.
The report says “This represents an increase in demand on services provided by the GCSD, TCFD, and
CAL FIRE, which would increase the deficiencies in service due to the distance from a fire station and
existing response times. Calls from the Groveland station to the project site, which is out of the GCSD
district, would take an estimated 22 minutes, and could create the potential for delayed response times
for emergencies within the GCSD boundary while station personnel are responding to the project site.”
I couldn’t have said it better.
The report says “Despite the fire resistant and suppression physical features, non-physical features,
and training program, the proposed project would still exacerbate existing fire protection service
response time deficiencies in the region due to an increase in visitors and employees on the project site.
While the proposed project would provide service improvements to the project site, GCSD and TCFD
would still require alteration or expansion of staffing, equipment, and facilities, to maintain acceptable
response times. Therefore, the proposed project would have a significant impact regarding fire
protection services.” Can the county afford this?
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The report says “An assessment by the TCFD concluded that the proposed project, in combination with
cumulative projects in the area, would create the need to expand existing fire services and hire
additional staff to adequately meet the additional service demand. Therefore, the proposed project, in
combination with cumulative projects, could result in significant cumulative impacts regarding fire
protection services.” Can the county afford this?
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The report says “The project would be located in a State Responsibility and could, due to slope,
prevailing winds, and other factors, exacerbate wildfire risks and thereby expose project occupants to,
pollutant concentrations from, a wildfire or the uncontrolled spread of a wildfire.” Yes I agree and
this should not be ok with the county.
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The report says “The project’s proposed features (listed in Table 4.17-2) would reduce potential
wildfire hazards. However, the planting placement, density, and species on the project’s landscaping
plans are not consistent with these proposed wildfire hazard reduction features. Therefore, the impact
would be significant.” Need I say more?
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The report says “Accordingly, the proposed project would not contribute to a cumulative increase in
wildland fire hazards in the immediate vicinity of the project site or throughout the region and the
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potential for cumulative impacts associated with wildfire hazards would be less than significant.” -I
disagree!

PUB1-12
cont.

County Services
The project says “The project would result in the need for new or physically altered police facilities,
the construction of which could cause significant environmental impacts, in order to maintain
acceptable service ratios, response times, or other performance objectives. ” I ask again, can the
county afford this?

PUB1-013

The report says “The proposed project would create a significant impact if it would substantially impair
an emergency response plan or emergency evacuation plan.” This is a big problem, if this project along
with under canvas and nearby cabins need to evacuate all at the same time then this would not be
possible. One main road and one little fire access road is not enough. There could be loss of life.
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The report says “As there are no other helipads in the immediate vicinity of the project, this feature
would be beneficial as it would provide improved emergency helicopter access in comparison to existing
conditions.” Under Canvas now says they will have a heli pad. Isn’t one enough? They are very loud.
And I am not convinced they will only be used for emergency. These developers have lied to us before
so I do not trust them and nor should you.
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Other:
•
•
•

Impact GHG‐1.1: Construction of the proposed project would result in a net increase in GHG
[Greenhouse Gas] emissions.
▪ Impact GHG‐1.2: Operation of the proposed project would result in a net increase in GHG
emissions.
▪ Impact NOI‐3.1: Noise levels associated with use of the proposed emergency helipad could
result in substantial temporary increases in ambient daytime and/or nighttime noise levels at
nearby existing sensitive uses.

-these 3 items are all important items that cannot be overlooked that will negatively impact the
community.
Thank you for taking the time to read my comments,
Jenny Pfeiffer
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB2
From: Joann Pfeiffer <joannmbianchi@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 07, 2020 4:02 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Concerned
Dear mr Yaley,
I am a concerned land owner on sawmill mountain
Please help us stop this over built project. The traffic problems it will create are huge. Also the water
shortage is a big concern for us. I can’t imagine that the sewage for this many people won’t also be
impacted all of us. I sure do not understand how this could be ok with you or anyone who has a love for
one of the most beautiful place in California. Please help us Save this area
Thank you
Joann Pfeiffer
Sent from my iPhone
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB3
From: Joann Pfeiffer <joannmbianchi@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 4:09 PM
To: Natalie Rizzi <NRizzi@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Help
Dear ms. Rizzi,
Please help us redirect this project. It’s so big and will creat a huge traffic problem We are worried about
our water supply We also worry about that much sewage going into our ground that will harm our water
supply We have lots of wild life in this area that will also be disrupted This project is too big and has not
tried to even fit into the environment instead it looks more like an office building Please help Thank you
J. Pfeiffer Sent from my iPhone
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB4
From: Kathy Seaton <kcseaton5@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 07, 2020 3:01 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Opposition to Terra Vi & Under Canvas projects
Dear Quincy,
As a former Groveled area resident I am keenly aware of how this project could impact our former
community.
Without a public sewer system, how can the waste be kept from polluting the Tuolumne River and other
wells in the area?
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I understand that the water quantity tests were done during a wet year. We all know what can happen
to the water supplies/wells during a drought and we are due for another in the short run. (We had to
drill a new well, to replace our dried‐up one, shortly before we sold our ranch there in 2016.)
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And that doesn’t even begin to address the fire risk. Because of the extreme fire danger in the Sierra
summers, I thought we were trying to keep development OUT of the trees. This just puts EVERYONE in
greater danger. We don’t want to see another Paradise!
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Speaking of paradise, this one will be ruined with all the extra traffic and noise. It’s the peace and quiet
and folks live in the mountains to enjoy. These developments will create havoc for people who struggle
to survive in the area.
Please stop these projects!!!
Kathy Seaton
17967 Old Wards Ferry Rd.
Sonora, CA 95370
209‐813‐3904
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB5
From: Cindy Charles <cindy@ccharles.net>
Sent: Friday, July 10, 2020 11:36 AM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; John Gray <JGray@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Request for Additional Time for public comment on Under Canvas DEIR & Terra Vi DEIR
Dear Quincy & John,
As a resident of Tuolumne County who is currently reviewing the DEIRs for Under Canvas and Terra Vi, I
am writing to request a 30 day extension in the deadline for public comments for both projects.
The two DEIR documents are unusually large for Draft Environmental Impact Reports and contain a lot
of important technical information to be analyzed. In addition, the adjacent projects are interconnected
via their potential cumulative impacts which makes submitting comments given the thousands of pages
within the DEIRS even more arduous. The usual 45 day period for thoroughly and thoughtfully writing
comments on these two very large projects next to each other is simply inadequate.
I am sure the County is seeking comprehensive and well‐thought comments in order to guide these
developments, especially since the developers have invested a great deal of effort and resources in
producing such extra‐large documents for public review. It would extremely beneficial to all if the public
were granted an additional 30 days to provide feedback .
Also, as John knows, I have not had functioning telephone service or internet service at my home in
Groveland for some months suddenly in 2020, and therefore have had an added burden of getting in my
car to travel away from my home to work on reading the DEIRs, accessing additional information on the
internet and communicating with others about these DEIRs. This situation has contributed to my
struggle with composing my comments by the 45 day deadline.
Thank you in advance for a timely response to this request.
Best,
Cindy Charles
19745 Cherokee Trail Road, Groveland, CA
Board Member, Tuolumne River Trust
Board Member, California Sportfishing Protection Alliance
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB6

From: Dan Courtney <dancourtney.dc@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, July 10, 2020 4:19 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Cc: Taryn Vanderpan <TVanderpan@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Re: FW: water quality testing Sawmill Mtn Road
I don't know if my previous message went through. So yesterday after picking up the thumb drive (thank
you) I drove to my buddy's house a few hundred miles away in Paradise CA. This morning I cleared a
desk and a few hours to work on this, including pulling the hydrogeology info to send to my
hydrogeologist, Ken Schmidt, and then opened the thumb drive.
I found nothing but an Initial Study for "Oxbow".
If they are coming by for a thumdrive they might get Terra Vi and YUC.
At this point I do not see any way myself and the other neighbors can adequately review and comment
on all these thousands of pages of materials,
I would like to request a 15 day extension on the YUC comment period and a 30 day extension on Terra
Vi.
With COVID 19 already disrupting life and business there is just no way we can provide intelligent
feedback and each of these projects will have substantial impacts on our properties, so these relatively
short extensions will give us a fair chance to review and comment.
Please consider this request and let me know if it's acceptable or if you need a more formal request.
Thank you and have a great weekend,
Dan
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB7
From: matthew chapman <matthewchapman8@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, July 11, 2020 8:17 PM
To: John Gray <JGray@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Cc: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject:
In concert with the concerns of John Buckley, I matthew Chapman would also request 30 day extensions
regarding DEIR responses and comments. The nature of the projects involved and the simultaneous
release of both DEIR that are very complex and lengthy in scope coupled with covid 19 restricting
conditions affecting personal contacts with various involved parties to which correspondence has
become constrained to phone tag limitations , with contact unreliable and strained. It is in the interests
of full and fair process tbis reauest is seconde. Matthew Chapman.
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB8
From: tim@yosemiteflyfishing.net <tim@yosemiteflyfishing.net>
Sent: Saturday, July 11, 2020 8:20 AM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Request for extension of comment period for UC and TV proposed developments

To Quincy Yaley
Subject:
Comment period for UC and TV proposed developments.
I am requesting that the County Planning Dept. extend the comment period deadline for the
DEIR for the proposed Under Canvas development by 30 days.
I am requesting an extension of the comment period for the DEIR for the proposed Terra VI
development by 120 days.
It is an unreasonable expectation that any interested party would be able to truly read and then
be able to comment on a document of 1,263 pages in the current allotted brief period.
The TV document is even more extensive with 1,866 pages and so will require even more time
for interested parties to be able to read and fact check and then comment on the document.
That both of these documents were released with such a brief comment period and during the
current crisis, even if they were a reasonable length, is more than enough justification for a
more lengthy comment period.
The County also needs to take adequate time to analyze theses massive documents and I don’t
see how the CO Planning Dept. could possibly do their legally required due diligence without
more time.
Given the length, complexity, and scope of the documents denying an extension of the
comment periods could be perceived as a coordinated effort to overwhelm the commenters
and the County planers by the developers.
So in order to avoid any appearance of any such coordinated effort, even if unintentional, I am
making a request for the lengthen comment periods for the period requested above..
Thank You and I look forward to your reply.
Tim Hutchins
PO# 161
Groveland CA
95321
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB9
From: nancy constantino <nancy.constantino@yahoo.com>
Sent: Sunday, July 12, 2020 9:14 AM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Cc: John Gray <JGray@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: DEIR Comment Period Extension Request
I have received the documents and have been reviewing the DEIR's for both Yosemite
Under Canvas and Terra Vi. While I have been working diligently to review all of the
information, it is apparent that there is not enough time to thoroughly evaluate and
thoughtfully comment on both projects simultaneously.
I formally request a 30 day extension for each of the comment period deadlines.
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB10
From: Sam Flanery <samflanery@sbcglobal.net>
Sent: Monday, July 13, 2020 1:32 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; John Gray <JGray@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Re: Hardin Flat Project

On Saturday, December 22, 2018, 7:48:49 AM PST, Sam Flanery <samflanery@sbcglobal.net> wrote:

Quincy & John,
We would like to voice our concerns over the Hardin Flat Project. We own the
property at 11230 Sawmill Mountain Road in Groveland. We have owned and
been paying taxes on this property for over 30 years.
We remember when the said property was rezoned, and at the time we were
told it would be for a small RV park not a large resort. The two projects could
not be more different; the proposed project has a hotel, restaurant, helicopter
pad and grocery store. This in not what we were told would be happening to
this land and this proposed project is unacceptable.
We have many concerns about this project and would like to outline just a few
for you:
1. Sewage / Leach field: The proposed hotel is on a high side of a hill so the
leach field will be bleeding into us. Rush Creek has had issues with this.
What will stop this from happening here?
2. EIR: This should be required. The MND is old and not valid a lot has
changed since this report was issued.
3. Road Entrance / Traffic: Easement Access
4. Security and Our Privacy: We are very concerned about people wondering
back onto our property.
5. Fire: Increase chances with more people.
6. Water Supply: You will drain our water supply as it is non-sustainable.
As we mentioned we have owned this property for over 30 years. Besides us
our children, grandchildren and many friends enjoy coming to our cabin, we
enjoy being outdoors and spending quality family time together. It was rough
for us to recover after the Rim Fire, we lost the majority of our trees from the
fire and an out building. This project will destroy the peace and serenity we
have at our cabin.
Sam and Helen Flanery
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB11
From: Layne Hackett <layne.hackett@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, July 13, 2020 4:27 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Terra Vi project

Dear Mr. Yaley:
I am writing to express my concerns regarding the impact of the Terra Vi project on
our already fragile environment:
Yosemite, and its surrounds, continue to be stressed by the influx of
people visiting the park each year. Pollution is already a problem, and foot traffic
between the two proposed lodging facilities create a significant safety issue.
Lodging for four hundred plus visitors means that much less water for residents
and businesses. Water is a finite commodity. We have no way, as of yet, to access
more than Mother Nature provides us. And people from outside an area often
disregard efforts too conserve. (Lack of understanding or lack of caring)
Then, of course, is the matter of waste! If you’ve ever changed a diaper, I’m sure
you can imagine the magnitude of that concern when the septic system fails! There
is potential for significant leakage into ground water and even into the Tuolumne.
This magnificent area of our state and country is entrusted you and your group. I
hope you seriously consider the long‐term impact of any decision you make.
Thank you,
Layne Hackett
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB12
From: Sam Flanery <samflanery@sbcglobal.net>
Sent: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 4:20 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; Natalie Rizzi <NRizzi@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: RE: Under Canvas & Terra Vi Projects
We own the property at 11230 Saw Mill Mountain Road, Groveland CA, we have owned this property for
over 30 years.
We would like to voice our concerns over The Under Canvas and The Terra Vi Projects. First off, we
would like you to extend the deadline for letters regarding these projects for another 30 days. There is an
enormous amount of information to sift through.
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Just in case the deadline is not extended we are going to go ahead and voice some of our concerns.
1. Water Supply: The water supply test that was half heartedly conducted was done so in a short period
of time during a fluke rainier than normal season. These tests are normally conducted over years during
different seasons to get an accurate reflection. It is known, throughout California, that our state has been
in a drought for years. All the properties in this area are on a well system, and during dry seasons the
Terra Vi project could pull enough water from the ground to dry up the water supply to numerous
properties in the area.
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2. Sewage / Leach Field: Both of these projects are going to rely on an engineered septic system which
will have an astonishing amount of waste to treat. the Terra Vi project is on the high side of the hill so the
leach field will bleed into us. The resort up the road, Rush Creek, has had numerous issues with this.
This waste could easily end up contamination our well, again our only water source.

PUB12-03

3. Road Entrance: Exiting out of Saw Mill Mountain Road onto 120 can already be difficult sometimes
without the hundreds or cars and pedestrians these projects will add. This will be an added traffic hazard,
and in the case of a vehicle accident it will pull emergency resources from surrounding areas.
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4. Fire: It was rough for us to recover after the Rim Fire. We lost about 80% of our trees and an
outbuilding. We are just now starting to see some growth again of bushes and trees or as a fire would
view it fuel. At the Under Canvas project they are proposing wood stoves, campfires and BBQ's. The
Rim Fire was caused by one campfire and Under Canvas will have over one hundred ignition sources.
Not to mention the additional careless people who are not use to being in the woods and would not
realize how dangerous throwing a cigarette in the grass in this area could be. Since, the Rim Fire the
wind just whips through there like never before and would move a fire quickly. Besides the loss of trees
and buildings you will be putting numerous lives in danger. Lives of the residents of Saw Mill Mountain,
the guest of both properties and the fire fighters and other emergence personal, this is just reckless and
unnecessary on your part.
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5. Security / Our Privacy: The Terra Via Property will be within a mile of our property. We are concerned
with people wandering onto our property and either damaging it our stealing things. Private property
signs do not keep people out. We are also concerned about noice pollution as they will be having
wedding and parties with an amplified sound system.
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The Under Canvas and the Terra Vi projects could both be moved closer to Groveland and if they were
not across the street from each other this would alleviate a lot of the concerns. There maybe better
opportunities for septic, they would be closer to town for emergency services and farther away from
homes so they could not drain others water supplies. Hopefully, a new location would also have a safer
road entrance and exit.

PUB12-07

The EIR was conducted too quickly to give an accurate assessment of all of the issues stated above.

PUB12-08

Sam & Helen Flanery

COMMENT LETTER # PUB13
From: Matt Moore <mattmoore1906@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 4:24 PM
To: John Gray <JGray@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Under Canvas and Hanjsi EIRs
Dear Mr. Gray and Ms. Yaley,
I am writing to ask that you extend the periods of public review for both the Yosemite Under Canvas and
the Hanjsi projects by at least 30 days. For the applicants to be given so much time to prepare their
reports and for the public to have so little time to review their massive reports is not appropriate.
Furthermore, the public has been calling for the cumulative effects of these projects to be considered
together. So to have the periods for review overlap is not realistic. Finally, to have to review these
lengthy reports during the current pandemic—when so many people are managing so many other,
frankly, more important, challenges—is unconscionable.
Surely, the county’s intention is to allow the public to fully review and comment.
I ask respectfully for your serious consideration of this request.
Best regards
Matthew R. Moore
Owner, 30835 Hardin Flat Road, Groveland
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB14
From: Geoff Dowd <geoff.dowd@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 1:27 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Please cancel the Terra Vi project
Dear Quincy,
I wrote you months ago, and I'm sad to see that this project is still moving forward.
I have several concerns about this project's impact on all that makes the region special. Namely, the
wilderness alive and well as... healthy wilderness. Not scorched Earth.
My greatest fear is not the increased traffic, water availability, nor the lack of housing regionally for
staff... but simply WILDFIRE RISK. All of the above leads to greater risk of a wildfire. The region has seen
several in the past and needs no more.
Personally, having just travelled through Mammoth Lakes, Lake Tahoe, and regions in between, it is
clear to me that there is increased interest in the great outdoors, the Sierra Nevada and anything to
escape what is increasingly difficult times in suburban and city regions, exacerbated by the global
pandemic.
Simply put: the regions – especially this one where Terra Vi is planned to be built – is becoming overly
congested without the proper infrastructure to provide safe enjoyment of the land. No doubt, this will
lead to avoidable DEATH AND DESTRUCTION. You know this to be true.
If the developers truly cared about the wellbeing of its future customers, hotel guests, and the long‐time
residents of the region – and the Great Outdoors, they would not push forward with such a dangerous
development. It is pure greed.
Thank you for including my comments in the record.
Do the right thing, shut this down.
‐ Geoff Dowd
Design Executive
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB15
From: Ellie Owen <eowen3648@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 8:10 AM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Letter to the Planning Department Concerning Terra
Letter to the Planning Department Concerning Terra Vi.
1. Fire‐ how can this project be approved after the findings of the Tuolumne County Grand Jury Report
on fire safety? Most of Tuolumne County's fire engines and equipment are very old and will soon be
obsolete. The county does not have the funds to buy new equipment. The Grand Jury identified a lack of
evacuation preparedness in our county. A massive evacuation would be a disaster with the amount of
traffic that already exists on Hwy 120, the gateway corridor to Yosemite National Park. To think of
adding another 400 vehicles from Terra Vi and 247 from Under Canvas not counting employee vehicles
could easily become an inferno waiting to happen with the next wildfire. With the addition of that many
more people, the likelyhood of fires goes up exponentially. Because Terra Vi and Under Canvas are right
across the road from each other and owned by the same developers, why is a traffic study not required?
Why shouldn't it be combined as one study?
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2. Water‐ to calculate water availability in a non drought year seems foolish. With our history of
drought, shouldn't that be an important part of the calculation? How many wells are on the property?
How deep are the wells? How many gallons per minute does each one yield? How will they effect the
wells of property owners adjoining the project? When PG&E shuts off power because of fire danger,
how will the water be accessed? Gravity does not produce water pressure needed for fire protection.
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3. Insurance‐ so many of the residents of Tuolumne County have had their fire insurance policies
canceled. Does Terra Vi have fire insurance? Have you seen their policy?
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When the county is in the red and laying off staff, how will it justify sending an inspector to the Terra Vi
site which is hours away for months on end?
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Lastly, the hwy 120 corridor is the gateway to the Park and should be protected so as not to end up like
the southern entrance.
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Ellie Owen
12098 Wards Ferry Rd.
Groveland, Ca. 95321

COMMENT LETTER # PUB16
From: jenny pfeiffer <jenny@pfeifferfoto.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 2:14 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: FW: Terra Vi Lodge Yosemite
Hi Quincy,
I just wanted to make sure you got my first comment (below, sent on July 3rd) and here are some more
comments from me as well:
First I want to address the aesthetics of Verra Vi, the design is terrible and does not fit with the
surroundings at all!!!! It looks like an office building not a wilderness lodge. Rush Creek’s design is
soooooo much better than this design. It’s embarrassing that is might get approved. If this gets built and
then goes under will they just leave it to be an eye sore? I hope you all are considering what happens if
they go out of business or run out of money before they are done building, with the current pandemic
and the coming economic recession/depression this is very likely.
1.
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The DEIR’s Analysis of and Mitigation for Wildfire Risk, and Emergency Evacuation and
Response Impacts Is Inadequate.

The DEIR understates the Project’s potential wildfire risks and fails to provide any analysis in support of
its conclusion that these risks are less than significant. The proposed Project lies within a Very High Fire
Hazard Severity Zone, and the Project site itself has burned multiple times, most recently in the 2013
Rim Fire. The DEIR’s wildfire risk analysis is inadequate for the following reasons:
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The DEIR largely relies on the implementation of Project features (such as separation
between buildings, fire‐resistant building materials, a vegetation management plan,
employee training and a helipad) to suggest that the Project’s wildfire‐related impacts
would not be significant level. The DEIR provides no evidence that these features would
be sufficient to protect people and structures from the threat of a wildland fire.



The DEIR fails to analyze wildfire risks resulting from inadequate fire protection services.
For calls to the Project site, the closest fire station in Groveland would have at best a 22‐
minute response time with no traffic, three times the 7‐minute standard for response
times. The DEIR admits that firefighters would be unable to reach the Project site within
established response times, but never considers how the inability of emergency
responders to access the site in a timely manner would affect wildfire risk.
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The DEIR does not analyze the Project’s impacts on emergency access. It simply notes
the existence of driveways providing access to Sawmill Mountain Road and to SR‐120,
but does not consider the capacity of SR 120 and traffic conditions on this roadway
during an emergency event such as a wildfire.
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The DEIR fails to evaluate any evacuation scenarios. It assumes evacuation via SR‐120
will be feasible, but does not consider whether SR‐120 could accommodate the Project’s
traffic together with the traffic from other evacuees during a wildfire event, or whether
SR‐120 might be blocked during a wildfire.
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The DEIR fails to analyze the cumulative impacts of the Project on emergency access and
emergency response, when combined with the impacts of the proposed Yosemite Under
Canvas development, the Thousand Trails/Yosemite Lakes RV Expansion, the Berkeley
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2.

PUB16-06
cont.

The Project would conflict with goals and policies in the Tuolumne County General Plan,
as it would increase exposure to wildfire risk, impede emergency access, and strain fire
protection services. The DEIR does not identify these inconsistencies as significant
impacts of the Project.

PUB16-07

The DEIR’s Analysis of and Mitigation for the Project’s Water Quality Impacts is Inadequate.


The DEIR provides no analysis in support of its conclusion that the Project’s wastewater
treatment system and leach field would not harm water quality. Instead, it wrongly
claims that any water quality impacts from the wastewater treatment system would be
less than significant simply because the Project’s wastewater treatment would comply
with applicable regulations.



The DEIR provides no evidence that proposed water testing and treatment measures
would be effective in mitigating contamination found in the Project’s drinking water
supply. Water wells at the site were found to contain arsenic, iron, turbidity, and color
levels that exceed drinking water maximum contaminant standards. The DEIR calls for
further water testing and asserts that if contaminant levels remain high, the Project
would install a water treatment unit, which it claims would reduce impacts to a less than
significant level. However, it lacks details about the proposed follow‐up testing and
treatment measures, and omits performance standards for these measures.
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The DEIR lacks analysis in support of its conclusion that a proposed drainage plan for
runoff management and detention or retention facilities would sufficiently mitigate
stormwater impacts. The DEIR finds that the Project would increase impervious surfaces
and stormwater volumes which could require the expansion of existing stormwater
facilities or the construction of new facilities, a significant impact. The DEIR fails to
provide adequate mitigation measures for these impacts.
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The DEIR fails to analyze cumulative impacts on water quality. It concludes that the
Project, in combination with the Yosemite Under Canvas project, Thousand Trails/
Yosemite Lakes RV Expansion, Berkeley Tuolumne Camp Restoration project, and
Mountain Sage Conditional Use Permit project, would result in less‐than‐significant
cumulative impacts on hydrology, water quality, and groundwater. However, it contains
no analysis in support of this conclusion, instead relying on Project features and
regulatory compliance to claim impacts would not be significant.
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3.

Tuolumne Camp Restoration project, and the Mountain Sage Conditional Use Permit
project. Together these projects would likely create traffic congestion on SR‐120 during
a wildfire evacuation.
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The DEIR’s Analysis of and Mitigation for the Project’s Noise Impacts is Inadequate.


Multiple residences located close to the Project site would be impacted by Project noise,
but the DEIR largely addresses impacts to only one residence. The DEIR fails to specify
the number of homes in the area, their specific location or their distance from the
Project.



The Project will generate noise from sources including vehicle traffic, truck circulation, a
loading dock, and an outdoor generator. The DEIR fails to provide adequate mitigation
for these impacts. The DEIR also concludes that construction‐related noise would be less
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4.

than significant suggesting that these impacts would be “short‐term.” A construction
project that lasts two years cannot be considered short‐term.

PUB16-13
cont.

The DEIR fails to adequately analyze and mitigate impacts relating to helicopter noise.
The DEIR admits that helicopter takeoff and landing from the Project helipad would
produce substantial increases in daytime and nighttime noise. The DEIR does not
adequately analyze how helicopter‐related noise would impact residents in the area or
identify adequate mitigation for these impacts.
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The DEIR’s Transportation Analysis Fails To Adequately Analyze Or Mitigate Impacts Relating
to Roadway Hazards.

PUB16-15



The Project would require construction of a new eastbound receiving lane on SR‐120 to
handle increased traffic from the Project, but this lane would be too short for traffic to
merge safely. The DEIR fails to identify this deficiency as a significant roadway hazard.



The Project would cause a sight distance “deficiency” at the intersection of SR‐
120/Sawmill Mountain Road that would need to be mitigated by regrading and tree
cutting. The DEIR does not provide any evidence to suggest that Caltrans would
approve this roadway project.
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The DEIR fails to analyze roadway safety hazards that would occur during Project
construction. It does not evaluate the potential for accidents caused by slow‐moving
construction trucks and equipment entering and exiting SR‐120 during the 2‐year
construction period.
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The DEIR fails to adequately analyze safety risks to bicyclists. It wrongly concludes that
bicycle safety impacts are insignificant because cyclists would supposedly only travel a
short segment of SR‐120 between Sawmill Mountain Road and Hardin Flat Road. It
ignores other bicycle traffic along SR‐120, including traffic between the Project and
other more distant points such as Yosemite National Park, and the Project’s safety
impacts on these cyclists.
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The DEIR ignores cumulative roadway safety impacts. It does not analyze how traffic
from the Project, together with traffic from the Yosemite Under Canvas development,
the Thousand Trails/Yosemite Lakes RV Expansion, the Berkeley Tuolumne Camp
Restoration project, and the Mountain Sage Conditional Use Permit project, would
cumulatively affect the roadway safety.

PUB16-19

The DEIR does not mention pedestrians walking across the hwy to go to the store from
Under Canvas. How is that safe? You know this will happen and there will be
accidents.
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Thank you,

Jenny Elia Pfeiffer

415.999.9196 - http://www.pfeifferfoto.com

From: jenny pfeiffer <jenny@pfeifferfoto.com>
Date: Friday, July 3, 2020 at 7:51 PM
To: <qyaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Terra Vi Lodge Yosemite
Dear Quincy Yaley (and board of subervisors)

My family has owned a cabin on sawmill mountain for the last 50 years and I am NOT for the
Terra Vi Lodge and think this a terrible development that would be bad for the area. I would like
to respond to the EIR, I do not agree with a lot of the findings and I think there is a lot of
magical thinking involved. Even with this, they did find some significate effects that you can not
ignore. Please read my coments below:

WATER SUPPLY
Despite well tests done in a wet year that show plenty of water that is supposedly more than sufficient
to meet daily water needs of each project, the reality is that groundwater is always a gamble. If wells
were tested at the end of multiple years of drought, the well test results would be highly
different. What happens when the water drops by 50% which could happen this year, 2020 was
a very dry year. It would be interesting to see how the wells perform this oct. Is there a plan if
they run out of water? What will they do if they run all the wells dry in the surrounding area? With
climate change a reality, this sonario is not out of the question. There is no surface water nearby so this
is a big reason this project is so irresponsible.
The report says “The Tuolumne County Water Quality Plan identifies residential and commercial on‐site
sewage disposal systems, leaking underground storage tanks, and unobstructed grazing practices as key
sources of existing contamination. Chronic sources of soil erosion and enhanced sediment delivery to
local waterways are also identified as a concern.9”
The report says “The downstream receiving water for the project site is the Tuolumne River” what
happens if the waste water contaminates the Tuolumne River. This river brings many tourists, if it was
contaminated then the tourists will not come and the business that rely on them would be hurt.
the report says “Implementation of the proposed project could violate water quality standards or
waste discharge requirements or otherwise substantially degrade surface or groundwater quality.”
Need to test at least 2 years in a row, 2019 was very wet so that was not a realistic year to test the well
capacity.
Another water issue is to fight a fire, if they are low on water because of a dry winter (very possible,
we just had one this year, 2020) and barely getting enough to run the lodge, what happens if a fire
starts and they do not have enough water to fight the fire? This development is not alone, there are
other cabin nearby and would put them at risk.
The report says “Cumulative projects that install on‐site water wells could potentially decrease
groundwater supplies or interfere substantially with groundwater recharge” Our well at our cabin was
one of the well tested. “When the off‐ site residential well 26G(B) was pumping, there was also a
response in the Terra Vi on‐site source wells” which means they are connected. If they run their well dry
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there is a good chance ours will run dry as well. Not to mention that since they tested our water it has
tasted terrible, they do not know why and they have not fixed it. If it does not improve soon something
must be done.

Fire
The report says “The project would result in the need for new or physically altered fire protection
facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental impacts, in order to
maintain acceptable service ratios, response times, or other performance objectives.” That mean the
county is on the hook for providing more services.
The report says “This represents an increase in demand on services provided by the GCSD, TCFD, and
CAL FIRE, which would increase the deficiencies in service due to the distance from a fire station and
existing response times. Calls from the Groveland station to the project site, which is out of the GCSD
district, would take an estimated 22 minutes, and could create the potential for delayed response times
for emergencies within the GCSD boundary while station personnel are responding to the project site.” I
couldn’t have said it better.
The report says “Despite the fire resistant and suppression physical features, non‐physical features, and
training program, the proposed project would still exacerbate existing fire protection service response
time deficiencies in the region due to an increase in visitors and employees on the project site. While
the proposed project would provide service improvements to the project site, GCSD and TCFD would still
require alteration or expansion of staffing, equipment, and facilities, to maintain acceptable response
times. Therefore, the proposed project would have a significant impact regarding fire protection
services.” Can the county afford this?
The report says “An assessment by the TCFD concluded that the proposed project, in combination with
cumulative projects in the area, would create the need to expand existing fire services and hire
additional staff to adequately meet the additional service demand. Therefore, the proposed project, in
combination with cumulative projects, could result in significant cumulative impacts regarding fire
protection services.” Can the county afford this?
The report says “The project would be located in a State Responsibility and could, due to slope,
prevailing winds, and other factors, exacerbate wildfire risks and thereby expose project occupants to,
pollutant concentrations from, a wildfire or the uncontrolled spread of a wildfire.” Yes I agree and this
should not be ok with the county.
The report says “The project’s proposed features (listed in Table 4.17‐2) would reduce potential wildfire
hazards. However, the planting placement, density, and species on the project’s landscaping plans are
not consistent with these proposed wildfire hazard reduction features. Therefore, the impact would be
significant.” Need I say more?
The report says “Accordingly, the proposed project would not contribute to a cumulative increase in
wildland fire hazards in the immediate vicinity of the project site or throughout the region and the
potential for cumulative impacts associated with wildfire hazards would be less than significant.” ‐I
disagree!
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County Services
The project says “The project would result in the need for new or physically altered police facilities,
the construction of which could cause significant environmental impacts, in order to maintain
acceptable service ratios, response times, or other performance objectives. ” I ask again, can the
county afford this?
The report says “The proposed project would create a significant impact if it would substantially impair
an emergency response plan or emergency evacuation plan.” This is a big problem, if this project along
with under canvas and nearby cabins need to evacuate all at the same time then this would not be
possible. One main road and one little fire access road is not enough. There could be loss of life.
The report says “As there are no other helipads in the immediate vicinity of the project, this feature
would be beneficial as it would provide improved emergency helicopter access in comparison to existing
conditions.” Under Canvas now says they will have a heli pad. Isn’t one enough? They are very loud. And
I am not convinced they will only be used for emergency. These developers have lied to us before so I do
not trust them and nor should you.
Other:




Impact GHG‐1.1: Construction of the proposed project would result in a net increase in GHG
[Greenhouse Gas] emissions.
 Impact GHG‐1.2: Operation of the proposed project would result in a net increase in GHG
emissions.
 Impact NOI‐3.1: Noise levels associated with use of the proposed emergency helipad could
result in substantial temporary increases in ambient daytime and/or nighttime noise levels at
nearby existing sensitive uses.

‐these 3 items are all important items that cannot be overlooked that will negatively impact the
community.
Thank you for taking the time to read my comments,
Jenny Pfeiffer

Jenny Elia Pfeiffer

415.999.9196 - http://www.pfeifferfoto.com
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB17
From: jenny pfeiffer <jenny@pfeifferfoto.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 12:51 PM
To: John Gray <JGray@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: terra vi and under canvas
Hello John and Quincy,
I am formally requesting the deadline for comments be extended for terra vi and for under canvas. The
time given is not nearly enough time to be able to respond properly. We need another 30 days.
Thank you,
Jenny

Jenny Elia Pfeiffer

415.999.9196 - http://www.pfeifferfoto.com
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB18
From: jillsathrill@yahoo.com <jillsathrill@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:42 AM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Please DO NOT APPROVE the Terra Vi Lodge Yosemite

Dear Quincy Yaley (and board of supervisors),

Please consider the cons of this project. I do not support approving more
development in Yosemite and putting those who enjoy the beauty and live there at risk.
Thank you so much for your consideration,
Jill Oringer
408-806-4955

The DEIR’s Analysis of and Mitigation for Wildfire Risk, and Emergency
Evacuation and Response Impacts Is Inadequate.
The DEIR understates the Project’s potential wildfire risks and fails to provide any
analysis in support of its conclusion that these risks are less than significant. The
proposed Project lies within a Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone, and the Project site
itself has burned multiple times, most recently in the 2013 Rim Fire. The DEIR’s wildfire
risk analysis is inadequate for the following reasons:

1.
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The DEIR largely relies on the implementation of Project features
(such as separation between buildings, fire-resistant building materials, a
vegetation management plan, employee training and a helipad) to suggest
that the Project’s wildfire-related impacts would not be significant level.
The DEIR provides no evidence that these features would be sufficient to
protect people and structures from the threat of a wildland fire.

The DEIR fails to analyze wildfire risks resulting from inadequate
fire protection services. For calls to the Project site, the closest fire station
in Groveland would have at best a 22-minute response time with no traffic,
three times the 7-minute standard for response times. The DEIR admits that
firefighters would be unable to reach the Project site within established
response times, but never considers how the inability of emergency
responders to access the site in a timely manner would affect wildfire risk.
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The DEIR does not analyze the Project’s impacts on emergency
access. It simply notes the existence of driveways providing access to
Sawmill Mountain Road and to SR-120, but does not consider the capacity
of SR 120 and traffic conditions on this roadway during an emergency
event such as a wildfire.
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The DEIR fails to evaluate any evacuation scenarios. It assumes
evacuation via SR-120 will be feasible, but does not consider whether SR120 could accommodate the Project’s traffic together with the traffic from
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other evacuees during a wildfire event, or whether SR-120 might be
blocked during a wildfire.

PUB18-04
cont.


The DEIR fails to analyze the cumulative impacts of the Project on
emergency access and emergency response, when combined with the
impacts of the proposed Yosemite Under Canvas development, the
Thousand Trails/Yosemite Lakes RV Expansion, the Berkeley Tuolumne
Camp Restoration project, and the Mountain Sage Conditional Use Permit
project. Together these projects would likely create traffic congestion on
SR-120 during a wildfire evacuation.

PUB18-05


The Project would conflict with goals and policies in the Tuolumne
County General Plan, as it would increase exposure to wildfire risk, impede
emergency access, and strain fire protection services. The DEIR does not
identify these inconsistencies as significant impacts of the Project.
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2.
The DEIR’s Analysis of and Mitigation for the Project’s Water
Quality Impacts is Inadequate.
The DEIR provides no analysis in support of its conclusion that the

Project’s wastewater treatment system and leach field would not harm
water quality. Instead, it wrongly claims that any water quality impacts
from the wastewater treatment system would be less than significant simply
because the Project’s wastewater treatment would comply with applicable
regulations.
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The DEIR provides no evidence that proposed water testing and
treatment measures would be effective in mitigating contamination found in
the Project’s drinking water supply. Water wells at the site were found to
contain arsenic, iron, turbidity, and color levels that exceed drinking water
maximum contaminant standards. The DEIR calls for further water testing
and asserts that if contaminant levels remain high, the Project would install
a water treatment unit, which it claims would reduce impacts to a less than
significant level. However, it lacks details about the proposed follow-up
testing and treatment measures, and omits performance standards for these
measures.
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The DEIR lacks analysis in support of its conclusion that a
proposed drainage plan for runoff management and detention or retention
facilities would sufficiently mitigate stormwater impacts. The DEIR finds
that the Project would increase impervious surfaces and stormwater
volumes which could require the expansion of existing stormwater facilities
or the construction of new facilities, a significant impact. The DEIR fails
to provide adequate mitigation measures for these impacts.
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The DEIR fails to analyze cumulative impacts on water quality. It
concludes that the Project, in combination with the Yosemite Under Canvas
project, Thousand Trails/ Yosemite Lakes RV Expansion, Berkeley
Tuolumne Camp Restoration project, and Mountain Sage Conditional Use
Permit project, would result in less-than-significant cumulative impacts on
hydrology, water quality, and groundwater. However, it contains no
analysis in support of this conclusion, instead relying on Project features
and regulatory compliance to claim impacts would not be significant.
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3.
The DEIR’s Analysis of and Mitigation for the Project’s Noise
Impacts is Inadequate.
Multiple residences located close to the Project site would be

impacted by Project noise, but the DEIR largely addresses impacts to only
one residence. The DEIR fails to specify the number of homes in the area,
their specific location or their distance from the Project.
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The Project will generate noise from sources including vehicle
traffic, truck circulation, a loading dock, and an outdoor generator. The
DEIR fails to provide adequate mitigation for these impacts. The DEIR also
concludes that construction-related noise would be less than significant
suggesting that these impacts would be “short-term.” A construction
project that lasts two years cannot be considered short-term.
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The DEIR fails to adequately analyze and mitigate impacts relating
to helicopter noise. The DEIR admits that helicopter takeoff and landing
from the Project helipad would produce substantial increases in daytime
and nighttime noise. The DEIR does not adequately analyze how
helicopter-related noise would impact residents in the area or identify
adequate mitigation for these impacts.
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4.
The DEIR’s Transportation Analysis Fails To Adequately Analyze Or
Mitigate Impacts Relating to Roadway Hazards.

The Project would require construction of a new eastbound
receiving lane on SR-120 to handle increased traffic from the Project, but
this lane would be too short for traffic to merge safely. The DEIR fails to
identify this deficiency as a significant roadway hazard.

The Project would cause a sight distance “deficiency” at the
intersection of SR-120/Sawmill Mountain Road that would need to be
mitigated by regrading and tree cutting. The DEIR does not provide any
evidence to suggest that Caltrans would approve this roadway project.
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The DEIR fails to analyze roadway safety hazards that would occur
during Project construction. It does not evaluate the potential for accidents
caused by slow-moving construction trucks and equipment entering and
exiting SR-120 during the 2-year construction period.
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The DEIR fails to adequately analyze safety risks to bicyclists. It
wrongly concludes that bicycle safety impacts are insignificant because
cyclists would supposedly only travel a short segment of SR-120 between
Sawmill Mountain Road and Hardin Flat Road. It ignores other bicycle
traffic along SR-120, including traffic between the Project and other more
distant points such as Yosemite National Park, and the Project’s safety
impacts on these cyclists.
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The DEIR ignores cumulative roadway safety impacts. It does not
analyze how traffic from the Project, together with traffic from the
Yosemite Under Canvas development, the Thousand Trails/Yosemite Lakes
RV Expansion, the Berkeley Tuolumne Camp Restoration project, and the
Mountain Sage Conditional Use Permit project, would cumulatively affect
the roadway safety.
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB19
From: Michael B. Allen <michael@mballenlaw.com>
Sent: Friday, July 17, 2020 7:44 AM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Fwd: Terra ViI EIR Comment’s

Sent from my iPad
Michael B. Allen, Esq.
Allen, Baker & Stephan, PC
66 Bovet Road, Suite 250
San Mateo, CA 94402
650 347 5000
Begin forwarded message:
From: <michael@mballenlaw.com>
Date: July 17, 2020 at 7:43:31 AM PDT
To: <qyaleu@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Terra ViI EIR Comment’s
T whom it may concern,
I am a long time Groveland resident residing at 20351 Pine Mountain Drive. This project should
not go forward until the developer addresses the significant drain on Groveland Community
Services that will be caused by the operation of this facility . Specifically ambulance and fire.
This developer must either have its own ambulance and fire suppression services or if it intends
to rely on Groveland Services it should pay for the expansion of fire and ambulance services in
Groveland necessary to protect and secure the residents of Groveland including Pine Mountain
Lake.
Sent from my iPad
Michael B. Allen, Esq.
Allen, Baker & Stephan, PC
66 Bovet Road, Suite 250
San Mateo, CA 94402
650 347 5000
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB20
From: Suzanne Ctibor <yosemitesu@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, July 17, 2020 1:03 AM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: I oppose the Terra Vi Lodge
Dear Ms. Yaley,
I am writing you to show my concern for the impact this project will have, not only to the
aesthetic of the surrounding National Forest, or the impact on what little wildlife still resides
here after the Rim Fire, but also the major impact this will have on Highway 120. If you have
never driven either Old Priest, or New Priest grade, you have no idea how dangerous that part
of the road is.
If you have driven either Grades, then imagine driving them with two or 3 times the traffic!
Highway 120 is not built for the amount of traffic we have now, let alone this whole new
complex. The entire route of 120 from Moccasin to the Entrance of Yosemite, is an unsafe road,
especially if you are not used to driving in the mountains. There have been many horrific
accidents on this road, and there will be many more, as a lot of unsure city drivers are
dangerous drivers on this road.
Also, I'd like to point out that this new complex is very far from any emergency help, or, an
ambulance, fire suppression, or sheriff in case of an emergency.
There is only one way in, and one way out. What will happen if there is a need for evacuation?
120 is only a two lane highway, how will hundreds and hundreds of people, from not only Terra
Vi, but Evergreen, and the new Rush Creek Lodge get safely out of there, if there is an
emergency? It will be like the people of Paradise, who tried to leave, but were instead burned
alive in their cars stuck in traffic on a two lane road with only one escape route.
Please consider these facts, and, don't put corporate greed in the ahead of common
sense.There are many small businesses in Groveland, and surrounding areas that need the
revenue that comes from dining, renting rooms, gas and groceries, that depend on the tourists
that have no huge 300 unit motels to go to instead of staying in or around Groveland, Big Oak
Flat, and Buck Meadows. This complex is just not a good fit!
I am very passionate about this, and, the EIP that says there will be no impact. That's just
ridiculous, how can it not have an impact on otherwise virgin soil, a sewer system with leech
fields that will drain towards the Middle Fork of the Tuolumne River, not to mention the extra
pollution all those extra vehicles will be spewing.
Please, please, think about my above reasons, and just say no to more traffic, more city drivers
on this dangerous road, and the impact of emergency fire and law enforcement being so far
away, or an evacuation that will be unfathomable to even try to help all the extra people, and
cars get out if need be.
And, not to mention the impact on our Forest and Wildlife, and our way of life in a small little
tourist town that needs the revenue of the tourist in the summer, so that we can eat, pay our
bills, and be able to stay and enjoy this town and our simple way of life. I, and many other locals
that have lived here all our lives, don't want to be put into any more danger on this road, and
surely don't want to be forced out of our homes because all our small businesses are gone. I for
one, prefer working for a 'mom and pop' business as opposed to working for a huge
corporation from some other country.
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Thank you for any consideration of this matter.
Sincerely,
Suzanne Ctibor, Gary Ctibor, family, along with many friends and neighbors.
POBX555
Groveland CA. 95321
(209) 768‐6432
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB21
From: Sam Flanery <samflanery@sbcglobal.net>
Sent: Saturday, July 18, 2020 2:23:33 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; Natalie Rizzi <NRizzi@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: RE: Terra Vi and Yosemite Under Canvas
I wrote an email last week addressing these projects but it dawned on me that you may prefer to receive
a PDF. My original letter was not included in the DEIR report I surely hope this was an oversight and not
done on purpose.
Sam Flanery
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We own the property at 11230 Saw Mill Mountain Road, Groveland CA, we have owned
this property for over 30 years.
We would like to voice our concerns over The Under Canvas and The Terra Vi projects.
First off, we would like you to extend the deadline for letters regarding these projects for
another 30 days. There is an enormous amount of information to sift through.
Just in case the deadline is not extended we are going to go ahead and voice some of
our concerns.
1. Water Supply: The water supply test that was half heartedly conducted was done so
in a short period of time during a ßuke rainier than normal season. These tests are
normally conducted over years during different seasons to get an accurate reßection.
It is known, throughout California, that our state has been in a drought for years. All
the properties in this area are on well systems, and during dry seasons the Terra Vi
project could pull enough water from the ground to dry up the water supply to
numerous properties in the area.
2. Sewage / Leach Field: Both of these projects are going to rely on an engineered
septic system which will have an astonishing amount of waste to treat. The Terra Vi
project is on the high side of the hill so the leach Þeld will bleed into us. The resort up
the road Rush Creek has had numerous issues with this. This waste could easily end
up contaminating our well, again our only water supply.
3. Road Entrance: Exiting out of Saw Mill Mountain Road onto 120 can already be
difÞcult sometimes without the hundreds of cars and pedestrians these projects will add.
This will be an added trafÞc hazard, and in the case of a vehicle accident it will pull
emergency resources from surrounding areas.
4. Fire: It was rough for us to recover after the Rim Fire. We lost about 80% of our
trees and an outbuilding. We are just now starting to see some growth again of bushes
and trees or as a Þre would view it fuel. At The Under Canvas project they are
proposing wood stoves, campÞre pits and BBQÕs. The Rim Fire was caused by one
campÞre and Under Canvas will have over one hundred ignition sources. Not to mention
the additional careless people who are not use to being in the woods and would not
realize how dangerous throwing a cigarette in the grass in this area could be. Since, the
Rim Fire the wind just whips through there like never before and would move a Þre
quickly. Besides the loss of trees and buildings you will be putting numerous lives in
danger. Lives of the residents of Saw Mill Mountain, the guests of both properties and
the Þre Þghters and other emergency personal, this is just reckless and unnecessary on
your part.
5. Security / Our Privacy: The Terra Via Property will be within a mile of our property.
We are concerned with people wandering on to our property and either damaging it or
stealing things. Private property signs do not keep people out. We are also concerned
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about noise pollution as they will be having wedding and parties with an ampliÞed sound
system.
The Under Canvas and The Terra Vi projects could both be moved closer to Groveland
and if they were not across street from each other this would alleviate a lot of the
concerns. There maybe better opportunities for septic, they would be closer to town for
emergency services, and farther away from homes so they could not drain others water
supplies. Hopefully a new location would also have a safer road entrance and exit.
The EIR was conducted too quickly to give an accurate assessment of all of the issues
stated above.

PUB21-02
cont.

COMMENT LETTER # PUB22
From: Denise Kraft <denisekraft@comcast.net>
Sent: Saturday, July 18, 2020 1:43:01 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; nrizzo@co.tuolumne.ca.us <nrizzo@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: RE: The Terra Vi and Yosemite Under Canvas Projects

I am against the Terra Vi and Yosemite Under Canvas Projects. Please see the
attached PDF with my concerns.
Denise Flanery Kraft

PUB22-01

I am opposed to both the Yosemite Under Canvas and The Terra Vi projects. I feel
both are being pushed through without any concern for the wildlife, environment
or long time home owners in the area.

PUB22-01

My parents have owned property off of Saw Mill Mountain Road for 32 years.
I wrote a letter against the project and the beginning of this and it did not make it
into your final report, I hope that was just an oversight on your part and that you
are taking these letters seriously.

PUB22-02

Here are a few of the reasons I am against the project but not all because I don’t
feel like I was given enough time to digest the DEIR in depth before the due date
for comments.

PUB22-03

Fire Risk: The area is just now beginning to see some growth from the Rim Fire 7
years ago. My family lost an outbuilding and the majority of trees on their
property. You are proposing bringing more people to the area, who in all likely
hood are not outdoors people or fire safe and allowing them to have BBQ’s and
firepits. The Rim Fire was caused by one fire not properly put out and started
miles away and look how much damage it caused. It was a blessing no lives were
lost fighting the fire or trying to escape it. Yet you are going to build two
properties across the street from each other with one way back into town during
an emergency it will be almost impossible for people to escape safely.
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Traffic Concerns: Despite the traffic conditions during an emergency even getting
into and out off Saw Mill Mountain Road normally can be difficult. Not only will
you be adding more cars to the mix most likely you will have pedestrians trying to
walk across the highway from one project to the other. There is a blind corner
there and someone will get killed.
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Water Supply: Our only source of water is our well. We did notice a drop in our
water while you were doing your testing. It did recover after the testing stopped
but once The Terra Vi project is up and running it will be drawing water on a more
continuous basis and will most likely dry up our water source. Who will be
responsible for us to get water then.
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Septic: Rush Creek up the road as had many issues with their waste. It is my
concern that our water supply will get contaminated and / or the Tuolumne River
could get contaminated. Getting the river contaminated would have long
reaching and negative effects on the wildlife in the area.
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Wildlife: Deer, owls, wolves, bears, and quails are just a few of the wildlife
species I’ve seen in the area. As these animals natural habitat is taken away
from them where are they going to relocate to.
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Pollution: The more people who come to the area the more pollution they cause,
noise pollution, waste, and environmentally by car emissions. The Terra Vi
project is going to have a helicopter pad and amplified sound system That not
only affects the residents in the area, but also the wildlife who call this area their
home.
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I hope you will reconsider building both of these projects at this location. There
have been other proposed sites closer to town, which would be easier for
emergency services, not across the street from each other and not located so
closely to people’s houses.
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Sincerely,
Denise Flaney Kraft

COMMENT LETTER # PUB23
From: Linda King <flyinsquirrel48@yahoo.com>
Sent: Saturday, July 18, 2020 1:57:25 PM
To: Natalie Rizzi <NRizzi@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Two resorts 120 corridor
Greetings,
My name is Linda King. I am a property owner and tax payer in Tuolumne County.
Please don’t let our area be burdened with two big resorts. We have a single ambulance in Groveland, a
single food market.
We have one traffic signal. We are already overburdened with traffic and tour busses using our toilets
and water fountains at Mary Lavaroni park.
We tax payers should not always be having higher taxes and more traffic. Law enforcement is already
problematic. There have never been enough deputies here, altho they do their best, and try and live
here when possible.
My hope is that neither project will be approved. If one HAS to come, please only one.
Sincerely,
Linda King
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB24
From: Christina Kraft <christinakraft00@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, July 18, 2020 2:20:50 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; Natalie Rizzi <NRizzi@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Concerns for building

I am opposed to the Terra Vi Lodge Yosemite and Under Canvas projects. Please see attached PDF.

Thank you,
Christina Kraft

PUB24-01

July 18, 2020
To whom it may concern,
My name is Christina Kraft and our family has owned a house on Sawmill
Mountain Road for 32 years. I am opposed to the building of the Lodge and Glamping
tents for many reasons.
WATER SUPPLY - Despite well tests done in a wet year that show plenty of
water that is supposedly more than sufficient to meet daily water needs of
each project, the reality is that groundwater is always a gamble. If wells
were tested at the end of multiple years of drought, the well test results
would be highly different. Emphasizing the lack of a public water supply of
surface water from a reservoir, lake, or river. We don't want our wells to run
dry.

PUB24-01
cont.
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SEPTIC - Similarly, because there is no public sewer system, each of the
two projects must rely on an engineered septic system to treat the truly
staggering amounts of wastewater that will be produced. Painstaking sifting
through the EIR for each project and debating or questioning assertions
made about the assurance that septic treatment will be adequate is a
second very important issue. The potential for our well supplies and the
Tuolumne River to be contaminated is another concern.

PUB24-03

FIRE RISK - Having the Under Canvas project (with 99 wood stoves and
campfire pits and barbecues)- puts over a hundred ignition sources into the
forest landscape at a site that already burned hot once in the recent Rim Fire
and has fuels ready to burn again. Emphasizing that the two projects not
only pose risk of ignitions but perhaps even worse will put hundreds of
visitors in the path of a potential summer wind-blown wildfire is a key
argument that pushes against the need for public safety. Building these two
projects at an alternative location near Groveland would greatly diminish all
three of the issues identified so far.
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After losing our garage with all of my grandfather's carpentry tools in it and coming
inches to losing our beloved house, we cannot have any more fire risk. For these
reasons it will not be a good idea to build these so close to our homes.
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Thank you,
Christina Kraft

COMMENT LETTER # PUB25
I am against the Terra Vi and Yosemite Under Canvas projects. My family has had a cabin in the
area for over 30 years. I feel the EIR was rushed and not complete. I have numerous
concerns, here are just a few of the things I do not think the EIR answered fully: Traffic
conditions, Impact on Wildlife, Water Supply, Septic, Fire Risk, and noise. This project is being
pushed through without consider for any of these things. The county is only thinking of the tax
revenue they will gain from the project and not thinking of the safety or well being of the
people of who will be affected by this project.
Sincerely,
Dennis Kraft
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB26
From: Beth <whmscl@sbcglobal.net>
Sent: Saturday, July 18, 2020 6:26:17 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Terra Vi development issues
Dear Ms. Yaley,
Below are my comments as a resident of Tuolumne County re: the environmental impacts from the
proposed Terra Vi resort.
As a full-time resident of Groveland, I am very concerned about the development of the Terra Vi. The
draft environmental impact report does not adequately address how to mitigate the major impacts that this
enormous project will have on residents living nearby.
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I am most concerned about fire protection, law enforcement and ambulance coverage, as well as traffic.
Fire and Ambulance
This resort is proposed for an extreme high-fire zone. Yet local firefighting resources are limited. What
happens when our local fire services are unavailable to residents in Groveland because they've been
called out to a medical or fire emergency at Terra Vi? How long will we have to wait while our houses
burn?
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Second, if there is a catastrophic wildfire, how is everyone supposed to evacuate? The hundreds of
people at Terra Vi would be rushing to evacuate along with residents Groveland, Pine Mountain Lake, Big
Oak Flat and all along the Highway 120 corridor. The limited evacuation routes are all on rural, two-lane
roads. We saw with Paradise, CA in 2018 what happens when thousands of people are all racing for their
lives from a wildfire. Without addressing this extreme fire risk, the county and the EIR is being
irresponsible.
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And if someone in Groveland suffers a medical emergency, especially heart attack or stroke, how will they
get adequate care if the EMTs are at Terra Vi? To survive a stroke, every second counts. To avoid death
or lifelong serious disability, treatment must begin within ONE HOUR of a stroke. How can that happen if
there is no local EMT available because they are 30 minutes away at Terra Vi? The answer: they won't.
People's lives and quality of life will be put at serious risk.
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The only way to mitigate these issues is to build a new fire/EMT station near Terra Vi, Under Canvas,
Rush Creek, Evergreen Lodge and Berkeley Camp, to service the needs of those resorts. And those
resorts should pay for the cost of building, staffing and maintaining equipment at this new station.
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Law Enforcement
CHP and Sheriff Department coverage in Groveland, Big Oak Flat and Pine Mountain Lake is already
thin. There are only a few regular patrols, and virtually no traffic enforcement within the Pine Mountain
Lake development right now. Law enforcement responds mostly to emergencies, and the response time
can be lengthy if a CHP or sheriff's officer is not already in the vicinity. Terra Vi will bring in hundreds of
additional people to the area. It is unreasonable to expect that existing law enforcement can add this
huge resort to its enforcement area without neglecting the Groveland/Big Oak Flat area more than they
already do.
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The only adequate mitigation measure is to build and staff a new sheriff's substation along the Highway
120 corridor, with the resorts along that corridor responsible for funding the construction and staffing of
the new substation.
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Traffic
During the summer we already see never-ending streams of cars, busses and motorhomes along the
Highway 120 corridor, all headed to Yosemite. The impacts to Highway 120/Main Street in Groveland are
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already significant. This development would encourage even more people to take this route to not just
Yosemite but to the resort as an end destination. When I go home from the post office, I often have to
wait a full 5 minutes or more before cross traffic coming from Yosemite clears so that I can turn left onto
Ferretti Road towards my home in Pine Mountain Lake. Meanwhile, traffic backs up all the way through
town so that local residents cannot reach the pharmacy, post office and local businesses without hassle.
This project should require some form of traffic mitigation because of the impacts it will have on the town
of Groveland and its residents.

PUB26-08
cont.

In short: this project should not be built without the county taking steps to mitigate these issues by
requiring the resort to fund enhanced fire, ambulance and law enforcement services at the very
minimum.
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Sincerely,
Beth Martin
20139 Pine Mountain Drive
Groveland, CA 95321

COMMENT LETTER # PUB27
From: Kathy Brown <kathy.brown.1899@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, July 19, 2020 12:00:12 PM
To: Natalie Rizzi <NRizzi@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Planned Developments on Rt. 120, Sawmill area
July 19, 2020
Tuolumne County Community Development Department
2 S. Green Street
Sonora, CA 95370
Attn: Quincy Yaley and Natalie Rizzi
Tuolumne County Planning Commissioners, Board of Supervisors
We would like to make our concerns about the planned developments of Terra VI and Under Canvas in the Sawmill area off
Rt.120 between Groveland and Yosemite National Park known to the Tuolumne County Planning Commission.
We realize there are positive aspects to the planned development such as an increased tax base, jobs for locals, and
fulfilling a need for more facilities for visitors to Yosemite so we are not anti-development but, that said, we also recognize
some very major problems that need to be thought through and planned for before this development is approved and
undertaken.
Totally aside from these two major proposed developments, one of our major concerns is that the 120 corridor into Yosemite
not become a series of one-after-another hotels and businesses that will eventually make the area look like that just north of
Gatlinburg outside the Great Smoky Mountains National Park. We would like to be assured that there are already welldefined limitations to future development allowed on the corridor in place by the county.
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For the immediate plan we have several major concerns that we feel need to be addressed and planned for before an
approval is given for the development.
EMERGENCY SERVICES
Of major concern is the unavailability of emergency services in that immediate Sawmill area. Groveland has the closest
available ambulance and fire service. The distance of these developments away from Groveland makes speed in response
time impossible and takes away immediate response for Groveland area residents should the services be called to the
proposed developments. The services are already being shared with Rush Creek/Evergreen developments, thus already
having the potential of decreasing response time to our residents. We feel conditions should be attached to any approval
requiring the developments to create and maintain emergency services for the area that would ideally also include the Rush
Creek and Evergreen as well.
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RELIABLE WATER
Residents with wells on the 120 Corridor have had trouble with their wells going dry in low precipitation years and have had
to dig their wells deeper and deeper to obtain water. Have adequate water studies been done in drought times to assure that
water will be available to such large developments without depleting the area water table? If not should another study be
done now in a dryer year, if not ideally in drought year, to check for assured water availability. There are also sewage run-off
concerns in exceptionally heavy rainy seasons.
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ROADS AND TRAFFIC
At this time the roads along the 120 Corridor are narrow and winding with many areas of limited visability. We would
definitely not like to see the roads become major multi-lane highways and loose the county atmosphere but major widening
would be necessary in places to allow for safe entrance and exit for these new developments. This is especially true due to
the large RVs that will used the proposed Under Canvas development, as well as YARTS buses and delivery trucks to each
development. Are there plans for this to be done and who is paying for that? Traffic through Groveland already is bumper to
bumper in summer. Won’t these developments increase and slow that traffic even more? Has this been discussed
completely? How will this be handled?

PUB27-04

HOUSING FOR WORKERS
Groveland is already providing additional housing for workers for Rush Creek/Evergreen Resorts because their planned
housing on site is inadequate. While we realize that the developments may provide work for some Grovelanders, we also
realize that today’s Groveland residents are mostly retirees so there would have to be an influx of new workers from outside
the area. Looking at the plans for these new developments, it does not look like there is enough housing on site for an influx
of workers. Should there be a condition added that developments be required to provide more housing than currently
planned for their work force?
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OTHER SERVICES FOR VISITORS AND EMPLOYEES OF THE DEVELOPMENT
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Also of concern to us is the current inadequacy of MarVal Market to handle residents and visitors needs. This is an impact
on the local community. At this point, for about 8 months of the year, residents of the Groveland area avoid going to the
market on weekends because it is woefully over-crowded, especially a problem in this COVID era, and there is usually no
parking available. The added traffic through the corridor would necessitate a bigger market. Are there any plans to mitigate
this problem? We see that Terra VI has what appears to be a small market which I assume will be a combined
convenient/gift store. Should a condition of the developments be the creation of a larger market on site to serve that area?

PUB27-06
cont.

We are sure there are other points of consideration that we have missed. We request that you not rush approval of these
developments so they can be adequately thought through. If you decide that these projects should be approved, we hope
that you will attach some conditions to the developments that will assure safety in the area and will mitigate some of the
impact on our local community which it is your duty to protect.
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Sincerely,
Kathleen M. Brown

Donald P. Brown
21350 Beaver Court
Groveland, CA 95321

COMMENT LETTER # PUB28

From: tim@yosemiteflyfishing.net
Sent: Sunday, July 19, 2020 10:26 AM
To: tim@yosemiteflyfishing.net
Subject: terra vi comments

Comments on the Proposed Terra Vi Development.

First I want to state my objections to way this report was released. For a massive document of
this size, the largest in Tuolumne Co history, a 45 day period for comments is entirely
inadequate.
Requesting an extension of the 45 day period to give interested parties additional time to
analyze the project is and was a reasonable request give the scope of this bloated document.
The release of the document almost simultaneously with the Yosemite Under Canvas
document, which held the pervious but short lived record for largest document of this type in
County history, puts a unreasonable burden on any interested parties ability to analyze, reply or
comment. A Planning Department employee, Quincy Yale, when responding to the numerous
requests for more time, simply stated that the 45 day period complied with the state minimum
and that there would be no extended comment period. The request were for more time, no
one was asking if the project comment period was in compliance with the state minimum
standards. Commenters were asking for MORE time then the state minimum standard to read
and analyze this massive document. I would certainly hope that this simultaneous release of
both DEIRs isn't and wasn’t a concerted effort by either county planners and/or the two
proposed projects to overwhelm the ability of interested parties to respond. If that was or
wasn’t the case the Planning Departments denial seems to preclude any chance for interested
parties to even fully read or process much less provide detailed comments to the thousands of
pages of documents. The denial of the requested extension combined with the near
simultaneous release of both documents has undermined and delegitimizes this entire process
for both projects. I would also hope that the standard for review of this project is consistently
higher that of the MINIMUM State standard that the Planning department found adequate for
the comment period.
The TV DEIR is a much less amateurish self serving document then the YUC DEIR but does
conclude, unlike the YNC summery concludes, that there will be at least some unavoidable
adverse environmental effects if the development is approved.
The TV document is much more professionally produced with the inclusion of pages of glossy
computer generated images and thousands of words extolling how environmentally aware the
project and developers are.
But it does not address the same basic core issues that make YUC canvas and TV, both,
inappropriate development for their proposed locations for the same reasons.
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Safety
There is no way to adequately reduce the risk of fire danger and the fact is that much of
Tuolumne Co. is at extreme risk from wildfire every year. Tuolumne counties fire services are
underfunded, have aging equipment and are inadequate for the areas they already serve.
These are the conclusions of the counties own recently released grand jury report. Just because
a landholder was able to have a zoning change approved 20 plus years ago for commercial
recreational land use in no way and should not obligate or influence the county to promote or
even consider unsafe development. Common sense would indicate that fire risk alone, with the
recent tragic history of fire deaths in California, would more than enough reason to deny
permits for any large developments in areas of extreme fire risk.
So how can the county acknowledge extreme fire risk and identify the current state of their
underfunded and inadequate fire protection in their own Grand Jury report, while
simultaneously considering approval of massive growth in an area with no local fire protection
services? TOT tax collection should not be the driver for the county to approve this type of
lodging development in extreme fire risk areas that will only further strain Co. fire services. It is
a short sighted risky and dangerous way to collect revenue and does not put Co. residents or
visitor safety first.
Any approval for any new development of this scope should have the obligation to permanently
fund fire protection service for its development at no new cost to county residents. This should
minimally include funding to build, equip, and staff fire stations within reasonable response
times. The current Cal Trans storage facility on Sawmill Mtn. road would make an ideal site for a
new Co. fire station, funded by developer fees, and if that property is unavailable then the TV
property west of Sawmill Mtn road would also serve well. The already permitted expansion of
the RV park and the rebuild of Berkley Camp, and the possible approval of YNC and TV will
greatly increase the need for emergency services in the area. All four projects need to be
required to pool funding for their own local Co. fire protection services and not increase
emergency response times by piggybacking on distant Groveland fire services and the already
very thin south Co. emergency services.
That all of this already permitted and potential new development will be dependent on the
clearly inadequate Hardin Flat road and Sawmill Mtn. roads for egress and emergency
evacuations is not safe or acceptable. As the Camp fire tragically provides evidence of wildfire
can trap and burn to death people trying to evacuate from fast moving wildfire on inadequate
roads. The Co. needs to look at all of these developments in worst case fire scenarios, the
providers of insurance for these developments certainly do and will. Rush Creek to their credit
honestly admits that fire insurance costs threaten the viability of their business. As anyone who
has tired to get fire insurance for any structure in Tuolumne Co. knows it is either unavailable or
prohibitively expensive. What are the Co. plans if any or all of these developments are unable
to to purchase adequate fire insurance now or in the future?
Large developments forced to close because of the very real possibility they are uninsurable will
certainly reduce the danger to human life. But mothballed buildings from failed developments
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will be an eyesore and a attractive hazard, certainly wont improve the scenery on the 120
corridor, and could become an environmental liable.
The TV document does not address the potential for a oversupply of lodging, especially high
end, on the 120 corridor or the expense and/or total unavailability of insurance which could
threaten the viability of not only TV but all the developments in 120 corridor. These two factors
could result in multiple abandoned developments that provide no property tax revenue or TOT
revenue. Any permit issued for any new commercial development in State designated extreme
risk fire areas in the Co. should be required to prove that the property is insurable.

PUB28-03
cont.

Water
For a document of its volume and scope the DEIR is surprisingly brief about the availability and
reliability of water onsite. The finding of Less Than Significant is based on just the minimum
required tests that in no way confirm that any of the onsite wells have sufficient volume of
recharge to be a permanent water source for the large scale of this development.
All of the other large local hotels/lodging developments, also in fractured granite sub‐strata, all,
have struggled to have sufficient water for demand. TV did not share their well test information
with YUC but the well tests on the adjoining property do show a connection between at least
one of the TV and YUC wells.
Below are unsupported statements from the DEIR. The first statement while technically true is
very carefully worded. The YUC well tests did have a well draw down occur during the TV
testing. There was only one day of simultaneous testing which does not seem sufficient to make
any type of conclusions, especially any so broad as the statements below. The TV wells were
not being tested when this conclusion was reached, their levels remained static but were not
operating during the YUC test. Although TVs wells may have not been impacted by the YUC
tests at least one of the YUC wells was, even with only one day of simultaneous testing. So the
first conclusion is not based in fact. The wells reliability can not be tested during prolonged
drought and was not and can not be tested in real time with prolonged demands from both TV
and YUC.


The water levels in the on-site Terra Vi wells showed no impact during the pump testing
of the Yosemite Under Canvas wells to the south. Therefore, simultaneous pumping from
wells on the Terra Vi property or the Yosemite Under Canvas property would not impact
the other property



Yosemite Under Canvas property would not impact the other property.



The proposed project would have sufficient water supplies available to serve the project
and reasonably foreseeable future development during normal, dry, and multiple dry
years.
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Nature Bridge the outdoor education NGO in YNP spent tens of millions of dollars to build a
new Campus site at the Junction of Hwy. 41 and Henness Ridge road in YNP.
The well that was connected to the property, which had been in place since 2007, produced
volumes in the same mid 20s GMP as the TV well tests produced.
The well is at approximately the same elevation and is located in similar fractured granite sub‐
strata. This wells volume fell to 4GPM after the Campus was operating and the chemistry of the
water made even that yield unusable.
Nature Bridge is fortunate that their property abuts the Yosemite West development and is
negotiating with its very small adjacent water district to obtain sufficient water to operate the
Campus.
But the Campus is currently mothballed and non‐operational.
TV does not and will not have that or any other option when its wells fail. This seems like at the
very least a red flag for project investors as the investment of tens of millions of development
dollars will be wasted if any part of the well report predictions are faulty. A much more
comprehensive and prolonged well test would seem to to be in the developers own interest.
Both at TV and YUC simultaneous prolonged tests with shared data and tests of the adjacent
private wells would seem like a common sense perquisite to any building permits being
issued Although there is a possibility that Haniji has no intention of operating the property. It
may just be sold after construction, so Haniji may have no interest in anything but the absolute
minimum testing required and let any buyer of the property deal with the consequences of well
failures.
The requirement below for this project to be approved has clearly not been met. Future supply
that meets demand is not assured and there are no other options for water except the onsite
wells.


Consider whether the water system proposed to serve a new development has a
reliable source of water, sized to serve their existing and future customer's’ foreseeable
demands. Projects shall only be approved where the water supply system has reliable
sources of water capable of meeting present and future demands.

Although the DEIR findings were Less Than Significant a major development the size of TV will
certainly experience Very Significant affects if its wells fail.
The DEIR repeatedly states that wells in fractured granite are not considered as reliable
because well yields can vary greatly. Both the extent of sub‐surface fractures, the source of the
water, and long term recharge rates are not measurable.
The DEIR than goes on to state that there is sufficient water on site for the development even
in multiple very dry years. There is no data to support that conclusion as there is no way to test
multiple dry years to reach that conclusion.
There are far more pages in the document about all of the water saving features that will be
built into the project then there are of actual well testing data. Water saving and recycling
features seem like a obvious benefit to the development, and they are. But well water is
actually a very inexpensive source especially when compared to water delivered by water
districts. Gray water recycling and storage as the developer plans to install, is a very large
investment as it requires parallel plumbing systems. This significantly increases both building
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and operational costs which, because of the inexpensive well sourced water, if actually
abundant, could easily and more economically not be included. The only reason to pay these
increased costs for this project would seem that the developers themselves lack confidence as
to the reliability of their water source.

PUB28-04
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Traffic
Total cumulative traffic impact, numbers and affects from all of the proposed and already
permitted developments need much more mitigation then what is in the TY DEIR. The current
configuration of both the Hwy.120 Sawmill Flat and Hwy.120 Hardin Flat intersections are
inadequate for current levels of traffic much less any new development vehicle traffic. The
DEIR does conclude that there are traffic safety issues that need to be addressed.
Traffic is obviously the result of cumulative numbers of vehicles but the total numbers of
vehicles from all proposed new and already permitted developments needs to be addressed in
the DEIR. Yosemite Lakes RV park and its expansion, the Berkley Camp rebuild, YUC and TV will
all be accessing hwy.120 from the current intersections sites.
The Hwy. 120 approach from the west to the Sawmill Flat intersection is a blind hill on a curve
and with the potential large increase in traffic from the multiple proposed developments needs
a safety solution. The section of Hwy. 120 heading east from TV is currently one of the only
sections of Hwy. 120 in which it is safe to pass. Any new intersection that intrudes on this lone
straight section of road will need to have passing lanes constructed elsewhere to mitigate the
loss of this passing area. Any approval of either TV or YUC needs to plan for a reconfiguration of
the entire section of Hwy 120 from 1/2 a mile in either direction of the proposed sites. This
should include turn and merging lanes going both directions, a new passing lane, and will
require a rerouting of Hwy 120 to reduce the hazard for the blind hill approach and the
additional turning and merging lanes. None of these necessary safety changes that the
increased traffic necessitates should be made at any cost to the state or county taxpayers. Not
only will the TV projects guests be using the access to the development but the plan for a large
market on the site will cause even more cross highway traffic. The YUC project across the Hwy.
will only have limited food service. Therefore vehicles and pedestrians from YUC will be making
multiple trips in out and across the Hwy. for meals, some of them to the TV market and food
service areas.
The TV project, just like YUC, proposes to piggyback on yet another existing local service by
building a YARTS bus stop. This is pure green washing. The subsidized YARTS system in
Tuolumne Co. has a total round trip capacity of only 120 passengers per day. In order to serve
the number of potential riders at both TV and YUC YARTS will need to add an additional 11
buses per day for a total of 14 buses. The TV DEIR parking plan has an additional 30 spaces for
day transit parking. If those vehicles in those parking spots are going to also utilize the YARTS
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system there will need to be 15 buses per day. This increased number of buses would be a great
service to the area and would actually dramatically reduce the increased vehicle traffic that the
TV development will produce. TV and YUC should both be given the option of paying to provide
these buses or running their own equivalent systems either jointly or separately. But just
constructing a inexpensive bus shelter and calling the transit option solution solved is an
absolutely minimal effort and is strictly tailored to the DEIR as a solution for the major traffic
increase that TV will cause. The DEIR does agree that there will be an impact on existing transit
but still plans to piggyback on the existing service.
TV also plans to reduce water use by trucking all laundry off site. Also to save water the plan is
to use compostable dishes but that solid waste will still need to be trucked off site. TV will need
regular garbage service with additional truck trips required on Hwy. 120. The solid waste trucks
will use Merell Rd. on the west side of Groveland to access the Co. transfer station. Merell Rd. is
currently in very bad condition with crumbling pavement and the road bed collapsing into the
drainage ditches on both sides. This is directly related to the truck traffic already going to the
transfer station. It also has three very tight corners that the transfer trucks can not navigate
safely as they require most of the road to make the hairpin turns. Although this not an issue
directly related to this project it is just yet another instance of TV piggybacking onto existing
Tuolumne Co. infrastructure without sharing any of the associated costs. There will also need to
be food/restaurant supply truck deliveries, hotel supplies, maintenance supplies, merchandise
and beverage delivers as well as the “grab and go” groceries to the market, there will also need
to be propane deliveries. This is clearly not a minimal amount of truck traffic. This amount of
diesel powered vehicles will more than offset any benefits from any electrical vehicle
recharging station. It will also slow Yosemite bound traffic with the numerous uphill grades on
hwy. 120.

PUB28-07
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And then there is the worst case traffic scenario.
A fire ignites from a sparking stove at YUC on the edge of the property. The stove is a non EPA
compliant stove that was approved by a special waiver issued by the Tuolumne Co. Planning
Dept. in 2020 for use in transient lodging i.e. for use in wood and cloth structures. The stove
that starts the fire was put in place despite near unanimous opposition from Co. residents in
public meetings and DEIR comments.
It is 2 AM in late August on a night with 30 mph SW winds and all lodging and “glamping” is at
near capacity. Within an hour the fast moving fire has spread to 250 acres. There is the one
lone local Groveland fire engine on site with 4 personnel that arrived after 30 minutes. Cal Fire
is deployed out of county. Within an hour the fire has already crossed Hwy. 120 closing it as an
evacuation route to the east and has doubled to 500 acres. The fire is burning around the
perimeter of TV. Minimally trained employees are attempting to use fire hoses to try to contain
the fire while guests attempt to evacuate, but the water pressure to the hoses drops from
inadequate supply.
Fire is again threatening Berkley Camp for the second time in ten years. YUC has already
partially burned, the propane tanks have exploded spreading the flames, and panicked guests
are fleeing on foot unable to save their vehicles. With in the next hour the fire is at the western
edge of Yosemite lakes RV park and is now burning both sides of Hardin flat road, all within
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three hours. The 400 RV occupants from Yosemite Lakes RV park, the 250 plus guests, now
without vehicles, and the employees from YUC are trying to evacuate thru the fire on foot. 200
guest vehicles, 400 people plus employees, are at TV, and another 75 vehicles plus employees
from Berkeley Camp are all attempting to evacuate. But they have no information on a clear
path to safety as there is total confusion and chaos. The unfortunate Sawmill mtn. and Hardin
Flat Road residents who feared this very event are also trying to evacuate. This is all occurring
on the two grossly inadequate roads. One, Hardin Flat Rd. is very narrow and already blocked
by fire on both side. The two sheriffs deputies that arrived after 50 minutes and who are
attempting to manage the evacuation are unaware of the extent of the fires rapid spread. With
Hwy. 120 blocked now to the west and the east and Hardin Flat road engulfed in flames the 400
RVs are attempting exit on Yosemite Lakes Rd. but have to turn around when faced with flames.
With complete chaos and no escape route they attempt to go back toward Yosemite Lakes RV
park and are overtaken by the fire.
This is nearly a duplicate scenario of what happened in Paradise during the Camp fire. The quick
spread of wind driven flames and the disorganized evacuation resulted in 83 people burning to
death, many in their cars. Tuolumne Co. Planning Dept. and the Board of Supervisors need to
take a very sober look at the potential for a tragic disaster of the Camp fire scale and scope in
Tuolumne Co. Maybe a site visit to Paradise would be helpful to acknowledge that choices in
approving inappropriate development in high fire risk locations can and will have tragic
consequences. The deaths in the Camp Fire were largely the result of cumulative very poor
planning, zoning and land use decisions by the Township of Paradise. The potential for loss of
life from a fast moving fire in the Hardin Flat Sawmill Mtn. area if fully developed as planned,
could exceed that of the Camp fire.
Given the density of people and vehicles, if all development moves forward this is not an
inconceivable outcome. That fast track approval of these developments and just proceeding
with construction full speed while ignoring the counties own grand jury report of the fire threat
to lives and property is negligent and irresponsible. The DEIR goes thru many pages of fire
safety measures and plans. But none of those pages change the fact that, and as the very recent
Rim fire that burned the property shows, it is just extremely vulnerable to fire. The county
grand jury report states, it is not if, but when it will burn, yet again. Moving forward with
project approval despite clear knowledge and warning that there are not adequate safety
personnel or equipment in place in an area of extreme fire risk will expose Tuolumne Co. to the
same liability for negligence that PG&E is confronted with. It would be very prudent for the Co.
to revisit the stove waiver that it issued for non EPA compliant stoves in transient lodging in
2020. That decision could be very difficult to defend in court. If approved, these leapfrogging
hazardous developments are a clear and present danger to visitors and county residents. Hope
is really not a very good plan for avoiding the potential disastrous tragedy that these
developments will risk every single summer. There is a reason these projects are will be difficult
if not impossible to insure.
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Waste Water

The waste water treatment plan in the DEIR, common with the above issues, does not address
the potential for failure of the system. System failure could result in violations of the clean
water act and contaminate the Middle Fork of the Tuolumne as well as lead to an emergency
closure of the development. The document is once again very thin on content when describing
the waste water system. It does specify the engineering fairly adequately but completely
overlooks the terrain features below the leech field.
I have walked the area to the north west of the property along the FS road on the north west
side of Sawmill Mtn. road. There is a multi acre seasonal wetland at the head of the unnamed
drainage that flows NW into the Middle Fork of the Tuolumne. The DEIR does acknowledge the
existence of the spring in the storm water plan, see below, that is the source of water for the
seasonal wetland but does not integrate the spring or the wetland into its waste water plan.
Seasonal wetlands downhill from a very large leech field are not a combination that will provide
for safe or functional operation of the TV waste water system. Already saturated soils will not
percolate the large volume of wastewater that 400 guests and food preparation facilities will
produce daily. This should be obvious to anyone who has actually walked the property. The
perennial channel drainage described below contains indicator plant species, sedges and
mature willow trees, both of which are indicators of saturated soils. The DEIR does contain a
plan B leech field, which shows that the designers of the waste water plan have a fairly low
degree of confidence in the functional operation of the leech field in its existing location. But
the plan B field also is located uphill from these same areas of saturated soils. Unless there is
another location on the TV property that will not drain into the drainage containing the
seasonal wet and spring, or toward the wells of the Sawmill Rd. residents homes, then a leech
field is not going to work on this property.
Other large lodging facilities have also experienced leech field failures. Cedar Lodge located in
the Merced Canyon within 100 yards of the Merced river, with saturated soils, had long term
failure of its leech field that resulted in raw sewage flowing thru the parking lot. After repeated
failed attempts to find a way to operate the leech field adequately and numerous fines the
hotel was required by Mariposa Co. to build a full tertiary sewage treatment plant. Rather than
have TV go thru the same process of trying to operate a leech field for a very large hotel uphill
from a seasonal wetland the Co. should not approve the development without a full tertiary
sewage treatment plant in place. The current leech field is not in a site where it will be able to
function as needed.

The USGS Ascension Mountain quad map (photo‐inspected 1992)
shows a spring located outside the project boundaries, 300± feet to
the north (the same off‐site aquatic feature shown in the NWI map).
On the quad map, the spring flows into an unnamed perennial
channel that flows northwest into the Middle Tuolumne River and,
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based on topography, EC‐01 also would be expected to flow into the
same off‐site perennial channel 300± feet north of the project
boundaries and subsequently to the Middle Fork Tuolumne River.

Tuolumne Co. needs to be far more circumspect in even considering large scale developments
in remote locations. The somewhat desperate attempt to increase TOT revenues should not
overshadow the common sense evaluation of any developments that are inappropriate in their
location and scope. The endless expansion of tourism and visitation to Yosemite is not a good
model for a business plan as Yosemite NP has clearly already reachd its limits of use. Ever
expanding numbers of park visitors is not a sustainable model for the Co. to either promote
development or to expand Co. revenues. Foraging ahead with developments that are opposed
by the overwhelming majority of area residents should not ever be a policy. Almost universally
opposition to new commercial development in remote locations alone should be more than
enough to kill the project. A twenty plus year old zoning change should never have priority over
issues of safety or quality of life concerns of area residents. Just how many objections by
residents and how much opposition does it take for the Planning Dept. to not push forward
with this and other unwanted and unneeded development? I have always believed that the
majority of government corruption in California is at the Co. government land use, regulation
and zoning levels. The unjustified denial of a request for more time for comments and the near
simultaneous release of the thousands of pages of the YUC and TV DEIRS certainly has not done
nothing to change my belief.
But I would like to be proven wrong.
Thank You
Tim Hutchins
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB29
July 19, 2020
To whom it may concern,
My name is Charles Kraft and I am a licensed plumber. My family has a house on
Sawmill Mountain road for the past 32 years. I am against the Terra Vi and Yosemite under
Canvas projects. In reviewing the EIR I noticed it does not address the Corona Virus in regards
to sewage. Recent reports have shown Yosemite Sewage tested positive for the Virus. The
virus is known to live up to 3 weeks in sewage. This is a great concern that needs to be
addressed. This can sicken and kill many people if this does not get brought up.
Thank you,
Charles Kraft
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB30
From: Samantha Wiedemann <swiede781@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, July 19, 2020 2:23:31 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; nrizzi@co.tuollumne.ca.us <nrizzi@co.tuollumne.ca.us>
Subject: Terra Vi and Under Canvas Project
Please acknowledge receiving this email since my last letter opposing this project was not included in
the DIER which I hope was just an oversight and not done on purpose...
Samantha Wiedemann
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To Whom it May Concern,
My Grandparents have owned the property at 11230 Saw Mill Mountain Rd, Groveland
CA for over 30 years.
I would like to express my concerns over The Terra Vi and The Under Canvas projects
and also state that I am extremely disappointed in the decision to not allow an additional
30 days to fully review the EIR’s during these challenging times for many Americans.
This has led me to believe that the County and Builder do not care about the findings of
the EIR, and the concerns over the project, they only care about the money involved
and the benefits to themselves.
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- Fire Risk. As I'm sure you are aware this area was devastated by the RIM fire in 2013
and it has barely started to recover. My Grandparents cabin lost an outbuilding and over
half of the trees on their property, all due to one fire that was started miles away by a
reckless hunter. The Under Canvas project is projected to have 99 wood stoves with
campfire pits and barbecues which will be well over 100 ignition sources in a site that
has already devastated by a fire 7 years ago. Homeowners in this area were extremely
lucky to be able to get out in time before the RIM fire got to our properties and there
were no lives lost. However with all these additional sources of ignition and hundreds of
people around if a fire was to start at the Terra VI or Under Canvas site most likely lives
would be lost. As an employee of a fire department I understand the need for quick
response times in order to control forrest fires before they get out of hand. Will there be
a fire station at Terra Vi or Under Canvas projects that will include a Water Tender,
Truck and Engine 24/7 to prevent these fires?
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- Traffic. The proposed second access point for The Under Canvas project directly
across from Saw Mill Mountain Rd would cause extreme congestion in that corridor
which includes Saw Mill Mountain Rd, CalTrans Shed, Terra Vi, and Hardin Flat. In the
case of an emergency, such as a fire that was started at Terra Vi, all these access
points and roads will put everyone trying to evacuate at risk. A traffic study should be
conducted in this area.
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- Trespassing/ Security. The Terra Vi project is within a mile of our family property.
There are no hiking trails around the site so guests will most likely venture out around
the hotel and onto private property. No trespassing signs do not work to deter people
from exploring. A huge concern is people wandering onto our property, realizing that no
one is currently there and breaking in, stealing or damaging items.
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-Additional Noise. This site has stated that they will be having weddings/parties,
however I am concerned about the noise pollution with the amplified sound systems.
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- Sewage, Water Supply and Leach Field: All properties in the area of Saw Mill
Mountain Rd are on a well system. The water supply test that was conducted was done
in a short period of time during a wet season which is unusual for this area. This test
needs to be done over years in order for it to reflect correct finds. During dry seasons
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(which is most of the time) the Terra Vi project could pull enough water from the ground
to dry up our wells which is the only source of water. This area lacks the use of a public
water supply such as a reservoir or river. There is also the concern that our well
supplies could be contaminated.
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- Safety: Having the Terra Vi and The Under Canvas project so far from Groveland will
cause a strain on public services such as Fire, Ambulances, and Police Officers. With
so many more people in the woods there are bound to be accidents, fires, or even
incidents where law enforcement is needed. This pulls resources away from the city of
Groveland (where residents pay for these services) and delays the response time for
everyone.
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The county needs to consider a different location for these proposed projects. Such as
the site known as “The Scar”. This will elevate all of the concerns that are listed above.
Additionally while I was reviewing the DIER I also noticed that none of my families
original letters of concerns were added, and I heard that a lot of the neighbors letters
were not added as well. I hope that this was just an over site and not the counties way
of silencing the majority of people that are against this project. Because our letters of
concern were not added originally, please respond to this email stating it was received.
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Thank you,

Samantha Wiedemann
426 Vista Ct
Livermore, CA 94550
Cell: 925-784-4036
Email: samanthakraft129@yahoo.com

COMMENT LETTER # PUB31
From: Zachary Wiedemann <zwiede@yahoo.com>
Sent: Sunday, July 19, 2020 6:53 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; Natalie Rizzi <NRizzi@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Terra Vi & The Under Canvas Projects
Please see the attached letter of opposition regarding the Terra Vi & Under Canvas Projects, as well as
my concerns regarding the EIR that was conducted. Please respond letting me know that this email was
received. The original letter I wrote in December of 2018 was not added to the original EIR. I hope that
this letter of opposition is added.
Zachary Wiedemann
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB32

From: Dan Courtney <dancourtney.dc@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2020 1:31 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Cc: Taryn Vanderpan <TVanderpan@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Re: FW: water quality testing Sawmill Mtn Road
Hello Quincy and Taryn, has there been any change in the decision to grant an extension on the
commend deadline for either Yosemtie Under Canvas or Terra Vi?
If not, what time of day is the cut‐off for comments? I didn't notice a time so I'm assuming the comment
period expires at Midnight?
Sincerely,
Dan Courtney
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB33

From: Dan Courtney <dancourtney.dc@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2020 3:15 PM
To: Natalie Rizzi <NRizzi@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; Tracie Riggs
<TRiggs@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; kathleenhaff2020@gmail.com; BOS Members
<bosm@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject:
Tuolumne County decision makers, I am a neighboring property owner adjacent to the Manly property.
I, and many of my neighbors and interested parties, have been struggling to digest the DEIR prepared for
Yosemite Under Canvas, which I understand is the largest DEIR ever in the history of Tuolumne County.
That is, until the Terra Vi DEIR was distributed at roughly the same time.
In addition to the obvious but valid delays caused by COVID the information posted on the County
website is missing critical reports and was apparently changed at some point after being posted,
creating confusion and additional delays as we had to essentially start over to insure we were using the
latest data.
Below is an email I just sent to Natalie Rizzi.
Please consider this request. I believe it is reasonable and will provide your constituents with a more
reasonable opportunity to review and comment without significantly impacting the timeframe of the
project.
This is an important review and it's in all of our best interests to get it right.
Please review:
Natalie, I just spoke with my hydrogeologist, Ken Schmidt, and he informed me that the DEIR posted for
Yosemite Under Canvas did not include the pump test logs & pump test results which are typically
provided.
Apparently his firm, Kentthe Schmidt and Associates, requested this information last week but was sent
drilling logs from Geoscience who was contracted by Hansji for the Terra Vi project., rather than Water
Resources Inc who performed the pump tests for Yosemite Under Canvas.
Mr. Schmidt told me both Appendix D and Appendix F are still missing for the Yosemite Under Canvas
DEIR.
Without this standard information he is not able to perform a complete analysis.
As you are aware, the requirement to prove there is sufficient water to sustain this development while
not depleting the water supply for the surrounding area, including the proposed Terra Vi hotel / resort is
one of the most critical factors and decision points for the proposed development.
Therefore I would like to request an extension of time on the deadline to provide comments on the
Yosemite DEIR for five business days from the date this critical information is provided to the
hydrogeologist and all other interested parties, both private and government.
Please let me know if this is acceptable.
Sincerely,
Dan Courtney
11250 Sawmill Mountain Road (along the Manly northwest property line)
Groveland, CA 95321
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB34
From: Brewer Dennis <brewerdennis129@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2020 5:42 PM
To: Natalie Rizzi <NRizzi@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; Tracie Riggs
<TRiggs@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; kathleenhaff2020@gmail.com; BOS Members
<bosm@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Terra Vi and Under Canvas project
Hello
Please see my attached letter of opposition for the Terra Vi and Under Canvas Project which contains my
issues with the EIR that was conducted. Quincy, please respond that you received this email, because I
have heard that you have been ignoring these letters, and not including them in the EIR.
Brewer Dennis.
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I would like to express my concerns over The Terra Vi and The Under Canvas projects. While
reviewing the DEIR I noticed that my previous letter stating my concerns on this project was
not added in with the others, I hope that this was just an over site. Listed below are my
concerns regarding the EIR.
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cont.

Fire Safety: In the Tuolumne County Fire Safety Report titled “Are We Ready?” Published on
June 30, 2020 the opening line states Ò it is not a question of will we have a catastrophic Þre in
Tuolumne County, but of when.” Later on it states that “…tourism have shaped the likelihood of
a devastating Þre that threatens lives, livelihood and our natural resources upon which the
community depends.” And the last quote from the report “ Tuolumne faces unprecedented
danger to life and property from wildÞre.Ó
The Terra Vi project is projected to have a grand total of between 554-610 people on site, and
Under Canvas 426-500 people. A massive forest Þre could be started by just one of these
people ßicking a cigarette into the forest. Also the Under Canvas is also projected to have 99
wood stoves along with campÞre pits and barbecues which will be well over 100 ignition
sources. As IÕm sure you are aware the Rim Þre was started by 1 reckless campÞre miles away,
and it still devastated the area that you want to build these projects on. I also did not see in the
EIR if one of these sites would have a 24/7 Fire Department that is equipped with a Fire Tender,
Type 3 Engine, as well as a Type 6 Engine. I do not believe that Tuolumne County can aﬀord to
put three Engines in this area and build a new Fire Station since according to the Matrix Report
which was published in the County Safety Report apparatuses older than 15 years should be in
reserve status yet Tuolumne County Fire Department has 5 Engines which are 35 plus years old
and 20 engines that are 25 plus years old. Even if these apparatuses were in service 24/7 at
one of the sites, I still would not take away the danger that these 100+ ignition sources could
cause. If you follow what the Fire Safety Report states building these projects is reckless, and
could/will cause lives lost when a wildÞre comes in this area again.
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Traﬃc Concerns: It is currently hard to pull out onto HWY120 from Saw Mill Mountain due to a
blind curve in the road West of the intersection. With the additional cars and people it will
make it that much harder, and will certainly cause a motor vehicle accidents. If the proposed
projects are across the street from each other there is also the likely hood of pedestrians
walking across HWY120 and getting hit and killed by a vehicle. When a wildÞre is caused by
one of these two properties it will make it nearly impossible for everyone to get out safely due
to the increased traﬃc as well as only 1 lane in both directions.
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Sewage and COVID-19: As stated in a news article that came out this week COVID-19 was
located in the sewage of Yosemite Park. When Rush Creek was built they put in the best
sewage system as required however since opening they have been dealing with grey and
brown sewage. Because there is no public sewer system each of the projects will need to rely
on an engineered septic system to treat the waste that will be produced. This waste could
contaminate our wells just like it is at Rush Creek. With the new concerns of COVID-19 this
drain oﬀ could be deadly to anyone using the wells.
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Water: Continuing on the issue of our wells being contaminated, there is the potential for the
Terra Vi project to dry up our wells because there is no public water supply in the area such as
a reservoir or lake. The well test that was done hastily was done during an unusually wet year.
From my understanding these are normally conducted during multiple seasons for at least a
year or two. Since we do no have an accurate Well Test that was done it is very likely that our
wells will dry up due to this project.
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Wildlife: Wildlife is prevalent in this area, including Deers, Bears, Coyotes,Foxes Owls and
Quails. If their natural habitat is taken away from them where are they going to go?
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Thank you,
Brewer Dennis

COMMENT LETTER # PUB35
From: Sam Flanery <samflanery@sbcglobal.net>
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2020 12:55 PM
To: Natalie Rizzi <NRizzi@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Re: Terra Vi and Yosemite Under Canvas
Good Afternoon,
Thank you for letting me know you received my email.
I would like to add to my concerns the Coronavirus possibly getting into our sewage system as Yosemite
National Park has now tested positive for the virus in their sewage system. The DEIR did not address the
Coronavirus.
Sincerely,
Sam & Helen Flanery
On Monday, July 20, 2020, 7:22:35 AM PDT, Natalie Rizzi <nrizzi@co.tuolumne.ca.us> wrote:

Good morning,

Thank you for your response on the Under Canvas DEIR. I have saved the response to the project file so
they may be considered. Do not hesitate to contact me with any additional questions or concerns.

Thank you,

Natalie Rizzi
Land Use Coordinator
Community Development Department
Tuolumne County
Office: (209) 533-5936
Fax: (209) 533-5616
Email: nrizzi@co.tuolumne.ca.us

From: Sam Flanery <samflanery@sbcglobal.net>
Sent: Saturday, July 18, 2020 2:24 PM
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To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; Natalie Rizzi <NRizzi@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: RE: Terra Vi and Yosemite Under Canvas

I wrote an email last week addressing these projects but it dawned on me that you may prefer to receive a PDF. My
original letter was not included in the DEIR report I surely hope this was an oversight and not done on purpose.
Sam Flanery
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB36

From: Sam Flanery <samflanery@sbcglobal.net>
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2020 1:06 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: RE: Terra Vi & Yosemite Under Canvas Projects
I recently sent you an email stating my concerns over both of these projects. I have a new one which I
would like to add. I am gravely concerned about the Coronavirus getting into the sewage system. This
has just happened at Yosemite National Park. As you know the Coronavirus is a deadly disease which we
are learning more about each day. All we do know for sure is that is spreads easily and can kill
people. Having this virus in the sewage system might not only kill people, it could kill animals and leave
our water supply unuseable.
Sincerely,
Sam Flanery
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB37
From: Denise Kraft <denisekraft@comcast.net>
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2020 11:36 AM
To: Natalie Rizzi <NRizzi@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: RE: RE: The Terra Vi and Yosemite Under Canvas Projects

Hi Natalie,
Thanks for letting me know your received my email. I do have a new concern that was
not raised in my email and I would like to bring to your attention.
The DEIR did not address the Coronavirus. The coronavirus has now been found in
Yosemite National Park's Sewage. What precautions will be take to make sure this
does not happen at Under Canvas.
Sincerely,
Denise Flanery Kraft
On 07/20/2020 7:20 AM Natalie Rizzi <nrizzi@co.tuolumne.ca.us> wrote:

Good morning,

Thank you for your response on the Under Canvas DEIR. I have saved the response to the project file so
they may be considered. Do not hesitate to contact me with any additional questions or concerns.

Thank you,

Natalie Rizzi
Land Use Coordinator
Community Development Department
Tuolumne County
Office: (209) 533‐5936
Fax: (209) 533‐5616
Email: nrizzi@co.tuolumne.ca.us
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From: Denise Kraft <denisekraft@comcast.net>
Sent: Saturday, July 18, 2020 1:59 PM
To: Natalie Rizzi <NRizzi@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Fwd: RE: The Terra Vi and Yosemite Under Canvas Projects

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ Original Message ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
From: Denise Kraft <denisekraft@comcast.net>
To: "qyaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us" <qyaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>, "nrizzo@co.tuolumne.ca.us"
<nrizzo@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Date: 07/18/2020 1:43 PM
Subject: RE: The Terra Vi and Yosemite Under Canvas Projects

I am against the Terra Vi and Yosemite Under Canvas Projects. Please see the
attached PDF with my concerns.
Denise Flanery Kraft
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From: Denise Kraft <denisekraft@comcast.net>
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2020 12:07 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: RE: Terra Vi project & Yosemite Under Canvas
I send an earlier email stating my objections to the Terra Vi and Yosemite Under Canvas projects.
Since, then I new concern has come to my attention. The DEIR did not address the Coronavirus. The
coronavirus has now been found in Yosemite National Park's Sewage. What precautions will be take to
make sure this does not happen at Terra Vi and Yosemite Under Canvas.
Sincerely, Denise Flanery Kraft
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB38
From: Keith Martin <keithwmartin@sbcglobal.net>
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2020 2:05 PM
To: Natalie Rizzi <NRizzi@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Terra Vi and Yosemite Under Canvas DEIR
Attached is a pdf of my letter of concern about the DEIR's for Terra Vi and Yosemite Under Canvas.
Please let me know if you need any additional information.
Keith Martin
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From: Keith Martin
20139 Pine Mountain Drive
Groveland, CA 95321
To: Ms. Natalie Rizzi and Ms. Quincy Yaley
Tuolumne County Planning Dept
2 South Green Street
Sonora, CA 95370
Reference: Terra Vi and Yosemite Under Canvas proposed projects
I have seen comments concerning water use and waste water, fire safety and availability of fire,
ambulance and law enforcement made by others. I agree that the DEIR for both projects inadequately
addresses these concerns and as currently proposed these projects could negatively affect my own
access to fire, ambulance and law enforcement services.
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I am particularly concerned about the proposed Yosemite Under Canvas project. This project proposes
to construct 99 vacation rentals, many with plumbing and wood stoves. However, they propose to
construct these vacation rentals as canvas tents. It appears that under the guise of being a campground,
these tent vacation rentals would not be subject to the more rigorous building code requirements that
apply to structures. The developers anticipate upwards of 250 occupants each day.
The fire, sanitation and exiting requirements of our building codes are based on years of experience with
catastrophe and are designed to protect building occupants. The flimsy tent structures proposed by
Yosemite Under Canvas lack any significant protection against fire. The only fire protection mentioned is
that the canvas must meet State Fire Marshall standards for fire resistance. In addition, each tent is to
have a wood burning stove manufactured by a company in Utah that supplies hunters and campers but
which does not reference any nationally recognized standards to which their stoves must comply.
My house in Groveland has a wood stove manufactured by a nationally recognized company and listed
by the county as meeting county standards. When installing this stove, the base, adjacent walls, flu and
chimney all had to meet building code standards primarily with regards to fire protection. In addition,
my house was constructed to resist code specified lateral forces from wind and seismic as well as
vertical loads from snow and human usage. The DEIR did not reference any nationally recognized
standards for the installation of wood stoves in tents used as a commercial vacation rental facility, if one
even exists. The DEIR did not reference any required permits or inspections of the construction of the
vacation rental tents to verify compliance with nationally recognized standards which might not exist.
As a citizen of Tuolumne County, a resident of Tuolumne County and Taxpayer in Tuolumne County I am
concerned about the county becoming liable for irresponsibly approving an ill-conceived project.
Thousands of tourists would occupy the Yosemite Under Canvas project assuming that their safety and
well being were protected by Tuolumne County oversight and approval of the project. Should there be
large scale injury and death caused by the failure of the county to demand that Yosemite Under Canvas
meet recognized fire, building and safety standards, then I fear that successful litigation against the
county would result in massive judgements whose repayment would fall on all the citizens of Tuolumne
County.
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I am a licensed California Civil and Structural Engineer. I have been involved in designing and getting
approval of structures since 1976. I am a member of the Structural Engineer’s Association of Southern
California and have served on several committees recommending code changes. I served as a Structural
Specialist with FEMA USAR CATF2 from 1991 to 2016 and responded to emergencies both domestic and
foreign. I have qualified as an expert witness in California Courts and have testified in cases concerning
structural problems. Based on my many years of experience in building design, disaster response and
involvement with the legal system, I fear this project has serious issues which have not been adequately
covered in the DEIR.
My wife and I are avid campers, hikers and backpackers. We are both certified outings leaders by the
Sierra Club and have been leading trips for nearly 30 years. It is our experience as outings leaders that
you need to be prepared for bad things to happen. Before we became romantically involved, we were
co leading backpacks in the Sierra. One of the first trips we co lead involved a late season backpack over
Parker Pass in the Yosemite high country. Our trip was aborted in the middle of the night when we were
hit by an early season blizzard. Our hike out that morning in freezing blowing snow was epic.
Fortunately, it did not deter us from continuing to lead trips together, and two years later we were in
Yosemite Valley, walking into the chapel and exchanging our wedding vows. Several years ago, my wife
and I were leading a camping trip in Anza Borrego State Park. On our last night of the trip, as we all
went to sleep, the night was calm. Several hours later the wind began to blow and we were soon
experiencing 70 mph gusts. Everyone in our group had their tent blow down. Tents are not made to
resist 70 mph wind gusts. After my wife and I successfully took down our own tent and gear, we then
helped some of our fellow campers who had become trapped in their collapsed tents. Imagine the
scenario if this event was to occur at Yosemite Under Canvas and the collapsed tents with trapped
occupants had wood stoves still burning in the rubble.
It is ironic that the DEIR states that the wood stoves being considered for Yosemite Under Canvas are
named the “Hunter” model. The last great Tuolumne County catastrophe was caused by a hunter’s
irresponsible campfire. Does Tuolumne County want another great disaster, this time the carnage and
destruction linked to 99 irresponsibly operated Hunters?
Sincerely yours,
Keith Martin

PUB38-03
cont.

COMMENT LETTER # PUB39

From: Bill M <mcmahonwj@yahoo.com>
Date: July 20, 2020 at 12:39:08 PM PDT
To: qyaley@co.tuolumne.ca.ua, jgray@co.tuolumne.ca.us
Subject: Re: Request for extension on review period for Under Canvas and Terra Vi
I’m renewing my request for additional time to respond to the Yosemite under canvas and Terra Vi
projects. You did not respond to my earlier request. Please provide a response today. Thank you
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB40
From: Bill M <mcmahonwj@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2020 11:33 PM
To: Natalie Rizzi <NRizzi@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Objection to Yosemite under canvas and terra vi projects
We are opposed to the Yosemite under canvas project. As a preliminary matter, we’d like to express our
disappointment with how the county has handled things so far. I personally attended the meeting in
Groveland last year, and I lodged many objections. None of them made it into the record. That is
inexcusable. We understand the county is strapped for cash. But that does not permit you to disregard
procedures and ignore all of our concerns.
We live on Hardin Flat Road part time, and will be retiring there soon. Our property is situated several
hundred yards downhill from the proposed Glamping site. Which means that our water well is subject to
getting polluted from the clamping project. It also means our water is subject to being diminished or
completely taken by the clamping project. We are not willing to endure that and we and our neighbors
will sue if this project gets approved. Just letting you know that upfront. This is not going be an easy
project and you best heed all of our concerns now.
Air pollution is also going to be a big factor. Why haven’t you addressed air quality in the preliminary
report.? Many of us objected on that basis and yet you ignored it. Because harden flat is located in a
basin. The smoke from campfires at Yosemite Lakes Campground already fills the basin and lingers. The
problem will be much worse if the Glamping project is approved. There simply is not enough airflow to
avoid having unhealthy air from so many campfires.
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The noise of having hundreds of people staying very close to our property will be intolerable. Please
don’t ignore that concern. And remember, it’s not just humans who are disturbed by that level of noise.
Again, we brought up the potential impact to the natural environment and wildlife. Why is the county
ignoring us?
We also have security concerns. Because the southern boundary of the Glamping project is literally a
stones throw from our property. We do not want people from the Glamping site walking through our
woods or coming near our home. Which means we would have to undertake the expense of building a
fence. It is not right that we should have to deal with that.
One of the most ridiculous aspects of the county’s actions so far, is ignoring the safety issues created by
having terra vi and the Glamping project built. The traffic impact will be huge. There will be traffic safety
issues involved with having hundreds, actually more than 1000, people driving in and out of Hardin flat
and sawmill mountain. The county must weigh the cumulative impact of having both those
developments there. As it is, the county is playing games by pretending that each of those
developments alone would have minimal impact.
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The county has failed to address other public safety issues. The roadway and those intersections could
not handle emergency traffic during an evacuation. And the county simply does not have the resources
to provide an adequate level of response for law‐enforcement or fire or ambulance/rescue personnel.
What is the county’s plan in this regard?
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Sincerely,
Bill McMahon
30843 Hardin Flat rd

COMMENT LETTER # PUB41
To Whom it May Concern,
My family has owned the property at 11230 Saw Mill Mountain Road in Groveled for over 30
years. I would like to voice my concerns over The Under Canvas and The Terra Vi projects as
well as the DIERs that were performed.
First oﬀ, I would like to to state how disappointed I am that the additional 30 day request was
not granted. It shows that the people who run this County only care about themselves and not
the people they are suppose to serve, or the land up here they are suppose to protect.
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Here are a list of the concerns over the projects that I believe will be detrimental to the
ecosystem as well as the land surrounding the area.
1. Water Supply: For starters the water supply test was half heartedly conducted and was
done in a more wetter than normal winter season. To my understanding these tests should
b conducted over multiple diﬀerent seasons to get an accurate depiction of water supply in
diﬀerent climates and diﬀerent parts of the year. California goes through droughts quite
often especially lately and with the properties and with the properties in the area being on
well systems the projects could pull enough water from the ground and dry up the wells.
The wells are our only source of water and if the water supply were to dry up or become
contaminated it would be extremely damaging to us and the environment.
2. Sewage/ Leach Field: Both of these projects are going to rely on an engineered septic
system to treat all of the waste. For projects of this size this’ll be a lot of waste to treat.
Being that The Terra Vi project is on a higher hill and the leach Þeld has the opportunity to
bleed into our wells and contaminate our water. To show that this is areal and very
dangerous issue the resort up the road Rush Creek has had numerous issues with this with
no way of stopping or treating the issue.A new concern regarding the Sewage is that fact
that COVID-19 was found in the sewage in Yosemite Park. This should be a real concern
and should be taken into consideration when thinking about this project. COVID-19 is an
extreme virus that we still no little about, however from what we do know it causes great
illness as well as death from some people that become infected.
3. Road Entrance/ Traﬃc: The intersection of Saw Mill Mountain Rd and 120 is extremely
diﬃcult most of the time to drive onto especially during peak times when people are trying
to go to and from Yosemite. With all the added car traﬃc and food traﬃc from people
walking across 120 to get to both sites it will lead to additional traﬃc hazards. If an
accident were to occur or a pedestrian was hit it will pull emergency resources from the
surrounding areas.
4. Fire Damage and Hazards: As everyone is aware the rim Þre of 2013 devastated the area.
The rim Þre was caused by a single reckless hunter who started a campÞre and it went out
of control and caused an incalculable amount of damage. This Þe took about took about
80-90% of the trees in the area and burned down an outbuilding on our property. It very
narrowly missed the main house but it caused some damage to that as well. With a Þre this
bad being caused by one reckless hunter, what damage could be done by hundreds of
visitors with the projects promising wood stoves, campÞre pits, and BBQÕs. If it is a
particularly dry season, which happens all the time, one spark from a Þre pit catches some
dry brush on Þre it could lead to another massive Þre. It only takes one careless person to
cause a massive Þre.
5. Security and Privacy: The Terra Vi project will be within a mile of the property. One of the
concerns we have is people wandering into our property and either damaging or stealing
things. This are is not known for hiking trails and walking on 120 is very dangerous, which
could lead to people walking on the dirt paths we use to get in and out of our property.
With this project promising wedding and other parties it will lead to a lot of noise pollution.
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These are just some of the concerns that I and our family have regarding these two projects.
There is an area closed to Groveland called “ The Scar” that would alleviate a lot of these
concerns. It is closer to emergency services so if there is a hazard/ Þre emergency services
could respond much quicker. Since the Scar area is a much larger area of land it is farther away
from other personal properties and homes os the projects would not be drawing water from
person water supply wells. Where the Scar is located on 120 it is a long ßat road where you
can see both ways and could be perfect for traﬃc lights. It is also just far enough away from
the Yosemite Gates that it will not get congested even during peak times.
Lastly while reviewing the DEIR I notices that my pervious comment letter was excluded. It
also came to my attention that all of my families comment letters were excluded. I hope this
letter is included into the next report and the other letters were not left oﬀ purposely. Please
respond to this letter to let me know that it was received and will be added to the many other
letters of opposition regarding this project.
Zachary Wiedemann
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB42
From: Sharon Coolidge <sharongae@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 4:58 PM
To: Natalie Rizzi <NRizzi@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Proposed Developments along Hwy 120 near Yosemite
Re: Proposed “Yosemite Under Canvas” (YUC) and
Terra Vi, developments - Hwy 120 corridor
To: Natalie Rizzi, Tuolumne County
July 21, 2020
At first, when I read about the Terra Ve & Yosemite Under Canvas proposed developments I
immediately thought about how such large resorts could be even considered for this geographic
area with so many critical items screaming to be addressed.
I stand with many NOT being in favor of these proposed projects especially without an EIR,
when there is already a major project underway, the Berkeley Tuolumne Camp. This is a huge,
$60 million rebuilding project is only a few minutes away.
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Here is a brief list of what other concerns I have and I don't feel are being addressed and need
MUCH further study:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

How is the Covid 19 pandemic going to affect the development process and the future
viability of these endeavors. Are these businesses even feasible with what’s going on
with the travel & leisure industries? What if these places get built and then go belly up?
Who ends up ‘holding the bag”?
Emergency response of police, fire and medical. Mariposa County I believe required
Tenaya Lodge over near Fish Camp to build & staff their own EMS department. Seems
like a good idea! And make the development owners pay for staffing.
Water and sewer - even with the best, most modern engineered systems like the one
Rush Creek Lodge installed had major problems.
Traffic, noise and smoke from all the woodstoves
Parking problems already in Yosemite - how does 1000+ more even get through the
entrance gate when the Park is already so jammed with tourists. Major holidays already
have limits on vehicles allowed entry. Traffic jams at entrance gates are already miles
long with folks sitting there with their car engines running, just waiting for the chance to
clog already crowded roads in the Park.
Employees - there’s a whole nother aspect of what’s going to happen? What about SIP
orders?
These types of projects need to be closer to towns where there are already systems in
place to handle a lot of these problems.

You all owe it to the citizens who have voiced their concerns and you need to protect Yosemite
National Park itself to see these issues and problems resolved before approval gets handed out!
Signed,
Sharon Coolidge, 6653 Dogtown Rd, Coulterville, CA 95311
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PUB36

COMMENT LETTER # PUB43

From: TR Coolidge <tcintune@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 10:17 AM
To: Natalie Rizzi <NRizzi@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Terra Vi, Yosemite Under Canvas

Re: Proposed Developments Terra Vi
and Yosemite Under Canvas- Hwy120
To: Natalie Rizzi
July 24, 2020
I am concerned over the many environmental and
public safety issues that have not been
adequately addressed in the planning of these
very invasive projects.
The questions regarding water/sewer, traffic,
emergency response/ public safety and pollution
have all been well-documented by now, so I would
save you some time by simply stating that, in my
opinion, there should be significantly more
attention and research devoted to those items.
I believe an objective assessment will reveal
the negative aspects far outweigh any monetary
benefit to the county, and the extensive
environmental damage it will cause is
unacceptable and irreversible.
I appreciate the time, energy, and thought you
devote to this proposal!
Signed,
Tom Coolidge
6653 Dogtown Rd
Coulterville CA 95311
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From: TR Coolidge <tcintune@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 10:20 AM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Terra Vi, Yosemite Under Canvas
Re: Proposed Developments Terra Vi
and Yosemite Under Canvas‐ Hwy120
To: Quincy Yaley
July 24, 2020
I am concerned over the many environmental and public safety issues that have not been adequately
addressed in the planning of these very invasive projects.
The questions regarding water/sewer, traffic, emergency response/ public safety and pollution have all
been well‐documented by now, so I would save you some time by simply stating that, in my opinion,
there should be significantly more attention and research devoted to those items.
I believe an objective assessment will reveal the negative aspects far outweigh any monetary benefit to
the county, and the extensive environmental damage it will cause is unacceptable and irreversible.
I appreciate the time, energy, and thought you devote to this proposal!
Signed,
Tom Coolidge
6653 Dogtown Rd
Coulterville CA 95311
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB44

From: Lee Zimmerman <leez@evergreenlodge.com>
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 2:19 PM
To: Taryn Vanderpan <TVanderpan@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>;
Tracie Riggs <TRiggs@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; John Gray <JGray@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; Karl Rodefer
<KRodefer@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: <no subject>
Hi all (including Karl since John is out with surgery),
I feel the need to make sure you are aware of something.
We and others really question the decision by the planning department to issue two massive EIR’s of
2000+ pages for 45-day comment period with deadlines within 10 days of each other (Yosemite Under
Canvas & Terra Vi). Given that a single project like one of these comes around every few years, we
would have expected the county to appropriately stagger the comment periods, particularly given the
massive volume of the documents provided.
There is clearly a feeling in the community, which I am hearing from many, of bad faith by the county in
trying to stack these two review periods on top of each other to push them through by limiting the ability
for thoughtful review and comments, particularly given the scale of the developments and
documentation. All is of course exacerbated by current Covid restrictions and demands, which might
alone be reason for greater timing flexibility and sensitivity.
I wanted to bring this up before the Terra Vi deadline in case your department wanted to address it.
Separately, as I mention below, the current Terra Vi docs alone are 400 megs in size, which puts an
undue burden on folks who may not be able to have the bandwidth needed to download them easily,
restricting access in particular for those of lesser means. Again, this leaves the appearance of trying to
limit the ability for the community to review the EIR, when Terra Vi could easily have been asked to
provide in a lower resolution PDF that was not such a hurdle to folks to download and use.
Thanks for your time.
Lee
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB45

From: Angie Norquist <1angienorquist@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, July 26, 2020 3:14 PM
To: Natalie Rizzi <NRizzi@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Cc: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; triggs@co.tuolunmne.ca.us;
kathleenhaff2020@gmail.com; BOS Members <bosm@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; jjunette@fs.fed.us
Subject: Terra Vi Lodge Yosemite
Dear Ms. Rizzi,
In my previous letter, my concerns were not address in the DEIR for Terra Vi Lodge. My name is
Angelene Norquist own a home on Sawmill Mountain Rd. my family has own this property since l987.
For 33 years we have paid taxes, cleaned up the property to prevent fire danger in the area and cleaned
up after the Rim Fire 2013, removing dead trees and replanting new trees to replace the the ones that
were lost in the fire. The Sawmill Mountain residents have protected this area for many years, and now
trying to protect our community and property from over development in the area. I have many
concerns about this TERRA VI LODGE YOSEMITE PROJECT, which the DEIR has failed to address.
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WATER SUPPLY, were are you going to get the water when your wells will not produce enough water
for the demand you need. Ground water is always a gamble, there is no surface water for you to pull
from.
You will deplete our wells……..
SEPTIC there is no public sewer system, you must rely on an engineered septic system to treat truly
staggering amounts of wastewater that will be produced. The potential for our well supplies and the
Tuolumne River to be contaminated.
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FIRE RISK, In l952 fire came through this area and burned timber and homes, 1987 again Fire came
through this area and burned timber and homes, 2013 once again Fire came through this area and
burned timber and homes, This area is in a HIGH FIRE AREA, and yet you do not see this.
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TRAFFIC CONCERNS ON HIGHWAY 120: During the Rim Fire 2013 there were hundreds of people were
trying to evacuate on the two lane road Highway 120, When Tuolumne County faces danger in this
fashion,
Highway 120 has a very limited capacity to allow for timely evacuation. This can put significant impact
and a threat to the lives of the residents of the area. As shown during the 2018 Camp Fire in
Paradise,Ca., many people were found burned in their cars, having had difficulty evacuating due to a
two lane road.
I believe that until Terra Vi Lodge can properly address the concerns of the local residents in the area,
this should not be allowed to proceed with any development.
Sincerely,
Norquist Family, Bill, Angelene, Gary Paul
11350 Sawmill Mountain Rd.
Phone: 408‐354‐1493
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB46

From: RYAN WHITE <jayneras1@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, July 26, 2020 2:58 PM
To: Quincy Yaley
Subject: Proposed Terra Vi Lodge
Dear Ms. Yaley,
I am writing as an architect and former environmental planner with the State of California supporting
the CSERC’s request for a full environmental impact report and required public hearings for the
proposed Terra Vi lodge. Much study is needed to support such a development based on the
information at hand showing the detrimental effects to local residents and the natural wonder that is
Yosemite and its surrounds. Please consider the CSERC’s request with all seriousness for the future of
Yosemite and California. Many thanks in advance for your help.
Jayne Muraki Rasmussen
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB47

From: SARL TIARE HOTU <sarltiarehotu@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, July 26, 2020 4:35 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Development near Yosemite park
To Mr. Yale director of community development.
.I am writing you as an active business in tourism and understand the problems of over developing
popular areas which today is one of the major problems in the world.
Yosemite park is such a beautiful and popular area but it does have limited water supplies traffic and
and is an area of extreme fire danger.
I feel that it would be a shame to continue to develop around the park and create more traffic more
pollution and more people in such a limited area where at the moment it is already over visited and not
enough infrastructure to support more visitors.
Sometimes we need to realize when we have a good thing and not destroy it or overdo it tourism has
become so popular now in the world that it is become a danger and we must be aware of that before it's
too late.
I ask you today to reconsider any development around or in the Yosemite park and only develop the
park in an ecological way that will make it less polluted and more enjoyable for the whole world to visit
don't forget this is one of the wonders of the world you have……. please treasure it and keep it as
natural as possible for all of the visitors.
Thank you for your consideration Peter Williams
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB48
From: dag219 dag219 <dag219@hotmail.com>
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2020 10:56 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Cc: Tracie Riggs <TRiggs@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; Kathleen Haff <kathleenhaff2020@gmail.com>;
bosm@co.tuolumn.ca.us; jjunette@fs.fed.us
Subject: Terra Vi DEIR response letter
July 27, 2020
Ms. Quincy Yaley
Assistant Director, Development
Tuolumne County Community Resources Agency
2 South Green Street
Sonora, CA 95370-4618
RE: DEIR for Terra Vi Project
Dear Ms. Yaley,
The following is my main list of concerns related to the proposed development of the Terra Vi project in
the Sawmill Mountain area. I appreciate your consideration of these concerns before moving forward
unabated. Please confirm receipt of this email.
WILDFIRE RISKS AND EVACUATION PLANNING
The DEIR grossly understates the wildfire risks and fails to provide any analysis in support of its
conclusion that these risks are less than significant. Terra Vi would be situated within what is considered
a ‘Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone’, and this area has already succumbed to past forest fires not the
least of which was the Rim Fire of 2013. There does not seem to be any attention paid to fire protection
services and how these would be provided for. There is, however, an admission that firefighters from
Groveland would be unable to reach the area in an acceptable amount of time during a crisis. Shouldn’t
this be concern enough to fully address the fire danger and evacuation procedures? There’s a reliance
on Highway 120 as an emergency access road that creates a dangerous assumption. What if the
highway is shut down? How would everyone be evacuated in a scenario like this? The DEIR does not
analyze Terra Vi’s impacts on emergency access in a case such as this. It does not consider the capacity
of Highway 120 and traffic conditions on this roadway during an emergency event such as a wildfire.
Remember, 1S03 is a Forest Route. This Route is managed by the Forestry Service and exists for
maintenance of the forest and not meant for commercial access. It is also a dead-end road and serves
as the ONLY access and egress for the residents of Sawmill Mountain. The DEIR’s lack of evacuation
planning will lead to a disaster waiting to happen.
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WATER SUPPLY AND WATER QUALITY
It has been proposed in the DEIR to locate leach lines for the septic system directly above our
property. The septic lines would run into a known wetland situated just above and running through our
property, into a creek and eventually the Tuolumne River. Since our well is located just below these
proposed lines, our water source would most definitely be contaminated. There have also been recent
reports that the sewage water in Yosemite National Park has tested positive for the Corona virus. This is
a risk that we would be unduly exposed to, not to mention the contamination that untreated sewage would
bring. Our health with regard to water quality has clearly not been considered in the DEIR.
The supply of water is also of great concern, mainly due to the fact that we already have difficulty in
obtaining adequate water for our own small property. The most difficult exercise we experienced in the
establishment of our homestead was finding a viable water source. When considering the volume of
water that the Terra Vi project development would be slated to require (which is not mentioned in the
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DEIR) it is simply not logical to believe that our individual property wells would remain productive. Having
such a large project development nearby would undoubtedly sap our existing water supply. This area is
simply not suited to support the water requirements of not only the residents of Terra Vi, but also the
subsequent need for fire suppression by the fire department.

PUB48-02
cont.

UNAUTHORIZED USE OF FOREST ROUTE 1S03
The same fallacy of the intention by the Yosemite Under Canvas developers to use Forest Route 1S09 as
a commercial use road also applies to Terra Vi’s use of Forest Route 1S03. This simply should not be
permitted due to the fact that this particular road is for use by the Forestry Service only and is not
designated as a commercial use road. The amount of traffic alone would deteriorate the only road access
we have to our properties especially when you factor in the allowance for heavy equipment to service the
Terra Vi project both during construction AND afterwards to maintain its use by the public. Usage of this
road would create a major issue of proper and effective evacuation planning in case of fire or other
emergency. Exiting Sawmill Mountain onto Highway 120 is already a problem for normal traffic because
of how it traverses at that point with a blind corner at the West end. Increasing this traffic due to Terra
Vi’s presence will most assuredly lead to increased accidents on the highway due to the bottlenecks
created during normal situations let alone any emergency scenario.
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NOISE AND TRAFFIC
Make no mistake, the Terra Vi project is a massive project situated in an otherwise serene and largely
undeveloped area. The argument could be made that this development is being considered for the
‘greater good’ much like a highway overpass displaces the lowly and unfortunate residents living beneath
but in turn provides improved transportation for the masses. But I fail to see how this development does
anybody any good at all, especially the forest when you consider the environmental impact, induced fire
hazards and increased traffic and resultant noise pollution. The helipads that the DEIR describes alone
would create an incredible amount of noise not to mention the constant heavy traffic that large
commercial supply trucking provides just to keep a place like this running. Highway 120 is a two-lane
artery, only and it was never designed to take on the increased traffic that this development would attract.
We can already hear about every single car that traverses this stretch of road through the Sawmill
Mountain area due to the fact that the most recent Rim Fire took out the majority of the trees and growth
that served as a natural noise suppressor. The Terra Vi development would easily multiply this noise
level and make living nearby it an uncomfortable environment to say the least.
In conclusion, the aforementioned concerns must necessarily be noted and addressed before moving
forward with the Terra Vi project as it has been outlined and described to the affected community in the
DEIR. I truly appreciate your consideration and attention.
Sincerely,
David A. George
30400 Sawmill Mountain
Groveland, CA 95321
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB49
From: Ron Lopez <ranchovertical2@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2020 2:04 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Terra VI Comments
Comments on Terra VI Project
We are becoming increasingly reluctant to comment on anything that brings out “sides”. But it still
seems possible to us that everyone CAN win if we listen and are respectful. In that somewhat outdated
hope, we offer our thoughts.
The Terra VI project goal should be to add an asset to the community, not a detriment or
burden. Planned Growth is so much better for everyone. Growth is inevitable, even desirable, when
healthy parameters are established and followed.
From a visitors point of view, we believe the Yosemite corridor would benefit from more comfortable
overnight and recreational facilities. That would he an ideal way to expose people to the healthy
ecosystem we are trying to save and maintain. Caring for nature is not a natural impulse without some
extended exposure. It is then to everyone’s advantage to provide more access into a healthy
ecosystem. Terra VI could be such a venue.
The all too common practice of benefiting the wallet of the corporate entity (reasonable) without
consideration of the short and longterm impact on the natural and human communities (unreasonable)
can obviously be addressed. This means, of course, LESS money pouring into corporate coffers but a
better world for everyone. Some of those items that we see with quite limited exposure to the project
are:
1.
A plan acceptable to the hosting community that provides expanded Emergency
Services that will address the increased flux in traffic and people. Really, the concept should be to add
an asset to the community, not a detriment or burden (did we say that before?).
2.
To add a sizable transient human population into the middle of a stressed but highly
valued natural community requires reaching for 10 in an industry that frequently settles on 3. Water,
sewage and waste, traffic, employee housing, noise and lights can and should be addressed with the
highest independently judged environmental score. Go for the Green! (LEED) The intent should be to
meet and surpass the efforts modeled by Evergreen and Rush Creek.
3.
Sensitivity to the thriving local human community that Terra VI would be joining. From
an artist/handyman friend of ours, who lives in a cabin nearby the proposed project, to the already
present tourist providers, the local retailers, artists, farmers and retirees (including several close friends
who are income dependent on AirBnB’s)...reaching again for a 10 would have ramifications far beyond
the obvious. If an individual can have impact, a family even more, a corporation much more.
To sum it up, the concept should be to add an asset to the community, not a detriment or burden, (in
case you lost that in all these words). We believe that to be an attainable goal in this project ‐ only with
carefully written mandates to protect existing natural, community (and indeed global) resources.
Believing in a solution somewhere between Wilderness and Clear‐Cut,
Sincerely,
Ron & Joy Lopez
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB50
From: Jan Torpy <torpyjan@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2020 4:37 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Lodge near Yosemite
Dear Ms. Yaley,
I am writing to you today in response to the proposal to build a luxury lodge, Terra Vi near the entrance
to Yosemite in Tuolumne. What I recall from conversations with my friends who live in
Groveland; there are many concerning factors which need to be looked at when thinking about forward
with this project. The biggest issue that I come up with is that this is a high fire area. Building there
would have many more people to evacuate, more lives to be lost, and stretch the public safety systems
extremely thin. This would be taking away from the long time residents who already live there. This is a
fragile ecosystem that you would be building on.
Along with fires, there is a severe draught history in this very area. Taking more water away from what
does not hardly exist is not fair to the residents and businesses that are already there. Plus, building a
structure of this magnitude might easily put local business out of work as they would not be able to
compete with "bigger and better,"
Please rethink this. This project does not have to fold but perhaps taken elsewhere where the
environment could make it sustainable and add to the community not take from it.
Sincerely,
Jan Torpy
Auburn CA. resident.
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB51
From: bobasquith@yahoo.com <bobasquith@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 5:31 PM
To: Natalie Rizzi <NRizzi@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; John Gray
<JGray@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Terra VI & Under Canvas DEIRs
Hello Ladies
I am having some trouble reconciling differences between these two DEIRs. Please respond to
my attached letter. Thanks.
Stay Safe, Be Well, Bob Asquith
bobasquith@yahoo.com
(209) 962-7990

PUB51-01

Robert Asquith
20756 Point View Drive, Groveland, CA 95321

July 28, 2020

bobasquith@yahoo.com
(209) 962-7990

Emailed 7/28/20

Tuolumne County Community Development Department
2 S. Green Street
Sonora, CA 95370
Attn: Quincy Yaley, Tuolumne County Planning Commissioners, Board of Supervisors
I have read the Yosemite Under Canvas DEIR and the Terra VI DEIR. Please help me
understand how one DEIR can call out numerous items that require mitigation and the other
does not.

PUB51-01
cont.

•

Was one of the DEIRs just flat wrong?

•

Do the mitigation items stop at highway 120?

•

What is the role of Tuolumne County Planning in policing these documents on behalf of
the County residents?

•

How is Tuolumne County Planning going to reconcile these gross inconsistencies before
the projects proceed?

Here is but one example – the Terra VI DEIR lists 22 specific impacts requiring mitigation while
the Under Canvas DEIR lists 6 impacts requiring mitigation. Do we have birds and bats that do
not cross highway 120? There is something clearly wrong with: 1) Under Canvas DEIR, 2) Terra
VI DEIR, and/or 3) Tuolumne County planning process to be so very different.
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I am extremely concerned that between the consultants that prepared these DEIRs and
Tuolumne County on whose behalf it was prepared, there were so many blatant errors and
omissions.
Also, it is very disappointing that Tuolumne County released two very lengthy DEIRs at almost
the same time, during summer months when many residents are unavailable, and during the
Covid crisis. The lack of consideration for review extension could lead one to the conclusion the
County was trying to minimize resident review and comment and rush approval. This is not the
manner in which I expect Tuolumne County to act as guardians of the integrity of developments
within our County.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert Asquith.
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB52
From: Mary Lou Bailey <marylou@wizwire.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 9:59 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Hotel complex near Yosemite
Our beautiful. Natural Treasures are being eroded now at a faster rate than ever before.
Yosemite is overrun with visitors now, and adding another oversized tourist venue will guarantee more
damage to the delicate eco system.
Please do not approve further development In a this fragile area.
Mary Lou Bailey
Sent from my
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB53
From: Connie Brown <cjanebrown37@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 5:21 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Terra Vi Lodge development
To David Gonzalves and Quincy Yaley,
I am writing to express my concerns about the proposed development of Terra Vi Lodge on the north
side of Highway 120 at the intersection of Summit Mountain Road. I am not altogether opposed to the
development of more guest housing in the Yosemite area, but a project of size at this particular location
is unusually risky in a number of ways. There is no public water, and there is no assurance that the
existing water supply system could be reliable during multi‐year periods of drought; there is no public
sewer service and no adequate plan for how the effluent from the guests and staff on the property will
be treated; fire has already burned this property (in 2013) and there is no reason to believe that it won't
happen again; it is not convenient to public services, like sheriffs, medical care, etc.; it could have
considerable negative impact on existing tourist businesses in the area.
I am requesting that the County do two things: 1) require an Environmental Impact Report for the
development at this location, and 2) consider other locations for this project.
Thank you for your consideration,
Sincerely yours,
Constance C. Brown
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB54
From: Wendy Francis <w.francis59@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 2:43 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Terra Vi Lodge
Dear Ms. Yaley
I was very surprised to hear of the proposal for the development up near Harden Flat. Even though I
have not lived in the Groveland area since the 1990s I am still well aware of some of the issues that
plague the foothills and mountain areas.
A development of that size would require a tremendous amount of water, not to mention a substantial
sewage treatment plan. My understanding is that water is always a major concern in the ongoing
drought issues in California. I’m not too optimistic on that changing in the future.
Additionally, having gone through the major Complex Fire in the late 1980s, fire is such a huge issue in
the mountains that I have grave reservations about the development and the ability to safely evacuate
the people staying there. The idea is frightening to even consider, despite the possible safety
procedures that might be implemented. There have been too many examples of tragedy resulting from
fires and the inability to get people out in areas where the roads are limited.
The environmental impact of a development that size would no doubt add to slow depletion and
destruction of the natural resources of the area.
My strong recommendation and hope is that the board will seriously consider protecting the Hwy 120
corridor to the Park by keeping it undeveloped and natural.
Thank you for your consideration of this critical issue.
Wendy Francis
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB55
From: Georgia A Francis <georgia.francis28@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 3:13 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Against Terra Vi
To: Ms. Quincy Yaley, Director of Community Development Department
I’m writing to express my concern about the Terra Vi Lodge development. Based on the lack of water,
safety concerns, environmental impact and the economic impact on Groveland, I am strongly against
this development. Terra Vi is clearly reckless and driven by money with disregard to the needs of the
local people and the environment. I find it disturbing that a lodge that is supposed to showcase the
beauty of the local environment puts that very environment in such peril by harming it with sewage
treatment, fire danger, and drilling for wells in an already over‐stressed water table. For shame. There
are other appropriate sites that would be a more responsible choice if a development such as this must
move forward at all. To allow Terra Vi to continue forward is blatantly irresponsible. Stop Terra Vi Lodge
right now.
Respectfully,
Georgia McKenzie
Long‐time resident of Groveland
808‐462‐9339
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB56
From: Anne Anderson <annehand1@mac.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 9:11 AM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Terra Vi
To:
Quincy Yaley
From: Anne Anderson
RE: Terra Vi proposal
Dear Ms. Yaley,
I would like to register my strong opposition to the Terra Vi development proposal at the gates of
PUB56-1
Yosemite National Park. This proposal never should have gotten as far as it has, and it needs to be ended
PUB56-01
now.
Here are my reasons:
1.
Extreme Fire Danger — For this reason alone, this property should not be developed. This
property has already been overrun by wildfire once. It is clearly vulnerable to additional massive wind‐
fueled wildfires that have become routine in our state.
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2.
Lack of water — With no access to public water service and no aquifer beneath the property,
PUB56-3
relying on a couple of wells for such a massive development is foolhardy. The neighbors’ wells are sure
PUB56-03
to be negatively affected, and how will those neighbors be compensated? The loss of the reasonable use
of their property is not an acceptable tradeoff.
3.
Lack of sewer — Without access to public sewage services, the plan to treat all sewage on the
property sounds dubious at best. What evidence do you have that the developers can actually pull this
off? Has this technology been proven to work at such a large scale? It is more likely that the property
will become one giant, smelly cess pool at the GATEWAY to Yosemite. John Muir would be horrified.
4.
Terrible location — There are clearly identified, better locations for a greatly scaled down, right‐
sized project of this sort. The town of Groveland, for example, is an obvious choice where public water
and sewer services can be negotiated. Impacts to the livelihoods of the current residents of Groveland
should also be considered strongly in any proposed project. The fact that there are no services — fire,
police, water, and sewer — anywhere near this site should be unacceptable to Tuolumne County.
5.
Traffic — There are already miles‐long traffic jams of cars trying to get into Yosemite. Tuolumne
County should be interested in ensuring that the experience of going to Yosemite is a pleasant one, so
that visitors have a positive memory of the county. The experience of being stuck in a traffic jam next to
an overbuilt, high‐end resort for the wealthy is not going to endear the county to the thousands of
visitors who come through daily.
In sum, a project such as this should never have gotten past the trial balloon stage. That the developers
have already spent a lot of money on this project should not deter you and the county supervisors from
doing the right thing. Just say no to this project.
Anne Anderson
annehand1@mac.com
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB57
From: Cris Barsanti <cris@crisbarsanti.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 5:34 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Terra Vi Project
Dear Quincy,
I am writing to express my concerns with the Terra Vi project off Hwy 120, near Hardin Flat. As I've been
reading over sections of the DEIR I find that this development is inappropriate for this location. I think it
is fair to ask how this parcel was considered for Commercial Recreation zoning. As you know it is
bordered by lands zoned A‐10, RE‐5, RE‐2 and Public which seem incompatible with the C/R zoning.
Since I'm not familiar with the history, I don't know if the owners of the adjacent parcels fought this
zoning when it was approved. I believe that the owners of the neighboring parcels expected that the
land would stay undeveloped for at least 10 years when the Murray trust entered into a CA Forest
Improvement Program in 2018 after the devastation caused by the Rim Fire. I imagine that if this project
is approved the trust will have to reimburse the State of CA for the funds it has already spent on
reforesting this parcel.
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Since the parcel is rated by Cal Fire as being in a Very High Fire Hazard Security Zone it is unconscionable
to allow accommodations for in excess of 400‐600 guests and employees. Additionally the CA PUC
classifies the parcel as a Tier 2 Fire Threat. With the increase in multi year droughts and the climate
warming we are experiencing it seems unwise to "play with fire" so to speak.
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The lack of public water is another important concern. The two wells that were recently drilled on the
property during a normal rainfall year may not be adequate during drought years. Drawing the large
amount of water needed to service this project from the fractured underground water table will most
likely adversely affect the neighbors' wells.
Short of a lawsuit will the neighbors be adequately compensated should this happen? (It is my
understanding that Rush Creeek has found it necessary to truck in water during our frequent drought
years.)
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The lack of public sewer is most concerning. With the leach field planned for what the neighbors
describe as a wetlands or at best a wet meadow, what is to keep the effluent from contaminating their
wells or seeping into the ephemeral streams that eventually make their way to the Middle Fork
Tuolumne River.
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Considering the nearby approved and pending developments including the Berkeley Camp Restoration,
the Under Canvas project across Hwy 120 and the 1000 Trails Yosemite Lakes RV Park expansion, the
traffic into and out of Yosemite will be more unbearable than it is currently. Last weekend a friend
waited 1 1/2 hours to get into the Park even with the reduced amount of visitors allowed and the
requirement to have a reservation. With all the added potential visitors these developments will
generate, the traffic will be comparable to LA ftraffic jams. I am heartened to notice that a YARTS bus
stop is planned in front of the Terra Vi Lodge.
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The location of the development, 25 miles from Groveland where emergency medical, law enforcement
and ambulance service are located means that if there is a need for these public services in this remote
location which is more likely with 400‐600 people present, the people living close to the towns of
Groveland and Big Oak Flat will be left uncovered.
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The Helipad will increase noise and present a potential safety hazard to neighbors. The quiet, peaceful
atmosphere they have enjoyed for many years will be quite changed by this development. It is good to
know that the Helipad would be used for emergencies only, so theoretically it would be used
infrequently.
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The disruption of the resident mule deer migration to and from their summer and winter range is
concerning as they have been already impacted by the devastation of the Rim Fire and encounters with
visitors on walking trails through their migration routes will be detrimental.
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My final concern is the increased GHG emissions generated by this developement. As each year goes by
we get closer and closer to the point of no return when it will be too late to reverse the damage that is
being caused by humans' contributions to the planet's warming. The DEIS finds that the GHG emmisions
that will be created by this project are significant and unavoidable. This finding alone should be enough
to table the project.
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Thank you for considering my comments.
Cris Barsanti
Columbia

COMMENT LETTER # PUB58
From: Justin Berton <berton.justin@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 4:27 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Terra Vi Lodge/Public comment
Hello,

Comments in response to Terra Vi Lodge DEIR
To Natalie Rizzi, Quincy Yaley, County Planning Commissioners, and the Board of Supervisors:
Water Supply‐ It is worth repeating that this site is an area with no aquifers and “...subsurface
material consists primarily of impermeable granitic and greenstone bedrock which can result in
a low groundwater yield.” and “The characteristics of the fractured rock and weather
fluctuations have led to some wells providing unreliable sources of water.” (previous IS/MND).
Even the current DEIR for this project notes that “Fractured rock provides inconsistent
groundwater conditions; some parcels are underlain by small pools of groundwater that are
reliable, and others tap into less reliable subsurface rills and streamlets. The Tuolumne‐
Stanislaus Integrated Regional Water Management Plan determined that existing data are
insufficient to quantify the total available sustainable groundwater supply. This is not atypical in
fractured rock environments such as those that occur throughout the Sierra foothills”.
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Anyone who lives in California knows that every winter is different and we have the potential
for a multi‐year drought. This DEIR does not take this into consideration at all. In fact, there is
no scientific evidence provided to support the contention that the 50% reduction factor will
come even close to accurately predicting reduced capacity during multiyear droughts. This is a
huge project, the fact that this is not addressed is completely irresponsible. What happens
when 500‐800 people run out of water in August during peak Yosemite tourists season?
Another problem with this report is that the DEIR indicates that 16,640 gpd is sufficient to supply

500+ people with their daily water requirements. Assuming 500 people, this results in only a 33
gpd allocation per person! Again most Californians know this is an unrealistic amount and you all
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This is a very tough water conservation goal. More realistic is 55 gpd. If one uses a 55 gpd
consumption rate per person for 500 people, the daily demand at Terra Vi is now estimated to
be 27,500 gpd. This more realistic demand comes much closer to the highly optimistic (i.e. very
wet year) pumping rate of 38,160 gpd. To exceed the pumping capacity, consumption would
only have to increase to 77 gpd per person (not unlikely). Especially with tourists on vacation
they do not understand the very real water problem this area deals with during droughts and
are more likely to over use water rather than conserve water.
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This is all before we take into consideration the effects of the Under Canvas project. These two
resorts would put a heavy strain on the water available in the area. There are many houses near
these two developments and both will put them all at risk of losing their water supply. I still do
not understand why the alternative site is not an option I did not see any of the reasons given
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should know this as well.

as worthy. For example, the very real problems with water supply and wastewater disposal
would be adequately addressed at the alternate site because of the capacity for municipal
water supply and sewage service. Similarly, wildfire risk issues would be mitigated by being
closer to the fire station and a reduced necessity for landscape screening (AKA fuel loading).

PUB58-04
cont.

Wastewater treatment and potential groundwater contamination – Even if one uses the very
low estimate of pumping rate of 16,640 gpd for this project, wastewater production will exceed
6 million gallons per year. The DEIR estimates that 7,000 gpd of grey water will be produced
and used for irrigation. Thus, over 2.5 million gallons of grey water would be available for
irrigation; that is a lot of irrigation for native vegetation! Realistically, and as noted in the DEIR,
there will thus be a surplus of grey water that will also have to be released into the leach fields.
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Combining this grey water surplus with the remaining 3.5 million gallons of blackwater sewage,
the load on the septic system is immense. Given this incredible loading, it is absolutely
astounding that there is not a real analysis of whether the proposed leach fields will be able to
accommodate this wastewater load. The only evidence provided is a quote from the soil analyst
that
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the site “should provide a more than adequate area for the wastewater system”. However, the
analyst also said that “The exact amount of area needed for the commercial development
wastewater system can only be determined during the wastewater system design process”.
Because there does not appear to be any real design at this point, the ability of these leach
fields to handle this load is completely unknown. As far as I can tell, the DEIR does not give even
the most minimal tests that are used in designing leach fields such as a percolation test or soil
loading rates. These are tests that are commonly used even when designing septic systems for
single family dwellings. The fact that this has not been done for a huge development truly
boggles the mind. The DEIR assumes without evidence that this wastewater will have been
adequately treated before moving into the groundwater. Percolation tests are necessary to
determine whether the wastewater will be sufficiently treated before it mixes with the
groundwater.
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The soil analyst also notes that “This area is a low‐lying saddle that has the potential to
accumulate excess moisture from winter storm events.” Accumulation of excess moisture
means that the soils at this site could become saturated. This soil saturation can cause backups
of the entire wastewater treatment system and thus increase the chance of groundwater
contamination. Again, percolation tests and soil loading studies are needed to assess the
possibility of this major malfunction in wastewater storage capacity.
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Another problem is the direction of the leach fields. The underground flow typically follows the

surface terrain meaning it would be flowing down to the existing houses and their wells, as opposed to
flowing uphill towards Hwy 120, as shown in the submittal, indicated by the arrow pointing south. This
has further potential to contaminate existing wells.

Finally, this flawed analysis of the wastewater load from Terra Vi does not even consider the
potential wastewater input from the nearby proposed Under Canvas project. In sum, this
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analysis of the potential problems with wastewater disposal and groundwater contamination is
totally inadequate.
Wildfire risk – The project area is located within a CALFIRE “Very High Fire Hazard Severity
Zone” and so the concentration of a very large number of people in a relatively isolated (and
highly flammable) location is a very bad idea. In fact, it seems pretty unconscionable to expose
the 500+ folks at this facility (plus an additional 250+ at the proposed Under Canvas Project) to
the extreme fire danger at this site when the closest fire station is a half hour away in
Groveland. The crew from Groveland has only one engine and if there is a significant wildfire at
this site, the crew would face an almost impossible job of trying to adequately protect this
project and the Under Canvas development (and other facilities); especially difficult given that
they would likely arrive fairly late to the fire scene. In addition, during a large wildfire event the
station would likely prioritize Groveland and thus this site would be completely unprotected.
The potentially deadly traffic congestion that might result during combined evacuation of this
facility and the Under Canvas glamping project across the street bring to mind visions of what
happened at Paradise on a road that was bigger than Route 120. One of the more bizarre
suggestions in this DEIR to reduce evacuation congestion was to have people shelter in place;
apparently in a basement room that somehow would maintain proper ventilation for those
inside while a firestorm rages above (!).
This is completely irresponsible and almost laughable if it did not involve suggesting that
people shelter in place during a wildfire! We had a cabin catch fire and burn down during that
last major wild fire (rim fire) and I assure you if anyone had been sheltering in place in the
basement they would have certainly died. There was nothing left but the metal roofing
material. Even the washer and dryer completely melted. This line of thinking is shocking and I
hope you do not think that this is an actual option during a wildfire.

PUB58-10
cont.
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We would not have a problem with this project if it were at the alternate site. However, as
currently proposed, this project is a total environmental and socio‐economic disaster for the
people of Tuolumne County. The residents of this County depend on their elected officials and
planners to do the right thing for their well‐being in the face of financially driven development.
This DEIR is so flawed and I hope you understand how they are trying to inaccurately minimize
the impacts of this project so that you will approve it. You must require them to do further
study to prove they will not deplete the water supply or contaminate the area wells or you
should deny it.
Please do the right thing and deny this project as it currently stands and encourage the
developer to seriously consider the alternate site.
Thank you for your consideration,
Justin Berton
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB59
From: Connie Brown <cjanebrown37@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 10:20 AM
To: Anne Anderson <annehand1@mac.com>
Cc: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Re: Terra Vi
Great letter, Anne!
On Wed, Jul 29, 2020 at 9:11 AM Anne Anderson <annehand1@mac.com> wrote:
To: Quincy Yaley
From: Anne Anderson
RE: Terra Vi proposal
Dear Ms. Yaley,
I would like to register my strong opposition to the Terra Vi development proposal at the gates of
Yosemite National Park. This proposal never should have gotten as far as it has, and it needs to be ended
now.
Here are my reasons:
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1. Extreme Fire Danger — For this reason alone, this property should not be developed. This property
has already been overrun by wildfire once. It is clearly vulnerable to additional massive wind‐fueled
wildfires that have become routine in our state.
2. Lack of water — With no access to public water service and no aquifer beneath the property,
relying on a couple of wells for such a massive development is foolhardy. The neighbors’ wells are sure
to be negatively affected, and how will those neighbors be compensated? The loss of the reasonable use
of their property is not an acceptable tradeoff.
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3. Lack of sewer — Without access to public sewage services, the plan to treat all sewage on the
property sounds dubious at best. What evidence do you have that the developers can actually pull this
off? Has this technology been proven to work at such a large scale? It is more likely that the property
will become one giant, smelly cess pool at the GATEWAY to Yosemite. John Muir would be horrified.
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4. Terrible location — There are clearly identified, better locations for a greatly scaled down, right‐
sized project of this sort. The town of Groveland, for example, is an obvious choice where public water
and sewer services can be negotiated. Impacts to the livelihoods of the current residents of Groveland
should also be considered strongly in any proposed project. The fact that there are no services — fire,
police, water, and sewer — anywhere near this site should be unacceptable to Tuolumne County.
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5. Traffic — There are already miles‐long traffic jams of cars trying to get into Yosemite. Tuolumne
County should be interested in ensuring that the experience of going to Yosemite is a pleasant one, so
that visitors have a positive memory of the county. The experience of being stuck in a traffic jam next to
an overbuilt, high‐end resort for the wealthy is not going to endear the county to the thousands of
visitors who come through daily.
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In sum, a project such as this should never have gotten past the trial balloon stage. That the developers
have already spent a lot of money on this project should not deter you and the county supervisors from
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doing the right thing. Just say no to this project.
Anne Anderson
annehand1@mac.com

PUB59-06
cont.

COMMENT LETTER # PUB60
From: nancy constantino <nancy.constantino@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 10:20 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Cc: Tracie Riggs <TRiggs@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; BOS Members <bosm@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; Kathleen
Haff <kathleenhaff2020@gmail.com>
Subject: Jerry Cathey Terra Vi Letter Tuolumne County Admin Center
Dear Quincy,
Attached please find Jerry Cathey's comment letter regarding the Terra Vi DEIR.
Please confirm receipt of this email.
Thank you
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB61

PUB61-01

PUB61-01
cont.
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In order, will be presented the following documents
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1)

Terra vi Stakeholder comments of December 27 2018

2)

Unlawfull Land Division Complaint (23 points), Cover Letter
and Table of Content referencing Record File A-F; submitted
in Addendum to Item (1) above
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3)

Code of Federal Regulation 36 §251.50; submitted in Addendum
to itern (1) above {:::ves�--t J c::\ -& C::::ofr'! mev\ +-1 ry /A f-e..x
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4)

t-,

October 14, 2019 response to request to participate in CEQA
Hydrogeological well testing.
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Additional correspondence, included as PDF attachement, will
accompany the whole of this document, to be described within
email upon submittal, to confirm its existance and presentation
in fact.
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Following the documents, related above, will be presented
comments relating relevant law explaining the duties of the Lead
Agency and/or the preparors of the CEQA EIR, in relation to the
the therein described scope of CEQA "environmental law." to be
recognized under CEQA.
Those comments were prepared for the "Under Canvas" component
of the Hardin Flat LLC lands, they are applicable as well to the
Terra Vi component of Hardin Flat LLC land development, as the
currently recognized 4 parcels manifest themselves thru that
common origin, tho the Terra Vi western parcel's situation in
relation to the law is distinguishable, as has been, and will be
articulated following that commentary
The date therein referenced July 18, 2019, relating that
applicable submittal, should be read to recognize the December 27
Stakeholder Comments of this respondent, a Response omitted from
the Terra Vi DEIR Appendix, in which the actual incident of the
Land Division Complaint was delivered to the Lead Agency.
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Amanda, matrix can say "Attachment: Stakeholder comments of December 27, 2019"
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Amanda, matrix can say "Attachment: Unlawful Land Division Complaint"
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October 14, 2019

Matthew Chapman
30445 Sawmill Mt.Rd.
Groveland Ca.95321
209 962-0663 home
209 206-1706 mobile
voice mail

Quincy Yaley
Tuolumne County Assistant Director, Development

RE: Hydrogeological Assessment for Terra Vi Project
Hydrogeoogical Assessment for Under Canvas Project
For the folowing reasons I decline participation in the two
separately proposed "Baseline Groundwater Conditions Collection
Effort"
I have over-riding concerns over the lawfulness of any permit
issued ( to my knowledge requested of a State agency) for the two
separate project's parcels'; set forth as either/or unlawful land
division and unlawful zoning by complaint appealing the actions
of the Tuolumne County agency of Surveyor to the Tuolumne County
Board of Supervisors of June 18 2018.
16.04.060 Appeal Board Except for divisions of
real property for which the board of supervisors is
designated as having the final approval authority, the
board of supervisors is charged with the duty of hearing
and making determinations upon appeals with respect to
divisions of real property , the imposition of require
ments or conditions thereon, or the kinds, nature and
extent of the design or improvemnts required by the
advisory agency
Tuolumne County Code Title 16 Subdivisions
The required process set forth at subsection 16.06.130 Appeals.
The California State Attorney General has indicated by
Opinion that as of January l, 1989, "state law will require local
governing bodies to here these complaints" see 71 Op Atty Gen.
Cal.1988. The specific statute as opposed to any general statute
requiring hearing and decision for the June 2018 Complaint in
appeal to the Board of Supervisors.
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f'

�
The Natural Resources Agency

State of California
Memorandum

To:

FAS/Landowner

Cc:

DAO/SCO

December 17, 2015
Date:
Telephone: (916) 651-6660
Aaron.Mills@fire.ca.gov
E-Mail:

Jeff Calvert
Federal Grant Analyst / AFAS
File
From:

CA Dept of Forestry & Fire Protection

Subject:

CFIP Contract - 8GG14302; Gregory Robert Manly- APPROVED

Attached are two (2) originally signed of the above mentioned CFIP contract
agreement which has been properly approved. Please forward one (1) original to the
Landowner at your earliest convenience.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

Thank you.

Aaron Mills
Staff Services Analyst
Grants Management Unit
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From: matthew chapman <matthewchapman8@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 4:12 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Terra Vi DEIR comments part 2 of 4
Correspodance with the County Surveyor
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From: matthew chapman <matthewchapman8@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 4:06 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Terra vi DEIR comments ; part 3 of 4
Actual site photos from IS03, from highway 120, and a REAL representation from the site looking
west; note no mountain peaks to west or north; the watercourse is visible
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From: matthew chapman <matthewchapman8@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 4:04 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Terra Vi DEIR comments part 4 of 4
Photos view from Paden and Chapman homes, view of Paden and Chapman homes from site
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB62

From: Shawn Conlan <sconlan@aol.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 4:07 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Terra VI Lodge Draft EIR SDP18‐003 Opposition Letter
Quincy Yaley
The email in in opposition to the Terra VI Lodge Site development Permit SDP18-003 and the Draft
EIR. I have been visiting the Sawmill Mtn area for 45 +_ years, most of the time with Jerry Cathey at his
Cabin (11370 Sawmill Mtn rd.) across from the Terra VI proposed development. The Terra VI
development is simply to big for this remote area with limited resources. Mr. Cathey's well was included
in the hydrology tests for the Draft EIR. During those tests Mr. Cathey and his brother in Ron Morgan
were at the cabin. Both of them observed a bad taste in the water during the tests. In addition Mr.
Cathey's well stopped pumping water while the tests were being done. It's obvious that a project this
size will draw down Mr. Cathey's well. I request that you read the attached well log from Mr. Cathey's
well and notice that the water in this area is in very small 1' Granite Fractures.
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In addition to water availability the sewage disposal system for this large project will impact the
neighboring properties, their is simply not enough room to treat and or dispose of the sewage from that
many toilets, sinks, showers and the proposed commercial uses in this small area.
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Lastly, this small rural area cannot absorb the additional traffic generated by this project with out
significant impacts including safety and noise.

PUB62-04

For the above reasons I request that you deny the proposed development application for the Terra VI
lodge SDP18-003 based on the above and the information in the Draft EIR.
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Thank You
Shawn Conlan
Attached :
Pervious letter from Jerry dated 12-27-2018
Well log from Jerry's well.
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•The free Adobe Reader may be used to view and complete this form. However, software must be purchased to complete. save. and reuse a saved form.
State of California

File Original with DWR

DWR Use Onl

- Do Not Fill In

Well Completion Report
1
r
I
Page_1___ of ____
Refer to tnstrvclian Pamphlet
Owner'sWell Number ___________
No. xxxxxxx
DateWork Began 09/22/2015
DateWork Ended ...,9=
/2=
5.,_/2
5,._____
=-0
"-1
""
Local Permit Agency Tuolumne County E nvironmental H ealth Department
Permit Date 6/10/15
Permit Number EH2015-00178
I

I
:

Orientation

0Verlical
Drilling Method AIR/ROTARY

Geologic Log

Feet

0
20
100
130
180
181
620
621
670
671

10

95125

Well Location

CLAY
DECOMPOSED GRANITE
WEATHERED GRANITE
GRANITE
FRACTURE
GRANITE
FRACTURE
GRANITE
FRACTURE
GRANITE

181
620
621
670
671
700

Mailing Address 1913 ELLEN AVENUE
State g__z;o
City SAN JOSE

Describe material, Qrain size, color, etc

Feet

20
100
130
180

Name JERRY CATHEY

Description

Depth from Surface

I

Well Owner

Specify
0Angle
Drilling Fluid WATER

0 Horizontal

I

Address 11370 SAWMILL MOUNTAIN ROAD
City GROVELAND
county Tuolumne
Latitude

1GPM

�!MlSl/'.'·.

Dec. Lat.
P�ge 340
Rani:te-

Datum
APN Book 68
Township

2GPM

.. , .

!·-:··

..

···-·

••;;

. ·.

. '\

4>1;
x0\
�

•· q_..o\} �
�
w
�

#

.

��

M ---·.- 10�����

;,

�o
.. \

•·

·

. .

-·

-.

..

s.,
..

·-:

c&-��
,::·r

-

·.

.

·.•

Cb�
outh

jl&J5t,ate 01 describe cfistance or wcl flom roads, buildin!JS, fences,
rivers, etc. and anach a map. Use adO.liomil paper it necessary.

Please be accurate and complete.

Sec.

. pee. Long.
· -Parcel· 14..
Section

(Ske!ch mus! be drawn by hand aner form is ponied.)
North
"

...

Min.

Dea.

i

Location Sketch

7GPM

·-

N Longitude. --.
_______
___
· _
. _w

Activity

® NewWell
. 0 Modificalion/Repair
'. 0 Deepen
../ 0 Other
0 Destroy

Describe p,oce:Jurcs and materksls
under '"GEOLOGIC LOG�

Planned Uses
® Water Supply
0 Domestic D Public
Olrrigalion D Industrial
0 Cathodic Protection
0 Dewatering
0 Heat Exchange
0 Injection
0 Monitoring
0 Remediation
0 Spargirig
OTestWell
0 Vapor Extraction
0 Other
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Water Level and Yield of Completed Well
..-.:·
;

r

'

..

Total Depth or Boing

Feet

)00

Total Depth of CompletedWell 700

Feet

0

I

Depth to first water 180
(Feet below surface)
Depth to Static
(Feet} Date Measured 09/25/2015
Water Level
(GPM) Test Type Air Lift
Estimated Yield • 10
Test Length 60
(Hours) Total Drawdown_O__ (Feet)
*Mav not be representative of a well's Iona term vield.

Annular Material

Casinas

.o

Depth from ·. ·Borehole
Depth from
Wall
Outside
Screen
Slot Size
Material
'Type
if Any
Type
Fill
Thickness Diameter
Dlail)eter ...
Surface
Surface
Description
(lnd,es)
(Inches) (Inches)
finches)
Feet to Feet
Feet to Feet
BLANK·
BENTONI
T
E
6
140
SDR26
8 3/4
0
140
PUMPED
PVC

Attachments

,0 Geologic Log
0 Well Construction Diagram
0 Geophysical Log(s)
D Soil/Water Chemical Analyses
D Other
Altach addttional information. � it exists.
DWR 188 REV 1/2006

· Certification Statement

-

I, the undersigned, certify that this report is complete and accurate to the best of my knowledge and belief
Name Canega and Sons, Inc.

Jif/'!,

Perscn, Firm or Corporation

14384 C11,,c:ta Court
ess
;z
"H &,
Signed
v C-57 LicenWfWa\er Well Con�¥1or

'/11.t?�

Sonora

Cily

9/28/15
Date Sii:tned
IF ADDITIONAL SPACE� NEEDED, USE NEXT CONSECUTIVELY NUMBERED FORM
J

CA
95370
S!a!e
Zip
425749
C-57 License Number



COMMUNITY RESOURCES
AGENCY

DAVID GONZALVES, CBO
Director

Administration - Building-County Surveyor - Engineering-Environmental Health- Fleet Services - GIS -Housing- Planning- Roads-Solid Wastt
48 Yaney Avenue, S00011
Mailing: 2 S. Green Stree
Sonora, CA 9537(
(209) 533-563,
(209) 536-1622 (Fleei
(209) 533-5616 (fat
(209) 533-5909 (fax - EHI>"
(209) 588-9064 (fax - Fleet.
(209) 533-5698 (fax - Roads
ww,,.tuohnnoeconntY.ca.�o,

Date:

December 10, 2018

To:

Interested Stakeholder

From:

Tuolumne County Community Resources Agency

RE:

Hardin Flat LLC/Hansji Corporation Site Development Permit SDP18-003
Assessor's Parcel Numbers: 068-120-060 and 068-120-061

The Community Resources Agency thanks you for your participation in the land development
process in Tuolumne County. We value your comments and look forward to your continued
participation in our planning process. This process provides information on your requirements and
concerns to the applicant early in the review process. Involvement on your part can eliminate or
minimize problems that could arise later.
We have received an application from Hardin Flat LLC/Hansji Corporation for Site Development
Permit SDP18-003 to allow the development of Terra Vi Lodge, a master planned lodging
development to include one hundred and forty (140) guest rooms, twenty five (25) 4-bedroom
cabins, a market, a lodge, event space, and other support buildings. The project site consists of two
parcels totaling 63.38± acres. The parcels are zoned C-K (Commercial Recreation) and O (Open
Space) under Title 17 of the Tuolumne County Ordinance Code.
The project site is located at the northeast corner of the intersection of Sawmill Mountain Road and
State Highway 120_ The property is located on both sides of Sawmill Mountain Road (see atta<::hed
map). A portion of Section 26, Township 1 South, Range 18 East. Supervisorial District 4.
Access:

Sawmill Mountain Road

Cul-de-Sac: No

Sewage Disposal Method: Private Sewage Disposal System (100% redundancy)
Water Source:

Private Wells (two)

Fire Hazard Rating:

Very High

Additional Information:
1.

Application materials and project maps are available at the Tuolumne County Planning
Division website: https://www.tuolumnecounty.ca.gov/1158/Terra-Vi-Lodge-Yosemite

2.

The project is comprised of various single, two- and three-story elements beginning at
the northwest entrance of Sawmill Mountain Road and continuing northeast. The
project will incorporate a LEED equivalent building program which will include Green
building materials such as energy efficient windows, skylights, doors, insulation,
roofing, lighting, plumbing, heating and cooling equipment, creating a comprehensive
energy-efficient building infrastructure and envelope. Solar power panels will be
constructed on the roofs of the buildings.

3.

Increased building separation, low building heights, high performance fire
extinguishing and alarm systems, surplus water storage, complete perimeter fire
fighting accessibility and a community emergency helicopter landing zone have been
included in the proposed project to address wildfire issues.

4.

Improvements to the intersection of Highway 120 and Sawmill Mountain Road are
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB63
From: Dan Courtney <dancourtney.dc@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 3:07 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Re: [spam] Automatic reply: Comment Letter ‐ YUC
Hello Supervisor Gray and CCD Quincy Yaley, I would like to add my voice to those who are requesting a
short, two week, extension for the submittal of comment letters on the Terra Vi DEIR.
My property is adjacent to and below the site, receives the run‐off and my meadows, spring and well is
directly below their proposed leech field.
It was a struggle to submit comments on the Under Canvass DEIR last week which was what, 2,200
pages long?
And now, right on the heels of that momentous effort, it’s completely impossible to digest this even
more massive DEIR and submit intelligent and comprehensive comments.
Without question my property will be greatly impacted by this development and it’s only fair for the
County to give me, and the other neighbors and interested parties, a reasonable opportunity to review
and comment.
Please consider and advice as to whether a fourteen (14) day extension to Thursday, August 13th can be
accepted.
Thank you,
Dan Courtney
Trustee, The Jacquline Courtney Trust
11250 Sawmill Mountain Road
Groveland, CA 95321
(858) 337‐7019 cell
Dan@excaliburre.com
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB64
From: Megan Delaye <mermeg@comcast.net>
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 9:27 AM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Terra Vi Lodge Yosemite

July 28, 2020
Attention Ms. Yaley and the Board of Supervisors,
I am writing because I am in opposition of the development of the Terra Vi Lodge
Project. I have a number of reasons for not being in support of this project. I have
concerns about wildfire risk, emergency evacuation response, water quality impacts,
and transportation.
First, the DEIR’s Analysis of and Mitigation for Wildfire Risk, and Emergency Evacuation
and Response Impacts is inadequate. The DEIR largely relies on the implementation of
Project features (such as separation between buildings, fire-resistant building materials,
a vegetation management plan, employee training and a helipad) to suggest that the
Project’s wildfire-related impacts would not be significant level. The DEIR provides no
evidence that these features would be sufficient to protect people and structures from
the threat of a wildland fire. The DEIR fails to evaluate any evacuation scenarios. It
assumes evacuation via SR-120 will be feasible, but does not consider whether SR-120
could accommodate the Project’s traffic together with the traffic from other evacuees
during a wildfire event, or whether SR-120 might be blocked during a wildfire. This is a
concern with the number of wildland fires increasing each year due to climate change.
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Next, the DEIR’S Analysis of and Mitigation for the Projects Water Quality Impacts is
inadequate. The DEIR provides no analysis in support of its conclusion that the
Project’s wastewater treatment system and leach field would not harm water quality.
Instead, it wrongly claims that any water quality impacts from the wastewater treatment
system would be less than significant simply because the Project’s wastewater
treatment would comply with applicable regulations.
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The DEIR fails to analyze cumulative impacts on water quality. It concludes that the
Project, in combination with the Yosemite Under Canvas project, Thousand Trails/
Yosemite Lakes RV Expansion, Berkeley Tuolumne Camp Restoration project, and
Mountain Sage Conditional Use Permit project, would result in less-than-significant
cumulative impacts on hydrology, water quality, and groundwater. However, it contains
no analysis in support of this conclusion, instead relying on Project features and
regulatory compliance to claim impacts would not be significant. It is critical to consider
the long term impact this Project will have on the watershed in Tuolumne County.

PUB64-03

Also, the DEIR’s Transportation Analysis fails to adequately analyze or mitigate impacts
relating to roadways hazards. The Project would require construction of a new
eastbound receiving lane on SR-120 to handle increased traffic from the Project, but
this lane would be too short for traffic to merge safely. The DEIR fails to identify this

PUB64-04

deficiency as a significant roadway hazard. Another concern is the DEIR fails to
adequately analyze safety risks to bicyclists. It wrongly concludes that bicycle safety
impacts are insignificant because cyclists would supposedly only travel a short segment
of SR-120 between Sawmill Mountain Road and Hardin Flat Road. It ignores other
bicycle traffic along SR-120, including traffic between the Project and other more distant
points such as Yosemite National Park, and the Project’s safety impacts on these
cyclists.

PUB64-04
cont.

As you can see there is plenty of evidence which shows the DEIR did not accurately
assess and/or mitigate the issues of wildfire risk, emergency evacuation response,
water quality impacts, and transportation. For these reasons I strongly oppose the Terra
Vi Lodge Project.
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Sincerely,
Megan Delaye

July 28, 2020
Attention Ms. Yaley and the Board of Supervisors,
I am writing because I am in opposition of the development of the Terra Vi Lodge
Project. I have a number of reasons for not being in support of this project. I have
concerns about wildfire risk, emergency evacuation response, water quality
impacts, and transportation.
First, the DEIR’s Analysis of and Mitigation for Wildfire Risk, and Emergency
Evacuation and Response Impacts is inadequate. The DEIR largely relies on the
implementation of Project features (such as separation between buildings, fire‐
resistant building materials, a vegetation management plan, employee training
and a helipad) to suggest that the Project’s wildfire‐related impacts would not be
significant level. The DEIR provides no evidence that these features would be
sufficient to protect people and structures from the threat of a wildland fire. The
DEIR fails to evaluate any evacuation scenarios. It assumes evacuation via SR‐120
will be feasible, but does not consider whether SR‐120 could accommodate the
Project’s traffic together with the traffic from other evacuees during a wildfire
event, or whether SR‐120 might be blocked during a wildfire. This is a concern
with the number of wildland fires increasing each year due to climate change.
Next, the DEIR’S Analysis of and Mitigation for the Projects Water Quality Impacts
is inadequate. The DEIR provides no analysis in support of its conclusion that the
Project’s wastewater treatment system and leach field would not harm water
quality. Instead, it wrongly claims that any water quality impacts from the
wastewater treatment system would be less than significant simply because the
Project’s wastewater treatment would comply with applicable regulations.
The DEIR fails to analyze cumulative impacts on water quality. It concludes that
the Project, in combination with the Yosemite Under Canvas project, Thousand
Trails/ Yosemite Lakes RV Expansion, Berkeley Tuolumne Camp Restoration
project, and Mountain Sage Conditional Use Permit project, would result in less‐
than‐significant cumulative impacts on hydrology, water quality, and
groundwater. However, it contains no analysis in support of this conclusion,
instead relying on Project features and regulatory compliance to claim impacts

would not be significant. It is critical to consider the long term impact this Project
will have on the watershed in Tuolumne County.
Also, the DEIR’s Transportation Analysis fails to adequately analyze or mitigate
impacts relating to roadways hazards. The Project would require construction of a
new eastbound receiving lane on SR‐120 to handle increased traffic from the
Project, but this lane would be too short for traffic to merge safely. The DEIR fails
to identify this deficiency as a significant roadway hazard. Another concern is the
DEIR fails to adequately analyze safety risks to bicyclists. It wrongly concludes that
bicycle safety impacts are insignificant because cyclists would supposedly only
travel a short segment of SR‐120 between Sawmill Mountain Road and Hardin Flat
Road. It ignores other bicycle traffic along SR‐120, including traffic between the
Project and other more distant points such as Yosemite National Park, and the
Project’s safety impacts on these cyclists.
As you can see there is plenty of evidence which shows the DEIR did not accurately
assess and/or mitigate the issues of wildfire risk, emergency evacuation response,
water quality impacts, and transportation. For these reasons I strongly oppose the
Terra Vi Lodge Project.
Sincerely,
Megan Delaye

COMMENT LETTER # PUB65
From: Bill Flanery
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 12:35 PM
To: bosm@co.tuolumne.ca.us
Subject: Bill Flanery Terra VI Concerns
To Whom it May Concern,
First off I would like to express my disappointment that the EIR review extension was not granted to the
property owners during these trying times. It is obvious that everyone is dealing with issues and
personal struggles that have never been experienced. This denial of an extension leaves me with the
feeling of the County and Builders trying to push this project thru regardless of the environmental
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impact. I understand that the new Property is being touted as a Green environmentally friendly property
and my concern is to what degree is this Terra Vi project is willing to go to really be a Green LEED
property. Please respond that this was received and address concerns below.
< Water Availability and usage: The report stated that the area has enough water to sustain the new
projects. Obviously this is a huge concern as water is scarce and the property will be depleting the wells
much more rapidly than the area can handle. Please address these points.
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1. Is the property planning on having a rain water reclamation system to be used for all gray water usage
as well as needed irrigation?
2. Is the building going to have a Black water treatment plant as part of their plumbing system in order
to recycle all water used on the property? Meaning 100% Potable water after treatment?
3. What steps are being taken to assure that the septic system / Leach field will not end up polluting any
near rivers or creeks? “ Will this be treated prior to entering the septic system”?
4. Under full summer usage at capacity how many gallons of water will be used in a day? According to
the EIR it seemed grossly under realistic usage.
5. Are all boilers / Heaters High efficiency units to have reduced carbon entering the atmosphere, if so
what % will the proposed equipment be?
6. Will the property have enough solar and storage batteries in order to run on its own?
< Traffic Concerns / Needed in depth Traffic Study:
1. What are the properties plans for guest to enter the property on a two lane highway?
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2. In case of a natural disaster “Fire” the evacuation plan to remove over 610 guest at Terra Vi and 425‐
500 Glampers at Under Canvas, as well as the campers on the river not to mention property owners.
This seems unrealistic with no infrastructure to support a mass staged exit with critical timing.
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3. A great concern is the number of guest exploring the area around the Terra Vi property, while I know
the answer will be that private property postings will keep everybody out in reality this is not always the
case. Does the property have a plan to address this issue? “At check in make it a known situation to
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guest stressing the approved property lines”
< Fire Danger:
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1. With more people comes more danger of another fire in the area there is really no resolution to this,
it's only a fact. The likelihood of guest hiking or exploring around will greatly increase the chances of an
accidental fire. Does the property have 24/7 fire truck and crew on site, not near but on site to address
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cont.

this issue?
2. Does the property plan on outdoor fire pits? . We have had our property for over (30) years with a
well‐protected outside fire pit. We also have adequate protection in case a emergency occurs. My family
has a rule during high fire danger months and we restrict family and guest from using the outside pit;
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please note this is private property.
Title 24 California restrictions: What are the specifics of the mechanical equipment being installed?
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Fire department arrival time when a fire occurs?
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Properties Fire on site plan. How many hydrants are on site?
How much fire water storage will the property have?
How will the property insure that the water source in conjunction with storage can meet demands
needed for firefighting i.e. 200 PSI for 4 Hours ?
How much on site fire fighters and equipment will be on property?
How many trained firefighters on each (24) hour shift?
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And my number 1 concern is that if the EIR said none of this is needed, it puts the entire corridor in
eminent danger. We have all dealt with the droughts as well as extreme wind; this is a dangerous
combination. This property, or any projected future property should be held to the highest standard and
latest Mechanical approved codes , regarding fire suppression systems. In such a high hazard area this
feels like a blatant disregard not only for the air quality but actual human lives.
In Closing I feel that the EDR did not truly take into account the negative impact that this project is going
to have on the areas environment as well as overall safety. If the in depth traffic survey is not completed
and a resolution achieved, there is no doubt in my mind this will result in accidents and possible deaths.
The increased fire danger seems a blatant disregard for the entire 120 corridor.
PLEASE SEND REPLY THIS EMAIL WAS RECIVED
Thanks,

Bill Flanery
Plumbing Service Department / Superintendent
C. 510-246-5655 O. 408.232.9000
San Jose | Alameda | Rohnert Park

We offer 24/7 emergency repair and maintenance services.
1‐866‐SERV‐UMI or 1‐866‐737‐8864
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB66
From: Ben Gardella <bgardella@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 11:06 PM
To: Natalie Rizzi <NRizzi@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; Tracie Riggs
<TRiggs@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; Kathleen Haff <kathleenhaff2020@gmail.com>; BOS Members
<bosm@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; Jim Junette <jjunette@fs.fed.us>
Subject: Response to Terra VI DEIR
My name is Ben Gardella and I represent Save Sawmill Mountain. The attached response letter was
already sent to Quincy Yaley from the law firm Shute, Mihaly & Weinberger LLP. But I wanted to make
sure it reached the rest of you.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter.
Ben Gardella
11220 Sawmill Mtn Rd.
Groveland, CA 95321
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB67
July 29, 2020

Ms. Quincy Yaley
Tuolumne County Community Development Department
2 South Green Street
Sonora, CA 95370
qyaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us
RE: Terra Vi Draft EIR

Dear Ms. Yaley,
I would like to provide comments for the draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) prepared for the
Terra Vi Hotel. Overall, it seems that the DEIR has understated the signiÞcance of environmental
impacts that the project would bring to the Sawmill Mountain area. Key concerns that need to be
addressed for the proposed Terra Vi development:
WILDFIRE AND EVACUATION
The DEIR does not accurately assess the serious threat of wildÞre, especially in a location that has
burned multiple times, most recently in the 2013 Rim Fire. We are located in a “Very High Fire Hazard
Severity ZoneÓ remote area without a nearby Þre department, ambulances, or healthcare facilities.
Bringing so many people to Terra Vi on Sawmill Mountain and allowing over 100 camp Þres and
wood burning stoves at the nearby Under Canvas project would be a detriment to the surrounding
neighboring forest. These developments increase the Þre hazard to nearby homes and local residents
of Sawmill Mountain, Hardin Flat, Buck Meadows, Groveland, as well as Yosemite National Park.
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The DEIR fails to provide evidence that the project would not exacerbate the risks of wildÞre and would
not expose the area to the uncontrollable spread of wildÞre. Tuolumne County has a responsibility to
protect the safety of our community and our forest. Supporting project development within a VHFHSZ
area without water or nearby emergency services is irresponsible. By negligently approving or allowing a
Þre-trap to be constructed at the entrance/exit to our private properties, the County is subjecting our
homes and lives to signiÞcant risk, loss, and death due to Þre. Project features such as a vegetation plan,
Þre-resistant building construction, building separation, employee training, a helipad, and prohibitions
against Òrisky behaviorÓ are suggested as protection from a wild land Þre. These features would not
protect people, structures, or wildlife from the destruction of an imminent fast moving wind-driven Þre.
The DEIR fails to evaluate evacuation scenarios and has made a fatal ßaw in the project layout by
suggesting Forest Route 1S03 as the main circulation and access for the Hotel. Forest Routes are not
warranted for commercial use; they are meant for forest use only. There is only one narrow, one-lane dirt
and gravel driveway from an old skid trail off Forest Route 1S03 that leads to and from my family cabin
of 60 years. My (15) neighbors and I have no other way to escape Sawmill Mountain in the event of an
emergency. If thousands of people are suddenly evacuating the area, or if Þre is blocking the road, my
only exit route to Highway 120 may become inaccessible.
Safety Hazard: The use of Forest Route 1S03 poses additional problems for commercial use or large
quantities of vehicles because if someone in a panic turns the wrong way, they could drive straight into
the possible Þre danger rather than away from it. The forest routes are difÞcult terrain, sparsely
maintained, and zig zag throughout the mountain with no signage or clear direction. Tourists with no
special knowledge of the area, and spotty to nonexistent wiÞ service could inadvertently put themselves in
harms way. Code requires the exits from Terra Vi must be clear, unobstructed, and lead directly to the
path of egress, which is Highway 120.
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The DEIR does not evaluate what will happen when everyone attempts to evacuate onto Highway 120.
This is a two lane scenic highway that leads to Yosemite in one direction and toward the small town of
Buck Meadows in the downhill direction. Where would all of the evacuees go? Highway 120 cannot
accommodate thousands of tourists from Terra Vi, Under Canvas, Hardin Flat, Sawmill Mountain, and
Yosemite all trying to escape a disaster at the same time.

PUB67-02
cont.

In addition, the DEIR is inaccurate to state that the development is not dividing an established
neighborhood. It is literally placing an obstacle between Sawmill properties and our exit to Highway 120.
Our ONLY safe route for evacuation is encumbered by over 1,000 tourists and emergency responders
and a helicopter on the same road. Fire regulations require two safe exits from every site and the
Sawmill residents only have one. We need to reach the Highway and if the Þre is directly in the path of
egress, we are trapped in a dead-end situation.
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To further exacerbate this problem, the neighboring UC project is proposing a secondary means of
access/ egress from Forest Route 1S09 which is directly across the highway from the Sawmill exit.
Again, the Forest Routes are not for commercial use. Moreover, a “site for future development” is located
adjacent to the Sawmill exit in the midst of this already over-populated and dangerous intersection. All of
these conditions create a terribly unsafe intersection on the 120 corridor stretch between Hardin Flat and
Sawmill Mountain. With the serious bottleneck in the evacuation route and the danger posed to the public
and residents of the area, the evacuation scenarios and exits must be evaluated; Terra Vi and Under
Canvas would require an alternate access location to alleviate congestion and danger. The proposed
developments would create a disastrous Þre-trap and jeopardize public safety. Unbelievably, the DEIR
fails to evaluate any evacuation scenarios.
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The DEIR fails to analyze the cumulative effects on emergency access and response. It is important to
note that there are no emergency water sources proposed at the Under Canvas project directly across
the street: no sprinklers, no Þre hydrants or water storage. Likewise, the Terra Vi project has not
established how much total water is required or whether there is enough water to supply Þre sprinklers
and Þre hoses/ hydrants from two groundwater wells on unreliable fractured granite aquifers.
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The Terra Vi project conßicts with the Tuolumne County General Plan because it increases the exposure
to risk of wildÞre, it interferes with evacuation (especially for Sawmill and Hardin Flat residents), and
burdens the Þre protection services. The proposed project also results in signiÞcant cumulative impacts
with respect to land use and planning due to exacerbation of land use conßicts by placing high occupancy
Hotels and Glampsites within the neighborhood. Placing commercial sites immediately adjacent to rural
residential properties ampliÞes the serious evacuation deÞciencies and problems. The DEIR fails to
recognize these issues as signiÞcant impacts.
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PUBLIC SERVICES, SAFETY, AND TRAFFIC
I am very concerned about the distance to emergency services and the lack of adequate emergency
responders to the Sawmill Mountain area. Our home is at least a half hour drive from Groveland and
about an hour from Sonora. Groveland Community Services District submitted a letter with concerns
about the ability to adequately provide Þre and emergency response services to the proposed project site.
The GCSD explains problems with the distance of the project from GCSD resources, concern about
being able to respond to two remote places at the same time, wear and tear on vehicles, increased Þre
risk concern, impact on evacuation efforts, inadequate water supply for wells, Þre sprinklers, Þre Þghting,
sanitation, and evacuation through Groveland. The DEIR fails to adequately address these many
signiÞcant impacts. The DEIR acknowledges the fact that ÞreÞghters would not be able to reach Terra Vi
within established response times, but does not evaluate how the inability of emergency responders to
access the site in a timely manner would affect the risk of wildÞre.
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I am concerned about the safety of pedestrians or bicyclists crossing the highway in this dangerous
stretch of 120 to visit a store, bar, or restaurant at the other resort, which will occur if the YUC and
Terra Vi projects become a reality. The DEIR brushes off this safety risk as being “relatively infrequent,”
and misses the mark by deeming “access to the site is adequate” and the “project’s impact to these
modes is less than signiÞcant.Ó This signiÞcant safety impact cannot be denied and must be addressed.
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The project would deÞnitely increase noise, pollution, safety concerns, and trafÞc to the existing,
surrounding community because there is nothing in the location currently. Impacts would be potentially
signiÞcant and need to be studied, rather than ignored. DEIR statements have not been substantiated.
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Again, it is imperative that trafÞc ßow and evacuation routes be thoroughly reviewed in this Very High
Fire Hazard Severity Zone and to learn from the tragic Camp Fire where people died while trying to ßee
their homes. The problem was only one road for egress and our Sawmill /Hardin Flat neighborhood is
faced with the same dangerous dead-end situation. The DEIR fails to evaluate evacuation plans. It is
frightening to think that this critical issue has been overlooked; the entire Sawmill/Hardin Flat area and
120 corridor need to be evaluated for safe evacuation.
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NOISE
The introduction of noise related activities such as construction, ampliÞed music and events, human
voices, barking dogs, vehicular trafÞc, truck and bus circulation, loading docks, waste disposal and
garbage service trucks, outdoor generators, HVAC systems, and helicopters will cause distress to the
local wildlife, as well as the peaceful surrounding environment for local residents. However, the DEIR fails
to disclose the particulars of the noise producers or the intended event activities, especially ampliÞed
music or announcement systems and incorrectly concludes that noise impacts would be less than
signiÞcant. How would these noise generating activities and noise levels impact wildlife and humans?
Have quiet hour restrictions been proposed, as a minimum? How can the impact be insigniÞcant if the
noise producing culprits have not been identiÞed?
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I am particularly concerned about these issues because the quiet solitude creates the beauty of the
mountain. We enjoy the abundant wildlife (especially the deer) on our property and surrounding forest.
Sound travels easily on the mountain and the neighbors on Sawmill are respectful of each other with a
mutual desire to maintain the quiet solitude. It is so beautifully quiet on our property and the silence of
the forest is powerful: I can hear the silent bat ßy above my head, the crack of a snapped twig when a
deer walks by, the high pitched buzz of a mosquito, and can actually determine the exact location of a
woodpecker quite a distance away.
The DEIR fails to determine the residential properties (sensitive receptors) that will be affected by the
project. Noise impacts cannot be evaluated without this basic information. In fact, the DEIR does not
address the impacts to the many homes within the Sawmill and Hardin Flat area and therefore fails to
provide adequate mitigation for these impacts. The conclusion that the noise impacts would be less than
signiÞcant cannot be substantiated when there is no understanding of what or where the sensitive
receptors are located in relation to the project and how they will be affected.
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We are just several hundred feet away from the project and will easily hear noises, especially ampliÞed
sounds, music, people and vehicles generated in close proximity. These noise producers cannot be
mitigated in the peaceful forest. Furthermore, there are already two large hotels with enclosed venues
and several other better-situated sites available that could better absorb the inßux of additional tourists
looking for lively parties and entertainment.
The DEIR also concludes that construction related noise would be less than signiÞcant because the
impact would be “short-term.” There is nothing short term about a two year construction period that will
wreak havoc on our peaceful surroundings.
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The impacts related to the day and nighttime use of the helicopter and related noise, wind, and visual
disturbances have not been adequately analyzed. The local residents would be greatly impacted by such
a nuisance to the area. The helipad is unnecessary, yet the report calls out for twice daily usage. Installing
the pad will lead to inevitable abuse and use of helicopters in the area that are not justiÞed. When or if an
emergency occurs, a helicopter can land anywhere and does not need a designated pad on Sawmill
Mountain. Such noise does not belong in the forest and cannot be mitigated.
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WATER
The DEIR repeatedly says that all impacts are less than signiÞcant without thorough review and
supporting evidence to address public concerns that have been brought forward.
Supply: There is no public water supply on the site and Terra Vi has not indicated their total water usage
estimations. The DEIR indicates well tests but does not provide evidence to support that the groundwater
supplies can simultaneously supply the project without threatening private well water supplies. The well
testing does not take many years of drought into consideration and the DEIR has not proven that there
would be sufÞcient water supply in dry years. The future availability and quality of water will be adversely
affected, yet the DEIR dismisses these impacts as "less than signiÞcant.Ó The DEIR is inadequate.
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Quality: There is no acknowledgment in the DEIR about contamination of the water supply to existing
homes and cabins in the surrounding neighborhoods. Terra Vi has proposed a location for septic tanks
and leach lines that may contaminate the known watercourse that feeds our meadows, my well, and
neighboring wells. In addition, the proposed leach Þelds for both Terra Vi and Under Canvas will
potentially pollute the Tuolumne River.
The DEIR has rejected the request to relocate the leach Þelds and rejected the opportunity to review
alternatives because they said there were no signiÞcant impacts. That is precisely the problem that
needs to be addressed! The impacts must be evaluated. Simply stating that the system will meet all
applicable codes does not erase the problem. We need to be protected from contamination of our wells
from raw sewage and septic leaching from both Terra Vi and Under Canvas projects. If the leach system
is compromised in any way, private properties, wet-lands, and US Waters will be contaminated. Wildlife
that depend on these water sources will be harmed. The leach Þelds are currently located directly above
my property on wetlands and ephemeral drainage that leads to my meadows and well.
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Pine Mountain Lake residents have been experiencing toxic sewage gas problems for 15 plus years.
The foul smell is hydrogen sulÞde, a gas that originates from decaying organic matter, aka sewage.
Hydrogen sulÞde is the primary component in sewer gas and is dangerous even at low levels. Different
gases contribute to the odor: sulÞdes, ammonia, methane and the other compounds in the sewage
combine to create the awful smell. SulÞdes and ammonia are toxic to humans, causing organ damage
or death. The septic tanks and leach lines must be relocated AWAY from our meadow and water supply.
Additionally, the DEIR reports that the water tested at the site contained arsenic, iron, turbidity, and
maximum contaminant color levels. No evidence supports the conclusion that proposed water testing
and treatment measures would be effective in mitigating contamination found in the drinking water supply.
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ALTERNATE LOCATIONS
I was dismayed to read in the DEIR that some of the alternative locations for the project that were
discussed at the Town Hall meeting and suggested in public comment letters were disregarded without
given a fair chance. The Þrst alternative to consider which locates the main Hotel access on 120 rather
than 1S03 was dismissed because of Òlack of signiÞcant impacts.Ó This conclusion is inaccurate because
the use of Forest Route 1S03 is an obstacle and an alternate access must be reviewed.
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The “No project” and “Scar” alternatives are both viable. The conclusion that the “Reduced Footprint”
alternative is the next best option is ßawed, again because this option assumes unwarranted commercial
use of Forest Route 1S03. Therefore, the ÒScarÓ would be the next feasible alternative.
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Based on the concerns mentioned in this letter and my previous letters, it is evident that the issues with
increased wildÞre risk, lack of adequate and safe evacuation, lack of water, septic contamination, trafÞc,
noise, visual-scenic impact to the Highway 120 corridor, threats to cultural and biological resources,
dangerous vehicular access-circulation, and strain on public services such as law enforcement, Þre, and
ambulances, that the Terra Vi proposed project is proposed for the wrong location. Alternatives must be
thoroughly and seriously examined, rather than omitted from analysis.
CONCLUSION
The cumulative impacts from projects proposed in this area are signiÞcant. It is vital that the County
ofÞcials and other agencies review the Òbig pictureÓ to determine the overall impact on the environment
well into the future. I respectfully urge the County to slow the process down and take the necessary time
to thoroughly evaluate the serious risks and huge environmental impacts that Terra Vi and other projects
in this area would create. Reckless, poor decisions will affect Sawmill Mountain FOREVER.

Sincerely,

Rosalina George
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ϲ͘ϱ͘ϮůƚĞƌŶĂƚĞ>ŽĐĂƚŝŽŶůƚĞƌŶĂƚŝǀĞ
dŚĞƌĞƉŽƌƚĚĞƐĐƌŝďĞƐƚŚĞŝŐKĂŬ&ůĂƚƐŝƚĞĂƐĂƉŽƚĞŶƚŝĂůĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚŝǀĞůŽĐĂƚŝŽŶĨŽƌƚŚĞƉƌŽƉŽƐĞĚ
WƌŽũĞĐƚ͘tĞĚŽŶŽƚƚŚŝŶŬŝƚŝƐĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞĨŽƌĂƉƵďůŝĐĂŐĞŶĐǇƚŽĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚĞůŽĐĂƚŝŽŶƐƚŚĂƚ
ĂƌĞŶŽƚŽǁŶĞĚďǇƚŚĞĂƉƉůŝĐĂŶƚ͘,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ͕ĞǀĞŶĂƐƐƵŵŝŶŐƐƵĐŚĂƌĞǀŝĞǁǁĞƌĞĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ͕ƚŚĞ
ƐƵŐŐĞƐƚĞĚůŽĐĂƚŝŽŶŝƐŝŶĨĞĂƐŝďůĞĨŽƌƚŚĞĨŽůůŽǁŝŶŐƌĞĂƐŽŶƐ͗
/͘

WŚǇƐŝĐĂůŚĂƌĂĐƚĞƌŝƐƚŝĐƐ
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ϭ͟ͿdŚĞĐŽŵďŝŶĞĚŐƌŽƐƐĂĐƌĞĂŐĞĨŽƌƚŚĞƉĂƌĐĞůƐŝƐĂƉƉƌŽǆŝŵĂƚĞůǇϯϬĂĐƌĞƐ͘
͘ KǁŶĞƌƐŚŝƉ͗dŚĞƉƌŽƉĞƌƚǇŝƐŶŽƚŽŶƚŚĞŵĂƌŬĞƚ͘/ƚǁĂƐƌĞĐĞŶƚůǇĂĐƋƵŝƌĞĚďǇĂĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚ
ĚĞǀĞůŽƉĞƌǁŚŽŝƐĂƐƐĞŵďůŝŶŐĂĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚĂƉƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ͘ǀĞŶŝĨƚŚĞƉƌŽƉĞƌƚǇǁĞƌĞŽŶ
ƚŚĞŵĂƌŬĞƚ͕ŝƚŝƐŝŶĨĞĂƐŝďůĞĂƐŝƚǁŽƵůĚďĞƉƌŽŚŝďŝƚŝǀĞůǇŵŽƌĞĞǆƉĞŶƐŝǀĞĂŶĚƵŶĚĞƐŝƌĂďůĞ
ĨŽƌƚŚĞƌĞƐŽƌƚ͘

:(67.$7(//$$9(Ã),)7+)/225Ã$1$+(,0&$
7(/)$;

ZZZKDQVMLFRP

PUB69-02





͘ ŽŶŝŶŐ͗dŚĞĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚĞƐŝƚĞŝƐǌŽŶĞĚͲϭ;ŽŵŵĞƌĐŝĂůͿ͘dŚŝƐŝƐĞĐŽŶŽŵŝĐĂůůǇƵŶĚĞƐŝƌĂďůĞ
ĨŽƌĂƌĞƐŽƌƚŚŽƚĞůŵĂŬŝŶŐƚŚĞůŽĐĂƚŝŽŶĞĐŽŶŽŵŝĐĂůůǇŝŶĨĞĂƐŝďůĞ͘dŚĞƉƵƌƉŽƐĞŽĨƚŚĞ
ŐĞŶĞƌĂůĐŽŵŵĞƌĐŝĂůĚŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŝƐƚŽƉƌŽǀŝĚĞĨŽƌĂǀĂƌŝĞƚǇŽĨƐĂůĞƐĞƐƚĂďůŝƐŚŵĞŶƚƐǁŚŝĐŚ
ƐĞƌǀĞƚŚĞƌĞƐŝĚĞŶƚƐĂŶĚƚƌĂǀĞůŝŶŐƉƵďůŝĐ͘tŚŝůĞĂŚŽƚĞůŝƐĂƉĞƌŵŝƚƚĞĚƵƐĞ͕ƐŽĂƌĞ
ŵŽƌƚƵĂƌŝĞƐ;ĂĐƌŽƐƐƚŚĞƐƚƌĞĞƚͿƉƌŽĨĞƐƐŝŽŶĂůŽĨĨŝĐĞƐ͕ƌĞƉĂŝƌŐĂƌĂŐĞƐ͕ƐĞůĨͲƐƚŽƌĂŐĞĂŶĚŽƚŚĞƌ
ĐŽŵŵĞƌĐŝĂůƵƐĞƐƚŚĂƚĂƌĞŶŽƚĐŽŶƐŝƐƚĞŶƚ;ĂĞƐƚŚĞƚŝĐ͕ĂĐŽƵƐƚŝĐ͕ĚĞŶƐŝƚǇͿŽƌĐŽŵƉĂƚŝďůĞǁŝƚŚ
ĂƌĞĐƌĞĂƚŝŽŶƌĞƐŽƌƚ͘/ŶĐŽŶƚƌĂƐƚ͕ƚŚĞƉƵƌƉŽƐĞŽĨƚŚĞŽŵŵĞƌĐŝĂůZĞĐƌĞĂƚŝŽŶŝƐƚƌŝĐƚ;Ͳ<
ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚͿŝƐƚŽĞŶĐŽƵƌĂŐĞ͞ǁĞůůƉůĂŶŶĞĚ͟ĂŶĚ͞ŝŶƚĞŐƌĂƚĞĚ͟ƌĞƐŽƌƚĂŶĚǀĂĐĂƚŝŽŶͲŽƌŝĞŶƚĞĚ
ĐŽŵŵĞƌĐŝĂůĐŽŵƉůĞǆĞƐ͘dŚĞƐĞĂƌĞƚǁŽĚŝƐƚŝŶĐƚŽŶŝŶŐŝƐƚƌŝĐƚƐďĞĐĂƵƐĞƚŚĞǇŚĂǀĞ
ƐƵďƐƚĂŶƚŝĂůĂŶĚĚŝƐƚŝŶĐƚ'ĞŶĞƌĂůWůĂŶŽďũĞĐƚŝǀĞƐŝŶƚŚĞǁĂǇƚŚĞůĂŶĚŝƐƚŽďĞƵƐĞĚ;^ĞĞ
͞ǆŚŝďŝƚϮ͟Ϳ͘

PUB69-03


͘ WĂƌĐĞůKƌŝĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ͗dŚĞĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚŝǀĞƐŝƚĞŝƐĐŽŵƉƌŝƐĞĚŽĨĞŝŐŚƚ;ϴͿƐĞƉĂƌĂƚĞƉĂƌĐĞůƐ
ƐƵƌƌŽƵŶĚŝŶŐĂŶĂĐĐĞƐƐƌŽĂĚƉĂƌĐĞů;WĂƌĐĞůϵͿƚŚĂƚŝƐǌŽŶĞĚĂƐĂWƵďůŝĐƌĞĂ͘dŚŝƐ
ĐŽŶĨŝŐƵƌĂƚŝŽŶƉƌĞǀĞŶƚƐƚŚĞƉĂƌĐĞůƐĨƌŽŵďĞŝŶŐũŽŝŶĞĚĂŶĚĐƌĞĂƚĞƐĚĞƐŝŐŶƌĞƐƚƌŝĐƚŝŽŶƐ
ǁŝƚŚŽƵƚĂǌŽŶŝŶŐĂŵĞŶĚŵĞŶƚ͘/ŶĐŽŶƚƌĂƐƚ͕ƚŚĞƉƌŽƉŽƐĞĚƐŝƚĞŝƐĐŽŵƉƌŝƐĞĚŽĨƚǁŽ;ϮͿ
ĐŽŶƚŝŐƵŽƵƐƉĂƌĐĞůƐǁŝƚŚƚŚĞƉƌŽƉĞƌǌŽŶŝŶŐĚĞƐŝŐŶĂƚŝŽŶ͘dŚĞŝŶĐƌĞĂƐĞĚĐŽƐƚƐĂŶĚĚĞůĂǇ
ĂƐƐŽĐŝĂƚĞĚǁŝƚŚŽďƚĂŝŶŝŶŐƐƵĐŚĂƉƉƌŽǀĂůƐǁŽƵůĚƌĞĚƵĐĞƚŚĞĞĐŽŶŽŵŝĐǀŝĂďŝůŝƚǇŽĨƚŚĞ
WƌŽũĞĐƚ͘

PUB69-04

͘ ĚũŽŝŶŝŶŐWƌŽƉĞƌƚŝĞƐ͗dŚĞĂĚũĂĐĞŶƚ͕ŶĞŝŐŚďŽƌŝŶŐƉƌŽƉĞƌƚŝĞƐŽĨƚŚĞĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚŝǀĞƐŝƚĞĂƌĞ
ƉƌŝǀĂƚĞůǇŚĞůĚŽŶƚŚƌĞĞƐŝĚĞƐ͕ǁŝƚŚƚŚĞĨƌŽŶƚĂŐĞďĞŝŶŐ^ZϭϮϬ͘;^ĞĞ͞ǆŚŝďŝƚϯ͟Ϳ
dŚĞƉƌŽƉŽƐĞĚƐŝƚĞĂďƵƚƐƚŚĞ^ƚĂŶŝƐůĂƵƐEĂƚŝŽŶĂů&ŽƌĞƐƚŽŶƚŚƌĞĞƐŝĚĞƐ͕ƐŚĂƌŝŶŐĂƉŽƌƚŝŽŶ
;ϱϬйͿŽĨƚŚĞŶŽƌƚŚĞƌŶƉƌŽƉĞƌƚǇůŝŶĞǁŝƚŚƚŚƌĞĞ;ϯͿƌĞƐŝĚĞŶƚŝĂů;ZͲϮͿƉĂƌĐĞůƐĂŶĚŽŶĞ;ϭͿ
ƌĞƐŝĚĞŶƚŝĂů;ZͲϱͿƉĂƌĐĞů͘dŚĞƐŽƵƚŚĞƌŶƉƌŽƉĞƌƚǇůŝŶĞďŽƌĚĞƌƐĂƉĂƌĐĞůŽǁŶĞĚďǇƚŚĞ
^ƚĂƚĞŽĨĂůŝĨŽƌŶŝĂ͘ŬĞǇWƌŽũĞĐƚŽďũĞĐƚŝǀĞŝƐƚŽƉƌŽǀŝĚĞĚŝǀĞƌƐĞƌĞĐƌĞĂƚŝŽŶĂůĂŶĚ
ǁĞůůŶĞƐƐĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞƐ͙ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚŽƵƚĚŽŽƌƌĞĐƌĞĂƚŝŽŶĂĐƚŝǀŝƚŝĞƐ͘dŚĞůŽĚŐŝŶŐĨĂĐŝůŝƚǇŝƐƚŽ
ƐĞƌǀĞĂƐĂ͞ƉŽƌƚĂů͟ƚŽƚŚĞ^ƚĂŶŝƐůĂƵƐEĂƚŝŽŶĂů&ŽƌĞƐƚĂŶĚh͘^͘&ŽƌĞƐƚ^ĞƌǀŝĐĞůĂŶĚƐĨŽƌ
ŚŝŬŝŶŐ͕ƚƌĂŝůƌƵŶŶŝŶŐ͕ďŝŬŝŶŐ͕ĂŶĚŽƚŚĞƌŽƵƚĚŽŽƌĂĐƚŝǀŝƚŝĞƐ͘dŚĞĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚĞƐŝƚĞŝƐďŽƌĚĞƌĞĚ
ďǇƉƌŝǀĂƚĞĂŶĚƐƚĂƚĞƉƌŽƉĞƌƚǇǁŝƚŚŶŽĚŝƌĞĐƚĂĐĐĞƐƐƚŽƚŚĞ^E&Žƌh͘^͘&͘^ůĂŶĚƐ͘
ƐĞĐŽŶĚŬĞǇŽďũĞĐƚŝǀĞŝƐƚŽĐƌĞĂƚĞŽƉĞŶƐƉĂĐĞĐŽŵďŝŶĞĚǁŝƚŚĂĞƐƚŚĞƚŝĐĂŶĚĂĐŽƵƐƚŝĐ
ŵŝŶĚĞĚƐĞƚďĂĐŬƐĨƌŽŵĂĚũŽŝŶŝŶŐƉƌŽƉĞƌƚǇŝŵƉƌŽǀĞŵĞŶƚƐ͘tŝƚŚƚŚĞĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚĞƐŝƚĞďĞŝŶŐ
ŵŽƌĞƚŚĂŶϱϬйƐŵĂůůĞƌƚŚĂŶƚŚĞƉƌŽƉŽƐĞĚƐŝƚĞĂŶĚŶŽƚŬŶŽǁŝŶŐǁŚĂƚƚŚĞĨƵƚƵƌĞ
ŝŵƉƌŽǀĞŵĞŶƚƐŽĨƚŚĞŶĞŝŐŚďŽƌŝŶŐƉƌŽƉĞƌƚǇŵŝŐŚƚďĞ͕ƚŚŝƐǁŽƵůĚŶŽƚŵĞĞƚƚŚŝƐŽďũĞĐƚŝǀĞ͘


PUB69-05




:(67.$7(//$$9(Ã),)7+)/225Ã$1$+(,0&$
7(/)$;

ZZZKDQVMLFRP









͘ WƌŽƉĞƌƚǇ^ŝǌĞ͗dŚĞĐŽŵďŝŶĞĚĂĐƌĞĂŐĞŽĨƚŚĞĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚŝǀĞƐŝƚĞŝƐĂƉƉƌŽǆŝŵĂƚĞůǇϯϬĂĐƌĞƐ͕
ĂůƚŚŽƵŐŚŝŶŝƚƐĐƵƌƌĞŶƚƉĂƌĐĞůĂŶĚǌŽŶŝŶŐĨŽƌŵ͕ŝƐŶŽƚĐŽŶƚŝŐƵŽƵƐ͘
dŚĞƉƌŽƉŽƐĞĚƐŝƚĞŝƐĐŽŵƉƌŝƐĞĚŽĨƚǁŽ;ϮͿĐŽŶƚŝŐƵŽƵƐƉĂƌĐĞůƐǁŚŝĐŚƚŽƚĂůϲϯ͘ϯϴĂĐƌĞƐ͘
ŬĞǇWƌŽũĞĐƚŽďũĞĐƚŝǀĞ͕ĂŶĚƵŶĚŽƵďƚĞĚůǇƚŚĞŵŽƐƚŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚĨŽƌƚŚĞdĞƌƌĂsŝďƌĂŶĚ͕ŝƐ
ƚŽĚĞǀĞůŽƉĂŶĚŽƉĞƌĂƚĞĂůŽĚŐŝŶŐĨĂĐŝůŝƚǇĂƚĂƐĐĂůĞƐƵĨĨŝĐŝĞŶƚƚŽƐƵƉƉŽƌƚĚŝǀĞƌƐĞ
ĂĐĐŽŵŵŽĚĂƚŝŽŶƐ͕ĂŵĞŶŝƚŝĞƐĂŶĚ͞ŽŶͲƐŝƚĞ͟ƌĞĐƌĞĂƚŝŽŶ͘dŚŝƐŝƐĂƉĂƌĂŵŽƵŶƚĨĞĂƚƵƌĞƚŽ
ŵĞĞƚƚŚĞŐƵĞƐƚƐ͛ĞǆƉĞĐƚĂƚŝŽŶƐĂŶĚƚŽĞŶƐƵƌĞĨŝŶĂŶĐŝĂůǀŝĂďŝůŝƚǇ͘dŚĞĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚĞƐŝƚĞƐŝǌĞŝƐ
ůĞƐƐƚŚĂŶϱϬйŽĨƚŚĞƉƌŽƉŽƐĞĚƐŝƚĞ͘ǀĞŶǁŝƚŚǌŽŶŝŶŐĂŶĚƉĂƌĐĞůĂĚũƵƐƚŵĞŶƚƐ͕ƚŚĞ
ƐƵĐĐĞƐƐŽĨǁŚŝĐŚĂƌĞƵŶŬŶŽǁŶĂƚƚŚŝƐƚŝŵĞ͕ƚŚĞŽƉĞŶƐƉĂĐĞĂƌĞĂƌĞƋƵŝƌĞŵĞŶƚƐŽĨƚŚĞ
WƌŽũĞĐƚĐĂŶŶĞǀĞƌďĞĂĐŚŝĞǀĞĚ͘

&͘ ^ŝƚĞůĞǀĂƚŝŽŶƚŽ^ZϭϮϬ͗DŽƐƚŽĨƚŚĞĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚĞƐŝƚĞĞůĞǀĂƚŝŽŶŝƐĂƚŽƌďĞůŽǁ^ZϭϮϬ͘
dŚĞƉƌŽƉŽƐĞĚƐŝƚĞĞůĞǀĂƚŝŽŶŝƐĂŶĂǀĞƌĂŐĞŽĨϮϬ͛ĂďŽǀĞ^ZϭϮϬ͘ŬĞǇWƌŽũĞĐƚŽďũĞĐƚŝǀĞŝƐ
ƚŽĐƌĞĂƚĞĂŽŶĞͲŽĨͲĂŬŝŶĚƌĞƐŽƌƚǁŝƚŚĂŵĞŶŝƚǇĂƌĞĂƐƚŚĂƚŚĂǀĞŽƉĞŶĐŽŶŶĞĐƚŝŽŶƐƚŽ
ŶĂƚƵƌĞ͕͞ďŽƚŚǀŝƐƵĂůůǇĂŶĚƉŚǇƐŝĐĂůůǇ͘͟dŚĞĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚĞƐŝƚĞ͕ďĞŝŶŐĂƚŽƌůŽǁĞƌƚŚĂŶ^ZϭϮϬ͕
ǁŽƵůĚĐƌĞĂƚĞĂŶĂĞƐƚŚĞƚŝĐĂŶĚĂĐŽƵƐƚŝĐŝŵƉĂĐƚƚŚĂƚĐĂŶŶŽƚŵĞĞƚƚŚŝƐŽďũĞĐƚŝǀĞ͘

'͘ hƚŝůŝƚŝĞƐ͗ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞŵĞŶƚŽĨƚŚĞͲϭŝƐƚƌŝĐƚǌŽŶŝŶŐƌĞƋƵŝƌĞƐƚŚĂƚƚŚĞƉƌŽũĞĐƚďĞƐĞƌǀĞĚ
ǁŝƚŚƉƵďůŝĐǁĂƚĞƌĂŶĚƐĞǁĞƌ͘dŚĞŽƵŶƚǇŝŶĨƌĂƐƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĞƚŽƐƵƉƉŽƌƚƚŚĞĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚŽĨ
ƚŚĞĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚĞƐŝƚĞŝƐŶŽƚŝŶƉůĂĐĞĂŶĚŝƐŶŽƚƉůĂŶŶĞĚ͘dŚĞƐĐŚĞĚƵůĞ͕ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚĂŶĚ
ŽƉĞƌĂƚŝŶŐĐŽƐƚƐĨŽƌƚŚĞƐĞŝŵƉƌŽǀĞŵĞŶƚƐĐŽƵůĚďĞƐƵďƐƚĂŶƚŝĂůůǇŐƌĞĂƚĞƌƚŚĂŶƚŚŽƐĞŽĨƚŚĞ
ƉůĂŶŶĞĚĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚůŝŬĞůǇŵĂŬŝŶŐƚŚĞĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚŝǀĞƐŝƚĞĞĐŽŶŽŵŝĐĂůůǇŝŶĨĞĂƐŝďůĞ͘
,͘ >ŽĐĂƚŝŽŶ͗dŚĞĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚĞƐŝƚĞŝƐĂƉƉƌŽǆŝŵĂƚĞůǇϮϴŵŝůĞƐĨƌŽŵƚŚĞŝŐKĂŬ&ůĂƚĞŶƚƌĂŶĐĞƚŽ
zŽƐĞŵŝƚĞEĂƚŝŽŶĂůWĂƌŬ͘ŬĞǇWƌŽũĞĐƚŽďũĞĐƚŝǀĞ͕ĂŶĚĐĞƌƚĂŝŶůǇŽŶĞŽĨƚŚĞŵŽƐƚŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚ
ĨŽƌŽƉĞƌĂƚŝŽŶĂŶĚĨŝŶĂŶĐŝĂůǀŝĂďŝůŝƚǇ͕ŝƐƚŚĞůŽĐĂƚŝŽŶƚŽzŽƐĞŵŝƚĞEĂƚŝŽŶĂůWĂƌŬ͕ďĞŝŶŐ
ǁŝƚŚŝŶϭϬŵŝůĞƐŽĨƚŚĞŝŐKĂŬ&ůĂƚĞŶƚƌĂŶĐĞ͘dŚĞĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚĞƐŝƚĞŝƐϮϴŵŝůĞƐĨƌŽŵƚŚŝƐ
ĞŶƚƌĂŶĐĞ͘dŚŝƐŝƐŶĞĂƌůǇƚŚƌĞĞƚŝŵĞƐƚŚĞĚŝƐƚĂŶĐĞŽĨŽƵƌWƌŽũĞĐƚŽďũĞĐƚŝǀĞ͕ĂŶĚĨƌŽŵĂ
ƚƌĂǀĞůƚŝŵĞĐŽŶƐĞƋƵĞŶĐĞ͕ŝƐŵƵĐŚŐƌĞĂƚĞƌďĞĐĂƵƐĞŽĨƚŚĞƚƌĂĨĨŝĐƌĞƐƚƌŝĐƚŝŽŶƐƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ
'ƌŽǀĞůĂŶĚ͘&ƌŽŵĂŶĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚĂůƉĞƌƐƉĞĐƚŝǀĞ͕ƚŚĞĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚĞƐŝƚĞĐŽƵůĚŚĂǀĞĂ
ƐŝŐŶŝĨŝĐĂŶƚůǇŐƌĞĂƚĞƌŝŵƉĂĐƚŽŶsDdĂŶĚ','ĂƐǁĞůů͘ϳϬйƉĞƌĐĞŶƚŽĨŽƵƌƚĂƌŐĞƚŐƵĞƐƚ
ƐĂůĞƐǁŽƵůĚĞŶƚĞƌĨƌŽŵĞŝƚŚĞƌƚŚĞdŝŽŐĂ͕^ŽƵƚŚŽƌƌĐŚZŽĐŬĞŶƚƌĂŶĐĞƐ͘;^ĞĞ͞ǆŚŝďŝƚϰ͟Ϳ
dŚĞƐĞŐƵĞƐƚƐǁŽƵůĚďĞƌĞƋƵŝƌĞĚƚŽĚƌŝǀĞĂŶĂĚĚŝƚŝŽŶĂůϯϲŵŝůĞƐĞĂĐŚĚĂǇƚŚĞǀŝƐŝƚƚŚĞ
ƉĂƌŬ͕ĂŶĚĂŶĂĚĚŝƚŝŽŶĂůϭϴŵŝůĞƐƚŽƌĞƚƵƌŶŚŽŵĞ͘dŚŝƐĐŽƵůĚĐĂƵƐĞƐŝŐŶŝĨŝĐĂŶƚŝŵƉĂĐƚƐƚŽ
ƚŚĞ'ƌŽǀĞůĂŶĚƚƌĂĨĨŝĐĂŶĚĞƐƉĞĐŝĂůůǇƚŽƚŚĞĂůƌĞĂĚǇĚŝƐƚƌĞƐƐĞĚ&ĞƌƌĞƚƚŝZŽĂĚͬ^ZϭϮϬ
ŝƐƐƵĞ͘


:(67.$7(//$$9(Ã),)7+)/225Ã$1$+(,0&$
7(/)$;

ZZZKDQVMLFRP

PUB69-06

PUB69-07

PUB69-08

PUB69-09







/͘ ^ŝƚĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚĂů,ĂǌĂƌĚƐ͗dŚĞĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚĞƐŝƚĞŚĂƐĂŶĂďĂŶĚŽŶĞĚŐĂƐƐƚĂƚŝŽŶ͘/ƚŝƐ
ƵŶŬŶŽǁŶŝĨĂŶǇŝƐƐƵĞƐĞǆŝƐƚƌĞůĂƚĞĚƚŽƐƵďƚĞƌƌĂŶĞĂŶƚĂŶŬƐĂŶĚͬŽƌƐŽŝůĐŽŶƚĂŵŝŶĂƚŝŽŶ͘/Ŷ
ĂŶǇĐĂƐĞ͕ƚŚŝƐǁŽƵůĚŝŶĐƌĞĂƐĞƚŚĞĐŽƐƚĂŶĚĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚƚŝŵĞŽĨƚŚĞWƌŽũĞĐƚ͘
//͘

ŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚĂů/ŵƉĂĐƚƐ

dŚĞƌĞĂƌĞŶŽƐƵďƐƚĂŶƚŝĂůĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚĂůďĞŶĞĨŝƚƐŝŶƵƐŝŶŐƚŚĞůƚĞƌŶĂƚŝǀĞ>ŽĐĂƚŝŽŶŽǀĞƌƚŚĞ
ƉƌŽƉŽƐĞĚƐŝƚĞ͘ƐƚŚĞƌĞƉŽƌƚĚĞĨŝŶĞƐ͕ƚŚĞƌĞĂƌĞŶŽĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚĂůŝŵƉƌŽǀĞŵĞŶƚƐƚŽϲ͘ϱ͘Ϯ͘ϭ
ĞƐƚŚĞƚŝĐƐ͕ϲ͘ϱ͘Ϯ͘ϮŝƌYƵĂůŝƚǇ͕ϲ͘ϱ͘Ϯ͘ϯŝŽůŽŐǇ͕ϲ͘ϱ͘Ϯ͘ϰƵůƚƵƌĂůdƌŝďĂůĂŶĚƵůƚƵƌĂůZĞƐŽƵƌĐĞƐ͕
ϲ͘ϱ͘Ϯ͘ϱŶĞƌŐǇ͕ϲ͘ϱ͘Ϯ͘ϲ&ŽƌĞƐƚƌǇZĞƐŽƵƌĐĞƐ͕ϲ͘ϱ͘Ϯ͘ϳ'ĞŽůŽŐǇĂŶĚ^ŽŝůƐ͕ϲ͘ϱ͘Ϯ͘ϴ'ƌĞĞŶŚŽƵƐĞ'ĂƐ
ŵŝƐƐŝŽŶƐ͕ϲ͘ϱ͘Ϯ͘ϵ,ĂǌĂƌĚƐĂŶĚ,ĂǌĂƌĚŽƵƐDĂƚĞƌŝĂůƐ͕,ǇĚƌŽůŽŐǇĂŶĚtĂƚĞƌYƵĂůŝƚǇ͕ϲ͘ϱ͘Ϯ͘ϭϭ
>ĂŶĚhƐĞĂŶĚWůĂŶŶŝŶŐ͕ϲ͘ϱ͘Ϯ͘ϭϯWŽƉƵůĂƚŝŽŶĂŶĚ,ŽƵƐŝŶŐ͕ϲ͘ϱ͘Ϯ͘ϭϱdƌĂŶƐƉŽƌƚĂƚŝŽŶ͕ĂŶĚϲ͘ϱ͘Ϯ͘ϭϳ
tŝůĚĨŝƌĞ͕ĂŶĚƉƌŽǀŝĚĞƐŽŶůǇ͞ƐůŝŐŚƚůǇůĞƐƐĞŶĞĚ͟ŝŵƉĂĐƚƐƚŽϲ͘ϱ͘Ϯ͘ϭϰWƵďůŝĐ^ĞƌǀŝĐĞƐ͕ĂŶĚϲ͘ϱ͘Ϯ͘ϭϲ
hƚŝůŝƚŝĞƐĂŶĚ^ĞƌǀŝĐĞ^ǇƐƚĞŵƐ͘tŚŝůĞƚŚĞĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚŝǀĞƐŝƚĞƉƌŽũĞĐƚĚŽĞƐĞůŝŵŝŶĂƚĞƚŚĞ,ĞůŝƉĂĚĂŶĚ
ƚŚƵƐƌĞŵŽǀĞƐŝŐŶŝĨŝĐĂŶƚŝŵƉĂĐƚƐƚŽϲ͘ϱ͘Ϯ͘ϭϮEŽŝƐĞ͕ŝƚĐŽŶǀĞƌƐĞůǇƌĞŵŽǀĞƐĂƐƵďƐƚĂŶƚŝĂůƉƵďůŝĐ
ďĞŶĞĨŝƚ͙͞ƚŚĂƚǁŽƵůĚĂŝĚŝŶĂǁŝůĚůĂŶĚĨŝƌĞƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ͘͟
///͘

PUB69-10

PUB69-11

WƌŽũĞĐƚ&ĞĂƐŝďŝůŝƚǇ

dŚĞƵƚŝůŝǌĂƚŝŽŶŽĨƚŚĞ^ĐĂƌWƌŽƉĞƌƚǇĂƐƚŚĞĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚŝǀĞůŽĐĂƚŝŽŶĨŽƌƚŚĞWƌŽũĞĐƚŝƐŝŶĨĞĂƐŝďůĞ͘dŚĞ
WƌŽũĞĐƚĐĂŶŶŽƚďĞĐĂƌƌŝĞĚŽƵƚĂƚĂƌĞĂƐŽŶĂďůĞĐŽƐƚŽƌŝŶĂƌĞĂƐŽŶĂďůĞƚŝŵĞ͕ŽƌĞǀĞŶĐĂƌƌŝĞĚŽƵƚĂƚ
Ăůů͘EŽƚǁŝƚŚƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐƚŚĞĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚŝǀĞƉƌŽƉĞƌƚǇ͛ƐĚŝŵŝŶŝƐŚĞĚƐŝǌĞ͕ƚŚĞŽǁŶĞƌƐŚŝƉ͕ƉĂƌĐĞů
ŽƌŝĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ͕ǌŽŶŝŶŐ͕ĂǀĂŝůĂďůĞƵƚŝůŝƚŝĞƐ͕ĂŶĚůŽĐĂƚŝŽŶĐƌĞĂƚĞĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚďĂƌƌŝĞƌƐƚŚĂƚƚŚĞ
ĂƉƉůŝĐĂŶƚĐĂŶŶŽƚŽǀĞƌĐŽŵĞ͘&ŝƌƐƚ͕ƚŚĞƐŝƚĞŝƐŶŽƚĨŽƌƐĂůĞ͕ŶŽƌŝƐƚŚĞƌĞĂŶǇƌĞĂƐŽŶƚŽďĞůŝĞǀĞƚŚĂƚ
ƚŚĞĐŽƐƚ͕ŝĨŝƚďĞĐĂŵĞƐŽĂǀĂŝůĂďůĞ͕ǁŽƵůĚďĞĞĐŽŶŽŵŝĐĂůůǇĨĞĂƐŝďůĞ͘^ĞĐŽŶĚ͕ƚŚĞǌŽŶŝŶŐĐŚĂŶŐĞ
ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞĚƚŽĐŽŵďŝŶĞƚŚĞƉĂƌĐĞůƐ͕ĂŶĚƚŚĞƌĞƋƵŝƌĞĚĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚĂůĂŶĂůǇƐŝƐ͕ƉƌĞƉĂƌĂƚŝŽŶĂŶĚ
ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐŝŶŐ͕ǁŽƵůĚĂĚĚƐƵďƐƚĂŶƚŝĂůĐŽƐƚƐĂŶĚƐŝŐŶŝĨŝĐĂŶƚƚŝŵĞƚŽƚŚĞĂƉƉůŝĐĂŶƚƐĐŚĞĚƵůĞ͘dŚŝƌĚ͕
ƚŚĞĞǆƚĞŶƐŝŽŶŽĨǁĂƚĞƌĂŶĚƐĞǁĞƌƵƚŝůŝƚŝĞƐďǇ'^ŝƐŶŽƚĚĞǀĞůŽƉĞĚŽƌƉůĂŶŶĞĚ͘dŚĞĐŽƐƚĂŶĚ
ƚŝŵĞƚŽĞǆƚĞŶĚƚŚĞƐĞƐĞƌǀŝĐĞƐ͕ŝĨĞǀĞŶƉŽƐƐŝďůĞ͕ĂƌĞƵŶŬŶŽǁŶĂŶĚŝŶĐĂůĐƵůĂďůĞ͘dŚĞƌĞĨŽƌĞ͕
ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚĐŽƐƚƐĂŶĚƐĐŚĞĚƵůĞĐĂŶŶŽƚďĞĚĞƚĞƌŵŝŶĞĚ͕ŵĂŬŝŶŐŝƚŝŵƉŽƐƐŝďůĞƚŽƐĂǇŝĨĂŶǇŚŽƚĞů
ƉƌŽũĞĐƚĐĂŶďĞĚĞǀĞůŽƉĞĚĂƚĂƌĞĂƐŽŶĂďůĞĐŽƐƚĂŶĚŝŶĂƌĞĂƐŽŶĂďůĞƚŝŵĞ͘>ĂƐƚůǇ͕ƚŚĞůŽĐĂƚŝŽŶŽĨ
ƚŚĞ^ĐĂƌWƌŽƉĞƌƚǇĚŽĞƐŶŽƚŵĞĞƚƚŚĞĂƉƉůŝĐĂŶƚ͛ƐŵŽƐƚŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚWƌŽũĞĐƚŽďũĞĐƚŝǀĞ͖ƚŽďĞůŽĐĂƚĞĚ
ǁŝƚŚŝŶϭϬŵŝůĞƐŽĨƚŚĞzŽƐĞŵŝƚĞEĂƚŝŽŶĂůWĂƌŬ͕ŝŐKĂŬ&ůĂƚĞŶƚƌĂŶĐĞ͘/ŶŽƌĚĞƌƚŽĐŽŵƉĞƚĞǁŝƚŚ
ZƵƐŚƌĞĞŬĂŶĚǀĞƌŐƌĞĞŶ>ŽĚŐĞ͕ŝƚŵƵƐƚďĞƉƌŽƉŽƌƚŝŽŶĂƚĞƚŽ͕ŽĨƐŝŵŝůĂƌĂĐĐŽŵŵŽĚĂƚŝŽŶƐ͕ĂŶĚ
ďĞƐŽƐŝŵŝůĂƌůǇůŽĐĂƚĞĚ͘dŚĞĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚŝǀĞƉƌŽƉĞƌƚǇŝƐϮϴŵŝůĞƐĨƌŽŵƚŚĞŝŶƚĞŶĚĞĚƉƌĞŵŝƵŵŵĂƌŬĞƚ
ĂƌĞĂ͕ĂŶĚŝƐƉĂƌƚŽĨĂŶĞŶƚŝƌĞůǇĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚŵĂƌŬĞƚĂƌĞĂĂŶĚĚĞŵĂŶĚƚŚĂƚĐĂŶŶŽƚŐĞŶĞƌĂƚĞƚŚĞ
ŽĐĐƵƉĂŶĐǇůŽĂĚĂŶĚĂǀĞƌĂŐĞĚĂŝůǇƌĂƚĞŶĞĐĞƐƐĂƌǇƚŽŵĞĞƚƚŚĞƉƌŽĨŝƚĂďŝůŝƚǇƚŚƌĞƐŚŽůĚƌĞƋƵŝƌĞĚďǇ
ŽƵƌůĞŶĚĞƌŽƌŝŶǀĞƐƚŵĞŶƚƉĂƌƚŶĞƌƐ͕ĂŶĚŝƐƚŚƵƐŶŽƚĞĐŽŶŽŵŝĐĂůůǇĨĞĂƐŝďůĞ͘dŚĞůŽĐĂƚŝŽŶŽĨƚŚŝƐ
ĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚŝǀĞƐŝƚĞ͕ƚŚĞůĂĐŬŽĨƵƚŝůŝƚǇŝŶĨƌĂƐƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĞ͕ĂŶĚƉŽŽƌŵĂƌŬĞƚĚĞŵĂŶĚ͕ŵĂǇŚĞůƉƚŽĞǆƉůĂŝŶ
ǁŚǇŝƚŚĂƐŶĞǀĞƌďĞĞŶĚĞǀĞůŽƉĞĚ͘

:(67.$7(//$$9(Ã),)7+)/225Ã$1$+(,0&$
7(/)$;

ZZZKDQVMLFRP

PUB69-12






ϲ͘ϱ͘ϯZĞĚƵĐĞĚ&ŽŽƚƉƌŝŶƚůƚĞƌŶĂƚŝǀĞ
dŚĞƌĞĚƵĐĞĚĨŽŽƚƉƌŝŶƚĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚŝǀĞƌĞŵŽǀĞƐĂůůŽĨƚŚĞWƌŽũĞĐƚ͛ƐůĂƌŐĞƐƚ͕ŵŽƐƚĚĞƐŝƌĂďůĞ
ĂĐĐŽŵŵŽĚĂƚŝŽŶƐ;ĐĂďŝŶƌŽŽŵƐͿ͕ƚŽŐĞƚŚĞƌǁŝƚŚŽƚŚĞƌůŽĚŐŝŶŐĂŶĚĞŵƉůŽǇĞĞĂŵĞŶŝƚŝĞƐ͘dŚŝƐ
ƐŝŐŶŝĨŝĐĂŶƚůǇƌĞĚƵĐĞƐƚŚĞƐĐĂůĞĂŶĚǀĂƌŝĞƚǇŽĨĂĐĐŽŵŵŽĚĂƚŝŽŶƐŶĞĐĞƐƐĂƌǇƚŽŵĞĞƚƚŚĞĂƉƉůŝĐĂŶƚ͛Ɛ
ŽďũĞĐƚŝǀĞƐĂŶĚƌĞĚƵĐĞƐƚŚĞŽƉĞƌĂƚŝŽŶĂůƌĞǀĞŶƵĞĐƌŝƚŝĐĂůƚŽƌĞŵĂŝŶďŽƚŚĐŽŵƉĞƚŝƚŝǀĞĂŶĚ
ƉƌŽĨŝƚĂďůĞ͘
dŚĞƌĞƉŽƌƚĚĞƐĐƌŝďĞƐƚŚĞWƌŽũĞĐƚďĞŝŶŐƌĞĚĞƐŝŐŶĞĚƚŽƌĞĚƵĐĞƚŚĞĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚĨŽŽƚƉƌŝŶƚĂŶĚ
ŽǀĞƌĂůůƐŝǌĞŽĨƚŚĞWƌŽũĞĐƚ͘dŚŝƐŝƐĐŽŶƚĞŵƉůĂƚĞĚďǇĞůŝŵŝŶĂƚŝŶŐĂůůϮϲŐƵĞƐƚĐĂďŝŶƌŽŽŵƐ͕Ăůůϯ
ĞŵƉůŽǇĞĞĂƉĂƌƚŵĞŶƚďƵŝůĚŝŶŐƐ͕ƌĞĚƵĐŝŶŐƚŚĞůŽĚŐĞŐƵĞƐƚƌŽŽŵƐďǇϭϬƚŽďĞŝŶƐƚĞĂĚƵƐĞĚĨŽƌ
ĞŵƉůŽǇĞĞƐ͕ĂŶĚƚŚĞƌĞŵŽǀĂůŽĨƚŚĞĞŵĞƌŐĞŶĐǇƐĞƌǀŝĐĞƐŚĞůŝƉĂĚ͘dŚĞŽƉĞƌĂƚŝŽŶĂůĂŶĚĞĐŽŶŽŵŝĐ
ŝŵƉĂĐƚƐƉƌĞǀĞŶƚƚŚŝƐƌĞĚƵĐĞĚĨŽŽƚƉƌŝŶƚĨƌŽŵďĞŝŶŐĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌĞĚĂĨĞĂƐŝďůĞĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚŝǀĞĨŽƌƚŚĞ
WƌŽũĞĐƚĨŽƌƚŚĞĨŽůůŽǁŝŶŐƌĞĂƐŽŶƐ͗

PUB69-13


/͘

WƌŽũĞĐƚŚĂƌĂĐƚĞƌŝƐƚŝĐƐ

KŶĞŽĨƚŚĞŵŽƐƚŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚWƌŽũĞĐƚŽďũĞĐƚŝǀĞƐŝƐƚŽĚĞǀĞůŽƉĂŶĚŽƉĞƌĂƚĞĂůŽĚŐŝŶŐĨĂĐŝůŝƚǇĂƚĂ
ƐĐĂůĞƐƵĨĨŝĐŝĞŶƚƚŽƐƵƉƉŽƌƚĂǀĂƌŝĞƚǇŽĨĂĐĐŽŵŵŽĚĂƚŝŽŶƐ͘dŚĞƌĞĚƵĐĞĚĨŽŽƚƉƌŝŶƚĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚŝǀĞ
ĚŽĞƐŶŽƚŵĞĞƚƚŚŝƐWƌŽũĞĐƚŽďũĞĐƚŝǀĞ͘dŽĚŽƚŚŝƐ͕ƚŚĞWƌŽũĞĐƚǁĂƐĐĂƌĞĨƵůůǇĚĞƐŝŐŶĞĚƚŽďŽƚŚ
ĂĚĚƌĞƐƐƚŚĞƵŶŝƋƵĞŶĞĞĚƐŽĨŽƵƌŐƵĞƐƚƐ͕ĂƐǁĞůůĂƐƉƌŽǀŝĚŝŶŐĂĐĐŽŵŵŽĚĂƚŝŽŶƐƚŚĂƚĂƌĞ
ƐŝŵŝůĂƌůǇŽĨĨĞƌĞĚŝŶƚŚĞĐŽŵƉĞƚŝŶŐĂƌĞĂŵĂƌŬĞƚ͘tŝƚŚƚŚĞŝŵƉĂĐƚƐŽĨƚŚĞĐƵƌƌĞŶƚĐŽƌŽŶĂǀŝƌƵƐ
ƉĂŶĚĞŵŝĐ͕ŚĂǀŝŶŐĂǀĂƌŝĞƚǇŽĨĂĐĐŽŵŵŽĚĂƚŝŽŶƐ͕ƚŚĂƚĐĂŶƉƌŽǀŝĚĞŐƵĞƐƚƐǁŝƚŚƐƉĞĐŝĂůŶĞĞĚƐ
ƚŚĞĂďŝůŝƚǇƚŽŵĂŝŶƚĂŝŶŐƌĞĂƚĞƌƐŽĐŝĂůĚŝƐƚĂŶĐŝŶŐŝƐŶŽƚŽŶůǇĂŶŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚŵĂƌŬĞƚĚĞŵĂŶĚ͕ďƵƚ
ĐĞƌƚĂŝŶůǇŵƵƐƚďĞĐŽŶƚĞŵƉůĂƚĞĚĂƐĂŵĂƚƚĞƌŽĨƉƵďůŝĐŚĞĂůƚŚƐĂĨĞƚǇ͘
//͘

PUB69-14

'ƵĞƐƚZĞĚƵĐƚŝŽŶ

dŚĞƌĞŵŽǀĂůŽĨƚŚĞŐƵĞƐƚƌŽŽŵƐ͕ŽĨǁŚŝĐŚƉƌŽǀŝĚĞƐǀĞƌǇůŝŵŝƚĞĚĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚĂůĞĨĨĞĐƚ͕ŚĂƐĂ
ƐƵďƐƚĂŶƚŝĂůĞĨĨĞĐƚŽŶƚŚĞƐĐĂůĞŽĨŐƵĞƐƚƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂƚŝŽŶ͗
dŚĞƌĞƉŽƌƚŝŶĐŽƌƌĞĐƚůǇŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚƐƚŚŝƐŵĞƚƌŝĐ͕ĂŶĚŽŶůǇĂĚĚƌĞƐƐĞƐƚŚĞĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶĐĞ
ďĞƚǁĞĞŶƚŚĞůŽĚŐĞƌŽŽŵƐ;ϭϬϬǀƐϵϬͿĂŶĚĂƐƐŽĐŝĂƚĞĚŶƵŵďĞƌŽĨŐƵĞƐƚƐ;ϯϲϬǀƐϰϬϬͿ
ĂŶĚŶĞŐůĞĐƚƐƚŽĂĚĚƌĞƐƐƚŚĞůŽƐƐŽĨŐƵĞƐƚƐĐĂƵƐĞĚďǇƚŚĞĞůŝŵŝŶĂƚŝŽŶŽĨƚŚĞĐĂďŝŶ
ƌŽŽŵƐ͘dŚĞĐŽƌƌĞĐƚŐƵĞƐƚŝŵƉĂĐƚŝƐŶŽƚͲϰϬ͕ďƵƚƌĂƚŚĞƌͲϭϵϲ;ϯϲϬǀƐ͘ϱϱϲͿƐŚŽǁŶ
ďĞůŽǁ͗
ZĞĚƵĐĞĚ&ŽŽƚƉƌŝŶƚͲϵϬ>ŽĚŐĞƌŽŽŵƐ͗ƵƉƚŽϯϲϬŐƵĞƐƚƐ

;ϯϲϬdŽƚĂůͿ


:(67.$7(//$$9(Ã),)7+)/225Ã$1$+(,0&$
7(/)$;

ZZZKDQVMLFRP

PUB69-15




ͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺ
WůĂŶŶĞĚ&ŽŽƚƉƌŝŶƚͲϭϬϬ>ŽĚŐĞƌŽŽŵƐ͗hƉƚŽϰϬϬŐƵĞƐƚƐ
ϮϲĂďŝŶƌŽŽŵƐ͗hƉƚŽϭϱϲŐƵĞƐƚƐ







;ϱϱϲdŽƚĂůͿ

PUB69-15
cont.


dŚĞŶĞƚĞĨĨĞĐƚŽĨƚŚŝƐƌĞĚƵĐƚŝŽŶŝƐĂůŽƐƐŽĨƵƉƚŽϭϵϲŐƵĞƐƚƐĚĂŝůǇ͕ĂŶĚŶŽƚϰϬƚŚĂƚ
ƚŚĞƌĞƉŽƌƚŝŶĚŝĐĂƚĞƐ͘dŚŝƐůŽƐƐŽĨŐƵĞƐƚƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂƚŝŽŶǁŽƵůĚŚĂǀĞĂƐŝŐŶŝĨŝĐĂŶƚ
ŶĞŐĂƚŝǀĞƌĞǀĞŶƵĞŝŵƉĂĐƚĞĨĨĞĐƚŝŶŐƚŚĞĂĐƚŝǀŝƚǇƉƌŽŐƌĂŵƐ͕ĞƋƵŝƉŵĞŶƚƌĞŶƚĂůƐ͕ĂŶĚƚŚĞ
ĨŽŽĚĂŶĚďĞǀĞƌĂŐĞŽƉĞƌĂƚŝŽŶƐƚŚĂƚĂƌĞƌĞƋƵŝƌĞĚƚŽŵĂŬĞƚŚĞWƌŽũĞĐƚĞĐŽŶŽŵŝĐĂůůǇ
ĨĞĂƐŝďůĞ͘

///͘

ZŽŽŵZĞĚƵĐƚŝŽŶ

/ŶĂĚĚŝƚŝŽŶƚŽƚŚĞƐƵďƐƚĂŶƚŝĂůůŽƐƐŽĨĚĂŝůǇŐƵĞƐƚƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂƚŝŽŶ͕ƚŚĞĞůŝŵŝŶĂƚŝŽŶŽĨƚŚĞĐĂďŝŶƐ
ĂŶĚƌĞĚƵĐƚŝŽŶŽĨƚŚĞůŽĚŐŝŶŐƵŶŝƚƐĂůƐŽĐĂƵƐĞƐĂĚƌĂŵĂƚŝĐĞĨĨĞĐƚ͕ŶŽƚũƵƐƚŝŶƚŚĞǀĂƌŝĞƚǇŽĨ
ƉƌŽĚƵĐƚƐƚŚĂƚĐĂŶďĞŽĨĨĞƌĞĚ͕ďƵƚĂůƐŽƚŽƚŚĞŽǀĞƌĂůůƌŽŽŵŶŝŐŚƚƐĂǀĂŝůĂďůĞƚŽďĞƐŽůĚ͗
dŚĞƌĞĚƵĐĞĚƉůĂŶƉƌŽǀŝĚĞƐĨŽƌϵϬŐƵĞƐƚƌŽŽŵƐ͗
ϵϬΎϯϲϱĚĂǇƐсϯϮ͕ϴϱϬĂŶŶƵĂůƌŽŽŵŶŝŐŚƚƐ




ͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺ
dŚĞWƌŽũĞĐƚĂƐƐƵďŵŝƚƚĞĚƉƌŽǀŝĚĞƐϭϮϲŐƵĞƐƚƌŽŽŵƐ͗
ϭϮϲΎϯϲϱĚĂǇƐсϰϱ͕ϵϵϬĂŶŶƵĂůƌŽŽŵŶŝŐŚƚƐ

dŚĞůŽƐƐŽĨϭϯ͕ϭϰϬĂŶŶƵĂůƌŽŽŵŶŝŐŚƚƐďǇŝƚƐĞůĨĐƌĞĂƚĞƐĂƐƵďƐƚĂŶƚŝĂůƌĞǀĞŶƵĞŝŵƉĂĐƚ͘
dŚŝƐŝƐ͕ŚŽǁĞǀĞƌ͕ĞǆĂĐĞƌďĂƚĞĚĂƐƚŚĞĚĞůĞƚŝŽŶŽĨƚŚĞĐĂďŝŶƵŶŝƚƐ͕ďĞŝŶŐĂůĂƌŐĞƌƐƉĂĐĞĂŶĚ
ĚĞƚĂĐŚĞĚůŽĐĂƚŝŽŶ͕ŐĞŶĞƌĂƚĞĂĨĂƌŐƌĞĂƚĞƌŽĐĐƵƉĂŶĐǇĂŶĚĂǀĞƌĂŐĞĚĂŝůǇƌĂƚĞ͘DŽƌĞŽǀĞƌ͕
ƚŚŝƐĂůƐŽĞůŝŵŝŶĂƚĞƐŽƵƌĂďŝůŝƚǇƚŽŽĨĨĞƌƚŚĞǀĂƌŝĞƚǇŽĨĂĐĐŽŵŵŽĚĂƚŝŽŶƐŶĞĐĞƐƐĂƌǇƚŽŵĞĞƚ
ƚŚĞĚĞŵĂŶĚĨŽƌůĂƌŐĞƌĨĂŵŝůŝĞƐ͕ƚŚŽƐĞĚĞƐŝƌŝŶŐŵŽƌĞƐĞĐůƵƐŝŽŶ͕ĂŶĚŽĨĐŽƵƌƐĞƚŚŽƐĞ
ŶĞĞĚŝŶŐƚŽĞƐƚĂďůŝƐŚŐƌĞĂƚĞƌƐŽĐŝĂůĚŝƐƚĂŶĐŝŶŐ͘^ƵĐŚĂƌĞĚƵĐƚŝŽŶǁŽƵůĚŵĂŬĞƚŚĞWƌŽũĞĐƚ
ĞĐŽŶŽŵŝĐĂůůǇŝŶĨĞĂƐŝďůĞ͘


:(67.$7(//$$9(Ã),)7+)/225Ã$1$+(,0&$
7(/)$;

ZZZKDQVMLFRP

PUB69-16




/s͘ ZĞǀĞŶƵĞZĞĚƵĐƚŝŽŶ
dŚĞůŽƐƐŽĨƌŽŽŵƐ͕ĨŽŽĚĂŶĚďĞǀĞƌĂŐĞĂŶĚŽƚŚĞƌŝŶĐƌĞŵĞŶƚĂůƌĞǀĞŶƵĞĐĂƵƐĞĚďǇƚŚĞ
ĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚŝǀĞƌĞĚƵĐĞĚĨŽŽƚƉƌŝŶƚŝƐƐƵďƐƚĂŶƚŝĂů͘tĞĐŽŵƉĂƌĞĚƚŚĞƉĞƌĨŽƌŵĂŶĐĞŽĨƚŚĞ
ĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚŝǀĞϵϬƌŽŽŵƉƌŽũĞĐƚƚŽƚŚĂƚŽĨƚŚĞƉƌŽƉŽƐĞĚϭϮϲƌŽŽŵŵŽĚĞůĂŶĚĚĞƚĞƌŵŝŶĞĚĂ
ƐŝŐŶŝĨŝĐĂŶƚƌĞĚƵĐƚŝŽŶŝŶƌĞǀĞŶƵĞĂŶĚƉƌŽĨŝƚĂďŝůŝƚǇ͘KƵƌĂŶĂůǇƐŝƐƉƌŽũĞĐƚĞĚƐƚĂďŝůŝǌĞĚ
ƌĞǀĞŶƵĞĂŶĚŶĞƚƉƌŽĨŝƚ͕ĂƐǁĞůůĂƐƚŚĞŶĞƚŽƉĞƌĂƚŝŶŐƉƌŽĨŝƚ͖ƚŚĞĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶĐĞŝƐƐŚŽǁŶďĞůŽǁϭ͗
ϵϬZŽŽŵʹZŽŽŵZĞǀĞŶƵĞ





;Ͳϰϰ͘ϲйͿ

ϵϬZŽŽŵʹEĞƚKƉĞƌĂƚŝŶŐ/ŶĐŽŵĞ;EK/Ϳ

;Ͳϱϳ͘ϲйͿ

ϵϬZŽŽŵʹEĞƚWƌŽĨŝƚ 

;ͲϯϭϱйͿ







PUB69-17

ϭ^ŝŶĐĞƚŚĞŽƉĞƌĂƚŝŶŐŶƵŵďĞƌƐǁŽƵůĚĨůƵĐƚƵĂƚĞƐƵďƐƚĂŶƚŝĂůůǇŝŶƚŚĞĨŝƌƐƚĨĞǁǇĞĂƌƐ͕ǁĞĂƌĞƵƐŝŶŐƚŚĞĨŽƌĞĐĂƐƚĞĚǀĂůƵĞƐĨŽƌ

ĂƐƚĂďŝůŝǌĞĚŽƉĞƌĂƚŝŽŶĂƚǇĞĂƌϱ


dŚĞƌĞĚƵĐƚŝŽŶŝŶŐƵĞƐƚƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂƚŝŽŶ͕ǀĂƌŝĞƚǇŽĨƌŽŽŵƚǇƉĞƐĂŶĚƌŽŽŵƐĂǀĂŝůĂďůĞĨŽƌƐĂůĞ͕
ĐƌĞĂƚĞĂĐůĞĂƌĂŶĚƐƵďƐƚĂŶƚŝĂůůŽƐƐŝŶƌĞǀĞŶƵĞƚŚĂƚŝƐŶŽƚƐƵƐƚĂŝŶĂďůĞ͘ŽŶǀĞƌƐĞůǇ͕ƚŚĞ
ĐŽƐƚƚŽŽƉĞƌĂƚĞƚŚĞƉƌŽƉĞƌƚǇĂƚƚŚĞůĞǀĞůŽĨƐĞƌǀŝĐĞĞǆƉĞĐƚĞĚ͕ĐĂŶŶŽƚďĞƉƌŽƉŽƌƚŝŽŶĂƚĞůǇ
ŽĨĨƐĞƚ͘ZĞŐĂƌĚůĞƐƐŽĨĚĞůĞƚŝŶŐƚŚĞĐĂďŝŶƌŽŽŵƐĂŶĚĞŵƉůŽǇĞĞŚŽƵƐŝŶŐ͕ƚŚĞůŽĚŐĞƐƚŝůů
ŽƉĞƌĂƚĞƐŽǀĞƌĂŶĚŵĂŝŶƚĂŝŶƐĂϲϰĂĐƌĞƐŝƚĞ͕ĂŶĚŵƵƐƚƉƌŽǀŝĚĞƚŚĞƐĂŵĞůĞǀĞůŽĨƐĞƌǀŝĐĞ
ƉƌŽŐƌĂŵƐĨŽƌĨŽŽĚĂŶĚďĞǀĞƌĂŐĞ͕ďĂŶƋƵĞƚƐ͕ŐƵĞƐƚĂĐƚŝǀŝƚŝĞƐĂŶĚƌĞĐƌĞĂƚŝŽŶĂŵĞŶŝƚŝĞƐ͕Ăůů
ŽĨǁŚŝĐŚĂƌĞůĂďŽƌŝŶƚĞŶƐŝǀĞĂŶĚƌĞƋƵŝƌĞŶĞĂƌůǇƚŚĞƐĂŵĞĂŵŽƵŶƚŽĨůĂďŽƌĐŽƐƚ͕
ŝŶĨƌĂƐƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĞ͕ĂĚŵŝŶŝƐƚƌĂƚŝŽŶĂŶĚŽǀĞƌŚĞĂĚ͘

s͘ ĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚŽƐƚ
ƐŵĞŶƚŝŽŶĞĚĂďŽǀĞ͕ƚŚĞĂƌĞĂƚŽĚĞǀĞůŽƉĂŶĚŵĂŝŶƚĂŝŶƚŚĞWƌŽũĞĐƚ͕ǁŚĞƚŚĞƌĂƐƉůĂŶŶĞĚŽƌ
ĂƚƚŚĞƌĞĚƵĐĞĚĨŽŽƚƉƌŝŶƚ͕ƌĞŵĂŝŶƐĂƚϲϰĂĐƌĞƐ͘tŚŝůĞƐŽŵĞŽĨƚŚĞĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚĐŽƐƚƐǁŝůůďĞ
ƌĞĚƵĐĞĚ;ĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶĐŽƐƚƐ͕ƐŽŵĞĐŽŶƐƵůƚĂŶƚĨĞĞƐĂŶĚďƵŝůĚŝŶŐƉĞƌŵŝƚƐͿ͕ƐƚŝůůŽƚŚĞƌƐŝƚĞ
ĐŽƐƚƐǁŽƵůĚďĞůĂƌŐĞůǇƵŶĂĨĨĞĐƚĞĚ͘dŚĞƐĞůĂƚƚĞƌĐŽƐƚƐŝŶĐůƵĚĞǀŝƌƚƵĂůůǇĂůůŵŝƚŝŐĂƚŝŽŶ
ŵĞĂƐƵƌĞƐ͕ƐŝƚĞŐƌĂĚŝŶŐĂŶĚƌĞƚĂŝŶŝŶŐƐƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĞƐ͕ŵŽƐƚůĂŶĚƐĐĂƉŝŶŐ͕ƵƚŝůŝƚǇŝŶĨƌĂƐƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĞĨŽƌ
ǁĂƚĞƌ͕ƐĞǁĞƌ͕ƐƚŽƌŵĚƌĂŝŶĂŐĞĂŶĚĞůĞĐƚƌŝĐĂůƐĞƌǀŝĐĞƐ͕ŽĨĨƐŝƚĞƌŽĂĚŝŵƉƌŽǀĞŵĞŶƚƐĨŽƌ^Ăǁŵŝůů
DŽƵŶƚĂŝŶZŽĂĚĂŶĚŝŵƉƌŽǀĞŵĞŶƚƐƌĞůĂƚĞĚƚŽ^ZϭϮϬ͘dŚĞĞĨĨĞĐƚŽĨƌĞĚƵĐŝŶŐƚŚĞĨŽŽƚƉƌŝŶƚ
ŵĞƌĞůǇƐŚŝĨƚƐƚŚĞĐŽƐƚƐŽĨƚŚĞƐĞŐƌĂĚŝŶŐŝŵƉƌŽǀĞŵĞŶƚƐ͕ƌŽĂĚƐĂŶĚƵƚŝůŝƚǇŝŶĨƌĂƐƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĞƚŽĂ
ƐŵĂůůĞƌŶƵŵďĞƌŽĨƌŽŽŵƐ͕ĐƌĞĂƚŝŶŐĂŚŝŐŚĞƌĐŽƐƚƉĞƌƵŶŝƚƚŚĂŶƚŚĂƚŽĨƚŚĞĂƉƉůŝĐĂŶƚ
ƐƵďŵŝƚƚĂů͘dŚŝƐŝƐŝůůƵƐƚƌĂƚĞĚĂƐĨŽůůŽǁƐ͗
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ϵϬhŶŝƚDŽĚĞů





ĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚŽƐƚ͗Ψϯϳ͕ϰϴϭ͕ϲϬϲ͘





ͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺ





ϭϮϲhŶŝƚDŽĚĞů





ĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚŽƐƚ͗ΨϰϮ͕ϲϴϬ͘ϯϬϲ

ŽƐƚWĞƌhŶŝƚ͗Ψϰϭϲ͕ϰϲϮ͘ϬϬ

ŽƐƚWĞƌhŶŝƚ͗Ψϯϯϴ͕ϳϯϯ͘ϬϬ

PUB69-18
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tŚŝůĞƚŚĞĐŽƐƚŽĨƚŚĞŽǀĞƌĂůůWƌŽũĞĐƚŝƐƌĞĚƵĐĞĚďǇΨϰ͕ϳϳϴ͕ϳϬϬ;ϭϭйͿ͕ƚŚĞĐŽƐƚƉĞƌƵŶŝƚŝƐ
ĚŝƐƉƌŽƉŽƌƚŝŽŶĂƚĞůǇŝŶĐƌĞĂƐĞĚďǇΨϳϳ͕ϳϮϵ͘ϬϬ;ϭϵйͿ͘dŚĞŚŝŐŚĞƌƵŶŝƚͲĐŽƐƚ͕ĐŽŵďŝŶĞĚǁŝƚŚ
ƚŚĞƌĞǀĞŶƵĞƌĞĚƵĐƚŝŽŶƐ͕ĐƌĞĂƚĞĂŶĂĚĚŝƚŝŽŶĂůŶĞŐĂƚŝǀĞŝŵƉĂĐƚǁŚŝĐŚĐŽŵƉŽƵŶĚƐƚŚĞůŽƐƐ
ŽĨƉƌŽĨŝƚĂďŝůŝƚǇŵĂŬŝŶŐƚŚĞĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚŝǀĞŝŶĨĞĂƐŝďůĞ͘

s/͘ŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚĂů/ŵƉĂĐƚ
ƐƚŚĞƌĞƉŽƌƚĚĞĨŝŶĞƐ͕ƚŚĞƌĞĂƌĞŶŽĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚĂůŝŵƉƌŽǀĞŵĞŶƚƐƚŽϲ͘ϱ͘Ϯ͘ϭĞƐƚŚĞƚŝĐƐ͕
ϲ͘ϱ͘Ϯ͘ϰƵůƚƵƌĂůdƌŝďĂůĂŶĚƵůƚƵƌĂůZĞƐŽƵƌĐĞƐ͕ϲ͘ϱ͘Ϯ͘ϲ&ŽƌĞƐƚƌǇZĞƐŽƵƌĐĞƐ͕ϲ͘ϱ͘Ϯ͘ϳ'ĞŽůŽŐǇ
ĂŶĚ^ŽŝůƐ͕ϲ͘ϱ͘Ϯ͘ϴ'ƌĞĞŶŚŽƵƐĞ'ĂƐŵŝƐƐŝŽŶƐ͕ϲ͘ϱ͘Ϯ͘ϵ,ĂǌĂƌĚƐĂŶĚ,ĂǌĂƌĚŽƵƐDĂƚĞƌŝĂůƐ͕
ϲ͘ϱ͘Ϯ͘ϭϭ>ĂŶĚhƐĞĂŶĚWůĂŶŶŝŶŐ͕ĂŶĚϲ͘ϱ͘Ϯ͘ϭϯWŽƉƵůĂƚŝŽŶĂŶĚ,ŽƵƐŝŶŐ͙ǁŚŝůĞĐŚĂŶŐĞƐƚŽ
ϲ͘ϱ͘ϯ͘ϮŝƌYƵĂůŝƚǇ͕ϲ͘ϱ͘ϯ͘ϯŝŽůŽŐǇ͕ϲ͘ϱ͘ϯ͘ϱŶĞƌŐǇ͕ϲ͘ϱ͘ϯ͘ϭϬ,ǇĚƌŽůŽŐǇĂŶĚtĂƚĞƌYƵĂůŝƚǇ͕
ϲ͘ϱ͘ϯ͘ϭϱdƌĂŶƐƉŽƌƚĂƚŝŽŶ͕ϲ͘ϱ͘ϯ͘ϭϲhƚŝůŝƚŝĞƐĂŶĚ^ĞƌǀŝĐĞ^ǇƐƚĞŵƐĂƌĞŽŶůǇ͞ƐůŝŐŚƚůǇůĞƐƐĞŶĞĚ͘͟
dŚĞŽŶůǇƐƵďƐƚĂŶƚŝĂůĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚĂůŝŵƉƌŽǀĞŵĞŶƚ;ϲ͘ϱ͘ϯ͘ϭϮEŽŝƐĞͿŝƐŽŶůǇĂĐŚŝĞǀĞĚďǇ
ƌĞŵŽǀŝŶŐƚŚĞĞŵĞƌŐĞŶĐǇƐĞƌǀŝĐĞƐŚĞůŝƉĂĚ͕ǁŚŝĐŚĐŽŶǀĞƌƐĞůǇĞůŝŵŝŶĂƚĞƐĂŶŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚƉƵďůŝĐ
ƐĂĨĞƚǇĨĞĂƚƵƌĞŽĨƚŚĞWƌŽũĞĐƚĂŶĚĂĐƚƵĂůůǇĐĂƵƐĞƐ͞ŐƌĞĂƚĞƌ͟ĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚĂůŝŵƉĂĐƚƐƌĞůĂƚŝŶŐ
ƚŽǁŝůĚĨŝƌĞƉƌŽƚĞĐƚŝŽŶ͘

PUB69-19


s͘WƌŽũĞĐƚ&ĞĂƐŝďŝůŝƚǇ
dŽƐƵŵŵĂƌŝǌĞ͕ƚŚĞůƚĞƌŶĂƚŝǀĞ&ŽŽƚƉƌŝŶƚŝƐŝŶĨĞĂƐŝďůĞ͘dŽďĞĞĐŽŶŽŵŝĐĂůůǇǀŝĂďůĞ͕ƚŚĞWƌŽũĞĐƚ
ŵƵƐƚŽƉĞƌĂƚĞĂƚĂƐƵĨĨŝĐŝĞŶƚƐĐĂůĞŽĨƌŽŽŵƐĂŶĚŝŶĐůƵĚĞĂǀĂƌŝĞƚǇŽĨĂĐĐŽŵŵŽĚĂƚŝŽŶƐƚŚĂƚ
ŵƵƐƚŝŶĐůƵĚĞƚŚĞĐĂďŝŶƵŶŝƚƐ͘dŚĞƐĞƵŶŝƚƐĂƌĞĐƌŝƚŝĐĂůƚŽŚŽƵƐĞůĂƌŐĞƌŐƌŽƵƉƐĂŶĚƚŽƉƌŽǀŝĚĞ
ƚŚĞĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚĞŐƵĞƐƚĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞƚŚĂƚŝƐĚĞŵĂŶĚĞĚŝŶƚŚŝƐŵĂƌŬĞƚƐƉĂĐĞ͘dŚŝƐŝƐĞǀĞŶŵŽƌĞ
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ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌŝŶŐƚŚĞĐŽƌŽŶĂǀŝƌƵƐƉĂŶĚĞŵŝĐĂŶĚĚƌĂŵĂƚŝĐĐŚĂŶŐĞƐŽƵƌŝŶĚƵƐƚƌǇĨĂĐĞƐ
ǁŝƚŚƐŽĐŝĂůĚŝƐƚĂŶĐŝŶŐĂŶĚƉƵďůŝĐƐĂĨĞƚǇ͘dŚĞƌĞĚƵĐƚŝŽŶŝŶŐƵĞƐƚƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂƚŝŽŶ͕ǀĂƌŝĞƚǇŽĨ
ƌŽŽŵƚǇƉĞƐĂŶĚƌŽŽŵƐĂǀĂŝůĂďůĞĨŽƌƐĂůĞ͕ĐŽŵďŝŶĞĚǁŝƚŚŚŝŐŚĞƌƵŶŝƚĐŽƐƚĂŶĚůĂďŽƌ
ŝŶĞĨĨŝĐŝĞŶĐŝĞƐĐƌĞĂƚĞĂĐůĞĂƌĂŶĚƐƵďƐƚĂŶƚŝĂůůŽƐƐŝŶƌĞǀĞŶƵĞĂŶĚƉƌŽĨŝƚĂďŝůŝƚǇƚŚĂƚŝƐŶŽƚ
ƐƵƐƚĂŝŶĂďůĞ͘DŽƌĞŽǀĞƌ͕ƚŚĞƉƌŽƉŽƐĞĚƌĞĚƵĐƚŝŽŶĚŽĞƐŶŽƚƐƵďƐƚĂŶƚŝĂůůǇŝŵƉƌŽǀĞƚŚĞ
ĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚĂůŝŵƉĂĐƚƐďƵƚƌĂƚŚĞƌŝŶĐƌĞĂƐĞƐƚŚĞŝŵƉĂĐƚƚŽǁŝůĚůĂŶĚĨŝƌĞŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚĂŶĚ
ƌĞĚƵĐĞƐƉƵďůŝĐƐĂĨĞƚǇŝŶƚŚĞƌĞŵŽǀĂůŽĨƚŚĞĞŵĞƌŐĞŶĐǇƐĞƌǀŝĐĞƐŚĞůŝĐŽƉƚĞƌůĂŶĚŝŶŐǌŽŶĞ͘

dŚĞWƌŽũĞĐƚƐŚŽƵůĚďĞĂƉƉƌŽǀĞĚĂƐƐƵďŵŝƚƚĞĚ͘tĞǁŝůůďĞŚĂƉƉǇƚŽƉƌŽǀŝĚĞĂŶǇĂĚĚŝƚŝŽŶĂů
ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶƚŚĂƚŵĂǇďĞŚĞůƉĨƵůŝŶĐŽƌƌĞĐƚŝŶŐƚŚĞŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶŝŶƚŚĞ/Z͘


ZĞŐĂƌĚƐ͕


John K. Bissell

Digitally signed by John K. Bissell
DN: C=US, E=Johnb@hansji.com,
O="Hansji Corporation, LuhrsCM,
LLC, HHLuhrs, LLC, Desert Palm
Suites, LLP", OU=Real Estate
Development, CN=John K. Bissell
Date: 2020.07.29 17:43:26-06'00'

:ŽŚŶŝƐƐĞůů
ǆĞĐƵƚŝǀĞsŝĐĞͲWƌĞƐŝĚĞŶƚ
,ĂŶƐũŝŽƌƉŽƌĂƚŝŽŶ
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB70
From: Mary Hollendoner <maryhollendoner@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 7:45 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; Taryn Vanderpan <TVanderpan@co.tuolumne.ca.us>;
John Gray <JGray@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; Tracie Riggs <TRiggs@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; Jim Junette
<jjunette@fs.fed.us>; Natalie Rizzi <NRizzi@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; kathleenhaff2020@gmail.com; BOS
Members <bosm@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Response to Terra Vi EIR

I am writing in response to the Terra Vi draft EIR that you recently published. The DEIR fails to
justify by substantial evidence that they will mitigate the significantly increased fire risk; or that
Groveland emergency services will be able to handle the enormous increase in visitors; or that
there won’t be problems with lack of water and/or quality of water due to their significant
consumption of water and excretion of sewer and grey water.

PUB70-01

There are also numerous other issues that do not appear to be sufficiently covered by the DEIR
– noise, light, wildlife, traffic ‐ to name just a few, but I will focus on the most significant.
One general point: the DEIR suffers from a significant flaw in that it does not analyze the
cumulative impact of YUC, Terra Vi, Berkeley Family Camp, and the planned expansion at
Yosemite Lakes/NACO. These four developments represent about 500 lodging units, which
likely means more than 1,000 new visitors daily, as well as employees which increases that
number much more. Each development alone may try to argue that it could just barely get by
with enough water, but this is in the absence of the other 3 developments. The impact on our
water, emergency systems, and fire risk must be considered cumulatively.

PUB70-02

1. FIRE
“It is not a question of will we have a catastrophic fire in Tuolumne County, but of when.” –
Tuolumne County Fire Safety Report, June 2020
The DEIR significantly understates the fire risk from this project, erroneously deeming it less
than significant. Inviting ~500 people into a “Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone” will
undoubtedly cause a dramatic increase in the chance of fire. Careless smokers won’t always
abide by the smoking area rules imposed by the hotel – we all know that people will sneak a
cigarette at the woods on the edge of the property or outside their hotel rooms, or might throw
a not‐entirely‐extinguished cigarette into a trash can. It just takes one small error like that to
start a significant fire. The Rim Fire, which destroyed my property in 2013, was started by one
man’s campfire that he didn’t entirely extinguish. This could so easily happen again if we allow
this hotel to be built! It is wrong to consider building such a large hotel without also building a
full firefighting system, eg. tanks of water – the well water is not nearly sufficient to fight a fire.
The full EIR must properly address the issue of increased fire risk and how to reduce it.
2. PUBLIC SERVICES

PUB70-03

PUB70-04

Closely related to the issue of fire, is the problem of our emergency services. The DEIR fails to
justify that GCSD would be able to handle the significant increase in emergencies. Especially,
when we consider YUC, Terra Vi, Berkeley Camp, and Thousand Trails together – we are looking
at well over 1,000 visitors and staff every day. Even if you forbid the other projects, and only
Terra Vi gets built, that is still about 500 extra people on Sawmill Mtn Rd, compared to the
dozen or less who are currently there. It is a huge increase in people, and therefore on our
emergency services in Groveland.
In the best case scenario, we have a 25 minute response time from Groveland for fire or
medical or police. But, in reality, the ambulance could be delivering someone to Sonora,
meaning over an hour response time. The fire truck could be stationed on a fire already,
meaning no response at all.
Can you imagine a fire engulfing this area, and the Groveland fire truck driving up to our area,
and being faced with many different large housing areas to try to save? What do you expect
them to do? Do they go to the long‐term families on Sawmill Mtn Road and Hardin flat to save
the handful of homes there? Do they go to YUC? To Terra Vi? To Berkeley Family camp? To
Thousand Lakes?

PUB70-04
cont.

If you are seriously considering allowing 1000+ new visitors to stay here, then please ensure
those developers pay for increased resources in the way of fire & ambulance & police.
The EIR does not provide any mitigation for this problem. It simply pretends it’s not an issue.
Please address this properly and listen to your taxpayers!
My property tax bill on Sawmill mountain road is not getting any smaller, year after year, but I
don’t see that money going to fire and ambulance.
Closely related to the issue of emergency services, is that of traffic and road safety. The EIR
doesn’t address the response time for accidents on the road. YUC and Terra Vi are just over the
rim of a hill for those driving to Yosemite from the west, not to mention there may now be
people walking across 120 to get between the 2 proposed restaurants.

PUB70-05

There would be a significant increase in road accidents in this area – particularly since most
visitors staying in a hotel like Terra Vi are most likely not locals familiar with the mountain
roads. It is unrealistic to say this is not significant in the EIR! If you build Terra Vi you are causing
a significant increase in the likelihood of accidents on highway 120 near the intersection with
Sawmill Mtn Rd. Ambulances are, at best, 25 minutes away.

PUB70-06

The EIR should propose the mitigation of creating a separate, dedicated entrance/exit to Terra
Vi, further along highway 120, in the direction of Yosemite, where there is more visibility on a
straighter section of 120.

PUB70-07

Use of Forest Road 1S03

PUB70-08

The EIR does not adequately analyze the proposal to use the forest road (Sawmill Mtn rd) as
Terra Vi’s primary access. This is a 20 foot wide road, with no lane markings, no shoulder – this
was NOT designed for hundreds of people to drive in and out every day!
My daughter safely practiced riding a bicycle on that road, we regularly see deer walking on
that road, it is not supposed to be used as a major commercial thoroughfare for hundreds
of people daily!

PUB70-08
cont.

In the event of an emergency evacuation, you would be putting us in danger by adding 500
people at Terra Vi all trying to use that forest road (Sawmill Mtn Rd) to escape. Compounding
this, would be another roadblock when the forest road meets highway 120 – everyone would
be trying to turn onto 120 and would be backed up all the way to our driveways. Compounding
this even further – Yosemite Under Canvas (YUC) is proposing to have their emergency exit
directly across from Sawmill Mtn Rod on the other side of 120, so there would also be hundreds
of people trying to turn onto 120 from their side. This would be a disaster of a bottleneck
during an evacuation putting everyone in danger!
I am scared that we would be trapped in our driveway, unable to get onto the forest road and
out to the highway! This is undue hardship for current residents of the area. The EIR does not
address this danger you are putting us in. In the final EIR, please include the mitigation of
moving Terra Vi’s primary entrance OFF the forest road (Sawmill Mtn Road) – Terra Vi should
instead create a direct access from 120 to their hotel.

PUB70-09

We all saw the terrible news of the Camp Fire in Paradise last year, where many people could
not escape from their properties in time and lost their lives, partly due to there only being one
road out. Please don’t put us in that same situation, in a “very high fire” zone! It is wrong for
the DEIR to discount this as insignificant. The final EIR must include a thorough evacuation
analysis, that includes YUC residents.
Helicopter:
Related to the topic of traffic – I am appalled to see the DEIR state that they will have a
helicopter in use twice a day, landing right next to the driveway of one of the family homes, and
that it will cause “unavoidable, excessive, and significant noise”. You say you are mitigating this
by putting upgraded doors on Terra Vi’s cabins to protect your guests from the noise – what are
you going to do to protect the current families from the noise?
Can you imagine a helipad being built immediately next to your driveway that would be used
twice a day?

PUB70-10

3. WATER
The EIR is lacking in its conclusion that there would be no significant impact to our water
supply. Terra Vi would need water for 500+ people for a sprinkler system, storage tanks,
swimming pool, laundry facilities, maintenance facilities, special events, cleaning, water

PUB70-11

treatment, food preparation/ service waste water treatment, and most importantly fire
suppression!
The EIR does not provide sufficient evidence that they would have enough water without
significantly impacting all the existing families’ wells. During the well tests, they drew down the
water level by 24’ and 54’ in two wells, and that was without the compounding effect of YUC
across the road, and not during a drought year, and only for 10 days. The EIR needs to analyze a
sufficient pump test that properly tests the full usage that Terra Vi would require.

PUB70-11
cont.

What guarantee do we have that Terra Vi will provide us water if our well supply is depleted
when they use such a large amount of water from the mountain every day?
Nor does the EIR recognize the possibility of contamination of the water supply to existing
residents. During the well tests, our neighbors on Sawmill Mtn Rd said their well water taste
suddenly changed, and that they still now, months after the test completed, have residues that
they never had before. (They’ve had this cabin for decades). Another neighbor also on Sawmill
Mtn said the smell was so bad during the pump test that her whole cabin smelled inside – that
had never happened before in 60 years of use. These are obvious signs that the proposed water
solution is NOT an acceptable solution. The full EIR needs to address these two cases of water
supply contamination.

PUB70-12

Similarly, Terra Vi will increase runoff due to its many impervious surfaces (eg. parking lots),
which “typically” includes pollutants such as oil and sediment from parking lots or pesticides
from landscaped areas. This will run into our water courses, like the Tuolumne river below,
polluting our well water and possibly harming wildlife who rely on the river as a source of
drinking water.

PUB70-13

Certified hydrologist Ken Schmidt has reported many issues with the pump tests. For example,
he explains that your report does not tell us how the pumped water was disposed during the
tests – if it percolated back to the groundwater, then that was not a valid pump test. He also
points out that the test you ran does not indicate long‐term well yields in the foothills of the
Sierra Nevada – constant head tests of 20 to 30 days are needed to determine long‐term yields.

PUB70-14

Sewer:
On a similar note, the proposed septic location is on a slope that flows into a known
watercourse that provides well water to many of us on the mountain. Your drawings show an
arrow pointing UPHILL, indicating that the sewage would magically flow uphill away from us.
You don’t have to be an expert to know that gravity works the other way, but here is an expert
to confirm:
Dr. Ken Schmidt, certified hydrologist, said the underground flow typically follows the surface
terrain meaning it would be flowing down to us and our wells, as opposed to flowing uphill
towards Hwy 120, as shown in your submittal, indicated by the arrow pointing south.

PUB70-15

In summary, the EIR does not properly address many significant issues – most importantly, fire,
public services, water, and use of the forest road as a primary access point. In the final EIR
please address these issues and suggest mitigations such as: moving the primary entrance away
from the forest road (sawmill mtn rd) to a dedicated entrance from 120 directly into Terra Vi;
moving the septic drainage area from the west side to the east side of the property, so that it
flows away from the family residences on the mountain; and funding sufficient firefighting
capabilities to address the dramatic increase in people who would be on the mountain.
Thank you for listening to my concerns,
‐ Mary Hollendoner, owner of property on Sawmill Mtn Rd

PUB70-16

COMMENT LETTER # PUB71
From: Bill Kelly <bill@kellys.org>
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 7:50 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Terra VI
Quincy,
I’m objecting to the Terra VI project for it’s scope, the critical fire hazard that it entails and the lack of
city services for water and waste.
Did this project get an Environmental review?
Thanks
Bill Kelly
Big Oak Flat

PUB71-01

COMMENT LETTER # PUB72
From: Eve Kelly <evemayakelly@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 7:26 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Terra Vi
Dear Quincy,
I am writing to about my concerns specific to the Terra Vi project.
I in no way oppose the new development of our county, but the method and placement of this one
concerns me.
One of my largest concerns is fire impact. The parcel is rated as being in a Very High Fire Hazard Zone,
and I'm having trouble imagining in this time inviting over 400‐600 guests and employees to this type of
area without plentiful resources/evacuation ability. The CA PUC classifies the parcel as a Tier 2 Fire
Threat, with that only becoming more pressing as we increase in multi year droughts and year round fire
season.

PUB72-01

This is related to my concern of traffic. Not only is adding to the stifling traffic of 120 a concern on any
basic summer day, it's wild to think about the traffic concern if there were an emergency or a fire.
Without a plan to better manage traffic in the area, and specifically on the 120 turn off that's a sharp
and sudden turn, I cannot see this being anything but a burden on our community.

PUB72-02

The issue of water is another important concern. The two wells that were drilled to test water on the
property were done during a good rainfall year and cannot possibly be adequate during a drought year.
And thus don't reflect the average years we have to come. Drawing the large amount of water needed
to service this large project from the fractured underground water table will do damage to the
neighbors' wells supplies. Short of a lawsuit will the neighbors be adequately compensated should this
happen? What about the future generations they have bought this land to give to? I have heard that
Rush Creeek has found it necessary to truck in water during our frequent drought years.

PUB72-03

The lack of public sewer cannot help but be concerning. With the leach field planned for what the
neighbors describe as a wetlands or at best a wet meadow, what is the process to keep our local water
and Tuolumne river safe?

PUB72-04

In many ways it seems like this type of development would be far better suited to Groveland.
The location of the development, 25 miles from Groveland where emergency medical, law enforcement
and ambulance service are located means that if there is a need for these public services in this remote
location which is more likely with 400‐600 people present, the people living close to the towns of
Groveland and Big Oak Flat will be left uncovered.

PUB72-05

I've heard from a number of dear friends who live in the neighboring area about the significant zoning
concerns with this spot. Without addressing these fully and finding a new place to base the resort from,
or properly compensating your residences I don't know how we can feel heard moving forward.
There are so many natural fire disasters and drought impacts on our land, it feels very important to be
choosey about what we allow. Why not watch out for the long term effects in our community and listen
to our residents?
Thank you for your time considering my comments.
Eve

PUB72-06

COMMENT LETTER # PUB73
From: lisa kelly <lisa@kellys.org>
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 7:44 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Concerns about Terra Vi
Dear Ms. Yaley,
I am very concerned about the proposed Terra Vi.
It seems like an unsafe intersection, an extreme fire danger, and an environmental disaster.
I hope you will do whatever you can to keep this site from being developed in this manner.
Sincerely,
Lisa Kelly
Big Oak Flat

PUB73-01

COMMENT LETTER # PUB74
From: Craig Konklin <cskonklin@outlook.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 6:02 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Terra Vi Lodge Yosemite Comment: Public Safety
Dear Ms. Yaley:
I am writing this regarding the Draft Environmental Impact Report for the Terra Vi Lodge Yosemite,
specifically the impacts this project will have on County’s the public safety sector.
While the report acknowledges that the project will create a significant impact on fire and police
resources, the mitigations it outlines for those impacts (4.14‐8 and 4.14‐12) are entirely inadequate. The
idea of training two employees to Tuolumne County Fire Department standards does not address the
consequences of one of those employees being absent or leaving their job. Training new employees can
to the standard outlined could take months and no mention is made of who would provide that training.
OHSA standards also require a total of four trained firefighters to be on the scene of a building fire
before interior firefighting operations can begin.

PUB74-01

Additionally, any fire or medical emergency will still require a fire department and ambulance response,
depriving existing residents of their current level of protection. The time it takes for a piece of fire
equipment to travel from Groveland to the Lodge’s location is significant.

PUB74-02

A similar situation extends itself to the law enforcement impacts. Even with a strong security force, a
response from the sheriff’s office will still be required for reported crimes. There is no provision to
increase the number of deputies available in the area.

PUB74-03

I saw no mention of the Emergency Medical transportation system and how the impacts that the
increased call volume will be mitigated. There is one ambulance in the community of Groveland.

PUB74-04

I am personally supportive of this and other projects in the Hardin Flat area. The cumulative impacts of
these projects however must be correctly weighed and mitigated. If we do not, the well‐being of our
existing residents as well as our area’s visitors will be compromised. I strongly urge the creation of a
County Service Area to fund and manage the public safety element of this heretofore relatively
undeveloped area of the county before any of the proposed projects are approved.
Craig Konklin
Sonora, Ca

PUB74-05

COMMENT LETTER # PUB75
7/29/20
Tuolumne County Community Resources Agency
Re: Hardin Flat LLC/Hansji Corporation Site Development Permit SDP18‐003 Assessor’s Parcel Numbers: 068‐120‐
060 and 068‐120‐061
As 44 year residents and property owners on Hardin Flat Road, we are neighbors of the Sawmill Mountain property
owners. We have serious concerns regarding this proposed development that have not been shown to be
mitigated:
The location of the proposed lodge would have a major impact on the adjacent homeowners, some of
whom have been there for generations, whose properties are valued not so much by the structures, but
by the peaceful solitude this natural setting offers. This does not appear to be of concern to the
developer.

PUB75-01

Area impact: Numerous projects in close proximity must be considered collectively. Reconstruction of the
Berkeley Camp is underway, Yosemite Lakes (aka NACO Thousand Trails) is adding 125 additional
sites/units, the new Yosemite Under Canvas ‘glamping’ campground proposal across the highway from
the ‘Terra Vi’, and possibly a new KOA in Buck Meadows. A rough estimate of the increase in visitors to
the immediate area in peak season is somewhere in the neighborhood of 2200 people per day! This does
not include workers. Imagine how this mass of people will impact this beautiful, peaceful area, as well as
the highway. The developer does not seem to be concerned with the environment, nor the quality of life
that we all value here in Tuolumne County. With increased AirBNB travel and the recent addition of Rush
Creek Lodge, there is plenty of lodging in the area, and most are rarely filled to capacity.
In addition, all of these proposed developments will be bringing more visitors to Yosemite. The highway
and park entrance are already seriously overburdened, as is Yosemite Valley.

PUB75-02

The county is already struggling to meet the needs of the current residents/tax payers and visitors/TOT
payers. How can further burden on the infrastructure even be considered? For instance, it is clear the
county is already struggling to maintain our crumbling county roads.

PUB75-03

Other local business: The impact of this new lodge on existing businesses has apparently not been
considered! The variety of natural disasters in our area have already put stress on these local businesses,
including ‘Yosemite’s newest lodge’. There is no actual need for further lodging in the area, and the
potential for putting other local businesses out‐of‐business is unwarranted and would result in reduced
TOT revenue.

PUB75-04

Water: The current wells on individual Sawmill Mountain properties are largely inadequate for many of
these single‐family dwellings. There is clearly not enough water for a huge development such as this,
particularly in view of our changing/dryer climate. There is no ‘historical data’ for well output, since the
‘existing’ wells on the Manly property were only drilled within the last 2 years. Does the project take into
account project expansion in the future? How is it that current site wells “exceed anticipated
requirements for full buildout” when the septic plan is only intended for 50 rooms? The amount of water
required for this large‐scale development would be enormous, and would reduce, or completely dry‐up
neighboring wells.

PUB75-05

Sewage: Why is the sewage for a 240 room lodge designed for only 50 units? The lack of a proper sewage
treatment facility means that the massive amounts of grey and black water will go back into the ground,
potentially polluting the surrounding area including neighboring wells. This whole water shed drains into
the Wild & Scenic Tuolumne River.

PUB75-06

Employees: Where will all the staffing come from? Groveland does not have enough willing/available
workers as it is. Housing for transients moving to the area for this type of seasonal business is not readily
available. The document states it will create ‘sustainable’ employment. How is this possible in a
seasonable business?

PUB75-07

Wildlife: The project site as well as the surrounding Sawmill Mountain area is the winter grounds for our
local Mule deer herd, this massive development would be very disruptive to the well being of the herd.

PUB75-08

Withstanding disasters: Even if they have a bullet‐proof fire prevention and response system for the
lodge, how does this company plan on handling the now ‘normal’ business‐disrupting disasters of area
forest fires, nocuous smoke, flash floods, heavy snows, bone‐chilling temperatures, landslides, road
washouts and road closures sometimes lasting weeks or months? Not just possibilities, but actual events
in just the past 6 years.

PUB75-09

Safety: How would visitors cross the highway safely, from one development to the other (taking into
account the Glamping project across the highway)? The Sawmill Mountain Road turn off is already a
dangerous ‘blind’ curve. Will the helipad be available to support all the additional highway emergencies
that these developments will bring?

PUB75-10

There are simply too many serious issues that the developer is apparently unable to mitigate.
Bill Nickell
33569 Hardin Flat Road
Groveland, CA 95321
209‐962‐4360
sunsetinn@mlode.com

COMMENT LETTER # PUB76
7/29/20
Tuolumne County Community Resources Agency
Re: Terra Vi Lodge Yosemite Development Project
Hardin Flat LLC/Hansji Corporation Site Development Permit SDP18‐003
Assessor’s Parcel Numbers: 068‐120‐060 and 068‐120‐061
We are 44 year residents and property owners on Hardin Flat Road, and neighbors of the Sawmill Mountain
property owners. We have serious concerns regarding this proposed development:

PUB76-01

1.

The location of the proposed lodge would have a major impact on the adjacent homeowners, some of
whom have been there for generations, whose properties are valued not so much by the structures, but
by the peaceful solitude this natural setting offers. This does not appear to be of concern to the
developer.

2.

Area impact: Numerous projects in close proximity must be considered collectively. Reconstruction of the
Berkeley Camp is underway, Yosemite Lakes (aka NACO Thousand Trails) is adding 125 additional
sites/units, the new Yosemite Under Canvas ‘glamping’ campground proposal across the highway from
the ‘Terra Vi’, and possibly a new KOA in Buck Meadows. A rough estimate of the increase in visitors to
the immediate area in peak season is somewhere in the neighborhood of 2200 people per day! This does
not include workers. Imagine how this mass of people will impact this beautiful, peaceful area, as well as
the highway. The developer does not seem to be concerned with the environment, nor the quality of life
that we all value here in Tuolumne County. With increased AirBNB travel and the recent addition of Rush
Creek Lodge, there is plenty of lodging in the area, and most are rarely filled to capacity.

PUB76-02

In addition, all of these proposed developments will be bringing more visitors to Yosemite. The highway
and park entrance are already seriously overburdened, as is Yosemite Valley.

PUB76-03

The county is already struggling to meet the needs of the current residents/tax payers and visitors/TOT
payers. How can further burden on the infrastructure even be considered? For instance, it is clear the
county is already struggling to maintain our crumbling county roads.

PUB76-04

Other local business: The impact of this new lodge on existing businesses has apparently not been
considered! The variety of natural disasters in our area have already put stress on these local businesses,
including ‘Yosemite’s newest lodge’. There is no actual need for further lodging in the area, and the
potential for putting other local businesses out‐of‐business is unwarranted and would result in reduced
TOT revenue.

PUB76-05

Water: The current wells on individual Sawmill Mountain properties are largely inadequate for many of
these single‐family dwellings. There is clearly not enough water for a huge development such as this,
particularly in view of our changing/dryer climate. There is no ‘historical data’ for well output, since the
‘existing’ wells on the Manly property were only drilled within the last 2 years. Does the project take into
account project expansion in the future? How is it that current site wells “exceed anticipated
requirements for full buildout” when the septic plan is only intended for 50 rooms? The amount of water
required for this large‐scale development would be enormous, and would reduce, or completely dry‐up
neighboring wells.

PUB76-06

Sewage: Why is the sewage for a 240 room lodge designed for only 50 units? The lack of a proper sewage
treatment facility means that the massive amounts of grey and black water will go back into the ground,
potentially polluting the surrounding area including neighboring wells. This whole water shed drains into
the Wild & Scenic Tuolumne River.

PUB76-07

3.

4.

5.

Staffing: Where will all the staffing come from? Groveland does not have enough willing/available
workers as it is. Housing for transients moving to the area for this type of seasonal business is not readily
available. The document states it will create ‘sustainable’ employment. How is this possible in a
seasonable business?

PUB76-08

7.

Wildlife: The project site as well as the surrounding Sawmill Mountain area is the winter grounds for our
local Mule deer herd, this massive development would be very disruptive to the well being of the herd.

PUB76-09

8.

Withstanding disasters: Even if they have a bullet‐proof fire prevention and response system for the
lodge, how does this company plan on handling the now ‘normal’ business‐disrupting disasters of area
forest fires, nocuous smoke, flash floods, heavy snows, bone‐chilling temperatures, landslides, road
washouts and road closures sometimes lasting weeks or months? Not just possibilities, but actual events
in just the past 6 years.

PUB76-10

6.

9.

Safety: How would visitors cross the highway safely, from one development to the other (taking into
account the Glamping project across the highway)? The Sawmill Mountain Road turn off is already a
dangerous ‘blind’ curve. Will the helipad be available to support all the additional highway emergencies
that these developments will bring?

We ‘count’ on our ‘county’ (pun intended) officials to act on our behalf to preserve and protect our precious way
of life. This is your mandate.
There are simply too many serious issues that the developer is apparently unable to mitigate. This is not a feasible
project.
Lauren Nickell
33569 Hardin Flat Road
Groveland, CA 95321
209‐962‐4360
sunsetinn@mlode.com

PUB76-11

COMMENT LETTER # PUB77
15589 Wards Ferry Road
Sonora, CA 95370
July 29, 2020
BY EMAIL & FIRST CLASS MAIL
QYaley @ co.tuolumne.ca.us
Community Development Department
Attention: Quincy Yaley, Director
Tuolumne County
2 South Green Street
Sonora, CA 95370
Re: Highway 120 Corridor
Terra Vi
Dear Ms Yaley:
I have reviewed the draft EIR (DEIR) for the Terra Vi project (Project) which underestimates the
significant adverse impacts by failing to treat both the Project and the Under Canvas project as
essentially one, both on property owned by the same owner even though the developers may
differ.

PUB77-01

Water System.
Reliance on wells and a septic system for development will only result in future failures and
problems of contamination of natural resources. As you are aware, there is no underground
aquifer in Tuolumne County, only fractured rock and fissures containing water which can easily
be drained and only slowly recharged, if ever, when overdrawn. As stated in the DEIR under
Section 4.10, Hydrology and Water at page 4.10-6:
“The County stretches from the foothills to the higher elevations of the Sierra Nevada,
where the subsurface material consists primarily of impervious granitic and greenstone
bedrock, which generally produces a low or unpredictable groundwater yield. The
general hydrogeology of Tuolumne County is typical of granitic mountainous terrain,
where groundwater is controlled by the weathering and structure of the bedrock.”
(Emphasis Added)
At least the DEIR, acknowledges that ground water yield is unpredictable. The hydrology
analysis that was performed only tested for a ten day period in one year. Testing should be
required for much longer than one year to reflect drought years such as the protracted drought
years which may have ended only a few years ago. Water recovery from pumping existing wells
on site required 8 days to return to within 2 feet of pre-testing levels. The testing took place
toward the end of 2019, an above average rain year at 47.95 inches. Compare that amount to
between 10 inches and 25 inches during last drought years of 2013, 2014 & 2015.

PUB77-02

Community Development Department
Attention: Quincy Yaley, Director
Tuolumne County
July 29, 2020
Page 2
See figure 7 of the Technical Memo from Geoscience dated March 30, 2020.
The amount of water allowed to be pumped under State regulations for each of two wells is 265
gallons per minute or 38,160 gallons per day according the DEIR. The proposed water usage
during operation of the Project after completion is only projected to be 16,638 gallons per day.
The Under Canvas project assumes 7,755 gallons per day for its operation. Compare this water
usage with that of Rush Creek Lodge which uses approximately 20,000 gallons per day with far
fewer facilities and rooms than the proposed Project according to its letter dated July 17, 2020
commenting on the Under Canvas Project.
The County’s General Plan requires that a water system for a proposed development be reliable
for present and future demands. See General Plan Policy 3.B.2. Without testing over more than
a short period of only 10 days within one year combined with longer testing for the Under
Canvas, there is no way of knowing whether the water supply will be adequate in drought years
for these combined projects which likely share the same geology of fracture rock and fissures for
their respective water supplies.

PUB77-02
cont.

Well pumping at the rates estimated for both this Project and the related Under Canvas project
may have a substantial adverse impact on existing wells used by neighboring residences.
Nowhere in the DEIR is mention made of mitigation for such possible impacts on the neighbors
should water shortages occur. The depth of the adjoining wells is not stated but likely shallower
than the Project wells.
Waste Water Treatment Plan.
The Project proposes an engineered septic system for the treatment of waste water as does the
Under Canvas project directly across Highway 120, both of which are proposed to have leach
fields that will be above the fractured rock and fissures containing the water for the wells that are
proposed to provide the water for each development.
Some portion of such waste water can be expected to infiltrate the ground water source and may
do so as well in the area of the Under Canvas development, either from the Under Canvas septic
system or that of the Project. While drinking treated waste water may be safe in public water
systems in major metropolitan areas, such as Orange County, which have the staff and expertise
to monitor such treated water, small water systems such as proposed by both Under Canvas and
the Project will not have such monitoring on a daily basis. Infiltration will be a risk to the
drinking water for visitors, employees and adjoining residential properties. However, I could find
no discussion of such infiltration into ground water or how it would be monitored in the DEIR.

PUB77-03

Community Development Department
Attention: Quincy Yaley, Director
Tuolumne County
July 29, 2020
Page 3
At least the Draft EIR for the Under Canvas project discusses this issue at Impact 3.5-5 at page
3.5-20 which reads in part:
“The construction and operation of the onsite wastewater treatment and disposal system
would ensure that groundwater quality would not be adversely affected, which would be
consistent with the Basin Plan. In addition, because wastewater would be treated onsite
and routed to two leach fields, some portion of the water used onsite would be infiltrated
back to the aquifer after treatment”.
The Under Canvas analysis quoted above incorrectly refers to a Basin Plan which does not exist
for Tuolumne County and to an aquifer which also does not exist in this County, but does
address infiltration back into the water within the fractured rock beneath the site..

PUB77-03
cont.

Reference is made at paragraph 3.3.8, Wastewater, page 3.2-6 of the DEIR to a future leach field
system for the Project. No explanation is given as to why it is only a future system or why is not
construction part of the initial Project. If a fully engineered a full waste treatment system was
required for the Rush Creek development, why is only septic system proposed for the Project?
Population and Housing.
At paragraph 4.13.1.2 titled Existing Conditions, page 4.13.3, the DEIR cites a 29% vacancy rate
for all housing units in the County at 31,624 units, of which 9% is considered multi-family. This
information conflicts with the County’s own 2019 update of the Housing Element of the General
Plan as adopted by the Board of Supervisors on September 3, 2019, months before this DEIR
was released for public comment. The Housing Element shows total housing units as of 2018 as
29,103, of which approximately 1,047 or 3.6% could be considered multi-family. Most multifamily units are concentrated in the Sonora and Jamestown areas of the County with few
apartments in the Groveland area. In contrast to the DEIR, the Housing Element shows only a
5.2% vacancy rate for rental units County wide.
By comparison, the draft EIR for Under Canvas recognizes that the higher vacancy rate was for
vacation homes located at higher elevations within the County where winter weather is severe
such as the Twain Harte area. When recreational homes are subtracted from the vacancy rate,
that draft EIR for Under Canvas uses a 2016 vacancy rate of 5.2% for the rental housing in the
area consistent with the Housing Element.
The number of proposed employees is now included in the DEIR at 40. However, that number
appears low in comparison to staff employed at peak season at Evergreen Lodge and Rush Creek
Lodge.

PUB77-04

Community Development Department
Attention: Quincy Yaley, Director
Tuolumne County
July 29, 2020
Page 4
Although limited on-site housing is being provided for the Project, 20 rooms are insufficient
since employees are likely to exceed 40 at any one time. For example, at paragraph 3.3.2,
Circulation, there are 30 parking spaces for employees, and another 40 spaces for employee
housing. Although all employees are not likely to be on duty at any one time, there will still be
more employees for the Project than the 40 listed in the DEIR.
Similar to the draft EIR for Under Canvas, the expectation stated in the DEIR is that employees
will be drawn from the local community thus reducing the need for on-site housing. However,
most of the possible employee pool will be from the Sonora and Jamestown area more than 25
miles away.
As you are well aware, the County is suffering from a lack of affordable housing of all types .
Little new housing is being proposed currently and certainly not affordable housing for
employees of the hospitality industry which pay lower wages than many other employers. The
cost of construction in many cases precludes affordable rental housing as the rents required to
provide a reasonable return on investment exceed what most low and moderate income persons
and families can afford. As a result, the shortage of such housing imposes a great burden on
existing businesses and public agencies. Both the Forest Service and the National Park Service
are hampered by the lack of available housing in trying to recruit necessary staff for their
respective areas.

PUB77-04
cont.

According to the website City Data. com, for Zip Code 95321 which includes Groveland and
surrounding rural communities, there are approximately 399 renter occupied apartments. Using
the County’s 2018 vacancy rate of 5.2% results in only 20 units available for rent. The demand
for such units will come not just from the Project but from Under Canvas, the Forest Service,
Yosemite Park employees, the Thousand Trails expansion, and other proposed projects. Clearly
there is inadequate off site housing. If the project is to proceed, there is no reason other than its
financial impact to the developer that on-site employee housing is not built at the same ratio as
Rush Creek Lodge has provided.
The DEIR for the Project should include an analysis of available housing within a reasonable
commuting distance of the Project site which was not done and which used an incorrect vacancy
rate of 29% referenced above. If such housing is not provided by the developer on site or in
close proximity, employees commuting long distances will add to congestion and air pollution as
there is no other feasible way of travel to the Project than by automobile.
Transportation.
As others have commented, the location of the Project across Highway 120 from the proposed
Under Canvas development will create a significant impact to through traffic from vehicles
entering and exiting the respective projects. Also guests and staff of the Under Canvas site can
be expected attempt to cross over to and back from the Project which will have more

PUB77-05

Community Development Department
Attention: Quincy Yaley, Director
Tuolumne County
July 29, 2020
Page 5
amenities than the Under Canvas development, either by car or on foot.
The analysis at page 5.15-15, second full paragraph, reads:
“The safety of possible pedestrian activity across SR 120 has been considered. Looking
east towards Yosemite National Park from Hardin Flat Road the highway curves to the
right but roughly 650 feet of sight distance is available. As noted earlier this satisfies
HDM Table 201.1 requirements for travel at more than 60 mph. The view is unobstructed
to the left (i.e., towards Groveland). While a formal crosswalk could theoretically be
installed, pedestrian activity at this location would be relatively infrequent. The
introduction of a marked crosswalk on a high-speed road could actually lead to safety
conflicts if pedestrians gain a false sense of security from the marking. A marked
crosswalk is not recommended.”

PUB77-05
cont.

One could question the frequency of pedestrian crossings between the two developments but no
mention is made of at least a flashing yellow light even without a crosswalk to alert drivers of the
hazards of cars entering and exiting the driveways as well as possible pedestrian traffic.
Fire Protection Services.
The location of the Project within the County is designated as a Very High Fire Hazard Severity
Zone by CalFire. It is primarily served by CalFire under contract with the County. Groveland
Community Services District (GCSD) also contracts with the County. Both the County and
GCSD are under great financial strain given the slow growth of revenues compared to the
escalating cost of obtaining services from such providers as CalFire, even before the impact on
revenues caused by Covid-19. Unless and until County and GCSD voters are willing to approve
an increase in taxes or fees, there can be no expectation that fire servvices will expand to meet
the needs of this Project or nearby proposed projects such as Under Canvas.
The closest fire station is that of GCSD in Groveland over 18.8 miles away by road. As noted
under Public Services paragraph 4.14, page 4.14-3, that station cannot meet its own 7 minute
response service standard and has old equipment in need of replacement. Similarly the
Toulumne County Service District (TCSD) cannot provide adequate service to the Project site.
At the same page it is acknowledged that CalFire cannot meet its standard of containment of a 10
acre fire 95% of the time at this location.
As pointed out in other comments, the limited availability of fire trucks and crew to serve this
remote location will put both visitors and employees at great risk in the event of another major
wildfire. Training Project staff in fire protection is a poor substitute for adequate public fire
service and will do nothing for other projects proposed for the area.

PUB77-06

Community Development Department
Attention: Quincy Yaley, Director
Tuolumne County
July 29, 2020
Page 6
Police Services.
The reference above is to the Toulumne County Sheriff Office which is based in Sonora. The
substation in Groveland is not currently manned on a full time basis. The main office is in
Sonora, a 45 mile drive and nearly an hour away by car. I have personally heard the Sheriff state
that there are only four deputies available on patrol duty at any one time for the entire County
with a total area of 2,274 square miles . With the additional budget constraints on the County
budget, due in part to Covid-19, one cannot anticipate any increase in the number of deputies
available for patrol duties.
At least the DEIR acknowledges the problem. At paragraph 4.14.24 under Cummulative Impacts,
p age 4.14-12 it reads in part:
“.... the proposed project could exacerbate existing response time and staffing
deficiencies. This could result in future construction or expansion of police facilities that
could have potentially significant environmental impacts. Therefore, the proposed project
would have a potential significant impact with respect to the need for new or physically
altered police protection facilities.”

PUB77-07

The DEIR proposes on site training of staff in security. Such attempt at mitigation is a poor
substitute for adequate Sheriff service and will do nothing for other projects proposed for the
area. That this mitigation measure will reduce the impact to less than significant is ludicrous.
Adequate funding is required to provide Sheriff service to this remote area but none is offered
by this Project. There is not adequate increased funding projected by the County in the near
future, even if an increase in the Transient Occupancy Tax rate should be approved by the voters.
Project Alternatives.
As I noted in my prior letter of May 19, 2019, regarding Notice of Preparation, of the alternatives
studied for future growth in preparation of the revised General Plan, the concept of growth
concentrated around already developed communities was chosen as the most desirable choice to
preserve the beauty and historic character of this unique foothill County. However, rather than
focus new tourist facilities within the greater Groveland area, the proposed Project will be built
in a remote area without services and without access to water and sewer service. Such water and
sewer services are available in the Groveland area provided by the GCSD.
The DEIR does not consider alternative locations which may be closer to developed
communities other than one west of Groveland in Big Oak Flat. The Big Oak Flat location
should be considered a environmentally superior alternative since it could be served by GCSD
water, sewer, fire, and recreation facilities, avoiding the time and distance constraints
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cont.

COMMENT LETTER # PUB78
From: James Plouffe <plouffe.jamesm@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 8:18 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Letter in opposition to terra vi

Dear Ms. Yaley,
I would like to register my strong opposition to the Terra Vi development proposal at the gates
of Yosemite National Park. This proposal never should have gotten as far as it has, and it needs
to be ended now.
Here are my reasons:

PUB78-01

1. Extreme Fire Danger — For this reason alone, this property should not be developed. This
property has already been overrun by wildfire once. It is clearly vulnerable to additional
massive wind‐fueled wildfires that have become routine in our state.
2. Lack of water — With no access
to public water service and no aquifer beneath the property, relying on a couple of wells for
such a massive development is foolhardy. The neighbors’ wells are sure to be negatively
affected, and how will those neighbors be compensated? The loss of the reasonable use of their
property is not an acceptable tradeoff.
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3. Lack of sewer — Without access to public sewage services, the plan to treat all sewage on
the property sounds dubious at best. What evidence do you have that the developers can
actually pull this off? Has this technology been proven to to public water service and no aquifer
beneath the property, relying on a couple of wells for such a massive development is foolhardy.
The neighbors’ wells are sure to be negatively affected, and how will those neighbors be
compensated? The loss of the reasonable use of their property is not an acceptable tradeoff.
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3. Lack of sewer — Without access to public sewage services, the plan to treat all sewage on
the property sounds dubious at best. What evidence do you have that the developers can
actually pull this off? Has this technology been proven to work at such a large scale? It is more
likely that the property will become one giant, smelly cess pool at the GATEWAY to Yosemite.
John Muir would be horrified.
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4. Terrible location — There are clearly identified, better locations for a greatly scaled down,
right‐sized project of this sort. The town of Groveland, for example, is an obvious choice where
public water and sewer services can be negotiated. Impacts to the livelihoods of the current
residents of Groveland should also be considered strongly in any proposed project. The fact
that there are no services — fire, police, water, and sewer — anywhere near this site should be
unacceptable to Tuolumne County.
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5. Traffic — There are already miles‐long traffic jams of cars trying to get into Yosemite.
Tuolumne County should be interested in ensuring that the experience of going to Yosemite is a
pleasant one, so that visitors have a positive memory of the county. The experience of being
stuck in a traffic jam next to an overbuilt, high‐end resort for the wealthy is not going to endear
the county to the thousands of visitors who come through daily.
In sum, a project such as this should never have gotten past the trial balloon stage. That the
developers have already spent a lot of money on this project should not deter you and the
county supervisors from doing the right thing. Just say no to this project
Thank you for your time,
James Plouffe
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB79
From: Pat Skeels <patskeels11@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 5:56 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: RE: Terra Vi proposal
Dear Ms.Yaley,

I am opposed to the Terra Vi development proposal in Yosemite National Park.
First, there is no public water or aquifer at the development site. Next, what about
drought years which are happening? Also, this area has been overrun by wildfires,
which have become more frequent in California. As a young college student in the

could not
believe how crowded it had become. So, there is the added
traffic issue.
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70's,I worked in Yosemite Park When I returned to the park last year, I

I am asking you to stop this project in Yosemite Park.
I suggest that these developers put their project outside of the park.
Sincerely,
Pat Skeels
patskeels11@gmail.com
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB80
From: John Stanfield <johnnilsstanfield@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 8:01 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; Tracie Riggs <TRiggs@co.tuolumne.ca.us>;
kathleenhaff2020@gmail.com; BOS Members <bosm@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; Jim Junette
<jjunette@fs.fed.us>
Subject: Response to Terra Vi Lodge Project DEIR
Dear Quincy Yaley Director,
Community Development
Dept. County of Tuolumne 2 South Green Street,
Second Floor Sonora, CA 95370
qyaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us
Re: Draft Environmental Impact Report for the Terra Vi Lodge Yosemite Project
Dear Ms. Yaley:
After reading the DEIR and consulting our legal experts, hydrologists and independent advisors
to the land owners on Sawmill mountain road (off Forest route 1S04) I want to object to the
Terra Vi Lodge development due to inadequate impact studies and hazard mitigation planning
for the above mentioned areas. I hope that mine and other letters written by tax paying
landowners will be taken into account by the county and other entities that are making decisions
about this development.
I feel that the DEIR has NOT taken into account the voices of the public in the planning
meetings and should evaluate these concerns prior to allowing this development to continue.
Here are some of my concerns.
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Ground water usage
The development depends on wells in a very unstable fractured granite type groundwater
environment. This is a very unpredictable way to get water and will end up stressing the wells
for the private homes in the area. I see NO remedy or mitigation proposal in the very likely event
that I or other landowners run out of water in the near future. The Proposed developments will
consume enormous amounts of water and have not been adequately tested for stress and
drought and do not consider the amount of water needed to fight a forest fire realistically.
Groundwater Contamination:
A project of this size is an incompatible use on a remote forest site without public water or public
sewer. The septic location which is located on a slope flowing into a known watercourse that
provides well water to many neighboring homes is a disaster for the homeowners in the area
that depend on small private wells for potable water. This known watercourse leads through
meadows, several wells, and empties into the stream, the creek and ultimately the Tuolumne
River. The CFIP contract describes the project site as located in the Big Creek planning
watershed (calwater 2.2 #6536.800201) that is classified as high risk by the FRAP (Fire and
Resource Assessment Program) team. The 14,197.1 acre watershed is part of the broader
Tuolumne River watershed that is also classified as high risk. The South Fork of the Tuolumne
River runs ¼ mile south of the property. The DEIR does not offer mitigation or ample testing and
does not even release the results of the minimal testing that was done on the site!
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Evacuation in the event of an emergency
Another oversight is that Under Canvas is proposing the use of Forestry Route 1S09 directly
across from the Sawmill exit which would create an additional “intersection” choke point during
evacuation. This is a cumulative problem that has not been addressed by Terra Vi or UC.
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The infrastructure and basic layout of the two-lane Highway 120 corridor lacks two separate
distinct exits required by fire safety code. Both exits from the site lead to 120!
Many people died in the Camp Fire in Paradise last year as they were trying to evacuate their
homes. They only had one road in and out of the area; the residents of Sawmill Mountain and
Hardin Flat are in the same terrible predicament. Why would the County knowingly place a
highly hazardous property use such as Terra Vi and Under Canvas in a Very High Fire Hazard
Severity Zone without contemplating safe exits and evacuation?

PUB80-03
cont.

Land Use
Agriculture and Forestry Resources, Zoning The proposed project area meets the definition of
“Timberland” pursuant to Public Resources Code 4526. Mr. Gregory Robert Manly entered into
a Forest Improvement Program contract agreement with California Department of Forestry and
Fire Protection (CFIP) in June, 2015. According to this contract, the participant (Mr. Manly)
certifies that the parcel of forestland will not be developed for uses incompatible with forest
resources management within 10 years following recordation date. The property has undergone
reforestation efforts and CalFire has been monitoring the forest improvement work. The DEIR
asserts that the CFIP has now been annulled but there is no evidence of this statement. Per the
CFIP agreement signed by Manly, he declared the property was zoned AE Agricultural and that
the current zoning is Rural. The DEIR talks in circles about the fact that this is Timberland, that it
isn’t Timberland, that it would not result in the loss or conversion of forest land and that impacts
would be less than significant. Let’s resolve these issues once and for all. Please provide all
pertinent information and compliance criteria regarding the rezoning, the CFIP, and the land
conversion for public review and comment.
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Noise pollution
Helicopter: Please provide the restrictions and required clearances. The current pad location is
a nuisance and located next to our only driveway into and out of our homes. How will Sawmill
residences evacuate when a helicopter is blocking our ONLY egress from Sawmill Mountain.
Based on what the DEIR claims, the helipad will be used twice a day with “unavoidable,
excessive, and significant noise” that cannot be mitigated. How is this ok to the people that own
property, the wildlife of the area and to the guests in the lodge? Plus, one helicopter is
absolutely inadequate for evacuation of 500+ guests. This is a joke?
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Increased fire hazard
Adding 500+ visitors to an already fragile and high risk wildfire area and claim (as the DEIR
does) that the site will help to lower fire hazard is a slap in the face to all the wildland firefighters
that serve in the USFS and other agencies. The DEIR has NO mitigation plan for lowering fire
risks and no action plan for WHEN a fire happens in this sensitive area again. There must be
more research, planning and action taken to seriously study the causes, effects and mitigations
for fire hazards if this project is to be approved.
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Property Access:
Existing Conditions 4.11.1.2 (of the DEIR for the Terra Vi development) omits several
easements that impact the proposed property:
a) Existing driveways that leads off Forest Route 1S03 provides the only access to about half of
the 80 acre homestead homes. The trail has been used continuously for 60 years as well as by
the homesteaders who settled the land in the early 1900’s.
These easements have not been mentioned in the DEIR and should have been identified
before designing the site. Knowing where the easements are located is crucial to understand
before any planning should commence. The assumption that Forest Route 1S03 is the “primary
access road for guests and employees of the lodge” and Terra Vi’s main circulation.” Forest
Routes are not roads and are not meant for commercial access. These rudimentary trails are
built and managed by the Forest Service, under control by the US Government, to access
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remote undeveloped areas for the purposes of the logging industry, forest management
workers, and backcountry access. Furthermore, Forest Route 1S03 is the only dedicated
access and egress for the 80 acre Sawmill Mountain area, residential neighborhood.
The current proposed entrances/exits on the Forest Route cause undue and unfair hardship to
the residents of Sawmill Mountain making it an immitigable situation. The firefighters who
camped out in our meadow and saved the majority of the Sawmill structures during the Rim Fire
warned that they would never be able to return to fight a fire in that area should one ever
reoccur. They stated that they were trapped because there was only one exit out of the area
and they were backed up to National Forest boundaries with no secondary means of egress.
They had no safe way out! The dedicated Sawmill Forest Route access must be maintained for
the Sawmill home properties and facilitation of forest maintenance only.
These are just a few of the relevant concerns I have after reading the DEIR and talking to
Hydrologists, noise pollution experts, environmental lawyers and transportation experts and
wildland fire experts. It is my hope that through this study and the words of other landowners the
county will listen to our voices and not ignore us in the pursuit of revenue over the needs of the
tax paying landowners and the environmental needs of the land and the wildlife.
Sincerely,
John Stanfield
Land Owner Sawmill Mountain Road.
‐‐
John Hollendoner Stanfield
+1(650) 241‐8073

PUB80-07
cont.

COMMENT LETTER # PUB81
From: Gary Wesley <gary.wesley@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 10:08 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Cc: Gary Wesley <gary.wesley@yahoo.com>
Subject: Terra Vi Lodge EIR
The EIR must address environmental impacts in light of the coronavirus and the prospect of other
contagions and epidemics in the future. I also incorporate into this objection to the (draft) EIR all other
points timely raised by others concerning its inadequacy. Gary Wesley (gary.wesley@yahoo.com)
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB82
Robert Asquith

20756 Point View Drive, Groveland, CA 95321

bobasquith@yahoo.com
(209) 962-7990

July 30, 2020

Emailed 7/30/20

Tuolumne County Community Development Department
2 S. Green Street
Sonora, CA 95370
Attn: Quincy Yaley, Tuolumne County Planning Commissioners, Board of Supervisors
I have read the Yosemite Terra VI DEIR. While this document contains many words, it
categorically dismisses items that I consider very relevant to the safety and well-being of people
along the Highway 120 corridor in Tuolumne County. It does so while offering slim to scant
evidence justifying the categorization of less than significant for so many items. For me, the
principle items are:
x

Emergency services – fire, ambulance, law enforcement.

x

Wildfires – substantially increased risk, available fire equipment, evacuation.

x

Public transportation – highway changes, emergency evacuation.

x

Water – Includes potable water, firefighting water, and septic discharge.

x

Biology – Great Grey Owl, Pacific Fisher, others

x

Cumulative impacts on the nearby area as well as in Groveland.

PUB82-01

In addition, there are numerous other items that are marked less than significant with little or
no justification. Indeed, the supporting evidence in many cases is less than compelling and
certainly not worth Tuolumne County risking future problems and/or lawsuits with such poor
quality work from the consultant.
Emergency services. Here the authors of the DEIR indicate less than significant impact on
fire response, medical response (fire +ambulance) and law enforcement. This conclusion is not
substantiated in any way.
x

The nearest fire Department is located in Groveland and response time would be closer
to 45 minutes. Further, during a fire response, Groveland/Big Oak Flat are left
without fire protection for which they are taxed and pay extra every year.
The authors clearly did not correctly determine first fire response. It is not Tuolumne
County, rather it is GCSD and further, as a taxpayer within the GCSD district, under the
DEIR, I will be paying for any emergency calls to Terra VI, NOT the project.
More than 1/3 of all fire/medical calls responded to by the GCSD Fire Station #78 are
already outside of District boundaries. This project will clearly increase that percentage.
There is a possibility that a Groveland based fire engine may not be funded within
several years. Thus, fire response may come from much further away, dramatically
increasing the wildfire risk. How far would a wildfire spread in 45 minutes?

Comments on Terra VI DEIR
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Robert Asquith

20756 Point View Drive, Groveland, CA 95321

bobasquith@yahoo.com
(209) 962-7990

The DEIR proposes to provide training to staff in fire fighting and perhaps medical
assistance. It is quite unbelievable that this is proposed as an alternative to
professionals employed by local, state and federal agencies. This mitigation is bogus.
x

x

PUB82-02
cont.

Likewise, the nearest medical response comes from Groveland, both fire and ambulance.
Again, there is a 45 minute response time. Further, if medical transport is necessary,
the ambulance would be unavailable for the Groveland/Big Oak Flat area for at least a
half a day if not an entire day or longer, depending upon its hospital destination. Finally,
the Groveland/Big Oak Flat residents pay annual taxes for the ambulance to be available
to them, not Terra VI guests or employees.
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The nearest Sheriff's Office is in Sonora making a response time of an hour or more
to the Terra VI location. The DEIR incorrectly identifies a useful substation in Groveland.
That facility is currently unmanned with no future date determined when it would be
staffed. With recent tax increase ballot measures failing, the County Sheriff's Office is
understaffed and responding to Terra VI would require at least two hours driving time
plus on scene time. This exposes the rest of the County to undue risk.

PUB82-04

Wildfires. The DEIR Authors dismiss wildfire risk without any evidence to indicate why.
x

The area to be developed into Terra VI was classified in 2007 as Very High Fire Hazard
Severity Zone by CAL FIRE (see DEIR). The catastrophic Rim Fire of 2013 clearly
demonstrated this classification is appropriate. It actually burned part of the site.

x

The likelihood of having any open fires on the site during high fire season cannot help
but worsen the fire risk. Any conclusion that this would be a Less Than Significant fire
risk his seriously flawed.
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x

The Camp fire in Paradise CA occurred in 2018. Subsequent evacuation studies have
shown the high danger of a large population with only one or two evacuation routes
out of the area. This is clearly the case with respect to the Terra VI site, particularly
when combined with other nearby projects. (See Cumulative Impact below). The DEIR is
silent on this issue. There could be as many as 1,500 people to evacuate the area.
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x

The remoteness of the Terra VI site means that fire response is lengthy. This allows
wildfires to be well developed long before crews are on scene to suppress.

PUB82-08

x

The DERI is silent on providing adequate and dedicated firefighting water. There
must be one or more tanks of dedicated fire water as there is no other source to fight
fires. Further, the site must be plumbed with hydrants to distribute the water.

PUB82-09
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Public Transportation. The authors of this report clearly do not understand the issues of
public transportation as they have labeled all the impacts less than significant.
x

In order to accommodate Terra VI as well as the Under Canvas project across the
highway, significant widening of Hwy 120 would be required. Looking at the
highway changes necessary for the Rush Creek Lodge located just up the highway that
is much less complicated, At least four lanes and probably five would be required
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Robert Asquith

20756 Point View Drive, Groveland, CA 95321

bobasquith@yahoo.com
(209) 962-7990

between Sawmill Mountain Road and Harden Flat Road. These lanes could be configured
as: WB right turn, WB thru, Left turn (WB & EB), EB thru, and EB right turn.
x

The current entrance at Sawmill Mountain Road (for the Terra VI project) would
have to be moved because the sight lines and distance from the crest of the hill to the
west are too short for safe traffic. The DEIR calls for tearing the hillside of the present
highway cut down to improve site lines. This would make a major impact on the
aesthetics of the area and still not provide sufficient site lines as the highway crowns at
that location. Note – this road is NOT a dedicate or maintained public road; it is a USFS
forest access road that was never designed for constant traffic such as Terra VI plans.

PUB82-10
cont.
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Imagine several EB large construction trucks stopped in the middle of the 2 lane
highway waiting to make a left turn into the project. There is NO left turn lane and
highway traffic is typically traveling 60+ mph. This is unacceptable.
x

The presence of large trucks delivering food and supplies to both properties (Terra VI &
Terra VI) as well as the YARTS buses require long acceleration and deceleration
lanes at this location of Hwy 120 due to its steep grade.
The changing of the highway must be accomplished before construction begins
inasmuch as construction traffic on the highway (as noted above) would pose a clear
and immediate danger to travelers.

x

x

x

The DEIR expects to send lodge guests to Yosemite National Park using the YARTS bus
system. It does so without increasing capacity. As records indicate, there are many days
where there are NO seats available given the present route of the busses. Further, the
cumulative impact of Terra VI and other projects in the vicinity would not be able to
accommodate these riders. The Less Than Significant conclusion is wrong.

PUB82-13

In a weird turn, the DEIR proposed a YARTS parking lot of 30 cars meant to be a Park
and Ride opportunity. This is either ignorant or crafty. There is absolutely no need for
such a facility. The Groveland stop has public parking for more than 50 cars and the
Buck Meadows stop has parking for more than a full bus load as well. There is NO
reason why travelers would drive all the way to Terra VI just to park and ride YARTS.

PUB82-14

See Evacuation Route note under wildfires above. The only evacuation Route are
either eastbound or westbound on Hwy 120. There are no other routes. The Camp fire
of 2018 clearly demonstrated the danger of such a scenario. This project with others
nearby would require as many as 1,500 people to be evacuated in the event of wildfire.

PUB82-15

Water. The authors have provided little evidence there is sufficient water for all the needs at
the Terra VI site. Also, the possibility of groundwater contamination from sewage was never
adequately explained.
x

PUB82-12

There needs to be adequate fresh water supplies not only in wet years, such as the
one cited in the DEIR, but in multiple dry years. This was not adequately covered by the
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Robert Asquith

20756 Point View Drive, Groveland, CA 95321

bobasquith@yahoo.com
(209) 962-7990

authors. How would the water be supplied to a facility with as many as 500 people in
repeated dry years?

PUB82-16
cont.

x

Backup Water Supply is needed in very dry years should the promises put forth in the
DEIR not be realized.

PUB82-17

x

No mention is made of a dedicated firefighting supply of water. This is critical in a
Very High Risk fire area. Without such a dedicated supply, firefighting resources have to
be diverted to obtain water in an otherwise very dry region. Because of the long
response time for County and State resources to arrive on scene, this stored water
supply must be sufficient to fight a growing wildfire for several hours.

PUB82-18

The DEIR provided no explanation of how groundwater contamination was to be
prevented from its septic systems during high water years with substantial runoff. In
that there are many others downstream from these projects using Tuolumne River
water, groundwater contamination further research during very wet years is critical.
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Considering this project is across the highway and above the Under Canvas project,
negative impacts and remedial measures must be articulated in the event of
groundwater contamination from the Terra VI septic system infiltrates the water
supply of Under Canvas as well as further downslope at Berkeley Camp.

PUB82-20

x

x

Biology. The DEIR does not provide sufficient information to ensure populations of endangered
species will be protected. The Pacific Fisher and Great Grey Owl have been only lightly treated.
Specifically, the Great Grey Owl’s residence in Ackerson Meadow (Yosemite National Park) is
buy 6 miles away from the project. This is the highest density of this owl in the entire Sierra
Nevada. There must be further study of the impact on these birds to inform potential mitigation
measures to protect them.

PUB82-21

Cumulative Impacts. The DEIR all but ignores the cumulative impact of three other
substantial projects nearby. Arguably the substantial cumulative impact of all of these projects
render many of the less than significant conclusions listed in the DEIR as indefensible. These
projects are:
x

Terra VI

x

Under Canvas

x

Yosemite Lakes RV resort existing and expansion

x

Berkeley-Tuolumne Camp

x

Existing Hwy 120 projects: San Jose Camp, Evergreen Lodge, Rush Creek Lodge, etc. as
they impact emergency response already. Terra VI adds to this local burden.
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20756 Point View Drive, Groveland, CA 95321

bobasquith@yahoo.com
(209) 962-7990

Other Considerations.
Aesthetics – Presently, travelers to Yosemite are driving through forest lands for many
minutes. To suddenly come upon a resort clearly alters the aesthetic in a very noticeable
way. Further, the aesthetics as well as forest would be deeply disturbed should the
tearing down of the cut just west of Sawmill Mountain Road be undertaken.

PUB82-23

x

Air Quality – It is difficult to imagine clean air in the vicinity of as many as 400 clients
driving to and staying at Terra VI. However, the DEIR states less than significant impact.

PUB82-24

x

Employee Housing – Completely delineating the housing for the maximum number of
employees on site. Considering more than 400 guests may be staying at Terra VI during
peak season, the estimates for onsite housing is grossly underestimated.

x

The current housing situation has only been exacerbated by the Covid crisis. The
number of house sales in Groveland has quadrupled in the past month. This removes
them from potential home for employees not provided for onsite.
Yosemite National Park does not have enough housing for its employees presently. Many
are housed outside the Park. Currently, they have positions that are unfilled due to lack
of housing. Terra VI only makes that worse as they plan inadequate onsite housing.

PUB82-25

The current supply of low cost housing within a 45 minute drive is extremely limited and
100+ employees would greatly exacerbate the local seasonal housing situation.
Additionally, inadequate housing could increase highway crowding and air quality as
employees drive long distances to and from work. This could mean employees would
have to live in Sonora which is more than an hour’s drive away.
x

x

Hydrology – Runoff from the Terra VI site with hardened streets and facilities
necessarily must affect the hydrology. Recent experiences with Rush Creek Lodge
indicate there will be significant runoff and it will contaminate groundwater. Special
consideration needs to be enumerated for protecting runoff during construction.
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Public Lands – The DEIR indicates there would be Less Than Significant impact on
public lands. This is just not true. For example, Yosemite National Park has experienced
significant crowding over the past few years. So much so, the Park Service has instituted
measures to reduce the crowding. To suggest Terra VI would have no impact or even
help is ludicrous.

PUB82-27
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB83
From: Tricia Cline <tricia_ctefrogie@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 2:15 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Terra Vi Deir

July 30, 2020

Tuolumne County Community Development Department
2 S. Green Street
Sonora, CA 95370

Quincy Yaley: qyaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us
Natalie Rizzi: nrizzi@co.tuolumne.ca.us
Tracy Riggs: triggs@co.tuolumne.ca.us
Kathleen Haff:kathleenhaff2020@gmail.com
Board of Supervisors: bosm@co.tuolumne.ca.us

RE: Comments in response to TERRA VI DEIR

To Quincy Yaley, County Planning Commissioners, and the Board of Supervisors:

Our family has owned a parcel adjacent to the proposed development since the mid-1940’s. Our
family and friends have been enjoying the South Fork, Middle Fork, Sawmill Mountain and the
Groveland community for five generations.
This letter is in response to the “Terra Vi DEIR,” which included extensive appendices,
well test reports, site plans, and past comments. This document dismisses items that are
considered relevant to the safety and well-being of the neighboring communities and the general
public that frequent the Highway 120 corridor in Tuolumne County.
The First Issue to address is the Parcel and Zoning Questions:

PUB83-01
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This DEIR is doing a report on a parcel that was never legally subdivided in compliance
with the Tuolumne County Ordinance. As a property within the community of the Manly
property we would like the County to follow the proper procedure and notification for a divide
and rezoning.

PUB83-02
cont.

The Second Issue to address is the Timberland Conversion:
The matter of conversion of the site from commercial forest use to a non-forest use. The
DEIR notes that the project could have a significant impact on the environment if it results in the
conversion of forest land to non-forest use.
The DEIR text clearly acknowledges that the project would result in a conversion of the
project site from a focus on timber management to a focus on recreation.
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Over past decades, when projects affecting forest lands have been reviewed, Tuolumne
County planning commissioners and county supervisors have historically strongly advocated for
strict and thorough review of the impact of converting commercial timberlands to other uses.
Third Issue is Fire Risk:
The Grand Jury published a report on June 3, 2020 a Tuolumne County Fire Safety
Report. (which can be found on the County’s website: 2020 Grand Jury Report | Tuolumne County,
CA - Official Website) The report states “Of the 20 most destructive Fires in California’s History,
10 have happened within the last four years….Recent wildfires events in Tuolumne County
include the 2013 Rim Fire that burned more than 257,000 acres over 68 days..” it continues to
state that “A mass evacuation will always be difficult on neighborhood roads that are two lanes,
winding and easily blocked by one fallen tree, power poles, or abandoned vehicles across a
road.”

PUB83-04

2020 Grand Jury Report | Tuolumne County, CA Official Website

Adding a 250+ room hotel, employees, and the general public along with the properties
already there, this project would cause a massive potential for disaster with hundreds of guests
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and employees attempting to evacuate along with the owners of properties adjacent to the
proposed project.
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The Fourth Issues is Water Supply:
All properties currently get their water supply from wells. Terra Vi’s well testing failed.
With the indicated required draw on the water table, the project could and probably would leave
the Sawmill Community with no water. The is no documented mitigation for this.
The DEIR finding of Less Than Significant is based on just the minimum required tests
that in no way confirm that any of the onsite wells have sufficient volume of recharge to be a
permanent water source for the large scale of this development. All the other local, large hotels
that are also in granite sub-strata have struggled to provide sufficient water.
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The DEIR does not appropriately state that the water flow testing showed that the pump
test was a failure in providing the appropriate water that would meet the demand of such a
project. There is no mitigation for depriving the surrounding properties of their water supply.

The Fifth issue is Forest Service Road:
Terra Vi is assuming they would have access from the Sawmill Mountain Road (Forest
Route IS03). Their main circulation, access and egress is all planned for using this route.
However, a Forest Route, such as IS03, is for forest administration and forest access. Also,
Forest Route IS03 is the only access that the 15 cabins in the 80-acre homestead have.
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Considering that the planned site for Terra Vi has an alternative access approved by
CalTrans 200 yards east along Highway 120, the alternative would be the most appropriate
access to such a planned project.

The Sixth issue is Waste Water:

The DEIR does not address the potential for system failure of the waste water treatment system.
The failure of the system would result in contaminating the water supply for the 15 resident
cabins, the Middle Fork of the Tuolumne River, and also could be in violation of the clean water
act. The DEIR completely overlooks the negative impact of a waste water treatment failure.
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The USGS Ascension Mountain quad map (photo‐inspected 1992) shows a spring located
outside the project boundaries, 300± feet to the north (the same off‐site aquatic feature shown in the
NWI map). On the quad map, the spring flows into an unnamed perennial channel that flows
northwest into the Middle Tuolumne River and, based on topography, EC‐01 also would be expected
to flow into the same off‐site perennial channel 300± feet north of the project boundaries and
subsequently to the Middle Fork Tuolumne River. What does this tell us?
These concerns address only a few of the issues; as this DEIR is over 1,200 plus pages with a
short time granted to review not only the Terra Vi DEIR but also the Under Canvas DEIR, the
county is limiting the community’s ability to adequately respond to all the misinformation and
lack of facts this DEIR provides.

Tricia Cline Brown
30300 Highway 120
Groveland
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB84
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July 29th, 2020
To: Quincy Yaley
Director of Community Development
County of Tuolumne
2 South Green Street, Second Floor
Sonora, CA 95370
Re: Draft Environmental Impact Report for the Terra Vi Lodge Yosemite Project
Dear Ms. Yaley, County Planning Commissioners, and the Board of Supervisors:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment in response to the Terra Vi DEIR.
As you know, the purpose of an EIR is to make the case for development of a project in regards to
health and public safety and to prevent or minimize damage to the environment through
development of project alternatives, mitigation measures, and mitigation monitoring. This DEIR is
flawed and does not adequately make the case that this project should be built nor does it offer
reasonable, effective or adequate mitigation measures in many areas. Following are the areas of
greatest concern in regards to this DEIR:

1. FIRE
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The DEIR does not adequately address the Project’s potential wildfire risks. The proposed Project
is located in a Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone, and the Project site itself has burned multiple
times, most recently in the 2013 Rim Fire. Future wildfire is a likely possibility and, thus, adequate
measures must be taken to address it. This EIR does not do that, instead it simply asserts
“mitigations” but fails to make the case that those mitigations make the impact of the project
“Less than Significant”, specifically in regards to the following:
A. EVACUATION:
No Overall Plan: While there is reference to pre-fire evacuation plans and identifiable
“evacuation triggers”, there is no evacuation plan included in this DEIR. As such, it is
impossible to evaluate the effectiveness and consider the pitfalls of any proposed evacuation
plan because there is not one.
Unrealistic Protocol: The DEIR also states in table 4.17-2 on page 4.17-23, that the hotel
would be able to keep guests safe through the “monitoring of both weather conditions and
nearby incidents”; it then goes on to assert that guests “…would be notified to evacuate early
to minimize peak traffic on Highway 120 in the event of an incident that requires evacuation.”
This assumes that 1) there is time to make such an assessment and, 2) guests would actually
leave in a timely manner and 3) no one else is trying to evacuate the area at the same time.
Given the rapid travel rate of the Tubbs Fire (2017) and the Camp Fire (2018) and the number
of people who died because of its explosive escalation, simply having a plan to “monitor” any
incidents is inadequate and does not fully address the very real potential of a fire moving so
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quickly, that the amount people who need to evacuate from, 1) Terra Vi, 2) the nearby
residences on 1S03, 3) campsites, 4) Under Canvas, 5) Hardin Flat 6) Rush Creek, 7) Evergreen
Lodge and, 8) Yosemite Park, would not be able to do so in an effective and safe manner.
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Highway 120 Access: Further conflating the problem is access to Highway 120 from 1S03
(Sawmill Mountain Road). For all the people that need to evacuate the hotel, the residences
camping and other areas, a car needs to drive them out. Currently, 1S03 (Sawmill Mountain
Road) is a two lane 22’ wide US Forest Service road with only one ingress/egress to Hwy 120
and a dead end in the other direction. The DEIR states that there will be two other egress
points added to the project; these are driveways off of 1S03 that go to Hwy 120. The DEIR
concludes that this is adequate egress in case of an emergency but offers no supporting
evidence for this assertion in regards to 1S03 or its capacity in such an event. There is no
analysis of the number of cars that would need to evacuate the area in an emergency nor is
there a proposed evacuation plan to review for efficacy and safety. The DEIR also seems to
assume that the only people who would need to evacuate are the hotel’s guests, but does not
account for day visitors who would be eating at the restaurant or otherwise using the facility.
Furthermore, the Under Canvas project across from Terra Vi on Hwy 120 proposes the use of
1S09, another forest service route directly across from 1S03, as their egress in case of an
emergency. This complicates evacuation even more and creates greater potential for a
significant log jam on Hwy 120 in the case of an emergency.
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B. HEIGHTENED FIRE RISK:
The introduction of the project, the construction and its guests substantially increase the
potential threat of wildfire to the surrounding community. The DEIR offers no mitigation for
this threat beyond vegetation management, training, some fire prevention protocol and
building features. These attempts at mitigation do not remove the threat, and the EIR fails to
prove with significant analysis that these efforts result in a “Less than Significant” impact.
According to an LA Times article titled, “Human caused ignitions spark California’s worst
wildfires but get little state focus,” published on January 5th, 2020, “Of the known causes of
the state’s 20 most destructive wildfires, all are human-related.” Further it states that,
“Researchers who analyzed two decades of U.S. records found that, from 1992 to 2012,
human activity was responsible for 84% of the wildfires and 44% of the area burned
nationally.” For California, overall data suggests that, “…in much of California, more than 90%
of the wildfires are started by people or their equipment.”
The construction, the guests, the day visitors to the lodge and the lodge itself (fire pits,
barbeque areas, a commercial kitchen) all pose significant wildfire threat and yet, the DEIR
suggests the project’s features such as building locations, landscaping, etc. are mitigating
measures that offer “Wildfire Risk Reduction” that would limit wildfires and keep people safe.
One safety mitigation proposed is mentioned multiple times is a basement in the hotel where
it is presumed guests and staff would go to shelter in place from a fire. Unless that basement
is actually a certified “Fire Bunker” that meets all safety regulations, the guests who opt for
this “safety measure” would have to withstand up to 2000 degree heat to survive. The
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DEIR suggests that this “basement” would suffice for escape from fire, among other disasters.
The DEIR offers no indication as to its size, egress/ingress, how many people it would hold or
what its specific construction would be. Instead, in table 4.17-2 on page 4.17-21, it talks about
air filtering and ventilation for the “people harbored” with no mention of the number it holds
or level of heat resistance. It simply does not discuss any particular features that would be
necessary to survive a wildfire while sheltering in place in a basement. Because the DEIR lacks
such detail in regards to this feature, one is left to assume it is more of a standard basement
which would, ultimately, be a deathtrap for anyone who sought shelter there during a fire.
The DEIR offers no explanation of what this basement would provide in the way of safety from
a fire and thus, it is impossible to determine if this mitigation would truly be effective in
keeping people safe in the event of a wildfire.
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Further, the proposed basement and the other building features mentioned do not prevent a
wildfire from occurring, nor do they mitigate the possibility of one happening; these
mitigations simply aim to prevent a fire’s rapid spread. Thus, the DEIR fails to prove that the
project would not expose people and structures to significant risks in regards to wildfire.
C. WILDFIRE RESPONSE AND SUPPORT
Public Services: While the DEIR acknowledges that the project will not be adequately served
with existing fire services as the site is located 17 miles away (a 20-25-minute drive at best)
from the nearest Fire Station, it fails to, however, prove that this will be a Less than Significant
Impact. In the Executive Summary, Table 1-1, page 1-30 under “Public Services and
Recreation”, it acknowledges that this project could cause a potential increase in demand for
fire protection services, especially when considered in combination with cumulative projects
which would be considered “Significant”; it then indicates that with Mitigation Measure PS-1,
the impact will be “Less than Significant”. Mitigation Measure PS-1 amounts to volunteer
firefighter training, two emergency staff on premises at all times and PPE for all personnel,
and that is all. The DEIR fails to elucidate how any of these mitigation measures would be
beneficial or effective in the case that a fast moving wildfire hits the area and immediate calls
for service are needed. It fails to make clear how people would be safe and not harmed with
these meager mitigations in place. It also does not consider the impact of multiple calls in the
region should there be a widespread emergency. The DEIR must include clearer, more
reasonable and effective mitigation measures in regards to public service and response times
for fire safety.
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D. GENERAL PLAN INCONSISTENCY IN REGARDS TO FIRE
The DEIR is not consistent with the Tuolumne County General Plan in regards to Fire
Protection and Risk Management as articulated in Goal 9G in the Tuolumne County General
Plan which states:
“Establish and maintain a codified fire protection risk management strategy which
requires new development within Tuolumne County to incorporate or supply fire
protection infrastructure and improvements necessary so that such development does
not exceed the capabilities of the County's fire protection resources.”
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While the DEIR addresses 9G by referring to policies and implementation text for 9.G.1, 9.G.2
and 9.G.4, it completely ignores 9.G.3, which also applies to this project:
“9.G.3 - Determine the impact the proposed development will have on the provision of
fire protection services and maintain the established level of service as outlined in the
current Tuolumne County Fire Department Service Level Stabilization Plan.”
This project will, in fact, keep service from being maintained at the established level for the
area and, further, it applies significant strain on the system. Because policy 9.G.3 was
completely left out of the DEIR altogether, no mitigation measure is suggested. This gives the
impression that this policy was passed over intentionally. The DEIR must more fully address
and ameliorate this inconsistency between the DEIR and the Tuolumne County General Plan.
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2. UTILITIES AND INFRASTUCTURE
A. GENERAL PLAN INCONSISTENCY
In regards to water service, the DEIR is not consistent with the County of Tuolumne’s
General Plan, specifically in Goals 3A, 3B, and 3E as delineated on the following pages:
“GOAL 3A: Establish standards for water service for new development and protect
the quality and quantity of existing supplies of ground and surface water.”
The DEIR fails to indicate how Goal 3A is accomplished especially when considered in
regards to the following Goal 3A policies, which were simply omitted from the DEIR:
• Policy 3.A.2: Require new commercial development to be served by public
water systems, except for development in areas designated as Special
Commercial on the General Plan land use diagrams.
• Implementation Program
3.A.a - Utilize the Special Commercial (SC) General Plan land use designation
on property suitable for commercial development of a neighborhood, rural or
tourist-oriented nature but lacking service from a public water system.
Development of a commercial nature on land designated SC is allowed with
applicant permits without having service from a public water or sewer system,
but only where service is not reasonably available.”
The DEIR clearly fails to address these General Plan policies and is, in fact, in direct
contradiction to them. This commercial project is located well outside existing
infrastructure, and yet, no requirement is being made for the project to be “served by
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public water systems”, as is required per Policy 3.A.2. Further, Policy 3.A.2, goes on to
define that a commercial development not served by public water is allowed “in areas
designated as Special Commercial (SC)” in the General Plan Land Use Designations. The
parcels for this project are not designated SC, so it is unclear how the project is able to
develop its own water service infrastructure when it is clearly in defiance of the
County’s own General Plan policies.
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The implementation text in 3.A.a indicates how to accomplish this goal, stating that
the County should utilize land designated Special Commercial for suitable commercial
projects where a public water system is not present. Again, these proposed
development parcels are not SC designated and the DEIR fails to address this
inconsistency with the General Plan which could be considered a fatal flaw.
“GOAL 3B: Plan new development and water supply infrastructure in a cooperative
fashion.”
While the term, “cooperative fashion” is vague, through the language of the goal, the
policies set forth therein and the OAV3 statement on page 3-1, it can be assumed to
refer to cooperating with known stakeholders in regards to water supply and
infrastructure. The DEIR attempts to address this goal but falls short specifically in
regards to this policy:
“Policy 3.B.2: Consider whether the water system proposed to serve a new
development has a reliable source of water, sized to serve their existing and
future customer's’ foreseeable demands. Projects shall only be approved
where the water supply system has reliable sources of water capable of
meeting present and future demands. “
CEQA requires proof that a project has a reliable water supply to “serve the project
and reasonably foreseeable future development during normal, dry and multiple dry
years.” The DEIR analysis does not substantially prove the water supply is reliable, and
not only for Terra Vi, but for all neighboring residences and businesses under
dry/drought conditions. The groundwater pump test was done in October 2019 after a
few years of heavy rainfall and it fails to analyze or estimate how dry/drought years
would impact water availability. In fact, the DEIR offers no analysis whatsoever or
evidence that the proposed project groundwater withdrawals will not have an adverse
impact on consistent groundwater supply during dry year or multi-year drought
periods. Operating in “cooperative fashion” would suggest that the project must take
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into account not only the reliability of its own water, present and future, but also the
water of the surrounding community of residences, the existing businesses and the
other new commercial developments being proposed. The DEIR fails in this regard.
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“GOAL 3E: Maintain a healthy environment for the citizenry by setting standards
for the types and methods of sewage disposal to be used by new development.”
Here again the DEIR and the project fails to comply with the General Plan:
“Policy 3.E.a: Continue to require new urban and residential development
with a density of three dwelling units per acre, or greater, and commercial
development, except that on land designated Special Commercial (SC) by the
General Plan land use diagrams, to connect to public sewer.”
In the General Plan, it’s clearly stated that it is REQUIRED for new commercial
development, unless designated SC, to be connected to a public sewer. In this regard,
this DEIR fails to make the case that it is compliant with the General Plan.
The DEIR does call out Policy 3.E.2 and acknowledges the need to “…successfully
demonstrate that on-site underground sewage disposal can be accomplished with no
lessening of quality to ground or surface waters.” This is puzzling as it would seem the
land needs to be designated SC to do such, but even in this attempt, the DEIR fails to
make its case. Instead the DEIR asserts, without evidence, that the project’s septic
system would not harm water quality. Although the DEIR asserts that the project
would meet the necessary regulations, this does not in any way prove that the
groundwater would not be contaminated. The DEIR does not take into account nearby
residential wells or analyze the potential impact on those wells. A more thorough
study must be done to conclude with assuredness that wells in the project area,
especially those down slope from the septic and leach fields, will not be contaminated.
Overall, the DEIR fails to prove that ground water quality will not be impacted in a Less
than Significant way.
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3. HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY
A. GENERAL PLAN INCONSISTENCY
While the DEIR includes much of Goal 14C’s objectives in the document, it completely
leaves out the goal itself, which states:
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“GOAL 14C: Protect and improve the quality and quantity of the County's water
resources, while protecting the rights of land owners.”
The threat of the water supply diminishing for neighboring wells and groundwater
contamination is real and is not at all addressed in this EIR, and while some of the policies of
GOAL 14C are referenced, the following policies are ignored:
“Policy 14.C.2: Encourage new urban development to locate in areas where public
water and sewer services are available or can be developed.
Implementation Programs
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14.C.c - Continue to require new urban residential development with a density of one
dwelling unit per two acres, or greater, and commercial development, except on land
designated as Special Commercial by the General Plan land use diagrams, to be
served with public water.
14.C.d - Continue to require new urban residential development with a density of three
dwelling units per acre, or greater, and commercial development, except that on land
designated Special Commercial by the General Plan land use diagrams, to connect to
public sewer.
B. WATER DEMAND OF PROJECT UNDERESTIMATED
The project underestimates its water demand in that it only calculates the demand for water
in regards to hotel guest use and employee housing. It does not factor in other water uses
such as cleaning, maintenance, dining and kitchen uses or the impact day guests would have
on water demand. The DEIR must accurately calculate the project’s TOTAL water needs taking
into account all water need on the site; failure to do so violates CEQA.
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4. LAND USE AND PLANNING CONFLICTS
As described by the DEIR:
“The project site is under the Parks and Recreation (R/P) General Plan land use
designation, as shown below on Figure 3-2.1 The R/P land use designation is described
in the General Plan as intended for recreational uses of commercial nature to serve the
tourist industry, while also providing leisure activities for county residents. Typical land
uses allowed in this designation include parks, camping facilities, recreational vehicle
parks, ski and other resort facilities, marinas, and commercial uses in support of such
facilities and public utility and safety facilities. Surrounding General Plan land use
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designations include Rural Residential (RR) and Estate Residential (ER) to the north,
Public (P) to the east and west, and Parks and Recreation (R/P) to the south.2”
While the project is, indeed, in the R/P land use designation and the proposed use is within
the acceptable uses, what the DEIR fails to adequately acknowledge and address is that this
project creates an incompatible land use as the 80 acres of land directly adjacent is a
combination of Rural Residential and Estate Residential.
The DEIR makes an attempt to prove General Plan consistency by referencing one of the goals
of General Plan Chapter 1: Community Development and Design in the Aesthetics Chapter of
the DEIR, on page 4.1-2:
GOAL 1.B: Minimize conflicts between incompatible land uses.
The DEIR then indicates application of the following policies “aimed at preserving the scenic
quality of the county” (pg. 4.1-2) would be in compliance with the General Plan:
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“Policy 1.B.3: Require new commercial development to be designed to minimize the
visual impact of parking areas on public roads and on public viewsheds.
Implementing Program
1.B.g: Require proponents of new commercial development to locate parking areas
behind buildings or sufficiently screen them from public roads and public viewsheds, or,
if locating behind buildings and screening are determined to be infeasible, provide
other landscaping or design features to visually enhance the parking areas.”
“Policy 1.B.5: Preserve the existing nighttime environment by limiting the illumination
of areas surrounding new development. New lighting that is part of residential,
commercial, industrial, or recreational development shall be oriented away from offsite sensitive uses, and shall be hooded, shielded, and located to direct light downward
and prevent glare.”
However, the DEIR does NOT address the other elements in Chapter 1: Community
Development and Design of the General Plan, including the introduction which states:
“The Community Development and Design Element encourages growth in areas where
services exist, such as infrastructure, and directs development away from areas with
limited growth potential due to the lack of adequate public services and facilities
and/or are constrained by natural characteristics that do not lend themselves to
development, such as steep slopes.” (Chapter 1, pg, 1-1, Tuolumne County General
Plan)
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As stated in the introduction of Chapter 1, the General Plan clearly discourages development
where there is a lack of public services and yet, this fact is totally left out of the DEIR. Also in
Chapter 1, under Goal 1B, there are other policy and implementation programs that clearly
apply to this project and are flat out ignored in the DEIR, specifically:
Policy 1.B.1: Protect existing land uses from the infringement of and impacts
associated with incompatible land uses.
Implementation Programs
1.B.a - Designate, where possible, land around existing non-residential land uses, such
as agriculture, timberlands, mining preserves and industry, for new development that is
compatible with these existing uses.
1.B.b - Designate, where possible, land around existing residential neighborhoods for
uses that are compatible with residences. Designate areas for new urban residential
development away from existing incompatible land uses, such as agriculture, mining,
industry, solid waste facilities, airports and sewage treatment facilities.
1.B.c - Separate new urban residential development from land uses that potentially
conflict with housing, such as agriculture, mining, industry, airports and sewage
treatment facilities. (formerly 1.E.3)
1.B.d - Consider buffer areas around existing industrial land uses to protect them from
infringement of new residential and other potentially incompatible land uses. These
buffer areas may include building setbacks and/or limiting land uses within an
established distance of these existing land uses.
By ignoring these obviously applicable policy and implementation program elements, the DEIR
also ignores the fact that this project is inconsistent with General Plan. The DEIR, in fact,
cherry picks two General Plan policies (1.B.3 and 1.B.5) from Goal 1B to exhibit the
appearance of “compliance” with the General Plan but, in fact, these two policies only serve
the needs of the project by creating more appealing viewsheds and nighttime lighting for the
general public. The focus of the DEIR on those two policies does not address the entirety of
Goal 1B and thus does not “minimize conflicts between incompatible land uses” with the
surrounding area. The DEIR fails to address and apply all of the applicable policies and
implementation programs of Goal 1B to the project and, thus, is not consistent with the
County’s General Plan.
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5. TRAFFIC AND ROAD SAFETY
A. EMERGENCY EVACUATION
As discussed earlier, in the case of a massive wildfire, any evacuation would be chaotic and
dangerous. This DEIR, however, addresses no evacuation plan whatsoever, not just for fire,
but for any other type of emergency. Further, the DEIR suggests that because it does not
“impair implementation of or physically interfere with an adopted emergency response plan
or an emergency evacuation plan” it is assumed to be of Less than Significant impact.
However, there is no further analysis that actually proves this to be true. Simply because a
project complies with a regulation, does not actually mean it is a feasible and safe measure.
Further evaluation must be done and a reasonable plan developed for safe and effective
evacuation in any circumstance.
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B. CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS

The DEIR states that, “The number of trips made by construction vehicles . . . would not
exceed the amount of traffic accessing the site during operation of the project.” This might be
true, but no support is provided in the form of a construction traffic volume estimate. DEIR, p.
1.45-15
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C. VMT ANALYSIS
The DEIR states that Tuolumne County had not adopted a standard of significance regarding
VMT, stating that “Tuolumne County is in the process of establishing significance criteria
based on VMT thresholds, and alternative criteria are under consideration within the context
of OPR guidance.” There is never any indication which (if any) of three alternative criteria was
used in the analysis. This begs the question, if there is no adopted criteria, how can
significance be credibly determined?
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D. CUMULATIVE ROADWAY SAFETY IMPACTS
The DEIR does not analyze how traffic from the Project, together with traffic from the
Yosemite Under Canvas development, the Thousand Trails/Yosemite Lakes RV Expansion, the
Berkeley Tuolumne Camp Restoration project, and the Mountain Sage Conditional Use Permit
project, would cumulatively affect the roadway safety.
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E. PROPOSED 120 IMPROVEMENTS
The Project would cause a sight distance “deficiency” at the intersection of SR-120/Sawmill
Mountain Road that would need to be mitigated. The “Construction” section of the DEIR, on
pg 4.15-15 references project-related improvements proposed along SR 120 near the site – an
eastbound left-turn lane, a westbound right-turn lane, and an eastbound receiving lane on SR
120 and it is noted that, “These improvements are outside of the project site within the
Caltrans right-of-way.” There will need to be some cutting of the hillside within the Caltrans
right-of-way, which is beyond the limits of the project site or the jurisdiction of the County.
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Thus, this impact should have been identified as Significant and Unavoidable, as there is no
certainty that it this will be accomplished as the DEIR does not provide any evidence to
suggest that Caltrans would approve this roadway project.
F. 1SO3 IS A US FOREST SERVICE ROAD
1S03, also known as Sawmill Mountain Road is, in fact, not a standard road at all. It is a 22’
wide road with no shoulder that leads to 15 residences and then continues on deep in to the
forest. It is a dead end road that is paved in some parts and not in others. It has always been a
“fire road” meant for fire and forest maintenance operations and, except for being used as
access to the residences there, that is the only way it has ever been used. This road was not
meant nor is it suited for the type of vehicular, bicycle and pedestrian traffic this project will
generate. It is an inappropriate use that unnecessarily puts the residents of 1S03 as well as
hotel guests and visitors in harm’s way, especially if there should be an emergency. Use of this
road for commercial purposes also creates a hazard for the Forest Service should they need to
access the road quickly. Every other lodging facility on Hwy 120 has their main entrance off of
the highway; the DEIR has not made the case that Terra Vi should be the exception to this. No
explanation is offered for using 1S03 as the main entrance road except that it “already exists”
which leads one to believe that this was a decision made out of convenience for the developer
and not out of “best practice”. The use of this road as the main entrance creates a plethora of
issues in regards to safety that have been previously addressed in this letter. An alternate
route must be considered and studied in earnest because up until this point it is clear that it
has not been.
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6. BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES

Threatened and Endangered Resources: The DEIR does not adequately address the many
threatened and endangered resources that are potentially present on the property. The
mitigations suggested do not prove or in any way inspire confidence that, should endangered
species and/or habitats found, they would not be destroyed. Over and over again the DEIR
suggests education and fencing off of such areas. There is no indication or assurances that
such measures are actually effective in the type of construction this project would require. It
is not reasonable that a portion of such a large project could be fenced off for protection
without somehow being damaged or destroyed. More effective and reasonable mitigations
must be explored in order to protect he biological resources on the site.
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Further, more observation must be done over time to ensure that no such threatened or
endangered species exist on the site, as the DEIR asserts. This DEIR indicates that limited
observation over a limited time period was the determining factor regarding what exists on
the land and what doesn’t. More time and care must be taken to guarantee that all
threatened and endangered biological resources have been observed.
Deer Migration: This land is a well known deer habit and winter migration area. While the
DEIR asserts that this area has a low to moderate suitability as a deer movement corridor
(DEIR, pg 4.3-59) the reality is that this area is covered with deer in the winter and spring
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months. Yet, there is no mitigation suggested for the removal of this deer habit and little
concern given to the fact that an important corridor will be lost. Yes, there is fencing proposed
to keep the deer out of the area and out of the way of cars and traffic, but that does not
address the loss of their habitat. The DEIR must more adequately address this issue.
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7. CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

Currently, there are four developments and use permits being pursued in this area of the
County. They are as follows:
• The Terra Vi Lodge Yosemite project: a proposed master-planned lodging development that
would be located directly north of the project site across State Highway 120 and includes a
public market, a general lodge with multipurpose indoor and outdoor areas, 100 guestrooms,
7 cabins providing 26 guestrooms, and 5 employee housing units.
• The Berkeley Tuolumne Restoration project: approximately 2.7 miles southeast of the
project site at 31585 Hardin Flat Road, which would include 90 cabins to replace a similar use
lost during the 2013 Rim Fire.
• Consideration of a Use Permit for the Mountain Sage Nursery in Groveland to conduct
occasional special events.
• The Thousand Trails/Yosemite Lakes RV expansion project: a proposed 150-site expansion of
the existing Yosemite Lakes RV Resort, divided between RV sites, cabins, and employee model
home sites, approximately 0.8 mile southeast of the project site at 31191 Hardin Flat Road.
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While this DEIR does address some of the cumulative impacts of these projects, it never
analyzes or studies the true cumulative impact of all of these projects being sited within about
a three mile radius. Over and over again the DEIR states that there will be “little to no
significance” in regards to just about every single aspect of this projects, from fire threat, to
water, to traffic, to noise to aesthetics; somehow this DEIR finds a way to mitigate its way to
“LTS” in almost every scenario. This DEIR fails to seriously consider the cumulative impacts in
almost every area. Until a more thorough and earnest analysis is done of how all these
projects will impact the area, this DEIR should not be finalized. It would be irresponsible to do
so because the true impact of ALL of these projects will never be studied and thus known to
the public.

8. Noise

The DEIR does not accurately nor adequately assess the project’s impact in regards to
noise and does not provide enough evidence for the conclusion that its impacts would
be “Less than Significant”, specifically in regards to construction noise and overall
noise impacts. There are multiple residences located close to the Project site that
would be impacted by Project noise, but the DEIR largely addresses impacts to only
one residence. The DEIR fails to specify the number of homes in the area, their specific
location or their distance from the Project.
The Project will generate noise from sources including vehicle traffic, truck circulation,
a loading dock, and an outdoor generator. The DEIR fails to provide adequate
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mitigation for these impacts. The DEIR also concludes that construction-related noise
would be less than significant suggesting that these impacts would be “short-term.” A
construction project that lasts two years cannot be considered short-term.
In regards to helicopter noise, the DEIR determines this to be “significant and
unavoidable” and fails to identify any mitigation for this issue. The DEIR admits that
helicopter takeoff and landing from the Project helipad would produce substantial
increases in daytime and nighttime noise but it does not adequately analyze how
helicopter-related noise would impact residents in the area or identify adequate
mitigation for these impacts.

PUB84-23
cont.

8. SUMMARY
At the end of the project description in section 3.4 on page 3-28 the requirements for permits
and approvals are delineated, this explanation includes the following:
“The community development director shall find that the proposed development would
not be substantially detrimental to the health, safety, or general welfare of persons
residing or working in the neighborhood of the project site, and that the development
would be consistent with the Tuolumne County General Plan.”
Based on this flawed document, from miscalculations, to omissions to lack of consistency with
the general plan, it would be difficult to assert that this project is not detrimental to the
health, safety or general welfare of persons residing or working in the neighborhood of the
project site and that the development would be consistent with the Tuolumne County General
Plan. Such a finding would be irresponsible on the County’s part. This DEIR is not sound
enough and does not make the case that the risks the project proposes are worth the reward.
Project alternatives have not been seriously considered or vetted. While they are mentioned
at the end, their viability is not addressed in earnest. Project alternatives must be fully
considered in a more serious way than they are in this DEIR.
Overall, the DEIR does not adequately make the case for this project; without further
environmental review this DEIR should not be finalized and this project should not move
forward.
Thank you,
Mary Beth Campbell
30350 Sawmill Mountain Road
Groveland, CA 95321
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB85
From: Alicia Cask <acask@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 2:15 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Cc: matthewchapman8@gmail.com; Alicia Cask <acask@yahoo.com>
Subject: Sawmill Mountain Road‐Hardin Flats ‐Tualumne County‐ New Resorts pending
To whom it may concern,
Our Family has owned the Paden Family Property since the early 1940's, when purchased by our
Grandfather Haskell Paden. It is located at 11311 Sawmill Mountain Road‐ Groveland Ca‐Hwy 120‐
Tualumne County.
We have just today been made aware of several large, pending resort developments that will be located
directly right next door and across the street to our property line.
These Resorts will be clearly seen from every inch and acre of our family property. The Resorts will be
built right up to our property line, all on this previously quiet country cul de sac, private road.
Our little one lane windy mountain road is very clearly not equipped for the influx of people and cars,
that will result from allowing these resorts to be built. The masses will be speeding down this winding
dirt road to our gorgeous river, for a quick day trip to find the next spot to post on social media, and
inundate our paradise with trash and human waste.
The trout fishing will just disappear from the result of all the humans trashing it, and the wild life and
natural plants and fruits will all but be gone from human abuse and disregard.
The animals and land are just now bouncing back and recovering from the devastating Rim Fire over 6
years ago, that cruelly took our treasured 70 year old family cabin. Our family would just be heartbroken
all over again to see humans destroy the beautiful nature around it completely.
In the last two days, We have seen in our little neighborhood, a Mama Bear and her two Cubs, a Bobcat,
Mountain Quail, Mountain Stellar Blue Jays, Red headed Wood Peckers, Tree and Ground Squirrels,
Rainbow Trout, and Deer.
These many endangered species will quickly disappear if multiple, unneccessary resorts are just blindly
approved for nearby Hardin Flats and the Sawmill Mountain Area for mass population, or for any public
vacation housing.
These plans cannot move forward without any further consideration or input from the local
neighborhood landowners who are all Stewards to our gorgeous Forests.
In depth geological, traffic, sewage, and water studies are absolutely required and needed, on the
impacts to the local endangered wildlife, and what the impact to our local wells and ground water tables
that will be drained by these mega resorts, that is happening already to similar resorts right up the road
from us now.
Please reconsider your approval for ANY FUTURE DEVELOPMENT PLANS going forward in the SAWMILL
MOUNTAIN AREA AND HARDIN FLATS AREA ON HIGHWAY 120 TUOLUMNE COUNTY without multiple in
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depth studies, to the impact on the natural flora, fauna, wild life, and water resources, and to not
APPROVE ANY PERMITS to build anymore mega resorts that will endanger our beautiful area.
We would like to request to be notified timely, by email or mail on any future public or private meetings,
or hearings on this matter.
Sincerely,
Douglas and Alicia Cask
11311 Sawmill Mountain Road
Groveland, Ca.
201 Rochex Ave
Salinas, Ca. 93906
831‐449‐6543
831‐578‐0083
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cont.

COMMENT LETTER # PUB86
From: Pat Cervelli <patcervelli43@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 4:26 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Terra VI project

Dear Qunicy Yaley,
I am writing to oppose the project Terra VI. It is located in a very high fire
danger zone. With capacity for about 500 guests plus a large number of staff,
there is a great likelihood of human-caused fire in this extremely dry
environment.
In addition, there is no access to public water, only well water which we know can
dry up in drought conditions. Mountain Springs Golf Course was built on the
promise of well water. Didn't those wells dry up soon after construction of the golf
course?
I live on the Tuolumne River canyon and have experienced two major fires here:
the 1987 Complex Fire and the 2013 Rim Fire. We, my neighbors and I who have
recently established a Firewise Community, dread anything like this Terra VI
development which will only increase fire danger to many in our County.
I hope you will recommend against building this development.
Pat Cervelli
209-928-2393
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB87
Tuolumne County Co. Development Dept.
2 South Green St.
Sonora, CA 95370
July 30, 2020
Submitted Via Email

RE: Terra Vi DEIR Comments
To Quincy Yaley, Tuolumne County Planning Commissioners, and the Board of Supervisors:
I will preface my comments with expressing my frustration at not having adequate time to
thoroughly read and analyze the 1,866 page Terra Vi DEIR, given its massive size and the fact it
was released within days of the 1,263 page Yosemite Under Canvas DEIR. The Terra Vi DEIR
contains voluminous amounts of technical data and various consultant reports. It is utterly
impossible for me to adequately access and provide meaningful comments on all the issues and
my concerns without having an extension of time beyond the minimum 45 days.
It is a great disappointment that the County Community Development Department and Board of
Supervisors denied the request for a time extension to comment on the two massive documents.
I will repeat that the severe time constraint of understanding two concurrent major development
projects is a great burden to community members wishing to provide meaningful comments.
There was not a reasonable amount of time provided for me and others to fully research the
technical aspects of this project. During the COVID crisis, we are limited in our ability to contact
the appropriate experts to help us understand such things as the well testing/hydrology reports,
and wastewater treatment systems. The message of denial seems to indicate a lack of genuine
interest by the County on hearing what the community has to say. This project, if approved, will
result in major, long lasting changes for that region and community.
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As a Tuolumne County resident and a member of the Tuolumne River Trust Board of Directors,
I am submitting the following comments on the Terra Vi Draft Environmental Impact Report.
These comments are not at all my comprehensive comments, but only a selection of some of
the major issues.
The Terra Vi DEIR seriously understates the impacts without sufficient documented support.
The DEIR fails by avoiding complete and balanced treatment of the various impacts or by
dismissing the effects as less than significant. The DEIR does not adequately evaluate the
environmental impacts of the proposed project nor the very real cumulative effects with
neighboring proposed developments. It also lacks comprehensive, realistic mitigation measures
which need to be required for those impacts.
1
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Water Supply/Hydrology
The DEIR fails to adequately address the requirement for sufficiently available water
supplies to serve the project during normal, dry and multiple dry years.
The water testing performed at the project site to date has been the bare minimum for such a
pivotal requirement of a reliable water supply. Testing was done only for the minimum 10-day
period, in a year (2019) which had higher than average precipitation (Geoscience Report, Figure
8). In fact, 3 out of the last 5 years had above average precipitation, while 4 out of the last 10
years had below average precipitation, with 3 of those years severely below average. It is well
known by now that California has very cyclical water year types ranging from critically dry
(drought) to extremely wet. The risk of a lack of water has not been adequately studied or
addressed. There is no back-up plan in the case of well failure.
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The DEIR states that water supply for the proposed project would be from onsite groundwater
wells and the groundwater at the site occurs in weathered bedrock. These two wells were
developed for the project in 2019 and are new, less than 2 years old, without any substantial or
robust performance record. It is unknown at this point how the wells will respond to a dry water
year or multiple, consecutive dry years
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The proposed development directly across the highway, YUC, which is also depending on the
bedrock water source, discussed in its DEIR:


“It is extremely difficult to predict sustainable yield and storage capacity for fractured
bedrock aquifers, which are the sole source of groundwater for the project. The lack of
regional information on the fractured bedrock aquifers, the absence of readily available
well hydrographs for the area, and a reliable data base of groundwater conditions in this
area, all contribute to reducing effective estimates of sustainability from groundwater
sources.” (YUC DEIR, p. G-32)
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The hydrologist’s report for Terra Vi fails to consider this uncertainty of water supply sourced
from fractured/weathered bedrock.
The DEIR states that the wells would supply the proposed project with 16,636 gallons per day
(gpd) that the project is estimated to demand. While the source this project is given as Shamim
Engineering Consultants which used “table A, Chapter 4 of the Los Angeles Plumbing code with
standard CALGreen reductions based on minimum efficiency fixtures.” (p 568), the final DEIR
should provide additional information on how these projections were calculated. The
methodology for the projection of water use needs to be furnished to support this figure in a
transparent manner to support realistic projections.

2
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The DEIR fails to adequately address concerns regarding impacts to groundwater supply
of existing water supply wells in the vicinity of the project site.
The Terra Vi DEIR states:


“Pump testing on the project site was conducted during the period when the Yosemite
Under Canvas wells were also being tested to ensure that the source capacity assessment
would include the potential long‐term influences of nearby off‐site wells operating at the
same time” (p 296)
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The Terra Vi 10 day well test was conducted between October 23-November 2, 2019 (p 578
Terra Vi DEIR, Volume 2). The testing period for the YUC Well #2 occurred between October
25-November 4th, 2019 and the YUC Well #1 was tested during November 8-November 18,
2019 (pG-28 YUC DEIR).
Given these dates, Terra Vi tested its two wells while only YUC’s Well #2 was undergoing its
10-day test. The statement above implies that both Terra Vi’s wells and both of YUC’s wells
were undergoing the 10-day testing over the same time period which is not true. Only the effect
of YUC’s Well 2 was observed on Terra Vi’s wells. Terra Vi’s DEIR overstates the
amount of simultaneous well testing of the two projects.
In addition, only three of the neighboring residential wells were tested in conjunction with Terra
Vi’s two wells. There is no mention of how many residential wells are in the area and could
potentially be affected by the project’s pumping. The omission of consideration of at least the
number of other wells in the area needs to be addressed in the final DEIR.
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The Terra Vi DEIR has a conflict with the YUC DEIR when it comes to influence detected
between their respective wells:


“The water levels in the on-site Terra Vi wells showed no impact during the pump testing
of the Yosemite Under Canvas wells to the south. Therefore, simultaneous pumping from
wells on the Terra Vi property or the Yosemite Under Canvas property would not impact
the other property. The two properties are on different sides of a watershed boundary and
likely are accessing different fracture zones”.(p 393)

The YUC DEIR reports that their hydrologists found some connection between YUC Well #1
and the Terra Vi wells.
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The developer should perform additional well testing analysis to determine the level of influence
more accurately between the wells since there was only one testing period conducted for each
well. The cumulative impacts of all the newly drilling wells must be fully and adequately
studied and evaluated. There clearly is not enough information for assessment of groundwater
reliability for these new developments as well as the existing wells in the area. Since these two
large proposed projects are undergoing environmental analysis concurrently, it is essential that
their cumulative impacts are assessed.
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The final EIR must take a more diligent and robust analysis of the water supply of these newly
drilled wells. The water supply availability is a pivotable issue and the risk of adversely
affecting the wells of existing residents and the long-term sustainability of the water supply
requires additional testing, research and analysis, including sufficient documentation.

PUB87-09
cont.

The DEIR does not consider a “worst-case” scenario for water. There is no contingency
plan in the event of an insufficient water supply.
Availability for a reliable water supply for this project as well as the adjacent YUC project has
been a top critical concern in public comments to date.
Omission of considering a worst-case scenario in the DEIR is extremely dismissive of the very
real consequences of a well becoming less productive or going dry.
The Natural Environmental Science Center at Chinquapin (Nature Bridge Campus) in Yosemite
National Park experienced the occurrence of a worst-case scenario. The initial well testing
yielded good water availability which disappeared a few years later. The multi-million-dollar
complex still has not resolved its water supply problem and remains vacant.
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As reported by the National Park Service:
“The existing Chinquapin water system currently uses one well as a water source to provide
water service to the Chinquapin Restroom, the Chinquapin Residence, and the Nature Bridge
Campus and Henness Ridge. The existing well has seen a substantial decrease in productivity;
the initial capacity test in 2006 indicated the well-produced water at a rate of 27-29 gallons per
minute while the most recent capacity test performed in July of 2017 indicated that the well
production has decreased to about 4.5 gallons per minute. This current rate is insufficient for the
system's water demand needs”.1

Wastewater System
The DEIR fails to fully explain how the wastewater system will not contaminate the groundwater
and the neighboring residential wells. There is also concern for contaminating a spring located
just 300 feet to the north which ultimately flows into the Middle Fork Tuolumne River.
The wastewater plan relies heavily on just meeting County regulations. It also mentions vaguely
a Drainage Plan will be developed which sounds like checking a bureaucratic box; no details are

1
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https://parkplanning.nps.gov/projectHome.cfm?projectID=67690
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provided on that plan. The project developers appear to take a hands-off approach in the
responsibility of wastewater system impacts.
In past public comments, there have been major concerns with potential contamination of the
groundwater by wastewater. There is no analysis or discussion of details as to how the system
will meet minimum requirements. There is no discussion how this large wastewater system and
the water supply system will be designed and operated to ensure there will be no contamination
of the groundwater. There should be some integrated explanation and analysis of how the two
systems will be working together to ensure water quality, avoidance of contamination of the
Tuolumne River and avoidance of septic treatment failure. The DEIR should include
identification and consideration of any likely impediments to installation and operation of the
wastewater system. The discussion should be site-specific. There is no discussion of the
maintenance and monitoring of the system.

PUB87-12
cont.

Fire Risk & Public Safety
The DEIR fails to realistically assess the impacts of fire risk to the project and the surrounding
area. The mitigation measures are severely inadequate to meet the increased fire risk introduced to
the area by the project.

The project site is designated as a Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone and that designation is
unlikely to change.
The recently released Tuolumne Grand Jury Fire Safety Report (June, 2020) 2 wrote:
“To survive a truly disastrous event, fire protection and fire readiness must be a
continued priority for visitors and residents of Tuolumne County and these priorities need
to be at the forefront of the agendas of all elected officials.” (p. 2)
“Tuolumne County faces unprecedented danger to life and property from wildfire” (p.2)
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The DEIR refers to this report and is therefore well aware of current lack of adequate fire
protection within Tuolumne County:


“Due to ongoing concerns within Tuolumne County regarding the adequacy of fire

protection and emergency medical (EMS) the [County] commissioned a countywide First
Responder and EMS Study, to review existing services, evaluate current needs… The
study, completed by Matrix Consulting group in February of 2019, identified significant
challenges to the ongoing provision of fire and EMS services within the unincorporated
areas of Tuolumne County. These include declining participation of volunteer emergency
response personnel and a commensurate increase in need for paid emergency response
personnel, combined with a constrained ability of the funding mechanisms available to

https://www.tuolumnecounty.ca.gov/DocumentCenter/View/14793/Tuolumne-County-Fire-SafetyReport
2
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pay for the operational and capital costs of fire and EMS services to keep up with the
increased costs to provide these services Further, the study found that a review of
finances was needed for department and district lacking proper funding”. (p 345)
The mitigation measures that the project proposes to meet the demand for fire protection services
to the project site are woefully inadequate in the case of a rapidly exploding, fast moving
wildfire (which has already burned through area). Having two emergency staff plus a few more
Terra Vi employees trained as volunteer fire fighters is not a solution for the need to protect
guests and staff from fire in a very remote area.
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cont.

The DEIR simply acknowledges the lack of sufficient fire protection services currently, but only
proposes to train a few employees to deal with life-threatening wildfire dangers as a mitigation
measure.
The DEIR states:


“In a worst-case scenario in which early evacuation is not feasible, the expectation is that
the guests and employees would remain on-site in the event that a wildland fire nears the
project”. (p. 76)

In the worst case scenario of people not being able to evacuate in the face of a approaching
wildfire, it does not make any sense to have an expectation to keep terrified people on site unless
there is an underground bunker in the development plan. This is an exceedingly vague statement
without any thought to the reality of what happened in the Camp Fire when people could not
safety evacuate the area.
The suppression systems and site hydrants that the project proposes to use (a combination of
reclaimed, treated greywater, and potable water storage) are not fully explained and seems like a
vague plan. How is the hydrant system going to be designed and approved? What is the
capacity of the firefighting water tank and will it have enough pressure to work with the fire
hoses?
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The project’s evacuation plan is relying on “early” notice to minimize peak traffic fleeing a wild
fire:


“Based on monitoring of both weather conditions and nearby incidents, guests would be
notified to evacuate early to minimize peak traffic on Highway 120 in the event of an
incident that requires evacuation. Pre-fire evacuation plans would identify triggers for
evacuation in terms of proximity of wildfires, and winds” (p 76 )
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Believing that early warning is enough to avoid the gigantic, choatic traffic influx onto Highway
120 in the face of a wildfire, given the size of this resort, plus the cumulative traffic from the RV
Park (with large bulky vehicles), the Berkeley Camp, the Sawmill Mountain Residents and the
Yosemite Under Canvas guests, Hardin Flat Road residents and potentially other evacuees from
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the eastern direction of Highway 120 is really ludicrous. The evacuation plan is more than weak
to deal with the reality of the potential worst-case scenario of a fast-moving wildfire in this Very
High Fire Hazard Severity Zone

PUB87-16
cont.

The DEIR fails to realistically assess the adequacy of firefighting resources and availability.
As has been reiterated in past public comments, the project is very remote from the safety
services for fire, police and ambulance service. The nearest Tuolumne County Fire Department
(TCFD) firefighting resources are in Groveland, about 17 miles west of the project site on
Highway 120. There is a significant amount of travel time required to get from Groveland to the
project site. When a wildlife occurs, the firefighting resources may not be readily available
because they are deployed elsewhere. In addition, the project’s DEIR incorrectly states that
GCSD and TCFD operate under a mutual aid agreement.
The conclusion that fire protection services can be provided to the project with current resources
and by adequately mitigating by training some employees to be volunteer firefighters is not
valid. The DEIR dismisses the fact that their resort will increaed need for additional personnel
or new or physically altered fire protection facilities in order to maintain acceptable service ratios
and response times. Terra Vi will add as many as 400 guests plus employees at risk from
wildfire danger and Yosemite Under Canvas will add over 250 people. The assertion that adding
more demands on the fire and emergency system without significant impacts or the need to
expand these county services is unacceptable.
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The Tuolumne Grand Jury Fire Safety Report (June, 2020) reports:
“Most of the fire engines and equipment in the county are old and becoming obsolete.
There are no comprehensive plans or consistent budget allocations for replacement.”
(p.9)
At the recent July 15, 2020 County Board of Supervisors Meeting, an agenda item was an
overview and discussion of the dire situation of providing adequate firefighting services. The
Board is already struggling with budget problems and an underfunded firefighting system. 3
Clearly, the firefighting resources are aging and already spread thin. It makes no sense adding
more demands on the fire and emergency system without more funding and expansion, and the
County is currently in no position to do so. The project cannot just punt on the responsibility for
helping to fund this increased critical need.

Traffic
The DEIR does not adequately consider traffic safety and congestion due to the dramatically

increased vehicle flow and entries/exits along Highway 120 with the Terra Vi, the proposed
Yosemite Under Canvas development, expansion of the Yosemite Lakes RV park and the

3

https://tuolumneco.granicus.com/MediaPlayer.php?view_id=5&clip_id=433
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re-opening of the Berkeley Camp. Traffic impacts to the Hardin Flat Road are lacking in
the DEIR.
A more robust traffic study must be included in the final EIR to analyze all impacts of the
increased number of cars from visitors, employees of the developments and the increased amount
of daily delivery trucks/maintenance vehicles to service the developments. (There is no mention
of all the increased service vehicles which will be going to the resort and the cumulative impact
of those vehicles going to YUC. The addition of multiple entrances and exits to the new
proposed developments and the need for widening Highway 120 for safety reasons must be
evaluated. The proposed use of the Sawmill Mountain Road, a Forest Service Road, is
inappropriate for this project. The approach to the Yosemite Park entrance already becomes
significantly congested in the high season, with cars backed up literally for miles to get into the
park.
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cont.

The claim of reducing traffic on Highway 120 with a YARTS stop is questionable and not
meaningful.
The DEIR seeks to check the box in stating that guests will use YARTs for transportation to the
Park in lieu of using their cars. The YUC project also is hoping its guests will use YARTs.
There are currently only three YARTS runs a day to Yosemite National Park and back. It is
extremely doubtful the current YARTS system can absorb the increase in potential ridership.
Proposing that YARTS is the answer to reducing traffic just checks a box and is not a real
solution. The project should evaluate contributing to the expanded support of YARTS service or
provide its own shuttle transport to the Park, perhaps in partnership with YUC.
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Recreational Impacts to Tuolumne River Watershed
The DEIR omits analysis of the recreational impact by Terri Vi to the surrounding
Tuolumne River Watershed.
Visitors to Terra Vi are very likely to visit many local sites within Stanislaus National forest,
including the Middle Fork of the Tuolumne, Rainbow Pools and other locations on the South
Fork of the Tuolumne, as well as the main Tuolumne River itself. This could cause significant
additional crowding of popular areas that are already highly impacted with day use. With every
new lodging development, guests are directed to the same few easy access points of the river,
such as the Carlon Falls trail. In recent years, these places have become crowded and very hard
used in the high summer season, In particular, the number of cars parked to access these sites has
risen dramatically which introduces major safety concerns. For instance, the parking lot at
Rainbow pools is small and visitors park all along Highway 120 and run across the busy highway
to get down to the river. Also, increased visitors usually result in increased trash left behind in
the popular sections of the river.
The final EIS must describe the anticipated change to current recreational use levels at nearby
recreational resources on such as Rainbow Pools, the Tuolumne River and its tributaries, and
8
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other readily accessible locations within the watershed. We need to understand the impacts on
recreational use and if mitigation may be required.

Respectfully submitted,

Cindy Charles
19745 Cherokee Trail Road
Groveland, CA
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB88
July 30, 2020
Ms. Quincy Yaley
Assistant Director, Development
Tuolumne County Community Resources Agency
2 South Green Street
Sonora, CA 95370-4618
RE: Terra Vi Lodge Project DEIR
Dear Ms. Yaley,
I submit the following comments to address key concerns regarding the Draft Environmental Impact
Report for the proposed Terra Vi Lodge development. The areas of concern determined during scoping
meetings and public comment were not adequately studied. The following SigniÞcant Impacts have not
been properly analyzed and mitigation measures are inadequate.
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Property Access:
Section 4.11.1.2 (Existing Conditions), under the Land Use and Planning chapter, omits several
easements that impact the proposed property: a) Existing narrow, one-way dirt skid trail driveway that
leads off Forest Route 1S03 provides the only access to about half of the 80 acre homestead homes.
The trail has been used continuously for 60 years since we have been on the mountain, as well as the
homesteaders before us who settled the land in the early 1900’s. b) Another forestry service easement
over private property exists for the other portion of the homestead homes on Route 1S03. c) Our deed
describes an easement that allows access to our private property and abuts the Manly property line and
the driveway leading to Forest Route 1S03. (See attached document, “Sawmill Easements”)
My concern is that these easements have not been mentioned in the DEIR and should have been
identiÞed before designing the site. Last year, I pointed out the omissions during the NOP public
comment period. I should hope that the Terra Vi planners and the County are reading all comment
letters and addressing the issues brought forth. Knowing where the easements are located is crucial
to understand before any planning should commence. It seems that the architect or planner was
given the boundary lines of the property without any idea of the surrounding properties, access roads,
Forest Routes, and basic understanding of how the Terra Vi property ties into the neighborhood.
There are several planning mistakes, such as the septic location which is located on a slope ßowing into
a known watercourse that provides well water to many neighboring homes. Another mistake is that the
proposed helipad is within mere feet of the only means of access to my property and my neighbor’s
properties. These and other mistakes to be discussed later in this letter. I will begin with Forest Routes:
The most critical planning ßaw in the DEIR is the assumption of Forest Route 1S03 as the
Òprimary access road for guests and employees of the lodgeÓ and Terra ViÕs main circulation.Ó
Forest Routes are not roads and are not meant for commercial access. These rudimentary trails
are built and managed by the Forest Service, under control by the US Government, to access
remote undeveloped areas for the purposes of the logging industry, forest management workers,
and backcountry access. Furthermore, Forest Route 1S03 is the only dedicated access and
egress for the 80 acre Sawmill Mountain area, residential neighborhood.
Let me explain Life Safety Codes for those who may not be knowledgeable in this area: At least two exits
must be provided and must be located remote from each other, arranged in such a way to minimize the
chance that one may be blocked by Þre or some other emergency situation. The exits follow a Òdiagonal
rule” that requires the distance between the exits to be more than 1/2 the longest diagonal distance of the
area served.
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Occupancy plays a key role in the determination of interior exits, the door size, corridor width, door swing,
the building materials, location, type of hardware such as (panic) required on doors, etc. The Terra Vi
lodge serves high occupancy loads with assembly spaces, marketplace, event areas, and lodging.
High loads, as determined by Building and Fire Codes trigger certain compliance restrictions. Smaller
occupancy loads determined by the Uniform Building Code such as single family residential, storage
rooms, closets, etc. are obviously less restrictive.
Once building occupants have exited safely, they must then be provided with two safe and distinct exits
to evacuate the site. The Terra Vi property fronts Highway 120 and can easily accommodate this
requirement. Many other hotels and lodges on the 120 corridor maintain direct ingress and egress from
120 with dual access points. Unfortunately the Terra Vi designer did not understand the issues with
occupancy loads, safe evacuation from the site, and the fact that 1S03 is a Forest Route only for the
administration of the forest and not meant for commercial use. The project incorrectly assumes use of
1S03 as the primary access road for guests and employees of the lodge and Terra Vi’s main circulation.
Again, FOREST ROUTES ARE NOT ROADS AND NOT MEANT FOR COMMERCIAL ACCESS. Forest
regulations stipulate that when there is another viable option for access to the property, it must be
considered Þrst. Placing two exits off Highway 120 meet this requirement without any use of Forest
Route 1S03.
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This serious planning misunderstanding could prove deadly: 1S03 is the ONLY access into and out of the
Sawmill neighborhood properties. It is considered a culdesac or dead-end road which is very dangerous.
It would be careless and illegal to add any more cars on this route than necessary in such a high Þre
severity zone. The low occupancy load, based on rural residential single family homes and existing
timberland properties that access 1S03 currently are the maximum the route can safely handle and
approved by code. The trafÞc study showed that 50 cars traveled Forest Route 1S03 on a summer
day last year, which is actually a large amount for the rugged, rural route.
The current proposed entrances/exits on the Forest Route cause undue and unfair hardship to the
residents of Sawmill Mountain making it an immitigable situation. The ÞreÞghters who camped out in
our meadow and saved the majority of the Sawmill structures during the Rim Fire warned that they would
never be able to return to Þght a Þre in that area should one ever reoccur. They stated that they were
trapped because there was only one exit out of the area and they were backed up to National Forest
boundaries with no secondary means of egress. They had no safe way out! The dedicated Sawmill
Forest Route access must be maintained for the Sawmill home properties and facilitation of forest
maintenance only.
Evacuation:
Another oversight is that Under Canvas is proposing the use of Forestry Route 1S09 directly
across from the Sawmill exit which would create an additional “intersection” choke point during
evacuation. This is a cumulative problem that has not been addressed by Terra Vi or UC.
The planners on both projects must seek to design with the entire Sawmill/Hardin Flat area in mind.
Again, the Forest Routes are not meant for commercial use and this is an issue that needs to be
acknowledged rather than dismissed as insigniÞcant. Terra Vi should have considered this when
planning the overall footprint, access, egress, and internal circulation for the lodge. The project cannot
move forward as proposed with the systemic problems inherent in the cumulative site evacuation plan.
Once evacuees have exited the site safely, they must then be provided with two directions of egress.
The infrastructure and basic layout of the two-lane Highway 120 corridor lacks two separate
distinct exits required by Þre safety code. Both exits from the site lead to 120! When thousands
exit onto Highway 120, there is essentially only one way off the mountain (the path into Yosemite would
most likely be closed in an emergency) and then all evacuation would be forced to route through the small
towns of Hardin Flat, Buck Meadows, Groveland and then down Priest Grade (a dangerous road for most
tourists unfamiliar with mountain driving).
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This section of the Highway 120 corridor does not support the high occupancy loads of such massive
lodges. It is a mistake to locate high occupancy type commercial developments on this stretch of the
Highway and there is no way to mitigate the situation. Safe access and egress is determined by the
Building and Fire codes that restrict hordes of people from being subjected to unsafe situations. The
physical layout of the mountain cannot be changed to provide two distinct exits. Instead, alternative
locations for the developments should be sought out or other suitable occupancy types should be
considered for the property.
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Many people died in the Camp Fire in Paradise last year as they were trying to evacuate their homes.
They only had one road in and out of the area; the residents of Sawmill Mountain and Hardin Flat are in
the same terrible predicament. Why would the County knowingly place a highly hazardous property use
such as Terra Vi and Under Canvas in a Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone without contemplating safe
exits and evacuation?
The evacuation issues all stem from these oversights and mistakes. Somewhere during the process, an
ill-informed decision was made to rezone these properties without going through the proper reviews,
approvals, and public notiÞcation procedures. If the information had been reviewed appropriately at that
time, it would have been obvious to the Fire Marshal and Planning department that a zoning change
would not work. The occupancy loads for commercial projects exceed the exits and safety for this rural
forest area and two lane Highway. The DEIR fails to evaluate evacuation scenarios.
This brings us back to the issues of
Land Use, Agriculture and Forestry Resources, Zoning
The proposed project area meets the deÞnition of ÒTimberlandÓ pursuant to Public Resources Code 4526.
Mr. Gregory Robert Manly entered into a Forest Improvement Program contract agreement with California
Department of Forestry and Fire Protection (CFIP) in June, 2015.
According to this contract, the participant (Mr. Manly) certiÞes that the parcel of forestland will not be
developed for uses incompatible with forest resources management within 10 years following recordation
date. The property has undergone reforestation efforts and CalFire has been monitoring the forest
improvement work. The DEIR asserts that the CFIP has now been annulled but there is no evidence of
this statement.
Per the CFIP agreement signed by Manly, he declared the property was zoned AE Agricultural and
that the current zoning is Rural. The DEIR talks in circles about the fact that this is Timberland,
that it isn’t Timberland, that it would not result in the loss or conversion of forest land and that
impacts would be less than signiÞcant. LetÕs resolve these issues once and for all. Please
provide all pertinent information and compliance criteria regarding the rezoning, the CFIP, and
the land conversion for public review and comment.
The paper trail will likely reveal that this has all been done without correct applications, nor waiting
periods or public notiÞcations. This zoning issue is ultimately causing the inherent problem with safety,
exits, and evacuation. This is exactly the type of issue that good planning, due diligence, and following
County, Building, Planning and Fire code seeks to avoid.
The DEIR states, ÒThere are no other lands in the vicinity of the project site that are zoned for commercial
use and thus development of a hotel on the project site is not expected to lead to surrounding lands being
developed with similar or ancillary usesÓ. Interesting that this is a concern but not applied to the very
projects, Terra Vi and Under Canvas. The DEIR falsely claims that the project does not conßict with
existing zoning but it absolutely conßicts and would result in the loss of forest land which is a signiÞcant
impact that cannot be mitigated.
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The Public Resources Code (PRC) regulates the conversion of timberland to non-timberland uses and
the permit system for rezoning. Public Resources Code, Section 4621-4628 stipulates that “Conversions
can be approved if it is approved to be in the public interest, would not cause a substantial and
unmitigated adverse effect upon timberland or open space areas, if the soils, slopes, and watershed
would be suitable for the proposed uses, if there is no alternate suitable land for the proposed
development to occur, and if the existing use is uneconomic in character.” However, there ARE alternate
suitable lands for Terra Vi to consider. Additionally, the watershed is NOT suitable for the proposed use
and the conversion WILL cause signiÞcant adverse effects upon timberland property.
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The conclusions are so convoluted, its hard to understand the logic for “Because the proposed project
would not contribute to any identiÞed cumulative impacts associated with forestry resources, the
proposed project would result in a less‐than‐signiÞcant cumulative impact with respect to forestry
resources.” The rationalization is actually irrational. The plain idea that the timberland at Terra Vi and
Under Canvas is proposed to be converted is a signiÞcant impact. The DEIR’s attempt to claim otherwise
has not been substantiated.
Transportation, TrafÞc
The impacts related to the public concerns about site access to Sawmill Mountain via Forest Route 1S03
have not been addressed at all, other than to reiterate the description of the project and claim that it is a
less than signiÞcant issue. I have delineated the reasons why the access is not viable for Terra Vi Lodge
and why all commercial access must be moved to the Highway, should this project advance. The impacts
to the residents of Sawmill Mountain are signiÞcant, yet the DEIR ignores the subject.
Another problem that reinforces the need to relocate Terra Vi’s primary access is that the sight lines and
distance from the western approach are too short for safe Sawmill Mountain exit access. The DEIR
discusses cutting the embankment and removing vegetation in order to accommodate construction, and
again, asserts a less than signiÞcant impact. There is no mention of discussions with CalTrans regarding
this roadway change or the environmental impacts caused by the supposed problem correction itself.
As mentioned above, the primary lodge access on Forest Route 1S03 needs to be relocated to 120.
Locating the Terra Vi entry further down the Highway would also serve to increase the safety of the
current Sawmill Area access for Sawmill residents; this approach is dangerous currently due to poor
visibility. The Under Canvas access from Forest Route 1S09 must also be relocated to avoid congestion
in the immediate Sawmill exit “intersection.”
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The internal circulation proposed at Terra Vi has been planned without any sensitivity to the proximity of
several Sawmill homes. These homes are not just vacation cabins; some are full time residences.
A cluster of Terra Vi cabins is also planned right along the northern edge of the property boundary line.
Why would Terra Vi propose a road and cabins immediately adjacent to private residential property unless
they were designing without knowledge or concern for the existing property owners? The constant 24/7
trafÞc, car and motorcycle sounds, doors slamming, people talking, lights, and luggage dragged across
the parking lot will ruin the right for Sawmill residences to enjoy the solitude and privacy of their property.
The DEIR does not address any of these signiÞcant issues.
Circulation:
The project proponents have established a goal of 10 percent resort guests using YARTS to reach
Yosemite National Park per day during the peak season. This sounds like an arbitrary percentage; how
was it determined? To achieve this goal, Terra Vi would provide a YARTS stop, with bus access being
provided to the site to pick up riders staying at the lodge.
Additionally, posed as an intended public beneÞt, the project would provide up to 30 day-use parking
stalls to encourage the use of the public transportation and ride sharing. What is the true motivation
behind this? Could this be an attempt to maintain the original size of the parking lot at 286 spots even
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though the size of the Lodge has been reduced? I fear that the real reason is to enable future phases of
the lodge to easily be shoved through the planning process. This is akin to the “existing wells” on site
which were actually just drilled last year, and suddenly we will have “existing parking” that just happens to
meet the demand of the new phases. What is the justiÞcation? Bringing MORE tourists to the quiet, rural
area with an already massive lodge and precarious evacuation measures is ridiculous. How about sizing
the parking lot to match the building size and reduce the amount of concrete, impervious surfaces, and
ugly parking lot views. The YARTS system is already crowded and there are times when capacity is met
and travelers are stranded. Furthermore, why bring huge 45’ diesel coaches into the area adding more
pollution, contributing to endless noise, and inviting more people to drive up to Sawmill to park, thereby
creating more environmental issues.
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Aesthetics
Yosemite National Park is known as one of the most beautiful places in the state, the country, and the
world. Scenic Highway 120 is exactly that; it is scenic. Land Use and Planning Goal 1B, Policy 1.B.3
claims the design is ÒconsistentÓ with the General Plan because it minimizes views of the parking lot from
Highway 120. However, the DEIR fails to review the parking lot as viewed from the Sawmill vantage
point, which is deÞnitely not consistent with the General Plan.
The proposed Terra Vi Lodge project has been reduced in size since the last proposal, except (as
mentioned above) the parking lot remains the same with 286 parking spaces. The DEIR does not outline
the subsequent phases and the proposal is not sincere or transparent regarding future plans. Also, what
is the ÒSite for Future DevelopmentÓ shown on the plans?
The current drawings show 100 guest rooms with up to 240 in future phases, 7 cabins now and
up to 25 four bedroom cabins in future phases, 286 parking spaces, a helipad, YARTS bus stop,
shopping market, large event space, and multiple out-buildings. We are talking about over 500
guests plus employees with this Þrst phase and over 1,300 for future phases, plus several
hundred support staff on site daily; this huge project does not suit the lot size, location, and
will degrade the beauty of the forest and the scenic highway.
The addition of the Glamping project, more campsites at Yosemite Lakes Thousand Trails RV park,
and Berkley-Tuolumne Camp further congest this precious, remote, rural timberland. I implore that all
decision makers consider all of the proposed projects and future expansions in the area at this time;
the cumulative impact is substantial. The scenic vistas, in particular will be signiÞcantly impacted and
forever destroyed. Once trees are cut down, they are gone.
When the Covid pandemic eases, things will have drastically changed. Serious consideration of
YosemiteÕs future plans for admitting visitors to the park should be studied: quantities, day permits,
reservations, etc. There may not be a need for accommodations outside the park. We should slow down
and take some time to consider the impacts before any projects are slated for approval. Otherwise, we
would then have an obsolete, vacant building that serves as an eyesore, a grafÞti and homeless magnet,
and another Þre ignition risk in Tuolumne County. These impacts seriously affect the aesthetic quality of
the Scenic Highway 120 corridor.
As currently designed, the scenic views from my property as well as my neighbors on Forest Route 1S03
will be substantially impacted. New artiÞcial lighting will further deteriorate views of the night sky. The
DEIR provides information about lighting at the helipad that cannot be shielded; this is unacceptable.
The artiÞcial lighting is noted under Aesthetics but also impacts Biological Resources which could disrupt
many wildlife species including the vulnerable riparian habitat in this ecologically sensitive area. Many
animals are cued by nightfall for feeding, mating, foraging; these normal patterns are at risk for
interruption and harm to sensitive wildlife and plant species. There is no mitigation noted for these
impacts other than “complying with building codes.”
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Cultural and Tribal Cultural Resources
The Tuolumne Band of Me-Wuk Indians has requested that one of their Native American Monitors be
present for an updated archeological survey as well as ground disturbing activities. While I see that this
has been mentioned in the DEIR and that it is included in CULT-1a and CULT-1B, I do not see it in the
text of the DEIR. Please identify where these requests have been included in the Mitigation Measures.
During the initial comment period for the Terra Vi Lodge, the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
alluded that “through a collaborative effort with the Tuolumne Me-Wuk Tribal Council their heritage would
be celebrated.” Mr. Stanley Cox, Me-Wuk Cultural Director stated in a letter dated December 17, 2018 to
the County that “our cultural department has not had any contact with this company (Hansji Development)
and they should not imply that we are working with them.”
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Please advise as to how the decisions were made regarding the open space, as well as Þrewood and
medicinal plant gathering activities prior to construction. Is this a satisfactory agreement that the Me-Wuk
have agreed to?
It is concerning that the Terra Vi Lodge project would knowingly state falsehoods in their documents and
potentially signiÞcantly impact a sacred place with cultural, archeological, prehistoric and historical value
to a California Native American tribe.
Hazards
Helicopter: Please provide the restrictions and required clearances. The current pad location is an
obstruction located next to our only driveway into and out of our homes. How will Sawmill residences
evacuate when a helicopter is blocking our ONLY egress from Sawmill Mountain. Based on what the
DEIR claims, the helipad will be used twice a day with Òunavoidable, excessive, and signiÞcant noiseÓ
that cannot be mitigated.
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It is ludicrous to state that mitigation techniques such as upgraded doors and windows at the lodge and
“Disclosure Statements” to the guests that the helicopter will create maximum noise, especially at night,
will alleviate the problem. It does nothing for the surrounding properties and fails to mitigate the issue to
less than signiÞcant. Removing the helicopter all together would solve the problem. If a true emergency
were to occur, the over-sized ample parking lot could easily serve as a landing pad.
Pedestrians: The DEIR dismisses the issue of pedestrians attempting to cross the highway to visit the
Terra Vi store, bar, restaurant, pool and vice versa. What is to keep the tourists from trespassing through
and damaging adjacent private property? Please address these concerns.
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Deer: The DEIR does identify deer migration patterns and habitat and acknowledges that “the project has
the potential to indirectly interfere with the movement of native resident mule deer traveling to and from
winter range through the introduction of additional people, pets and trafÞc.” However, the proposed
mitigation is shameful. ÒPrior to the CertiÞcate of Occupancy, the project applicant will pay a non proÞt
who conducts deer research activities. Is this really the mitigation solution? Will the deer not be
frightened away by the two years of construction prior to receiving the CertiÞcate of Occupancy?
The deer herd on Sawmill Mountain is well established and my family enjoys watching the deer in our
protected, quiet meadow. Scaring deer away from their migration paths and habitat during construction
and then offering to pay for research after the fact, is deplorable. This alone shows Terra Vi’s true colors
and lack of consideration for the forest and it’s inhabitants.
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Roadway: The DEIR fails to adequately analyze safety hazards that would occur during the lengthy two
year construction period. Slow-moving equipment and construction trucks may cause potential collisions
and trafÞc delays.
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The DEIR also fails to analyze hazards related to bicyclists. Instead, conclusions about safety impacts
are considered insigniÞcant because it is incorrectly assumed that bicyclists will remain only on the
portion of road between Sawmill and Hardin Flat. Plenty of bicyclists utilize Highway 120 and travel
beyond to Yosemite or Groveland. This is a signiÞcant safety concern.
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The DEIR fails to address the hazards associated with snowfall in the area and the presence of snow
plow equipment that enters and exits the CalTrans maintenance shed located at Sawmill. Travelers on
this portion of Highway 120 are typically ill equipped and pull over to park, becoming stranded along the
side of the road which often creates issues with safe snow removal and passage.
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Hydrology and Water Quality
I will defer this category to the experts for speciÞcs, but must point out key concerns about coronovirus
contamination, septic contamination, water quality, and water supply. A project of this size is an
incompatible use on a remote forest site without public water or public sewer. The lodge and glamping
developments may deplete our precious and scarce groundwater supplies.
Contamination: The developer has proposed a location for septic tanks and leach lines that is situated on
a known watercourse that leads through my meadow, my neighbor's meadow, several wells, and empties
into the stream, the creek and ultimately the Tuolumne River. The CFIP contract describes the project
site as located in the Big Creek planning watershed (calwater 2.2 #6536.800201) that is classiÞed as
high risk by the FRAP (Fire and Resource Assessment Program) team. The 14,197.1 acre watershed is
part of the broader Tuolumne River watershed that is also classiÞed as high risk. The South Fork of the
Tuolumne River runs ¼ mile south of the property.
I have brought up this major concern and planning ßaw in previous comment letters regarding the location
of the leach Þeld and proximity to my well. The report included under Biological Resources emphasizes
one of the ephemeral channel locations, ßow pattern and freshwater emergent wetland adjacent to the
leach Þeld that threatens the health of the meadow, however this has been ignored during the planning
process. The leach area and septic tanks should not be located on a known watercourse which leads to
residentÕs wells. Terra Vi has not recognized this mistake; the system must be relocated.
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The DEIR has failed to supply concrete evidence that the projectÕs wastewater treatment system will not
contaminate my water. Instead, the rationale provided is that the system will be built to code and will
therefore be adequate. This is not adequate analysis. Also, during the pump testing it should be noted
that our well water had an odorous smell that permeated our whole cabin; this has never happened in the
60 years we have owned the property.
I have also pointed out in previous letters that the leach Þelds as designed have the potential for freezing
atop the ground during winter months. This concern will signiÞcantly impact our private properties and
has never been addressed.
A new concern is relevant with regard to the Coronavirus and recent Þndings of the virus in Mariposa
CountyÕs wastewater system. What this means is that tourists are staying in hotels and shedding the
virus which then contaminates the system. This is scary. I do not want to worry about potential virus
leaching into my water supply. The DEIR should address this issue.
Availability: The availability and quality of my water will be adversely affected by the Terra Vi project. The
DEIR does not provide any assurances that ample groundwater exists to supply all cumulative properties
and does not adequately provide testing information that would simulate a drought year situation. It is not
known if the new wells drilled will be able to provide enough water for a sprinkler system, storage tanks,
swimming pool, laundry facilities, maintenance facilities, special events, cleaning, water treatment, food
preparation/ service waste water treatment, and most importantly Þre suppression.
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As mentioned in previous letters regarding Biological Resources, any watercourse disturbance affects the
riparian habitat and threatens a variety of plant and wildlife species. Many animals depend on riparian
habitat, and utilize this habitat for foraging, water, shelter, and migration. The project could substantially
affect riparian habitats by resulting in further destruction or loss of these vulnerable habitat types. This
past Spring, my meadow as well as my neighbor’s adjoining meadow were brimming with wildlife activity,
particularly the PaciÞc Chorus Frog, the Arboreal Salamander, and California Newt, a species of special
concern in California.
I defer to the independent experts with regard to ample water supply for all of Terra Vi and Under Canvas
water needs, though it appears that groundwater supply will be depleted by such large projects. Under
Canvas says they need over two million gallons per day supplied by two wells on the project site; that
does not include water for Þre suppression, nor provision of storage tanks. There is no assurance that
adequate water supplies exist to continually serve the project without depleting groundwater supplies to
neighboring properties. What would happen during a drought event?
How many gallons of water per day will Terra Vi consume during normal operations and how much water
will be required for Þre Þghting efforts? The DEIR only indicates demand for visitor usage and sites the
amount of water that will be generated for reclaimed and treated grey water for Þre suppression, hydrants
and sprinklers. But is it enough and how can we be guaranteed that the usage will not dry up our sources.
The demand is massive, especially cumulatively with Terra Vi and Under Canvas. The DEIR fails to fully
account for Terra Vi’s TOTAL water usage.
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Regarding Þre sprinklers alone, Jason Gogal, P.Eng 2016 ÒWildÞre Water Pumping and Sprinkler System
HandbookÓ says, ÒYou need a lot of water to effectively run a Þre water pumping system. What is a lot of
water? A Þre water pumping system with just Þve sprinklers use 72,000 gallons per day. Even when
using a tank for a Þre water supply, it can drain very fast when supplying a wildÞre water pumping system.
It is best to use a lake or river as the water source; a lot of water is necessary to effectively run a Þre
water pumping system. We donÕt have a lake or river available; it is foolish to think that the groundwater
wells could supply so much water without causing detrimental effect to neighboring wells. The well driller
has stated that fractured granite aquifers are unreliable water sources.
Based on my conservative calculations for the current Terra Vi Lodge square footage proposed,
the Þre sprinklers would require 420,000 gallons per hour. That would amount to 5 million gallons
of water for half a day. Imagine if the project requested additional construction phases; the
groundwater supply will most certainly be depleted. The DEIR states that three water storage tanks
will be provided but doesnÕt state the sizes. It also says that only 2 tanks will be utilized without any
explanation. Actual estimates must be disclosed.
Alternatives
The DEIR claims to have reviewed alternatives but in fact has rejected many before any review has
actually occurred. The reasoning for the rejections is unsound, ßawed and contradictory.
1. Rejected. Alternative Site Access: ÒThe County considered an alternative where the primary access
point would be located along Highway 120 rather than 1S03 Forest Route.Ó The DEIR claims that no
signiÞcant impacts were associated with the location of the projectÕs proposed access point and that
such an alternative would not avoid any signiÞcant impacts. This claim is completely false and
misguided. As discussed previously, Forest Route 1S03 is not to be utilized for commercial use,
would create serious evacuation issues, and is the only designated access for Sawmill residences.
This alternative must be considered.
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2. Rejected. Relocated Leach Field: “The County considered an alternative under which the leach
Þelds would be relocated to the eastern portion of the project site.Ó Yet the DEIR erroneously claims
again that there are no signiÞcant impacts associated with the location of the projectÕs leach Þelds.
Again, please review my valid concerns that the current location of the leach Þelds will contaminate
my meadows and well water, and will contaminate the watercourse which leads to the Tuolumne
River. The impacts are indeed signiÞcant. The DEIR has rejected an alternative without any
consideration. This alternative must be considered.
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3. Rejected. Alternative Water Source: ÒThe County considered an alternative where imported water
would be utilized rather than groundwater pumped from on-site wells.Ó Does this mean that water
would be trucked in? What does Òimported waterÓ mean? My understanding is that trucked water is
not legal for commercial businesses in California, so another viable alternative should be evaluated.
At any rate, the DEIR claims that no signiÞcant impacts associated with the groundwater wells have
been identiÞed. This ßawed logic suggests that looking at alternatives is unnecessary. However,
there is no guarantee that groundwater supplies will not be depleted, which is a highly signiÞcant
environmental impact. Alternatives must be considered.
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4. Rejected. Alternate Location: Casa Loma was rejected because the site, located a mere 8 miles
from the Manly site is in Mariposa County rather than Tuolumne County. However, this is a viable
option to be considered.
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5. Considered. Reduced Footprint Alternative: This alternative still proposes improper utilization of the
1S03 Forest Route as the main circulation. This alternative would need to be redesigned in order to
be considered as an alternative.
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6. Considered. No Project Alternative: This is the only alternative that would work on the property.
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7. Considered. Alternate Location: The Scar looks like a viable alternative yet the DEIR laments that
it would not include an emergency helipad. This is not a requirement of the project and even though
the DEIR claims it would provide improved emergency access, it would not substitute for groundbased emergency vehicle access. The Scar option seems to be the only alternative that makes
sense, with access to public water and sewer, as well as being situated closer to emergency services
in the town of Groveland. This location is ideal because it is below the snow line, thereby avoiding
difÞculties with tourists driving in the snow, putting on chains on the side of the road and avoiding
hazards such as snow removal equipment. The addition of a grocery store close to town would be
another asset to the Groveland community, as there is only one marketplace in the area currently.
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The environmentally superior alternative that is expected to generate the least amount of
impacts is the No Project Alternative. CEQA guidelines state that if the environmentally superior
alternative is the No Project Alternative, then the EIR must also identify an alternative among the
alternatives.
The DEIR then claims that the runner up option is the Reduced Footprint Alternative. However, as
delineated above and throughout this letter, the Reduced Footprint Alternative is reliant upon
dedicated use of Forest Route 1S03 which is not viable.
It is abundantly clear that the DEIR is ßawed in making false conclusions and it is clear that the
Terra Vi project is not suited for the proposed project property. In actuality, no viable option has
been offered other than the No Project Alternative or the Scar Alternative location.
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Conclusion
Overall, the DEIR has not thoroughly evaluated the concerns that the public has brought forward in
previous meetings and comment letters. The project interferes with safe evacuation and emergency
response which is in direct violation of the General Plan. Additionally, I have delineated many new issues
that require serious review and substantial planning changes to be considered. As currently designed,
the project contains many signiÞcant environmental impacts which cannot be adequately mitigated.
The cumulative impacts from projects proposed in this area are signiÞcant. It is vital that the County,
Planning Commission, Board of Directors, Forestry, and other Agencies reviewing and commenting on
the proposed projects are looking well beyond the conÞnes of the drawings and boundaries of the project
property lines to determine the overall impacts on the surrounding areas, now and in the future. We must
all be good stewards of the land.
The two proposed projects, (Terra Vi) with over 100 guest rooms in a three story high Lodge, with 7 fourbedroom cabins, 22 employee apartments and suites, 286 parking spaces, a helipad, bus stop, shopping
market, large event space, multiple out-buildings, swimming pool, with 550 guests and 50-100 support
staff on site, as well as (Under Canvas) with 99 tent structures, mobile kitchen, dining and reception
tents, laundry facility, swimming pool, another helipad, 102 campÞre pits, barbecues, bathrooms and
approximately 400 guests and 30-50 employees, do not suit the lot size or location, and are inconsistent
with the character of our community. There are additional projects proposed for Berkeley Camp and
Yosemite Lakes that must also be factored in, as the cumulative impacts would be signiÞcant.
In conclusion, there are many categories that require an objective, thorough review and revision of the
DEIR that require recirculation for public comment. I have outlined just some of the key areas that are
concerning while there are many more that must be considered by the appropriate agencies.

Sincerely,

Nancy Constantino
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Sawmill Easements
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB89
From: Priscilla Cornell <heidiho@gosnc.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 1:53 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Proposed resort
This is the first I have heard of this proposed resort.
OMG, speaking as a long time‐‐30 year plus‐‐resident of Groveland, that is the LAST thing we need .
I say NO, NO, NO!
This little town can not handle anymore tourists coming through then we already have to deal with.
Especially in these medically challenging times.
I already feel like ‐‐tourists go home‐‐the thoughts of hundreds more‐‐please no!
I hope whatever panel is deciding this will take that into consideration.
Thank you for the chance to express my concerns and opinion.
Priscilla Cornell
heidiho@gosnc.com

PUB89-01

COMMENT LETTER # PUB90
From: dan@excaliburre.com <dan@excaliburre.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 12:46 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; Taryn Vanderpan <TVanderpan@co.tuolumne.ca.us>;
Natalie Rizzi <NRizzi@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: RE: [spam] Automatic reply: Comment Letter ‐ YUC
Hello Quincy, Natalie and Taryn,
I’m just checking in to see if the request for extension on comments to the Terra Vi DEIR has been
accepted?
Sincerely,
Dan

PUB90-01

COMMENT LETTER # PUB91
From: Suzanne Ctibor <yosemitesu@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 2:59 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Terra Vi Lodge
Hello,
I am writing you again to express my opinion of Terra Vi Lodge, proposed for Highway 120 and Sawmill
Mt. road.
I sincerely hope that this project is rejected. It, like Rush Creek and Evergreen, will bring more problems
than an 'extra' million dollars in tax revenue for Tuolumne County will NOT be enough for all the traffic,
and all the problems this large of a project will incur. It will bring more emergency services, the incidents
of fire, and the Sherrifs department having to investigate thefts, and other problems 300 or more people
per day will bring.Think, more traffic, more accidents, more dead wildlife! Not to mention the aesthetic
value of the forest. If any of you have ever driven 120 during the height of tourist season, you would be
subject to people that don't know how to drive on mountain roads. They have no regard for double
yellows, no passing signs, and certainly not speed limit signs!! I have been passed on double yellows
with blind corners more times than I can even count. I have been passed on the RIGHT WHILE CHILDREN
WERE IN THE CROSSWALK at Tenaya Elementary, because the driver behind me was in too much of a
hurry. I couldn't even catch up to him so I could get his license plate number to call CHP. Highway 120
was not built with the thought of the amount of traffic there would be on it in the future!
Again, an 'estimated' one million dollars in tax revenue, as far as I'm concerned, will not offset the cost
of the services provided by the County and GCSD that this project will incur.
The effect on local businesses, especially the 'mom and pop' businesses, like many of our local hotels,
B&B's, AirB&B's, and more will also be effected by this project.
There are very few places to rent in this area, it's almost impossible for even locals to find a place to
rent, as many of the rentals in Pine Mountain Lake are now AirB&B's and not rentable on a monthly
basis. Outside employees may not be able to find housing for long term. Where will they be housed?
Please reconsider this proposal. A 3 story hotel would be a huge eyesore in our beautiful area, especially
if it looks like a hotel/motel that you see off of Highway 99 in Stockton.
Thank you for your consideration of our concerns.
Respectfully,
Suzanne Ctibor and family,
Second and Third generation Tuolumne County residents.

PUB91-01

COMMENT LETTER # PUB92
From: Patricia Elliott <pelliott3648@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 3:31 PM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Terra Vi
To Ms. Quincy Yaley,
The Terra Vi development is a massive project that threatens the future of Yosemite National Park.
Tuolumne County has a sacred obligation to protect the Park from the abuse, greed and self interest of
big city developers.
We know that the Park is on the verge of overuse already. Why would you approve a project that will
only add to the traffic congestion, increase the risk of fire and threaten the water supply on Sawmill
Mountain? A few tax dollars will not solve the county's financial problems. Terra Vi will have it's own
restaurant and store so the town of Groveland will not benefit from this development. Please protect
Yosemite National Park for future generations.
Sincerely, Patricia Elliott, PhD
Groveland, Ca.

PUB92-01

COMMENT LETTER # PUB93
From: Elizabeth Erickson <elizerickson@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 10:38 AM
To: Quincy Yaley <QYaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; Natalie Rizzi <NRizzi@co.tuolumne.ca.us>;
kathleenhaff2020@gmail.com; Tracie Riggs <TRiggs@co.tuolumne.ca.us>; BOS Members
<bosm@co.tuolumne.ca.us>
Subject: Terra Vi DEIR ‐ Opposition Letter
Please find attached my opposition/comment letter in regards to the Terra Vi DEIR.
Please take into consideration that this project has a huge impact on our small community in Sawmill
Mt. Road. Also, our family has been property owners since the early 1940's and my grandfather just
passed away (he and his father built our cabin when he was in college) this is a legacy to pass on to
others to enjoy the wilderness. There has to be other options that cause less impact and distress on the
people and environment around.
Please provide receipt of this email and letter attached.
Thank you,
Elizabeth Erickon

PUB93-01

July 30, 2020
Tuolumne County Community Development Department
2 S. Green Street
Sonora, CA 95370
Quincy Yaley: qyaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us
Natalie Rizzi: nrizzi@co.tuolumne.ca.us
Tracy Riggs: triggs@co.tuolumne.ca.us
Kathleen Haff:kathleenhaff2020@gmail.com
Board of Supervisors: bosm@co.tuolumne.ca.us
RE: Comments in response to TERRA VI DEIR

To Quincy Yaley, County Planning Commissioners, and the Board of Supervisors:
Our family has owned a parcel adjacent to the proposed development since the mid-1940’s. We
have a family cabin that my Great-Grandfather and Grandfather built. Our family has been
enjoying the South Fork, Middle Fork, Sawmill Mountain and the Groveland community for five
generations.

PUB93-02

This letter is in response to the “Terra Vi DEIR,” which included extensive appendices,
well test reports, site plans, and past comments. This document dismisses items that are
considered relevant to the safety and well-being of the neighboring communities and the general
public that frequent the Highway 120 corridor in Tuolumne County.
The First Issue to address is the Parcel and Zoning Questions:
This DEIR is doing a report on a parcel that was never legally subdivided in compliance
with the Tuolumne County Ordinance. As a property within the community of the Manly
property we would like the County to follow the proper procedure and notification for a divide
and rezoning.

PUB93-03

The Second Issue to address is the Timberland Conversion:
The matter of conversion of the site from commercial forest use to a non-forest use. The
DEIR notes that the project could have a significant impact on the environment if it results in the
conversion of forest land to non-forest use.
The DEIR text clearly acknowledges that the project would result in a conversion of the
project site from a focus on timber management to a focus on recreation.

PUB93-04

Over past decades, when projects affecting forest lands have been reviewed, Tuolumne
County planning commissioners and county supervisors have historically strongly advocated for
strict and thorough review of the impact of converting commercial timberlands to other uses.

PUB93-04
cont.

Third Issue is Fire Risk:
The Grand Jury published a report on June 3, 2020 a Tuolumne County Fire Safety
Report. (which can be found on the County’s website:
https://www.tuolumnecounty.ca.gov/1294/2020-Grand-Jury-Report) The report states “Of the 20
most destructive Fires in California’s History, 10 have happened within the last four
years….Recent wildfires events in Tuolumne County include the 2013 Rim Fire that burned
more than 257,000 acres over 68 days..” it continues to state that “A mass evacuation will always
be difficult on neighborhood roads that are two lanes, winding and easily blocked by one fallen
tree, power poles, or abandoned vehicles across a road.”

PUB93-05

Adding a 250+ room hotel, employees, and general public along with the properties
already there, this project would cause a massive potential for disaster with hundreds of guests
and employees attempting to evacuate along with the owners of properties adjacent to the
proposed project..
The Fourth Issues is Water Supply:
All properties currently get their water supply from wells. Terra Vi’s well testing failed.
With the indicated required draw on the water table, the project could and probably would leave
the Sawmill Community with no water. The is no documented mitigation for this.
The DEIR finding of Less Than Significant is based on just the minimum required tests
that in no way confirm that any of the onsite wells have sufficient volume of recharge to be a
permanent water source for the large scale of this development. All the other local, large hotels
that are also in granite sub-strata have struggled to provide sufficient water.
The DEIR does not appropriately state that the water flow testing showed that the pump
test was a failure in providing the appropriate water that would meet the demand of such a
project. There is no mitigation for depriving the surrounding properties of their water supply.

PUB93-06

The Fifth issue is Forest Service Road:
Terra Vi is assuming they would have access from the Sawmill Mountain Road (Forest
Route IS03). Their main circulation, access and egress is all planned for using this route.
However, a Forest Route, such as IS03, is for forest administration and forest access. Also
Forest Route IS03 is the only access that the 15 cabins in the 80 acre homestead have.
Considering that the planned site for Terra Vi has an alternative access approved by
CalTrans 200 yards east along Highway 120, the alternative would be the most appropriate
access to such a planned project.

PUB93-07

The Sixth issue is Waste Water:
The DEIR does not address the potential for system failure of the waste water treatment system.
The failure of the system would result in contaminating the water supply for the 15 resident
cabins, the Middle Fork of the Tuolumne River and also could be in violation of the clean water
act. The DEIR completely overlooks the negative impact of a waste water treatment failure.
The USGS Ascension Mountain quad map (photo‐inspected 1992) shows a spring located
outside the project boundaries, 300± feet to the north (the same off‐site aquatic feature shown in the
NWI map). On the quad map, the spring flows into an unnamed perennial channel that flows
northwest into the Middle Tuolumne River and, based on topography, EC‐01 also would be expected
to flow into the same off‐site perennial channel 300± feet north of the project boundaries and
subsequently to the Middle Fork Tuolumne River. What does this tell us?
These concerns address only a few of the issues; as this DEIR is over 1,200 plus pages with a
short time granted to review not only the Terra Vi DEIR but also the Under Canvas DEIR, the
county is limiting the community’s ability to adequately respond to all the misinformation and
lack of facts this DEIR provides.

Elizabeth Erickson

PUB93-08

Ms. Yaley
July 30, 2020

COMMENT LETTER # PUB94

July 30, 2020
Tuolumne County Community Development Department
2 S. Green Street
Sonora, CA 95370
Natalie Rizzi: nrizzi@co.tuolumne.ca.us
Quincy Yaley: qyaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us
Tracy Riggs: triggs@co.tuolumne.ca.us
Kathleen Haff:kathleenhaff2020@gmail.com
Board of Supervisors: bosm@co.tuolumne.ca.us
Regarding: The TERRA VI DEIR

Dear Ms. Yaley, County Planning Commissioners, and the Board of Supervisors:
My grandfather and father purchased a parcel adjacent to the proposed development in the
1940’s and built a cabin on it. It is a one-room cabin intended to be a sanctuary and retreat. It
remains essentially as it was built and is not rented out or used by anyone other than family. It is
a very, very special place with memorials for my sister, grandfather and, just recently, my father
on-site. Five generations of my family have enjoyed the peaceful beauty of this little piece of
Tuolumne County. As the Finance Director of a small town, I recognize the temptation of the
taxes and fees from this project. However, outside of the clear and obvious errors and omissions
in the DEIR, I implore you to consider the devastating impact that what is essentially a hotel will
have on the surrounding area and the peaceful enjoyment of our land.

PUB94-01

That said, this letter is in response to the “Terra Vi DEIR,” which included extensive appendices,
well test reports, site plans, and past comments. There was very little time to read and absorb the
large document and my responses will reflect the lack of time allowed to do so. In my town, a
development of this nature would be subject to extensive public outreach and education to be
sure the community was fully versed in the risks and rewards and could provide input.
However, even with the limited time available, it is clear that this document overlooks and
dismisses items that are considered relevant to the safety and well-being of the neighboring
communities and the general public that frequent the Highway 120 corridor in Tuolumne
County.
1. Illegal subdivision. This DEIR is a report on a parcel that was never legally subdivided
in compliance with Tuolumne County Ordinance. As a property within the community of
the Manly property we would like the County to follow the proper procedure for such a
divide and rezoning. This illegal subdivision has been brought to the County several

PUB94-02

Ms. Yaley
July 30, 2020

times and there has been no response whatsoever.

PUB94-02
cont.

2. Timberland Conversion. The matter of conversion of the site from commercial forest use
to a non-forest use. The DEIR notes that the project could have a significant impact on
the environment if it results in the conversion of forest land to non-forest use.
The DEIR text clearly acknowledges that the project would result in a conversion of the
project site from a focus on timber management to a focus on recreation.

PUB94-03

Over past decades, when projects affecting forest lands have been reviewed, Tuolumne
County planning commissioners and county supervisors have historically strongly
advocated for strict and thorough review of the impact of converting commercial
timberlands to other uses.
3.

Fire and Emergency Services. The Grand Jury published a report on June 3, 2020 a
Tuolumne County Fire Safety Report. (which can be found on the County’s website:
https://www.tuolumnecounty.ca.gov/1294/2020-Grand-Jury-Report) The report states
“Of the 20 most destructive Fires in California’s History, 10 have happened within the
last four years….Recent wildfires events in Tuolumne County include the 2013 Rim Fire
that burned more than 257,000 acres over 68 days..” it continues to state that “A mass
evacuation will always be difficult on neighborhood roads that are two lanes, winding
and easily blocked by one fallen tree, power poles, or abandoned vehicles across a road.”
The area to be developed into Terra VI was classified in 2007 as Very High Fire Hazard
Severity Zone by CAL FIRE (see DEIR). The catastrophic Rim Fire of 2013 clearly
demonstrated this classification is appropriate. It actually burned part of the site.

PUB94-04

The likelihood of having any open fires on the site during high fire season cannot help
but worsen the fire risk. Any conclusion that this would be a Less Than Significant fire
risk his seriously flawed. The DERI is silent on providing adequate and dedicated
firefighting water. There must be one or more tanks of dedicated fire water as there is no
other source to fight fires. Further, the site must be plumbed with hydrants to distribute
the water.
Adding a 250+ room hotel, employees, and general public along with the properties
already there, this project would cause a massive potential for disaster with hundreds of
guests and employees attempting to evacuate along with the owners of properties
adjacent to the proposed project.
4. Water Supply. All properties currently get their water supply from wells. Terra Vi’s well
testing failed. With the indicated required draw on the water table, the project could and
probably would leave the Sawmill Community with no water. There is no documented
mitigation for this. The DEIR finding of Less Than Significant is based on just the
minimum required tests that in no way confirm that any of the onsite wells have
sufficient volume of recharge to be a permanent water source for the large scale of this
development. All the other local, large hotels that are also in granite sub-strata have
struggled to provide sufficient water.

PUB94-05

Ms. Yaley
July 30, 2020

5.

The DEIR does not appropriately state that the water flow testing showed that the pump
test was a failure in providing the appropriate water that would meet the demand of such
a project. There is no mitigation for depriving the surrounding properties of their water
supply.

PUB94-05
cont.

Waste water. The DEIR does not address the potential for system failure of the waste
water treatment system. The failure of the system would result in contaminating the water
supply for the 15 resident cabins, the Middle Fork of the Tuolumne River and also could
be in violation of the clean water act. The DEIR completely overlooks the negative
impact of a waste water treatment failure. Additionally, the DEIR provides no
explanation of how groundwater contamination was to be prevented from its septic
systems during high water years with substantial runoff. In that there are many others
downstream from these projects using Tuolumne River water, groundwater
contamination further research during very wet years is critical

PUB94-06

I am deeply disappointed, that the consultant that prepared this DEIR and the Tuolumne County
Planning Department have allowed so many blatant errors and omissions. It is also disappointing that
Tuolumne County released two very lengthy DEIRs at almost the same time, during summer months
when many residents are unavailable, and during the Covid crisis. It would be easy to conclude that
the County was trying to minimize resident review and comment and rush approval. This is not my
experience in my local government and certainly should not be how Tuolumne County to act as
guardians of the integrity of developments within our County.
Sincerely,

Eric R. Erickson
30300 Highway 120
Groveland, CA 95321

PUB94-037

COMMENT LETTER # PUB95
July 30, 2020

Tuolumne County Community Development Department
2 S. Green Street
Sonora, CA 95370
Quincy Yaley: qyaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us
Natalie Rizzi: nrizzi@co.tuolumne.ca.us
Tracy Riggs: triggs@co.tuolumne.ca.us
Kathleen Haff:kathleenhaff2020@gmail.com
Board of Supervisors: bosm@co.tuolumne.ca.us
RE: Comments in response to TERRA VI DEIR

To Quincy Yaley, County Planning Commissioners, and the Board of Supervisors:

Our family has owned a parcel adjacent to the proposed development since the mid-1940’s. Our
family and friends have been enjoying the South Fork, Middle Fork, Sawmill Mountain and the
Groveland community for five generations.
This letter is in response to the “Terra Vi DEIR,” which included extensive appendices,
well test reports, site plans, and past comments. This document dismisses items that are
considered relevant to the safety and well-being of the neighboring communities and the general
public that frequent the Highway 120 corridor in Tuolumne County.

PUB95-1
PUB95-01
-2

PUB95-02

The First Issue to address is the Parcel and Zoning Questions:
This DEIR is doing a report on a parcel that was never legally subdivided in compliance
with the Tuolumne County Ordinance. As a property within the community of the Manly
property we would like the County to follow the proper procedure and notification for a divide
and rezoning.

-3
PUB95-03

The Second Issue to address is the Timberland Conversion:
The matter of conversion of the site from commercial forest use to a non-forest use. The
DEIR notes that the project could have a significant impact on the environment if it results in the
conversion of forest land to non-forest use.
The DEIR text clearly acknowledges that the project would result in a conversion of the
project site from a focus on timber management to a focus on recreation.

-4
PUB95-04

Over past decades, when projects affecting forest lands have been reviewed, Tuolumne
County planning commissioners and county supervisors have historically strongly advocated for
strict and thorough review of the impact of converting commercial timberlands to other uses.

-4contPUB95-04
cont.

Third Issue is Fire Risk:
The Grand Jury published a report on June 3, 2020 a Tuolumne County Fire Safety
Report. (which can be found on the County’s website:
https://www.tuolumnecounty.ca.gov/1294/2020-Grand-Jury-Report) The report states “Of the 20
most destructive Fires in California’s History, 10 have happened within the last four
years….Recent wildfires events in Tuolumne County include the 2013 Rim Fire that burned
more than 257,000 acres over 68 days..” it continues to state that “A mass evacuation will always
be difficult on neighborhood roads that are two lanes, winding and easily blocked by one fallen
tree, power poles, or abandoned vehicles across a road.”

-5
PUB95-05

Adding a 250+ room hotel, employees, and general public along with the properties
already there, this project would cause a massive potential for disaster with hundreds of guests
and employees attempting to evacuate along with the owners of properties adjacent to the
proposed project..
The Fourth Issues is Water Supply:
All properties currently get their water supply from wells. Terra Vi’s well testing failed.
With the indicated required draw on the water table, the project could and probably would leave
the Sawmill Community with no water. The is no documented mitigation for this.

-6

The DEIR finding of Less Than Significant is based on just the minimum required tests
that in no way confirm that any of the onsite wells have sufficient volume of recharge to be a
permanent water source for the large scale of this development. All the other local, large hotels
that are also in granite sub-strata have struggled to provide sufficient water.
The DEIR does not appropriately state that the water flow testing showed that the pump
test was a failure in providing the appropriate water that would meet the demand of such a
project. There is no mitigation for depriving the surrounding properties of their water supply.

PUB95-06

The Fifth issue is Forest Service Road:
Terra Vi is assuming they would have access from the Sawmill Mountain Road (Forest
Route IS03). Their main circulation, access and egress is all planned for using this route.
However, a Forest Route, such as IS03, is for forest administration and forest access. Also
Forest Route IS03 is the only access that the 15 cabins in the 80 acre homestead have.
Considering that the planned site for Terra Vi has an alternative access approved by
CalTrans 200 yards east along Highway 120, the alternative would be the most appropriate
access to such a planned project.

-7
PUB95-07

The Sixth issue is Waste Water:
The DEIR does not address the potential for system failure of the waste water treatment system.
The failure of the system would result in contaminating the water supply for the 15 resident
cabins, the Middle Fork of the Tuolumne River and also could be in violation of the clean water
act. The DEIR completely overlooks the negative impact of a waste water treatment failure.

-8
PUB95-08

The USGS Ascension Mountain quad map (photo‐inspected 1992) shows a spring located
outside the project boundaries, 300± feet to the north (the same off‐site aquatic feature shown in the
NWI map). On the quad map, the spring flows into an unnamed perennial channel that flows
northwest into the Middle Tuolumne River and, based on topography, EC‐01 also would be expected
to flow into the same off‐site perennial channel 300± feet north of the project boundaries and
subsequently to the Middle Fork Tuolumne River. What does this tell us?
These concerns address only a few of the issues; as this DEIR is over 1,200 plus pages with a
short time granted to review not only the Terra Vi DEIR but also the Under Canvas DEIR, the
county is limiting the community’s ability to adequately respond to all the misinformation and
lack of facts this DEIR provides.
Signed:
Ingrid and Jeffrey

Erickson Family
30300 Highway 120
Groveland

-9 PUB95-09

COMMENT LETTER # PUB96

PUB96-01

PUB96-02

PUB96-03

PUB96-03
cont.

PUB96-04

PUB96-05

PUB96-06

PUB96-07

COMMENT LETTER # PUB97

July 30, 2020
Tuolumne County Community Development Department
2 S. Green Street
Sonora, CA 95370
Quincy Yaley: qyaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us
Natalie Rizzi: nrizzi@co.tuolumne.ca.us
Tracy Riggs: triggs@co.tuolumne.ca.us
Kathleen Haff:kathleenhaff2020@gmail.com
Board of Supervisors: bosm@co.tuolumne.ca.us
RE: Comments in response to TERRA VI DEIR

To Quincy Yaley, County Planning Commissioners, and the Board of Supervisors:
Our family has owned a parcel adjacent to the proposed development since the mid-1940’s. Our
family and friends have been enjoying the South Fork, Middle Fork, Sawmill Mountain and the
Groveland community for five generations.
This letter is in response to the “Terra Vi DEIR,” which included extensive appendices,
well test reports, site plans, and past comments. This document dismisses items that are
considered relevant to the safety and well-being of the neighboring communities and the general
public that frequent the Highway 120 corridor in Tuolumne County.

PUB97-01

The First Issue to address is the Parcel and Zoning Questions:
This DEIR is doing a report on a parcel that was never legally subdivided in compliance
with the Tuolumne County Ordinance. As a property within the community of the Manly
property we would like the County to follow the proper procedure and notification for a divide
and rezoning.

PUB97-02

The Second Issue to address is the Timberland Conversion:
The matter of conversion of the site from commercial forest use to a non-forest use. The
DEIR notes that the project could have a significant impact on the environment if it results in the
conversion of forest land to non-forest use.
The DEIR text clearly acknowledges that the project would result in a conversion of the
project site from a focus on timber management to a focus on recreation.

PUB97-03

Over past decades, when projects affecting forest lands have been reviewed, Tuolumne
County planning commissioners and county supervisors have historically strongly advocated for
strict and thorough review of the impact of converting commercial timberlands to other uses.

PUB97-03
cont.

Third Issue is Fire Risk:
The Grand Jury published a report on June 3, 2020 a Tuolumne County Fire Safety
Report. (which can be found on the County’s website:
https://www.tuolumnecounty.ca.gov/1294/2020-Grand-Jury-Report) The report states “Of the 20
most destructive Fires in California’s History, 10 have happened within the last four
years….Recent wildfires events in Tuolumne County include the 2013 Rim Fire that burned
more than 257,000 acres over 68 days..” it continues to state that “A mass evacuation will always
be difficult on neighborhood roads that are two lanes, winding and easily blocked by one fallen
tree, power poles, or abandoned vehicles across a road.”

PUB97-04

Adding a 250+ room hotel, employees, and general public along with the properties
already there, this project would cause a massive potential for disaster with hundreds of guests
and employees attempting to evacuate along with the owners of properties adjacent to the
proposed project..
The Fourth Issues is Water Supply:
All properties currently get their water supply from wells. Terra Vi’s well testing failed.
With the indicated required draw on the water table, the project could and probably would leave
the Sawmill Community with no water. The is no documented mitigation for this.
The DEIR finding of Less Than Significant is based on just the minimum required tests
that in no way confirm that any of the onsite wells have sufficient volume of recharge to be a
permanent water source for the large scale of this development. All the other local, large hotels
that are also in granite sub-strata have struggled to provide sufficient water.
The DEIR does not appropriately state that the water flow testing showed that the pump
test was a failure in providing the appropriate water that would meet the demand of such a
project. There is no mitigation for depriving the surrounding properties of their water supply.

PUB97-05

The Fifth issue is Forest Service Road:
Terra Vi is assuming they would have access from the Sawmill Mountain Road (Forest
Route IS03). Their main circulation, access and egress is all planned for using this route.
However, a Forest Route, such as IS03, is for forest administration and forest access. Also
Forest Route IS03 is the only access that the 15 cabins in the 80 acre homestead have.
Considering that the planned site for Terra Vi has an alternative access approved by
CalTrans 200 yards east along Highway 120, the alternative would be the most appropriate
access to such a planned project.

PUB97-06

The Sixth issue is Waste Water:
The DEIR does not address the potential for system failure of the waste water treatment system.
The failure of the system would result in contaminating the water supply for the 15 resident
cabins, the Middle Fork of the Tuolumne River and also could be in violation of the clean water
act. The DEIR completely overlooks the negative impact of a waste water treatment failure.
The USGS Ascension Mountain quad map (photo‐inspected 1992) shows a spring located
outside the project boundaries, 300± feet to the north (the same off‐site aquatic feature shown in the
NWI map). On the quad map, the spring flows into an unnamed perennial channel that flows
northwest into the Middle Tuolumne River and, based on topography, EC‐01 also would be expected
to flow into the same off‐site perennial channel 300± feet north of the project boundaries and
subsequently to the Middle Fork Tuolumne River. What does this tell us?
These concerns address only a few of the issues; as this DEIR is over 1,200 plus pages with a
short time granted to review not only the Terra Vi DEIR but also the Under Canvas DEIR, the
county is limiting the community’s ability to adequately respond to all the misinformation and
lack of facts this DEIR provides.

Erickson Family
30300 Highway 120
Groveland

PUB97-07

COMMENT LETTER # PUB98

July 30, 2020
Quincy Yaley
Director, Community Development Dept.
Tuolumne County
2 S. Green Street
Sonora, CA 95370
qyaley@co.tuolumne.ca.us
RE: Draft Environmental Impact Report for the Terra Vi Lodge Yosemite Project

Dear Ms. Yaley,
I have several concerns after reviewing this report. This is a massive development directly
adjacent to 15 residences. One of which has been in my family since 1972. We rely on an honest
and thorough assessment of the environmental impacts of the proposed project. And from what I
understand, there are numerous aspects of this report that fall far short of what is required.

PUB98-01

Cultural Resources Assessment Contradicts Tuolumne County General Plan
This project does not adhere to the Tuolumne County General Plan. There are cultural resources
identified within the Project area. The Applicant proposes installing a fence to protect these
resources during construction but once construction is complete the resource is open to trampling
and damage by the owners and guests of Terra VI lodge.

PUB98-02

This project is also in violation of AB52 consultation laws as evidenced by the following direct
correspondence with Tuolumne Band of Me-Wuk Indians Tribal Council.

PUB98-03

The Tuolumne Band of Me-Wuk Indians Tribal Council was not consulted by the Lead Agency during
the AB52 process, and relied on residents to provide updates on the Initial Study and DEIR process.

PUB98-04

The significance of the cultural resources identified within the project area was not adequately
addressed. Archaeological assessment of a resource does not determine the Tribal cultural value of
a resource. The lack of AB52 consultation which enables the Lead Agency to determine the Tribal
significance of a resource indicates the 2018 General Plan Cultural Resource Element for this
project has not been met.
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The mitigation measures offered with regards to ground disturbing activities is wholly inadequate
once you’ve identified cultural resources within the site.
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CULT-1a of the DEIR advises that only cultural resource training is required for construction
personnel within a known archaeological resource. This is akin to the fox guarding the henhouse
and provides no professional oversight to the ground disturbance of the proposed Project.
Opportunities to hide, obfuscate, or remove archaeological or tribal cultural resources from the
Project Area to prevent project delays are highly likely under the proposed mitigation measures.
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CULT-1b is also inadequate. It advises that the Project retain a qualified archaeologist to prepare
a data recovery plan only after a resource has been impacted by the Project. This does not
conform to the General Plan, or to CEQA guidelines under AB52 protecting Tribal Cultural
Resources (TCR). Archaeological firms are not qualified to determine what is a significant Tribal
Cultural Resource. The Tuolumne Band of Me-Wuk Indians were not adequately consulted in this
review process, and therefore the review process should be considered incomplete.
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Once it is admitted that the project may cause “a substantial adverse change in the significance of
a Tribal Cultural Resource” (i.e. CULT-4) -- what are the mitigation strategies offered?
-- one-time access for a tribal representative to remove and transplant native plants.
-- one-time access for a tribal representative to remove firewood
-- a 50 foot buffer on the most remote, unusable land for the purpose of reflection of its own
guests (not tribal representatives)
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This is unacceptable. The county must re-engage with tribal representatives to find a more
acceptable mitigation strategy.

Conforming with the County’s General Plan
The stated goal of Natural Resources in the County’s general plan is sited in 16.A.1:
“Recognize that agricultural and timberlands have historically defined the rural character and
scenic beauty of Tuolumne County.”
A brand new hotel, market, swimming pool and yoga studio is in direct conflict with this mission
statement.
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In the following section 16.A.2 of the General Plan:
“Conserve the natural scenic quality and rural character along designated scenic routes in the
County.”
As of right now, this area of HWY 120 is not officially designated scenic. But with greater
awareness as to what is happening and the global climate awareness that is upon us, it is clear that
given enough time, there would be plenty of votes to designate this area scenic. As is stated as a
possibility in 16.A.c:
“The designation of additional local or state Scenic Routes shall only be approved by the Board of
Supervisors after consent of the owners of a minimum of 51% of the property area and 51% of the
owners of the property adjacent to the proposed Scenic Route. The determination of the consent
of the property owners for the designation of a Scenic Route shall be based upon each parcel
having one vote.“
There are 15 residences immediately adjacent to these two parcels up for development. One
parcel == one vote.

Sincerely,
Ben Gardella
11220 Sawmill Mountain Rd.
Groveland, CA 95321
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COMMENT LETTER # PUB99
Laura T. George

July 30, 2020

Ms. Quincy Yaley
Tuolumne County Community Development Department
2 South Green Street
Sonora, CA 95370
RE: Draft EIR for Terra Vi Lodge
Dear Ms. Yaley,
Thank you for allowing the opportunity to comment on the Draft EIR for Terra Vi Lodge.
Following are my primary concerns, although there are so many inadequacies in the DEIR that need
to be addressed, it would be impossible to comment on everything in this letter.
It makes no sense to develop an area that has been proven to carry an extremely high fire risk. The
Rim Fire of 2013 is only one example of the devastation that can occur due to a perfect storm of
human negligence, drought conditions, and fuel filled forests. The impact of Terra Vi must always
take into consideration the cumulative effects of the nearby proposed Yosemite Under Canvas
project. Developing this well-known fire risk land will create a death trap for local residents in the
event of evacuation. The closest emergency services can take at least 30-45 minutes for their one
ambulance or two fire trucks to arrive.

PUB99-01
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The DEIR fails to assess fire risk and evacuation mitigation procedures adequately. Highway 120
eastbound leads to Yosemite, and westbound, leads to Old and New Priest Grade roads, which, as
you know are steep (up to 17% grade) winding roads not for the faint of heart, nor for naïve visitors
in rental cars who are unfamiliar with the dangers of these tortuous mountain roads. One can only
imagine the mayhem in the event of mass fire evacuation down the only artery out of the area.
The DEIR fails to adequately address the issue of water supply and septic contamination to
residential wells. Terra Vi has not adequately assessed their water needs, nor have they confirmed
that their leach fields won’t contaminate neighboring wells. I understand that nearby Rush Creek has
had to truck water in during drought years. Developing a large hotel to accommodate 550 guests will
place a great strain on the water table, in addition to creating waste hazard for neighboring homes.
Are they willing to pay to have water trucked in for the current residents in the area during drought
years to make up for the water they are essentially taking from neighboring residents’ wells?
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The DEIR fails to adequately address the issue and mitigation of noise pollution. Noise generated by
the hotel operation will frighten wildlife that we have admired and lived with harmoniously for years.
The combination of increased traffic, helipad operations, and lodge guests visits and events/parties
will undoubtedly put an end to the serenity that our family has enjoyed on Sawmill Mountain for
over 60 years.
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It is a shame that the County has to choose between creating more tax revenue and protecting its
residents and land. Please see that a comprehensive and accurate EIR is created prior to moving
forward. Bottom line is that this development has no place being built in this area for all of the
aforementioned reasons and many more that have been covered by my family and neighbors. Truly,
there are far more important things in life than money and I sincerely hope that Tuolumne County,
the developers, and the Terra Vi proposed site land owners rise above their greed and do the right
thing. The earth, the animals, and we, depend on your decision for the future of the planet and for
preserving our peaceful treasured mountain. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Laura George
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